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Some Cryptographic Techniques For Secure Data Communication

V Varadharajan

Abstract

This thesis investigates conventional and public key
cryptographic techniques for secure data commmication.

Block and stream cipher methods to provide secure
commmication over an insecure channel are discussed with particular
reference to the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm A
microprocessor based data encryption interface unit has been designed
and constructed using the DES to provide both commmication and file
security. Several chaining techniques using the system have also
been investigated enabling a study of their error characteristics,
speed of operation, level of security and their ability to overcome
difficulties due to data redundancy and structure. A statistical
analysis of the randomness of the output sequences in each of these
techniques has been made. Furthermore , the developed system can be
used on the Prestel public network allowing storage and retrieval of
completely and partly encrypted frames of information on the Prestel
database.

The use of such a DES based encryption system in a
commmnication network poses problems with regard to key distribution
since the keys used need to be distributed to the users over 4a Secure,
separate channel. Several methods of key distribution including the
use of public key systems are discussed.

Extensions of the Rivest—Shamir—Adleman (RSA) public key
scheme to matrix rings, polynomial rings and algebraic number fields
have been proposed. These extensions indicate that rings other than
the ring of rational integers can be used to construct public key
systems with the factorization trapdoor property. The security of
such systems again relies on the difficulty of factorizing a large
integer.

An extension of the Diffie-Hellman public key distribution

system to matrix rings is proposed. Short cycling attacks against
the exponentiation system in GF(2 ) have been analysed and are shown

to be equivalent to a randomsearch procedure. A hybrid system
using exponentiation in GF(2" ) for key distribution and the DES for
data security has been implemented and the advantage of normal basis
representation in the computation of the exponentiation in GF(2 ) is
examined,

The role of perimtation polynomials in the design of public
key systems has also been investigated. In particular, it is show
that secure public key systems can be designed using Dickson
permitation polynomials and Rédei rational functions. Further the
complexity of public key systems can be increased by combining the
permitation polynomials under the law of composition.

- xii +
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1,1 General

; Fhe concept of data security is becoming increasingly

significant owing to the expanding role of distributed computation,

distributed data bases and telecommmications applications such as

electronic mail and electronic funds transfer. The computer and

communications technologies have resulted in a dramatic increase

in the volume and speedof information collection, distribution and

storage. Greater information transfer and storage in turn imply

greater risk of exposure of sensitive or confidential information to

unauthorised users due to the ready availability of inexpensive

miniature intercepting devices. These have resulted in an increased

interest in computer data security not only in the military and

political areas but also in the field of commerce, where a. single
transaction may involve millions of pounds. This has motivated

research particularly in the art of cryptography, which forms the

centraltechnique of commmnication security.

Cryptography is the science and study of secret writing Cad.
Cryptography can be defined as the transformation of a message of a
data stream by means of an algorithm so that anyone observing the

transformed data cannot deduce the hidden information. Such

transformations provide solutions to two major problemsof data

security namely the privacy problem and the authentication problem (2),
In some environments the message can be transmitted in clear text as

long as its integrity is safeguarded. A common example where the

problem of authentication predominates is in telephone communication

where the called party cannot determine who is calling. Other

environments may require that the contents of the message be concealed

during transmission from unauthorised observation and this is a privacy

problem. The problems of privacy and authentication are closely

related and techniques for solving one can frequently be applied to

the other. Data encryption is recognised [3] as the most reliable

method for not only protecting vital information from eavesdroppers

but also a technique of message authentication preventing injection of

false information into a commmication system by illegitimate users,

-l1l--
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This thesis is mainly concerned with the data privacy problem.

On one hand, the easy availability of enormous computer

power enables the cryptographer to design complicated algorithms.
But on the other hand, the computer technology also helps the code

breakers to be more effective in cracking the system. So it is a

never ending struggle between code makers and code breakers.

Recent developments in encryption techniques for computer

communication network security including the Data Encryption Standard

(DES) [11] and the evolution of public key cryptosystems provided

the major thrust of the present research work. Essentially the thesis

can be divided into two parts. In the first part (Chapters 2 to 9),

the use of encryption and decryption techniques in communication

systems is investigated. The design and operation of an encryption
interface unit incorporating the DES to provide communication and file

security and different key distribution schemes are discussed. The

second part (Chapters 10 to 15) is mainly concerned with the design of

public key cryptosystems with a particular emphasis on the extensions

of the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) (12] type factorization trapdoor
systems.

1.2 Thesis Organization

In Chapter 2, basic concepts of symmetric and asymmetric

cryptosystems and major cryptographic techniques are briefly reviewed.

An analysis of the DES is presented in Chapter 3 which

includes a software implementation of the Standard, its possible

weaknesses, some of its underlying design criteria and its crypto—

graphic strength.

The design of a microprocessor based data encryption

interface unit using the DES is described in Chapter 4.

The operation of the interface unit to provide a two-way

secure data transfer in a two-node Apple microcomputer network is the

subject of Chapter 5. Four different stream and block chaining

techniques of the DES have been investigated using the developed

interface unit.

In Chapter 6, a statistical analysis of the randomess

characteristic of the output sequences produced by the DES under

different modes has been carried out.

The use of the developed encryption interface unit has been
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extended in Chapter 7 to allow file security in Apple disk systems.

Chapter 8 is concerned with the incorporation of DES based

encryption system in Prestel Viewdata network. This enables transfer

and storage of encrypted as well as plain data between an Apple

microcomputer and the Prestel database.

Different methods of key distribution for communication and

file security are investigated in Chapter 9. It includes a brief

review of the RSA and the Knapsack public key cryptosystems.

In Chapter 10, the prototype RSA system over rational

integers has been extended to matrix and polynomial rings.

Chapter 11 discusses the notion of ideal theory and considers

the RSA type factorization trapdoor systems from an ideal point of
view.

The factorization trapdoor concept in some quadratic

algebraic number fields and the design ofpublic key systems in such

fields are investigated in Chapter 12.

The implementation of a hybrid system using the DES and the

Diffie-Hellman public key distribution [35] system is investigated in

Chapter 13. An extension of the Diffie-Hellman system to matrix

rings is. proposed.

The role of permutation polynomials in the design of public

key systems forms the subject of Chapter 14. In particular, the use

of Dickson permutation polynomials and certain Rédei functions in the

construction of public key systems is discussed.

In Chapter 15, the use of chaining techniques in the matrix

public key system and some precautions which mist be taken when the

RSA system or its extensiors are used in a broadcasting type situation

are described.

Chapter 16 contains the main conclusions.

Page 3
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CHAPTER 2

CRYPTOGRAPHIC CONCEPTS

2.1 Cryptographic Systems

Detailed treatment of cryptographic principles can be found

in C2, 3, 4a]. A basic cryptographic privacy system is shown in figure
2.1. The transmitter or the sender generates a plaintext message M

which is to be communicated to a legitimate receiver over an insecure

channel monitored by an eavesdropper. To prevent the eavesdropper from

learning the contents of M, the sender encrypts M, with an invertible

transformation to produce the cryptogram or ciphertext, C = T(M).

When the legitimate receiver obtains C, it is deciphered with the

inverse transformation to obtain the plaintext message, M = tlie).
The transformation T applied at the sending and receiving

ends is a key dependent mapping from a set of messages in the plaintext

to a set of ciphertext messages and vice versa. ‘The particular

transformation used is chosen from a family of transformations. The

parameter that selects the individual transformation to be employed is

called the key. Note that there may be more than one key involved.

Assuming that the same key is used in both encryption and decryption,

then C = T, (M) and M = T,) (C)-
Thus a general cryptosystem consists of the following

components:

1. A plaintext message space M ;

2. A ciphertext message space C ;

3. A key space K;

4. A family of encryption transformations EL. : M+C where
ke K,

5. A family of decryption transformations dD. : C+ M where
ke K.

The encryption and decryption transformations E. and Q. are defined by
the encrypting and decrypting algorithms E and D which may be a set of

instructions, a piece of hardware or a computer program and is common

to every transformation in the family. Different values of the key (s)

result in totally different transformations of plaintexts and cipher-

texts. This implies that the family of transformations, that is, the

general cryptographic system, can be made public information without
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Fig. 2.1 - Basic Cryptographic Privacy Systen
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compromising the security of the system. Only the key(s) needs to be

kept secret. This satisfies one of the general requirements of a

¢ryptosystem that the security mist not depend on the secrecy of

something like a cryptographic algorithmwhich cannot be easily changed

if it is compromised. In addition, a publicly known system is necessary

for standardization among commercial users. Even though the opponent

knows the set of all possible keys, that is, the key space, he may

still be unable to discover the correct set of keys required if the

key space is large.

Simmons [5] classifies cryptosystems as symmetric (one-key)

and asymmetric {two key). In symmetric cryptosystems, the enciphering
and deciphering keys are the same or easily determined from each other.

Because the general method of encryption and decryption is known, this

means that the transformations E. and Dd. are also easily derived from
each other. Thus if both E. and Dd. are protected both secrecy and
authenticity are achieved. However secrecy cannot be separated from

authenticity because making either E. or DL available, exposes the
other. Thus for secure communication, such a system requires the key

to be transmitted to the receiver via some secure channel. Figure 2.2

illustrates how such a cryptographic system can be used to solve the

authentication problem. In this case, the opponent not only sees all

ciphertexts flowing on the channel but can alter them at will. The

legitimate receiver protects himself from being deceived by an altered
or injected message, by decrypting all the messages he receives and

accepting only those encrypted with the correct key.

In asymmetric cryptosystems, the enciphering and deciphering

keys differ in such a way that at least one key is computationally

infeasible to determine from the other... Thus one of the transformations

E. _ or dD. can be revealed without endangering the other. Secrecy and
authenticity are provided by protecting the separate transformations

namely D. for secrecy and EB. for authenticity. Such asymmetric systems
are often referred to as public key systems as in addition to E and D,

the encryption key is made public. Only the decrypting key is kept

secret by the receiver. The use of such systems thus avoid the

necessity to transmit the key used in the algorithm over a secure

channel among the comminicators. Moreover such systems can be used to

transmit the secret key required for conventional symmetric systems.

Such asymmetric systems are also able to deal with the

problem cf dispute that may arise between the sender and. the receiver a

over the actual message sent in an authentication system. The
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inability. of the symmetric system to deal with this type of problem

limits its application. This can be seen as. follows.

The validity of contracts and agreements is usually

guaranteed by signatures. The essence of a signature is that only one

person can produce it but anybody can recognize it. For this, each

user mist be able to procuce messages whose authenticity can be checked

by anyone, but which could not have been produced by anyone else

especially the intended recipient. In a symmetric system, the receiver

authenticates any message that he receives from the sender by

deciphering it with the key which the two hold in common. Because this

key is held in common, however, the receiver has the ability to produce

any ciphertext that could have been produced by the sender and hence

the receiver cannot prove that it is the sender who actually sent him

the disputed message. The asymmetric system provides a direct elegant

solution to this signature problem. If user A wishes to send a

signed message M to user B, he signs the message by producing

$= Dd, (M). When user B receives S, he can recover M by operating on
S with Ey» that is, M= E, (S). B keeps S as the proof that user A
has sent him the particular message M as only the user A could have

generated S because he is the only one who knows Dy To obtain
secrecy of communication as well as authentication, user A sends

E, (S) instead of S to user B. As only B knows D_, he is the onlyB
one who can recover S and hence M.

2.2 Cryptosystem Security and Complexity Theory

Any attempt by the eavesdropper either to decrypt a

cryptogram C to get the plaintext M or to encrypt an inauthentic plain-

text M” to get an acceptable cryptogram C° without prior knowledge of the

key is’called cryptanalysis [2]. If cryptanalysis is impossible so

that a cryptanalyst cannot deduce M from C or C” from:M” without prior
knowledge of the key, the cryptographic system can be said to be secure.

In order to measure the security of a cryptosystem, Diffie and

Hellman [2] have defined at least three types of attack which the

system should withstand when being subjected.

(a) Atciphertext only' attack is the weakest form of attack
which the cryptographic system mst withstand. In this

attack, the cryptanalyst attempts to decipher the

- cryptogram using only the statistical properties of the

-7-
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Message source. As an example, consider a letter

written in English. Not all characters or words occur

equally often; for instance, the letter 'E' occurs

approximately 13% of the time [6] . Such non-

uniformities in the frequency distribution of the

alphabet are used to give clues about the message. There

is also probably a heading which contains a date and

address and a closing such as 'sincerely'. With the aid

of statistical tables, the eryptanalyst uses each of

these facts to determine which message was most likely
sent.

(b) Under a ‘known plaintext' attack, the cryptanalyst . is

assumed to have a substantial amount of corresponding

message — cryptogram pairs and tries to determine the

key used in the algorithm. This form of attack is a

significant threat as frequently messages are enciphered

under the same key. Hence if a system cannot withstand

such an attack, all messages which have been encrypted

under a common key needs to be kept secret as long as

any of the messages is to be kept secret. Such an
attack is quite common in practice. For instance, a

typical example is when information may be transmitted

in secrecy which is intended for public release at a
later date.

(c) A ‘chosen text' attack generally occurs less frequently
than a known plaintext attack. In this case, the

cryptanalyst is assumed to choose messages to be

enciphered or ciphertexts to be deciphered in an attempt
to determine the key.

For the purpose of certifying systems as secure, it is

necessary to consider more formidable cryptanalytical threats. These not
only give more realistic models of the working invironment of a

cryptographic system but also make the assessment of the system's
strength easier.

There are two fundamentally different ways in which crypto—
graphic systems may be considered secure.

A cryptosystem is said to be unconditionally secure under a

~ 8 =
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given form of attack if the amount of information available to the
cryptanalyst is actually insufficient ‘to determine the solution, which
may be the key or the plaintext, whatever be the computing power the

cryptanalyst has at his disposal [7] . As an example, consider a~-

cryptosystem where a Message-cryptogram pair uniquely determines the

key. This system is not unconditionally secure under a chosen text

attack or a known plaintext attack. However if the information content

of the message plus the information content of the key is greater than

the maximum possible amount of information in the crypteogram, then this

system is unconditionally secure under a ciphertext only attack. The

 
cryptanalyst cannot determine the complete message and key from the

cryptogram alone, since he would obtain more information than that
provided by the cryptogram. ~

Unfortunately, unconditionally secure systems require either

perfect source coding or a key whose length grows linearly with respect

 
to the sum of the lengths of all messages enciphered [7] . This

requirement is not practical in most applications. Thus computationally

secure systems are usually used in cryptography. <A system is said to

be computationally secure under a given form of attack if the amount

of computation required to compute the solution exceeds the cryptanalyst's

abilities or the economic value of the message to him. A measure

called the work factor is often associated with a cryptosystem which

gives an expression of the minimum amount of work necessary for a

successful attack. In practice, there is no universally accepted

fixed set of parameters used to express the work factor. Frequently,

however, it is measured in one or more of the following ways?

Cryptanalyst hours, number of mathematical or logical operations,

computing resources such as data storage and processing requirements,

special hardware and calender time or more generally the cost in some

money units such as dollars. This idea of computationally secure

system is also related to the concept of one-way functions and

complexity theory.

Algorithmic complexity theory is concerned with the comp

utational requirements (both time and space) as a function of the size

of the problem solved by a particular algorithm. Complexity theory is

essentially a collection of results in computer science that attempts

to quantify the statement 'Problem A is '"harder' than problem B! {6] .

There is a class of problems called NP problems [8] and in particular

a distinguished subclass of NP called the-class of NP-complete problems

-9
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which are regarded to be the ‘hardest’ problems. The class NP-

complete is thought to be a source of problems that can be adapted to

cryptographic applications and will by virtue of their computational

complexity produce strong cryptographic systems. The cryptanalyst

is then required to solve an NP-complete problem to break the

cryptosystem which theoretically should require an exponential time

algorithm.

However it is generally argued that [9] the complexity theory

deals often with the worst case behaviour whereas in cryptography, the

cryptanalytical task mist be hard for almost all the instances. It

will be a poor cryptosystem if the system allows easy decryption of

all but a few cryptograms by the opponent. In addition computationally

hard problems are not necessarily cryptographically hard problems since-

the cryptanalyst generally possesses additional side information and

often’ tries to solve several instances of the same problem [3] .

Recently a conventional and a public key cryptosystem based on NP-

complete problems have been solved using polynomial time algorithms
[6, 10] . This goes to show that merely starting with a computationally

hard problem may not be enough to provide secure cryptosystems.

2.3 Cryptographic Techniques

There are two fundamental cryptographic techniques that can

be used to design strong encryption-based protection schemes, namely,
the block cipher technique and the stream cipher technique [3]. The
suitability of either of these two techniques for use in cryptosystems

depends on the nature of the application.

2.3.1 Block Cipher_ ;
Let the message be divided into blocks of fixed length. A

block cipher then transforms these input blocks into output blocks using

the same key. For instance, considering a binary system a string of
input bits of fixed length is transformed into a string of output bits
of fixed length using a block cipher as shown in Figure 2.3. The
encryption and decryption functions are such that every bit in the

output block depends on every bit in the input block as well as on

, every bit of the key. In the binary system, if the blocksize is n, then
the size of the plaintext space and the size of the ciphertext space is
2", in order that the deciphering of a ciphertext block yields an
unambiguous plaintext block, the mapping must be invertible and hence
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injective and in this case surjective as the size of the input and

output spaces are equal. Thus one can view a block cipher as defining

one of the 2" ! transformations on the set of n—-bit blocks. In

practice, it is not feasible to implement a block cipher that realizes

all the possible combinations because of the size of the key required

and the logical complexity of the cipher. Usually a key of n-bits is

employed to select one out of a subset of 2” functions.

PLAINTEXT CIPHERTEXT

K K
KEY ENCIPHER KEY DECIPHER

CIPHERTEXT PLAINTEXT

BLOCK _ BLOCK

Figure 2.3 -— Block Cipher.

A fundamental property of this. type of cipher is that the
blocksize plays an important part in determining the cryptanalytical

strength of the cipher. The blocksize mist be chosen large enough to

foil simple message exhaustion attacks. This attack consists of

encrypting all 2” possible plaintexts with a given key thus building
a dictionary of ciphertexts and corresponding plaintexts. A message

can then be recovered by searching the dictionary and relating each

intercepted ciphertext block to its corresponding plaintext block.

However if the blocksize is made large enough, the dictionary can be

made too large to construct or store. Other attacks mist also be

considered before arriving at an acceptable blocksize. An attack

called block frequency analysis based on frequency of occurrence of

blocks is quite common. It is similar to the analysis performed on a

simple substitution cipher by taking into account letter frequencies.
Analytical or deterministic attack - which consists of expressing
cipher operations in mathematical form as a set of equations and

solving for the unknown variables directly using analytical methods —

can be thwarted by making every bit of the output block a complex

mathematical function of every bit of input block and key thus giving

a strong intersymbol dependence property. The block ciphers also

-llL-
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exhibit error propagation properties which are suitable for error

detection and authentication purposes.

The Data Encryption Standard [11] is an example of a symmetric

block cipher of length 64 bits which well withstands the above mentioned

and more sophisticated attacks. The algorithm will be discussed in

Chapter 3 and is used in the design of a encryption interface unit in

Chapters 4 and 5. Examples of public key block ciphers include the

RSA system [12] and the trapdoor knapsack system [13]. They are

discussed in Chapter 9.

2032 StreamCipher

A stream cipher divides the message M inte successive

characters or bits. It then uses a character or bit stream generator

to produce a cryptographic key stream which is then combined with the

plaintext message characters or bits to produce the ciphertext

characters or bits. A similar procedure is carried cut to recover the

plaintext characters or bits by combining the key stream with the

ciphertext characters or bits. The stream cipher concept is illustrated

in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 where the ciphertext Y is produced from

plaintext X by Exclusive-oring it with a secret binary stream R.

Let us now assume that the key to the bit stream generator

is fixed and that the cryptographic key stream R produced at each

iteration depends only on this key. This then implies that R does

not change from one iteration to the other. Now if an opponent knows

a plaintext-ciphertext pair, then he can recover the key stream R by

forming R= X® Y. Having obtained R, the opponent cam decipher any

intercepted ciphertext without even knowing the key to the generator

which is unacceptable. Further, repetitions on the plaintext would

be reflected in the ciphertext even if he did not know a ciphertext-

plaintext pair. Hence to overcome this problem, the key stream must be

made to change for every iteration of the ciphering algorithm. A
stream cipher is said to be periodic if the key stream changes such

that it repeats itself after d characters or bits for some fixed d;
otherwise it is said to be non-periodic. Ideally, one would want the

key stream to have a long pericd and to vary in a random manner. If

the key stream were truly random and. its length is equal to the length

of the message, then this would produce an -unbreakable cipher. Because

the key stream is random, then it mst be provided to the users in

advance via some independent and secure channel which causes

insurmountable logistical problems when the intended data traffic is

-12-
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GENERATOR
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Fig. 2.4 - Stream Cipher Concept

Z <¢——~ INITIALIZING VECTOR ———-3 _Z

Fig. 2.5 - Stream Cipher
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very large. Hence for practical reasons, the key stream mist be

implemented as an algorithmic procedure so that the key stream can be

produced by users at both ends. Ciphers generated by rotor and

Hagelin machines [1] are periodic whereas the Vernam cipher (one time

pad) [16] and running key ciphers are non-periodic ciphers.
A system in which the key stream is generated independently

of the message stream is said to be a synchronous stream cipher. In
such a modulo 2 addition based system, each bit in the output cipher-—
text is dependent upon the corresponding bit in the input plaintext

but not upon anyother bits in the input plaintext. This is in con

trast to the block cipher which exhibits a mich more complex

relationship between the bits in the plaintext and the bits in the

ciphertext. Hence the stream ciphers can be made to have non-error

Propagating property. Both approaches however have comparable

strength.

Various techniques may be used to generate the key stream

in stream ciphers. Not only the key stream generated mist havegood

pseudo-random properties but also the generation process’ must be

non-linear. This limits the direct use of linear. feedback. shift

registers for the generation of these key streams because with such

generators, the cryptanalyst can derive the entire key stream given

a relatively small amount of plaintext-ciphertext pair [4, ld]. It

is also important that the complexity of the linear equivalent of any

non-linear generating process be estimated[14]. It has been

suggested in [15] that non-linear substitution-permmtation functions

when combined with a shift register produces cryptographically strong

key streams. Since the key streams can be generated in blocks, it is

also possible for a block cipher to be used to obtain a stream cipher,

Because both the sender and the receiver mist generate key streams

that are equal and secret, it is necessary that the keys used in the

algorithm must also be equal and secret. This implies that a public

key block cipher algorithm can be used to obtain a stream cipher if
and only if it is used as a conventional algorithm, that is, both the

sender and the receiver use the same algorithm (encryption E or

decryption D)\ and the same secret key.

But as noted earlier, a fixed key even though it is kept

secret does not ensure an unpredictable cryptographic key stream. To

avoid producing the same key stream at each iteration of the

algorithm, another parameter called the initialization vector (IV) is

- 14-
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introduced in the ciphering process. Different initialization vectors

are generated in a pseudo-random non-repeating manner which in turn

produce different cryptographic key streams. That is, R is generated

using R = fi. (Z) where Z is the initialization vector, fy. defines the
block cipher algorithm under key k. Encryption and decryption

operations are then given by Y = X @ fi. (Z) and X= Y@ f,. (Z). This is
shown in Figure 2.5. For the stream cipher to be cryptographically

strong, the initialization vector needs to be varied in a pseudo-

random manner. One way to do this is to generate independently a new
initialization vector for each iteration of the ciphering algorithm.

This has the disadvantage of increasing the amount of transmitted data

since the initialization vectors are now added to each block of cipher—

text. A more efficient approach is as follows: at the first iteration

of the cipher algorithm, the initialization vector is used as before

to produce a block of key stream bits which can be used to encipher

the first block of plaintext (assuming the blocksize of the cipher

algorithm is same as the size of the plaintext block). At all

subsequent iterations of ciphering algorithm, the initialization
vector is altered or determined using one of many feedback chaining

techniques. Thus chaining eliminates the problem of transmitting or

storing a separate initialization vector value for each ciphertext.

A feedback can be obtained from several places namely the key stream

itself, the plaintext, the ciphertext or some combination thereof.

Each of these approaches gives rise to cryptographic systems with

different characteristics with respect to recovery from errors.

Note that the initialization vector in additian to providing

cryptographic strength also establishes synchoronization between

communicating cryptographic devices. It assures that the same

cryptographic key streams are generated at the both ends of the link.

Cnce the initial state of the system has been set, only. the current

state of the system needs to be remembered to maintain synchronization.
In general feedback chaining techniques increase the overall

strength of a cryptographic system. The chaining techniques when used

during ciphering process make an output dependent not only on the

current input and key but also on earlier input(s) and/or output(s).

In effect it introduces noise into the ciphering process. This helps

to eliminate the undesirable effects of redundancy and structure

present within the plaintext data. Several chaining techniques will

be discussed in Chapter5 with special reference to the Data Encryption
Standard.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS

3.1 General

In cryptography, two main operations have been used for

centuries and they still form the main elements of modern encryption
algorithms. They are transpositions and substitutions and may be

applied to words, symbols, letters and binary bits or groups of bits.

There is also another technique, that of concealment where the symbols

of the message are mixed up with many other symbols which carry no

important information at all although they may appear to. This method

can be used to give considerable security but it expands the message

by a great amount. These operations lead to three different classes

of ciphers namely the. transposition ciphers, the substitution ciphers

and a combination of both called the product ciphers.

3.1.1 Transposition Cipher_

A transposition cipher consists of rearrangement of the

characters (bits) in a block of plaintext; the characters retain their

identity but lose their position. If the transposition is one-to-one

then the process is reversible. On the other hand, if the trans-=

position is not one-to-one then the operation becomes irreversible.

Consider, for instance, the transposition which maps an 8—bit block

to a 6-bit one, say by discarding bits 3 and 6 and rearranging the
others. Here the total number of zeroes and ones are no longer

preserved. Transposition by itself is not a very secure type of

encipherment because unless every message has a unique form of

transposition, the acquisition of several plaintext-ciphertext pairs

allows the cryptanalyst to discover the permutation statistically.

31-2 SubstitutionCipher

A substitution cipher consists of the replacement of

characters of the plaintext with characters from another alphabet.

.In the case of binary operations, a look-up table characterises the

substitution operation. The bits are divided into small groups

which are then replaced by the contents of the lock-up table addressed
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by each group. For example,if the message is divided into 4 bit

groups, there will be 16 possible combinations for each group, so

that the table will require 16 entries numbered 0 to 15. In general,

the number of ones and zeroes is not preserved and a change in one bit

of the input may affect several bits of the output. The Data Encryption

Standard (Section 3.2} uses eight such look-up tables commonly referred

to as S-boxes, each converting a six—bit input into a four bit output.

An important advantage of the substitution cipher is that the contents

of the look-up table can be changed frequently and implementation of

such an operation can be readily done with read only memories (ROMs).

A substitution may Or may not be reversible depending on the form of
the look-up tables. One of the oldest substitution cipher is the

Caeser cipher which is a monoalphabetical substitution cipher. This

cipher can be broken in ciphertext-anly attack with approximately 30
alphabet characters using letter frequency analysis [14]. An

important substitution cipher is the one-time pad in which the key is

random, non-repeating and used only once. One-time ‘pads are

unbreakable as there is not enough information in the ciphertext ta

determine the key or message uniquély. The first implementation of

the one-time pad cipher was the Vernam cipher [16] in which the key

bits were added modulo 2 to the plaintext bits. One major problem

with this cipher is that the key length grows linearly with the length

of the message.

3.1.3 Product Cipher

A product cipher involves both the steps of substitution and

transposition. Shannon [7] suggested the use of product ciphers to
build a strong system cut of individually weak components. He

suggested that the product cipher be formed using substitution and

permutation ciphers in an alternating manner. The permutation shuffles

the digits providing'’diffusion' and non-linear substitutions provide

‘cenfusicn'. Confusion makes the relationship between the ciphertext

and the plaintext as complicated as possible, that is, it hides the:
key and diffusion spreads the statistics of the plaintext into the

ciphertext. This formed the basis of the Lucifer system desiqned by
the IBM [17]. The Data Encryption Standard which is considered next

is based on the Lucifer systen.

-l17 -
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3.2 Data Encryption Standard

The cryptographic algorithm used in the design of the
encryption unit is the Data Encryption Standard (DES} [11]. This

algorithm is now regarded as the US Federal Standard recommended for

use by non-military Government Agencies. It has also been adopted by

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and is recommended for

use by the American Bankers Association, {ABA}. The adoption of DES

as a Standard for encrypting data contributed to the surge in interest

in this algorithm. Before considering the development of an encryption

system to provide communication security using a hardware implement-—

ation of the Standard in the next Chapter, in this chapter the DES

algorithm is analysed to provide a deeper insight into the design of

practical encryption algorithms, The algorithm has been implemented

by software to study some of its characteristics. In particular, the

software approach enables the study of intermediate outputs during each

round, whereas the hardware (LSI) implementation only gives the final

ciphertext output. The software implementation is also found to.be

useful when performing statistical tests on the randonmmess of the

output obtained from the algorithm. This forms the subject of

Chapter 6.

First an overview of the algorithm is given. Then the

software implementation is described together with some performance

figures. Some of the characteristics of the algorithm together with

some of the design criteria underlying the choice of parameters in

the algorithm are presented. The controversy surrounding the DES

and possible weaknesses of the algorithm are then considered. Finally

the complexity of the algorithm and its security are investigated.

3.2.1 DES Algorithm - An_Overview

The Data Encryption Standard algorithm is a block product

cipher system. Block because it transforms more than one character

‘at a time. Product because it is composed of a series of trans—

positions, substitutions and additive encodings combined by a sequence

of feedback cycles.

It is a complex non-linear algorithm which enciphers a

64-bit block of plaintext into a 64-bit block of ciphertext under the

control of a 56-bit cryptographic key. DES can be regarded as a huge

key-controlled substitution box (S—box} with a 64—bit input and

output. With such an S-box a total of (2°43 different transformations
- 18 -
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or functions from plaintext to ciphertext are possible. The Sé@bit

key thus selects only a small subset (27°) of the total set's
possible functions. As a single huge Sbox is difficult to construct,

DES is implemented by using several smaller S-boxes and permiting

their concatenated outputs. Repetition of the substitution and

permutation processes several times increases the cryptographic

strength.

The complete DES algorithm is given in [11]. The three major

steps in the algorithm are summarized in Figure 3.1.

1. A transposition operation, referred to as the initial

permitation (IP). This fixed transposition does not utilize

the 64-bit key and cperates solely on the 64 data bits.

2. A complex key dependent product transformation that uses

block ciphering to increase the number of substitutional

and reordering patterns.

3. A final transpositian operation referred to as the inverse

initial permtation (rp) which is actually the reversal of
the transformation performed in the first step.

The second step is the most important step out of the three

and it consists of 16 separate rounds of encipherment; each round

using a product cipher approach or cipher function. The steps

performed in each round shown in Figure 3.2 are summarized below:

(i) The 64-bit input block is divided into two parts, a left half

({L) and a right half (R),each 32-bits long.

{ii) The right half of the input block becomes the left half of

the output block. This is denoted in Figure 3.2 by an arrow

going from Rey to Lj.

The steps (iii) to (vii) which follow can be regarded as a complex

cipher function, f, operating on both key and right half of the input
block.

(iii) The 32-bits long right half (R) undergoes an expansion
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process (E), yielding a 48-bit data block. This is a fixed

expansion permutation and not key—dependent.

(iv) Fhe 64-bit key is used to generate a 48-bit subkey through

a key scheduling procedure described in the next section.

(v) This 48-bit subkey K. is exclusive—-ored with the expanded
right half E( R;) yielding a 48-bit result.

(vi) This 48-bit data is divided into eight 6—bit groups each of

which is subjected to a 6-to—-4—bit non-reversible

substitution function (S;)- Six groups of 4bits are then
concatenated to form a 32-bit cutput.

(vii) The 32-bit output is permited to produce a 32-bit block by

the fixed permitatiaon P.

(viii) The 32-bit output of step (vii) is combined via the exclusive-

or operation with the left half of the input block to form

the right half of the 64-bit output block.

Details of the permutations IP, ir, P and substitution boxes S; can
be found in [11].

3.2.2 The Key ScheduleProcedure_
The key schedule procedure is used to enlarge the keyspace by

expanding the externally supplied key into internal subkeys. The DES

key schedule operation derives its sixteen 48-bit subkeys required for

16 rounds from the 56-bit key entered externally, by simple repetition.

For reasons of security, all of these keys mist be different. This

is achieved by selecting a different subset of 48-bits from the 56-bit

key. (Note that &-bits out of 64-bits key are used as parity bits).

The procedure is based on a shifting and bit selection algorithm.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the key schedule calculation used

for encipherment. It begins with an initial permutation defined by

Permited Choice 1, (PC-1). PC-1 is the same for encipherment and

decipherment and it selects 56 of the 64 external key bits (stripping
off the 8 parity bits) and loads them into two 28-bit shift registers

C and D. The parity checking of the external key is performed prior
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to PC=l. During encryption, the contents of the registers C; 1 and
Dey are shifted one or two positions to the left according to the
schedule of circular shift operations shown in Table 3.1, Figure 3.4.

The key K({i) is then derived from (C;. D;) through a second
permutation defined by Permited Choice, PC-2. Moreover the shift

schedule is such that Qe = c. and Dye = Do: It is to be noted here
that FC-2 does not mix the contents of c; and D. registers. This
property together with the circular shift operations allows certain

values of keys K to generate identical internal subkeys. This is an

inherent weakness of the algorithm and is discussed further in Section

3.6.4,

During the deciphering operation the key K(16} is used in

round one and K(15) in round two and so on. But the contents of cS
and DS are the same for enciphering:- and deciphering, since the external
key is loaded in both cases via the Permted Choice PC-1. This means

that the key K(16} can be created at the first round merely by

omitting the first shift operation and K(15) can be created at the

second round by shifting CS and dD. one bit to the right. The
remainder of the internal keys are obtained in the same manner using

the shift schedule in Table 3.1, Figure 3.4, in reverse order except

that left shifts are changed to right shifts.

3.2.3 DES Encryption_andDecryption

It is seen that the same algorithm can be used to perform

encryption and decryption with minor changes. An outline of the proof
of this property is as follows:

Let the contents of L and R registers on the q™ round be
L(i) and R(i). Let the output of the permutation P be P(i) and the

output of PC-2 be K(i). Let the operation of the expansion perm-

tation, S-boxes, permitation P be represented by f. Then during

encryption,

L(i) = R (i-1)

R(i) = L (i-i) @ P(i)

P(i) = £ [R(i-1), K(i)]

where @ denotes Exclusive-or operation.
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Rewriting these as

L{i)

R(i)}

R (i-1l) (3-1)

L (i-1) @ f (R(i-1), K(i)] (3.2)
u

Hence the th round is completely determined in terms of the (i-1 jth
round provided the appropriate bits of key K are available. Similarly

(i-1 yth round can be completely expressed in terms of the ath round.
This can be done because of the reversible property of exclusive-or

operation: if A= B@®C then B=A6@C. Therefore rewriting (3.1) as

il
R(i-1) L(i)

and rewriting (3.2) as

L(i-1)

ie ? L(i-1 )

R(i} @ fF [R(i-1), K(i)]

R(i) @ fF [L(i), K(i)] (3-3)

it is seen that the same algorithm can be used for decryption. The

involute structure of the DES can be seen by regarding the DES as a

product of 33 mappings [6] as shown below

where

=1

IP * Mig * ee x Ox WT, x IP

IP is the initial permutation and i! is its inverse

Nye (2 $i < 16) are involutions given by

ii i (*, x’ ——> (x @f (x’), x’) where x is the left
half and x’ is the right half

@ is the interchange: involution given by

Qs (x, x ——> (x, x)

The inverse of the DES is then given by

=~] =1

(DES) = (IP) x Hh, xO x... xO x Il, x IP

= 26 —
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That is, decryption is essentially achieved by operating the DES

backwards.

3.3 Software DES Implementation

The DES algorithm has been implemented using a 6502 based

Apple microcomputer system. This was done to gain a deeper insight

into the working of the algorithm and to allow a comparison between

hardware and software implementation with regard to performance

characteristics and the results produced. The two implementations may

not be compatible and the results may not agree with each other as

the FIPS publication [11]gives only the recommended values for the

permutations and S-boxes.

The description of the program together with a partial

listing is given in Appendix 1. The two important factors to be

considered in the software design are the storage and the speed of

the implementation. ‘In this design, a mixed approach has been adopted

as there was no real constraint on memory or speed. In some places

storage space increases are traded to obtain speed. A typical example

of such an instance would be the use of in-line code to replace loops.

On the other hand, most of the transpositions and substitutions are
implemented as functions instead of using tables. Consider for

instance, the 48—bit key select function involving the 56—bit initial
permutation and then cne or two left shifts of the 56-bit string and a

48-bit permitation to produce each of the 16 operational keys required

during a cycle through the algorithm. Here these subkeys are

generated at the -time required. But this whole process could have

been implemented using sixteen 48 byte tables, listing equivalent

permitations of the current keys bit positions. In the beginning of

the program, all the 16 operational keys can be calculated and stored

in a table. Then each round through the algorithm can obtain the
operational keys directly from the storage table.

The storage space used by this program is approximately 2

kilo-bytes. The encryption times are of the order of 100 milli-

seconds. This would allow a maximum throughput of about 640 bits

per second. Therefore the algorithm can be implemented with reasonable

performance. But it is found that 6502 instruction set is not suitable

for high speed implementation of the algorithm. If bit test instruct.

ions are available similar to those of 280, encryption time can be

- 27 -
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mich reduced.

A numerical example showing the output from intermediate

stages within an encryption round together with different key and data

values after every round is shown in Figure 3.5. It is also found

that the results produced by this program and the hardware implement-—

ation (Chapter 4) agreed with each other.

Although the algorithm can be implemented in software, it

suffers from two major disadvantages. Firstly as seen from above the

operation is slow compared to LSI implementation of the algorithm which

allows of the order of 1 M bits per second or above. Secondly, in

the software approach, the key is stored within the computer system

memory which is accessible when the system is in.use. With the LSI

hardware implementation the key becomes unavailable after it has been

entered into the device and hence the security of the overall system

has been greatly enhanced. In the next section a possible advantage

of the software appreach is discussed.

3-3-1 A PossibleAdvantageof DES Software

If the internal functions of the DESalgorithm are generated

using tables, then it seems that there exists a mechanism to increase

the difficulty of cryptanalyzing a series of encrypted messages given

an encrypted message and a copy of the corresponding plaintext.

Assuming that there is no fatal flaw which is dependent on these

internal tables, then it is shown that these tables (ie- permutations

and substitutions) can be altered in software implementations (in

contrast to the hardware approach) to produce a significantly larger

effective key space. One may argue that changing the values of these

tables may strengthen the algorithm, but does not reduce the through-

put from the rate achieved with the specified standard. Therefore each

of these tables can be used as variables, like the key, agreed between

senders and receivers. (Note that this idea may not be valid from

subsequent sections where it is argued that carefully chosen permit-—

ations and substitutions strengthen the DES algorithm and that randomly
chosen parameters may introduce weaknesses into the algorithm).

The Initial Permutation (IP) and its inverse{ tpt) operate on
64-bit data blocks and hence there are 64! different settings possible
for this permutation. Note that given IP, 1p! is fixed. Here any
bit ordering including an identity transform is assumed to be accept—
able but each bit: must be used, The tables are defined by a series
of 64 unique one byte addresses of bits in the Initial Permutation.

~ 23 -
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Ali data and key valuea are represented in hezadecinal forn.

Plaintert, X: FEDCBA9&76543210
Key, K: FEDCBA9876543210

‘Round 1

Plaintext +: L(0) » PEDCBA9S
R(Q) = 765435210 Plaintext after Initial Peroutation: 33FF33000F550F55

Zey after Permutation choice 1 OEFSDABES498C2FE.

Zey after 1 left shirt LE}2AA7CAR32E6PC

Key after Permutation choice 2 JALEGC35O32263254

Output fron Sebexes, 31-33 OC216D50

Output after Persutation P g21c209¢

Ciphertext after round 1 OPS50P5 541531390

i.e. L(1) = oP5soFr55

RCL) = a183159¢

Round 1 = Data: OFSSOPSSALES139C

Key : 7ALE6C3032163234
Round 2 - Data: ALE3139CTDILEC3BS

Rey : 4A4a4C4c6c522E32
Round 5 = Data; 7DLECSB6BS64BD06

Key : 5¢445a6A247A385A
Round 4 - Data: #66 aBDO6F229B504

Rey : 462E305a2c4E6c50

Round 5 - Data: P229B5048PC9rBC4
Key : 60623E78740a487A

Round 6 = Data: 8FC9FBC4OEBSF43D
/ Key : 682 a5642606895474

Round 7 += Data: O=EBEF43DCBBS70BA

Key : 48725a547A225672
Round 8 = Data: C6B370BACB7238B9

Key : S40E3E0E4862527¢
Round 9 - Data: CB723SB90CSEFF39

Key : 1=66302¢6c283E0C
Round 10=- Pata: OCSEFF39C3DD5534

Key : 364266704E1C141A
Round li- pata: ¢c3pD5634P5ca3c96

Key : 6£85c02787845360a
Round 12~ Data: PSC&3SCIEASBDA0OS

Key : 465878345¢541c56
Round 13- Data: a38Da004088B7529

Key : 364656559 a4E7806
Round 14= Data: OB83875293393CBF1L

Key : 5476621236441A64
Round 15- Data: 3393CBP145770966

Koy : 242676747A3C4A14
Round 16- Data: 4577095604 DE0463

Rey : 1438167622707E1A
Ciphertext + a933F6183023583510

Pigure 3.5 - Data and Key values after each DES round
~ 20 =
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To change IP or 1p? requires an input of 64 bytes. There are 32!
different P permtations possible and a 32 byte input vector is

required to specify the ordering of 32-bits. Also there are(8) =
2.25 x 10! different possible expansion (E) permitations for mapping
32—-bits into 48-bits. The 16 intermediate keys K(1) to K{16) can be

obtained using a 16 x 48 table. Assuming that the 16 key select vectors must

be unique, the number of unique combinations is equal to] _ (35)- i
which is approximately 2.77 x 10°46, Changing the key selection tables

requires an input of 768 bytes. Further, there are (3) = 2.25 x 10:7
possible combinations for S-boxes which reduce the 48-bit exclusive—

ored product to 32=-bits.

Thus the number of possible control variables using this

table structure is equal to (number of 1P/1P™ combinations) x
{number of 48-bit expansion combinations) x (number of P permtation

combinations) x (number of 6 bits to 4 bits reduction combination) x

(number of key select combinations). This is ofthe order 1027°, For
each of these parameter settings, there are 27° possibile. values of
key which mst be tested if the DES is to be broken by exhaustive

attack. For this extended algorithm, an input of 1232 bytes is

required. Changing the key merely requires changing any of these

1232 bytes.

The above argument shows how the permitations and substitutions .
in the DES algorithm <¢an themselves be regarded as ‘keys’. But one ,
should be careful in determining the security of such a system. In

the above analysis, it has been assumed for simplicity that any one

set of permutations and substitutions can be used in the algorithm.

But the security of the algorithm may be heavily dependent on the

particular values of the S-boxes and the permutations [3]. Thus although

the above process shows how the keysize to the DES algorithm can be

extended, it mist be realized that not all these 'keys’ may provide

the same security.

3.4 Some Characteristics of DES Algorithm

3.4.1 Avalanche Effect_

If a small change in the key or plaintext were to produce a

corresponding small change in the ciphertext, then this might

effectively reduce the size 6f the plaintext or key space to be

searched. Hence one of the fundamental requirements of a good.

- 30-
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cryptographic algorithm is to produce a 'large' change in the cipher-

text for a 'small'change in the plaintext or key. The DES exhibits

this property referred to as the ‘avalanche' effect by Horst Feistel

(6l. Actually Meyer has shown in [18] that after five rounds, each

ciphertext bit depends on all plaintext bits and key bits. This inter-

symbol dependence property can be used for error detection and

authentication purposes.

Table 3.2 in Figure 3.6 shows the effect of change of a

single input bit change in the plaintext. The plaintexts x and x”

= (LEQLALLE=LL111111 LLLLULIA =12121211 12111112 £1111111

L1211112—=««11111111)

X*= (OLLLLLIL $=LLLLLLL1L =1LLLL2 11221221 122212211 12212111

LLL11121 11111111)

are enciphered with a randomly chosen key and the effect of changing

a single bit as a function of the number of rounds is seen. In

Table 3.3 in Figure 3.7, the procedure is repeated, now fixing the
plaintext and changing a single bit in the key.

A similar effect is seen to occur for changes of single bit

in ciphertext and key on decryption.

3.4.2 Complementary Property

The DES is invariant under complementation of plaintext,

key and ciphertext. The relationship called the complementary property

of DES can be expressed as:

E (xX) = E_ (X)K K

where E,, stands for encryption under key K
X is the plaintext

and the bars represent complementation, that is, bit-inversion.

This property arises because of the way in which the

internal subkeys are used in each round. This can be shown as
follows:

Section 3.2.1 shows that the expanded version of right half
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of the plaintext undergoes a complicated process together with the

key vectors K{i) at each round i. Let this process be denoted by

function f. Then,

f ([R(i), K(itt)] = £ [E(RTi}) @ K(i*1)]

where E(R(i)) denotes the expanded right half of plaintext at round i

® denotes Exclusive-or operation

Complementing both R{i) and K(i+l) therefore does not change the value
ef f and

f (rei), Ktiel)] =f (Ri), Kci+1)]

Because

L(1)

R(1)

R(o) .

L(o) @ £ [R(o), K(1)]

complementing plaintext X means complementing L{o) and R{o).

Complementing key K means complementing K(1), ..-, K(16)}. Therefore

this results in complementation of L({1) and R(1). By induction, this

can be extended to L.(2) R(2), eeey L(16)R(16) and hence to ciphertext
c.

Because of the complementary property of DES, if a

cryptanalyst could obtain Y, = B09 and Y, = E(x) for an arbitrary
X, he could reduce the size of the key space he mist search from

276 to 279, The cryptanalyst enciphers X with all keys K that start
with a'o. The resultant ciphertext is compared with Y¥, and Y,. If
Ct Y, the key in use is not K, if € + Y, the key in use is not K
(which starts with a 1). That is, effectively this symmetry reduces the

search effort by 50 percent under a partially chosen plaintext attack.

An example illustrating this complementary principle of the DES

obtained using the DES software is shown in Figure 3.8. This

complementary behaviour can be avoided by selecting the S—-boxes

using one or more key bits directly,instead of employing the modulo

2 operation. On the other hand, this complementary property can

be used advantageously for testing purposes.
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3.5 Design Criteria

Although the DES algorithm has been made public, the design

criteria-behind the specific choice of some permutations and

substitutions remain still classified. For example,one design

criterion for the DES was that the permutation schedule must ensure

that each output (ciphertext) bit is a function of all input bits (plain-

text and key) after a minimm number of rounds. It is reported that

(3] the initial approach of random selection of the parameters such as

the permutations and substitutions had to be abandoned because they

 
introduced weaknesses into the algorithm. Instead the parameters were

randomly generated and tested against the design criteria. It is

believed that a significant portion of the random designs were rejected

in this process. One of the most important parameters in the

algorithm is the S-boxes and they are considered in the next section.

 
3-5-1 S-Boxes

All the operations involved in the DES algorithm except the

S-box mappings are linear in binary arithmetic. Therefore the S—boxes

play an important role in the security of the DES, It is therefore

crucial that the S-boxes not be affine or the whole algorithm would

be affine. A study by Hellman et al {19} found that none of the

S-boxes are affine. But they point out that there are a number of
questionable quasi-linear structures which may tend to weaken the

algorithm. But currently no methods are found which could exploit

these quasi-linearities in reducing the search effort. The designers

of DES argue that it should not be surprising that certain parameters

contain some structural properties different from those expected to

result from the use of purely random selection. Further they claim

that [3] their design effort showed that carefully selected S—box

functions produce a mich stronger algorithm than one based on random

desiqns.

The DES S—boxes are non-invertible 6 to 4 non-linear

mappings. Each S-box is found to have the property that changing
any single bit of the input while keeping the others constant always

changes at least two bits in the output. This property results in

the error propagation property and is essential to avoid the key

clustering attack [2]. This property plays an important role in

causing the avalanche effect mentioned earlier. On average it is
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found that the number of output bits that change in the DES for a

single input is above 2 (2.5 - 2.6) [19].

Another principle underlying the design of the S-boxes is

that the difference between the number of zeroes and the number of

ones in the output when any one of the input bits is held constant

is a minimm, This desiqn criteria is believed [20] to strengthen

the algorithn.

3-5-2 Initial and Final Permtations_

The plaintext input to the DES is first permuted using IP

before transformed by the sixteen rounds. The output of the final

round undergoes an inverse permutation 1p) where 1P7*, IP = I, the
identity permutation. It is important to note that in a single

encryption process, IP and 1p? do not cancel each other as IP
operates on the plaintext and 1p7! operates on the ciphertext produced
by the 16th round. On the other hand, the permutation 1p} petformed
during the encryption process is cancelled by the permutation IP

performed at the beginning of the decryption process.

It seems that the permutations IP and tp) do not have any
cryptographic significance. Possible reasons for their inclusion in

the algorithm are that they facilitate the implementation of the

algorithm for a particular IC layout or they result from the way the

data is loaded into the DES chip. These permutations IP and 1p) can
be absorbed by proper layout into the main algorithmand they do not

' slow down the algorithm. The algorithm designers claim that the

permutations do have cryptographic value and they contribute to the

security of the DES. This could be possible as follows: In many

applications, ASCII characters are used for the plaintext. Because

of the particular ASCII coding and the frequency distribution of the

English alphabets, the distribution of ‘1's and 'o's will not be

uniform. The IP permitation groups every ith bit of each input byte
into 37 byte of the permited output. This preprocessing of the
plaintext may redistribute the ‘1's and 'o's in a uniform way before

inputting to the 16 rounds and thus may enhance the security.

3.5.3 P-Permitation

The function of the P-permitation in the DES as-.in all

substitution-permitation ciphers is to provide the element of

diffusion [7]. This concept was first introduced by Shannon to
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spread the dependencies of output bits on input bits through

successive rounds to achieve total mixing.

3.6 Criticism and Wealmesses of DES

The controversy surrounding the DES essentially comes from

two main objections given below:

{i} the small size of the key space and

( ii) the algorithm's unpublished design principles.

Other criticisms of the algorithm include the small number of rounds.,
the two ‘redundant’ permtations IP and rp"! and a relatively simple
key schedule operation.

To investigate these criticisms, two workshops were

organized by the National Bureau of Standards {NBS}. The first

workshop analysed the complexity of the algorithm and restated that

no short cut methods.were found [20]. The second workshop concluded

that a key searching machine cannot be built before 1990 and will

cost several tens of millions of dollars with a probability factor

of being available even then of about 0.1 to 0.2 [21]. Let us now

consider the major criticisms of DES in turn,

3.6.1 The Key Length_

By far the greatest source of controversy has been the choice

of 56—-bits as the key length. The length of the key determines the

feasibility of key trial. Critics argued that the length of the key

is too small and that the key space is amenable to exhaustive search.

Diffie and Hellman [22] disputed the NBS claim that trying all

possible keys is not economically feasible and estimated that a DES

key can be recovered by exhaustive search for approximately $5000

worth of computation time on a special purpose machine. The special

yairpose machine would consist of a million LSI chips and could try all

the 276 keys in one day. The cost of such a machine using the semi-
conductor technology of the mid-seventies was estimated to be in

20 million dollar range. More recently [84], the cost of a 2-day

average search time machine is estimated to be around SO million

dollars. This meant that it is out of reach of most groups with the

possible exception of government security agencies. It was predicted

that in 10 years, the machine will cost approximately 200,000 dollars
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and recovery of one key will be around 50 dollars. Such attacks

assume that the DES is being used in the standard code bock mode.

Alternative brute force attack on the DES algorithm is to

use atable look-up approach. In this approach all the ciphertexts

resulting from enciphering a chosen plaintext are stored and sorted

using all the 26 keys. The amount of memory required for this attack
is of the order of 56 (29°) =z4x 10°8 bits which is enormous. This
would require 4 billion magnetic tapes (about 10” bits per tape),
costing about 80 billion dollars ($20 per tape) [4]. In [23],

Hellman proposed a trade off between time and memory. Like table look

up approach, this technique requires precomputation and storage of a

table. However, with this technique, the table size is only of the

order o(n2/3y instead of the previously O(n) where n = 56(2°°) bits.
This technique also requires searching and the search time is of the

order o(n2/3) instead of O(n) where n = 23°, Hellman predicts that
with proper combination of precomputation and searching, a machine

may be constructed that would recover the key with high probability

in one day. This in tur led to the suggestion that a bigger key

length of 128 bits is required.

Further the key space is reduced if the key is not chosen

as a 56 randomly selected bits. For instance, if the key is selected

as eight characters, each character being one of say 64 possibilities

then the number of distinct keys which need to be tested is (6a)® =
2.8 x 10'4 which may be quite feasible.

The key space is also reduced by the invariant property of

DES under complementation. As seen in Section 3.4.2, this symmetry can

be used to reduce search effort by 50% under a partially chosen

plaintext attack.

3.6.2 Unpublished DesignPrinciples

The second major criticism of the DES algorithm is that the

design criteria behind the choice of some of the parameters are not

disclosed publicly. Those parameters are the S-boxes, fixed

permutation P and the key schedule operation.

The classified design principles led some critics to argue

that deliberate trapdoors might have been incorporated in the

algorithm by the designer to his advantage. This argument is based

on the fact that it is possible to design 'innocent-looking' S—boxes

which contained trapdoors [19]. Further, regular structures vere
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discovered in certain parts of the DES algorithm which were surpris-

ingly similar to a type that can be used to build a trapdoor into the

system [19, 24], Like the complementation property, it may be possible

to save another factor of two with carefully chosen S—boxes thus

saving a total of 75% over exhaustive search. Lexar Corporation [24]

examined the properties of the substitutions and permitations and

reported some 'peculiar' properties of the S-boxes but to date no

feasible cryptanalytic technique for DES has been found.

3.6.3 Numberof Rounds_

DES is also criticized for having a small number of rounds

and it is suggested that the number of rounds should at least be

increased to 32 [19]. The number of rounds controls the mixing of

input bit values, that is, the amount of diffusion introduced by the

co-ordinate permitation. An increase in the number of rounds will

produce a greater avalanche effect. A two round DES was successfully

cryptanalyzed [19] by exploiting the correlation between L,R, and the
input. Such correlation is believed to disappear after eight

rounds [6].

Some statistical analysis to test the randomess of the

DES output sequences and any correlation between plaintext input and

ciphertext output is considered in Chapter 6.

3-6-4 Key ScheduleAlgorithm-Weak and SemiweakKeys

The cryptographic strength of the DES will be reduced if

some of the internal subkeys derived from the external key are the

same. In the extreme case, if all the internal keys are the same

then the key space is reduced to 2%. Referring to the key schedule
algorithm given in Figure 3.3, this situation oceurs whenever all bits

in the register C are all ones or zeroes and the bits in register D

are all ones or zeroes. There are four such weak keys altogether [3].
These weak keys also have the property that there is no difference

between the operations of encipherment and decipherment, that is,

BEX) =xX= HD (x) for weak keys. There is another set of keys
defined as semiweak which have the property that only tuo different

internal keys are produced each occurring 8 times. There are six

such semiweak keys and they have the property BE (X) = xs
E/E,(X)» where k and k*” are distinct semiweak keys. Further there
are 48 other external keys which produce only 4 different internal
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keys.

These special keys do not pose any threat to the security

of the algorithm because the number of such keys is small compared to

the total set. Provided that the keys are randomly selected the

probability of choosing such a key is very small. Further these keys

can easily be avoided during key generation.

The key schedule algorithm can be improved by incorporating

non-Linearity in the internal key generation process [39]. A

suitably shifted external key can be inputted to a substitution—

permutation process in each round to produce the internal key as
shown in Figure 3.9. The scheme allows, in addition to the enlarge—

ment of the key space, other cryptographically desirable properties

such aS error propagation. As the substitution permutation function

is already available in the algorithm, this requires minim additional
hardware.

3.7 Cryptanalysis of DES

Cryptanalytical methods can be divided into two subcategories

namely deterministic or analytical and statistical methods.
In a deterministic approach, the cryptanalyst attempts to

express the desired unknown quantity (such as the key or the message)

in terms of some other known quantity or quantities (such as given

ciphertext or given plaintext and corresponding ciphertext). One

method of attack is therefore to represent the 64 ciphertext output

bits as functions of the 56 key bits in a known plaintext attack

and try to solve the 64 non-linear equations over GF(2) for 56

unknowns. This problem is an NP-complete problem [8] and hence is

difficult to solve in general. Such an analytical attack of the DES

was proposed in [25]. The attack proved to be manageable with affine
S-boxes but infeasible when the real DES was considered. IBM and

NSA also reported to have conducted similar attacks as part of their

validation process with no short cut solutions being found.

In the statistical approach, the cryptanalyst attempts to

exploit statistical relationships between plaintext, ciphertext and

key. To thwart statistical attacks, the algorithm's output should be

pseudo-random even for highly structured inputs. In other words, for

a large set of plaintext and key inputs one must not be able, on the

basis of statistical analysis, to reject the hypothesis that the
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output bit stream is random. Some fundamental statistical tests have

been performed on the DES output streams and they are discussed in

Chapter 6.

Finally one should mention the brute force attack to find

the unknown quantity such as the message or key by using a direct

search method, trial and error or exhaustion. As mentioned earlier

the key length is an important factor on this type of attack and

greater the key length bigger the work factor to perform the key
exhaustion.

3.8 Discussion

If an algorithm is defined to be cryptographically strong

when the algorithm complexity is such that,

(i} using all known shortcut solutions, it is not practically

possible to solve for the key or for the message

(ii) it is too costly to employ simple methods such as key

exhaustion because too much time and/or hardware are

required

then,despite a lot of controversy surrounding the DES, DES can be

considered to be a cryptographically strong algorithm. As far as the

author is aware not a single successful 'break' has been developed

that can produce or determine the unknown key. Further, the life of

the DES can be extended (until a shortcut solution is found) by

enciphering the data two or more times with different keys. (Double

encryption will significantly increase the difficulty of intrusion

requiring of the order of 276 words of memory and 2°° operations [3].

However it is preferred that such a miltiple encryption process is

specified as part of the algorithm itself. The security can also be

improved by employing DES under various chaining modes. They are
considered in subsequent chapters. In account of this, the DES

algorithm has been chosen to be employed in the design of an

encryption interface unit to be used in a commmnication network. This

forms the subject of the next chapter. This chapter is concluded by

noting that the DES can be used as a building block for designing more

sophisticated algorithms. For instance,the DES itself can be used. as
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the cipher function f in Figure 3.2. This gives rise to the scheme

shown in Figure 3.10 where 4 block of 128 bits forms the

plaintext.

 
Figure 3.10 - Extended DES Algorithm
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF ENCRYPTION SYSTEM: SYSTEM HARDWARE

4.1 System Requirements

The requirements for the encryption system may be class—

ified into three groups namely

(i) security requirements

(ii) Operator requirements and

(iii) technical requirements.

4.1.1 SecurityRequirements

Briefly, the security requirements are as follows:

(a) The encryption algorithm used in the system should be

eryptographically strong. That is, it should withstand at

least all the major cryptanalytic attacks described in
Section 2.2.

(b) There should be a large number of user selectable keys to

. prevent the opponent employing exhaustion techniques to
determine the key selected.

The DES algorithm outlined in Chapter 3 meets these conditions very
well.

(c) The use of the algorithm within the system should be carried

out in such a way that the system as a whole is at least as -

strong as the initial strength of the algorithm itself.

{d) At no time, keys used by the algorithm mist be stored in

plain form within the system as otherwise it would enable

any unauthorized user to its recovery.

(e) Key changes should be made easy to implement.

(f) A high degree of physical security measures must be provided

to protect the system against intentional or accidental
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threats.

4.1.2 OperatorRequirements

The system should be made ‘user friendly' thus allowing any
user to operate it efficiently with little training. This aspect is

very important in the case of large networks. The unit should also

be easy to install.

4.1.3 Technical Requirements_
The technical requirements for the encryption system depend

to a great extent upon the use to which the system will be put. This

particular encryption system is designed to be used in the following

applications:

{a) transmission/reception of encrypted/plain data in a point-

to-point communication security system not containing a

host computer;

(bd) a local encrypted/plain data storage/retrieval system using

floppy disks;

(c) transmission/reception of encrypted/plain data over the

commmication link to a host computer and storage/retrieval

of encrypted/plain data using a host computer,in particular
with the Prestel Viewdata computer.

The requirements for a storage/retrieval encryption system

are quite different from those necessary in a point-to-point

communication system. Some of the aspects to be considered are:

1. Real time processing and transmission delays: These are

particularly important in point-to-point comminication

where information flow is irregular and messages may not be
of fixed format.

2. Transmission data rates: This aspect is important in

determining whether asynchronous or synchronous transmission

is needed. We are concerned here with only asynchronous

transmission of data rates up to 1200 bauds. Further the
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commmication with Prestel computer is asymmetric full

duplex in the sense that it requires 1200 bauds for

transmission and 75 bauds for reception.

3. Where a mixture of plain and encrypted texts is required to

be sent, switching between encrypted text mode and plain-

text mode should be easy. This should be carried out within

the message so that the receiving unit can follow identical

mode changes.

4. , In the case of storage/retrieval system with a host computer,

since the encrypted information is likely to pass through
the host computer control unit where certain control

characters are generated and detected, there is a need to

prevent the occurrence of these special characters in the

encrypted information. This implies that the encryption

system should be made transparent to the host computer

proteccols. This is particularly relevant when the system is

used in Prestel network.

5. Standard editing facilities such as character delete, line

delete etc must be available to the system users.

4.2 General System Description

A symmetric encryption-decryption system in an end-to-end

commmication configuration is shown schematically in Figure 4.1.

The operation of the system can be summarised as follows. Referring

to Figure 4.1, the plaintext from an Apple terminal forms the input to

the encryption system. The plaintext is a combination of any of the

alphanumerical characters from the keyboard. The key required for the

encryption process is entered from the terminal keyboard under the

user control prior to the commencement of the session and is stored

in an inaccessible area within the encryption device, The encryption

system operates on the input sequence using the key to produce a

ciphertext sequence. This cipher is transmitted through input-output

commmication controller to the modem. The modem converts the binary

data pulses to analog frequencies using Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

scheme for transmission over the public switched telephone network.
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At the receiving end, another modem converts the FSK signals back to

digital form which is then deciphered to regenerate the original plain-

text. This deciphered information can then be displayed on a Visual

Display Unit or printed on a line printer.

The comminication link between Apple microcomputers is a

half—duplex one thus allowing transfer of data in either direction but
not at the same time,

From Figure 4.1 it is seen that in this implementation, the

encryption system is incorporated as an in-built feature of the

terminal, rather than as a separate unit. The built—in implementation

is superior to stand-alone implementation in the area of access

prevention as the former technique greatly reduces the chances of

detection between the terminal and the encryption unit where the text

is in plain form. However this technique may be difficult to

implement in existing systems and can require major redesiqns. This

is where the stand-alone unit has the advantage in that it can simply

be inserted into existing networks with little or no impact to

existing equipment.

The different sections which constitute the system are:

1. Apple microcomputers -— comprising 6502 microprocessor,

memory, diskette interface and Language card.

2. The encryption interface unit.

3. The modulator-demodulator equipment.

4.2.1 Apple Microcomputer

In this project, Apple microcomputers have been used to form

a two node network. The Apple microcomputer is a 6502 microprocessor

based system with diskette interfaces, disk driving units, Integer

card and a standard keyboard. The processor can directly reference

up to 64 kilobytes of memory. Along the back of the Apple's main

board, is a row of eight 'slots' or peripheral connectors. In seven

of these slots, peripheral interface boards designed for Apple system

can be installed. In slot 0, Integer firmware card is installed.

Each slot has a 2K-byte of common shared memory associated with it,

with a view to holding programs or driving subroutines of the

peripheral interface card. The designed encryption interface card is

-sl-
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installed in slot number 2 providing a memory range of C800 to CFFF.

4.2.2 EncryptionInterfaceUnit

The unit is designed utilizing the 6502 microprocessor of

the Apple microcomputer system. A block diagram showing the various

sections of the unit is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The sections are:  
1. Data Security Device.

2. Serial Input-Output Controller.

3. RS=232C ‘Interface Circuits.

4. Timing Circuits.

5. Decoding Circuits. ,

6. Memory.

4-2-2.1 Circuit Description and Operation

A complete circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.3. Some

important aspects of the circuit are now briefly considered.

4.2.2.2 DataSecurity Device
As mentioned earlier, it has been decided to use the DES

algorithm in hardware in the design of the interface unit. The choice

of the data security device incorporating the standard was restricted

due to limitations of not only their availability but also their

access. A Western Digital device has been used for this purpose

because of its ready availability. The device is made in n—channel

silicon gate MOS technology and is TTL compatible on all inputs and

outputs. The device can be interfaced to a wide variety of processors

though it is tailored to the Intel 8080A class microprocessor. The

device performs 64-bit block encryption and decryption using 56—bit

key. The block diagram, shown in Figure 4.4, illustrates the internal

structure of the device. It contains 64-bit data register, 56-bit

key register, an 8=-bit command/status register plus the necessary logic
to check key parity and implement the DES algorithm. The device has

a single 8-bit data bus buffer with tri-state operation through which
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data may be entered into the key register or the data register.

Output data from the status register or the data register is also

switched through the data bus buffer. The device can be programmed

either via the input lines. or via the data bus. In this design, the
second approach has been adopted. The programming of the device will

be briefly discussed in system software (Chapter 5).

4.2.2.3 SerialInput-Output Controller_
There are a number of such devices which would be suitable

for transmission and reception of plain and enciphered data. Again a

Western Digital device, dual enhanced commmications element (DEUCE)

has been used. It is primarily designed to operate in an 8-—bit

 
Microprocessor environment.

The controller contains two independent full-duplex

asynchronous receiver/transmitter channels and two internal baud rate

generators associated with the two channels. A block diagram of the

internal architecture of the device is shown in Figure 4.5.

Communications between the controlling CPU and the two receiver/

 
transmitter channels or the two baud rate generators occurs via the

8-bit data bus through a common set of bus transceivers. The use of
this complex device has enabled the development of a compact encryption

system.

Each channel has associated with it a number of registers

such as the Transmit Holding Register, Receive Holding Register,

Command Register, Mode Register, Status Register etc,which can be

programmed to transmit and receive asynchronous serial data. It

performs serial to parallel conversion on data characters received

from the modem and parallel to serial conversion on data characters

received from the CPU. The CPU can read the status of either channel

at any time. Status information includes the type and condition of

transfer operations being performed by the device as well as any

transmission error conditions. Internal control of each channel is

achieved by means of two internal microcontrollers one for transmit

and one for receive. A Diock diagram of one of two commmication

controllers is showm in Figure 4.6. The control registers, various

counters and external siqnals provide inputs to the microcontrollers,

which generate the necessary control signals to send and receive

serial data according to the programmed protocol.

The device also contains Baud’ Rate Registers which can be -
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programmed to desired data rates by loading them with the appropriate

number of bauds. The contents of these registers are then decoded and

then addressed to a frequency select ROM for the generation of proper

frequency by the divider circuitry and the control logic during

operation. A diagram of one of the two Baud Rate generators is shown

in Figure 4.7. The baud clock source is selected using select clock

pin (SELCLK) in conjunction with the clock select bit (CR1) in the

Command Register (see Figure 4.8). When the bit CRI is high, the

 
external clock mode is selected. This means that the Transmit and

Receive clocks are internally tied together and SELCLK input determines

whether those clocks are driven from the internal baud rate generator

(SELCLK high) or from the external clock input XCI/BCD (SELCLK low).

If the internal baud rate generator is selected, then the external

cleck input becomes a baud rate generator clock output. When the

bit CR1 is a logic 'O' then the internal clock select mode is chosen.

The transmit clock is driven by the internal baud rate generator clock

and the receive clock is driven by the SELCLK input. The XCI/SCO pin

then becomes the baud clock output, the transmit clock. The inputs

to the SELCLK and XCI/BCO pins are derived using the simple logic

circuit shown in Figure 4.8(a).

When the signal present on the line marked X is lew and the

signal at Y is high, this enables the tristate Zl and sets the SELCLK

to be high. With the bit CR1 at logic '1', this would result in both

the transmit and receive clocks tied together and driven by internal

baud rate generator. This mode shown in Figure 4.8(b) is adopted for

point-to-point communication between two Apple microcomputers.

When the signal present on the line marked X is hich and

the bit CR1 is at logic ‘O' then the tristate 22 is enabled. The

XCI/BOO cutput is then connected to the SELCLK input which drives

the receive clock. The transmit clock is driven by the internal baud

rate generator. This configuration thus allows to transmit and

receive at different frequencies using only one channel without using

an external baud rate generator. This is one of the main reasons for

using this 1/0 controller. This mode of cperation, shown in Figure

4.8(c), is adopted when the interface is used in the Prestel network

where the transmission data rate is 75 bauds and receive data rate

is 1200 bauds.

The signals Clear To Send (CTS) and Request To Send (RTS)

to and from the device are used in controlling the modem. These
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signals are discussed in the next section.

4.2.2.4 RS-232C Interface Circuits_
These circuits are used to interface between Data Terminal

Equipment (eg Apple computer terminal) and Data Commmications

Equipment (eg Modem) in conformity with the specification of EIA stand-

ard number RS—-232C. The RS—-232C standard defines all the control and

 
data signals (including signal levels) used to enable the modem and

the terminal to operate together and transfer data. For this purpose,

a quad line driver (MC 1488) and its companion circuit (MC 1489) quad

line receiver are used to provide a complete interface system between

TIL level signals from the system to RS—-232C levels.

The interface control lines can be divided into two groups,

one concerned withthe control sequences for connecting the modem to

the line and the other concerned with the sequences controlling the

application (and detection) of signal to the line.

The signals Data Terminal Ready (DTR) and Data Set Ready

(DSR) belong to the first group. The DIR signal from the terminal is

used to tell the modem to answer the telephone (ON) and to hang it up

(OFF). In this design, this signal is used to indicate whether the

terminal power is CN or OFF. The DSR signal is used to indicate to

the terminal that the modem is in a state in which it is capable of

transmitting data.

The group of RS-232C control signals that relate to the

application and detection of time signal are: Request To Send (RTS),

Clear To Send (CTS) and Data Carrier Detect (DCD). The logical

interaction of these signals is simple when they operate in a two-wire

half-—duplex mode and complex when terminals operate a four-wire full-

duplex mode. In this design, the point-to-point commmication between

two Apple microcomputers is half-duplex whereas the commmication with

the Prestel computer is asymmetric full-—duplex.

The Request To Send signal from the terminal is used to

indicate to the modem that the terminal wishes to transmit data. The

modem then responds by initiating its transmit mode. When the modem

has reached a steady state carrier condition, and is ready to transmit,

it sends a Clear To Send signal to the terminal. However, CTS does

not imply a positive verification that commmication with the other end

has been established. Therefore the Data Carrier Detect signal is

used to indicate that the receiving modem has detected a line signal
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(carrier) from the other end...

In point-to-point communication, initially when both ends

are waiting for transmission to begin, the RTS signals of the serial

input-output controller are at logic '1' and the mdem will be holding

the CTS inputs to the serial I/O device high. The terminal which

wishes to transmit activates the RTS by making it low and does not

start transmitting until CTS is turned ON. The RTS/CTS time delay is

determined by specific hardware settings in the modem and is vitally

important in determining the overall efficiency of data link use.

Actually, the designed encryption system has been tested with two

different modems ~ Modular Technology and the standard BT ones. It
is found that the former produced large amount of noise spikes when

the modem switched from one mode to the other. This necessitated

some complex delay routines to be introduced to reject the noise

spikes. A typical interface timing diagram is shown in Figure 4.9.

When connected to asymmetric full—duplex Prestel system, the RTS is

kept ON continuously and the CTS ON is used to indicate that the

transmission can start. This is an easy approach to ensure that the

modem will operate properly in the full—duplex mode.

4.2.2.5 TimingCircuits

This block in Figure 4.2 consists of logic circuitry to
provide the correct timing signals such as CHIP SELECT, READ, WRITE

ete for the cperation of the interface uit. The inputs to this

block include amongst others, the clock signals from the Apple

microcomputer system for proper synchronizaticn.

The 6502 microprocessor has two clock signals a, and ®, of
1.023 MH2 which are complementary to each other. In addition, a

general purpose timing signal, twice the frequency of the system clocks

but asymmetrical and an intermediate timing signal of 7.159 MHz are

also available. The microprocessor uses its address and data buses

only during the timing period when @, is active. When 9, is low, the
microprocessor is carrying out internal operations and does not need the

address buses. These timing signals are shown in Figure 4.10.

Let us now very briefly consider the main timing signals

required for the data security device and the serial input-output
controller.

The timing diagram of a typical READ cycle of the encryption

device is shown in Figure 4.11. The Data Output Request (DOR)bit

in the Status Register of the device is used to indicate whether the
— - 62 -
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DATA WORD present on the data bus is valid or not. When it is valid,

the device is selected by making the CHIP SELECT (CS) active low.

This signal remains active low for at least 410 nano-seconds (ns).
Then the READ signal is made active low to read the data from the bus.

From the timing diagram, it is seen that the READ signal needs to be

active low for 330 ns and the data mst remain stable at least 30 ns

after the rising edge of the READ pulse. The READ timing is not

 
critical and it only needs to be greater than 330 ns. The READ

signal is therefore derived using a standard decoder which produces

an active low pulse of about 450 ns wide. This signal is also

suitable for CHIP SELECT signals of both the security device and the

serial 1/0controller.

The WRITE timing diagram of the encryption device is shown

in Figure 4.12. The device is selected by enabling the CHIP SELECT

active low and then the DATA WORD or KEY WORD to be written is

transferred to the data bus and a WRITE signal is produced. From the

timing diagram, the data is to remain stable on the bus at Least 200

ns before the rising edge of the WRITE pulse and 90 ns after the same

edge. As the CHIP SELECT signal obtained from the decoder is 450 ns

wide, the required pulse can be obtained by chopping off up to 200 ns

from the rising edge of the CHIP SELECT signal. Actually, only a

90 ns pulse is subtracted as a 90 ns pulse is needed anyway in

deriving the WRITE signal for the serial input-output controller.

This pulse is then ored with the CHIP SELECT to give the WRITE signal

of the security device. In Figure 4.13, this signal is denoted by

Q2+cCS. The pulse is produced using a simple bistable circuit as

shown in Figure 4.13 together with the timing diagram. The clock

signals 7 MHz and @3 are obtained from the Apple system. Note that

the CHIP SELECT signal from the decoder has been used to control the

rising edge of the WRITE signal by using it as the CLEAR input signal

to the second bistable. The signal Q3 could not be used because it
changes to the high state slightly before the CHIP SELECT thus

producing a spike.

Now let us consider the READ, WRITE and CHIP SELECT signals

required for the serial input-output controller.

The READ timing diagram of the serial input-output controller

is show in Figure 4.14. This signal is derived using a simple logic

circuit which combines the pulse produced by the bistable circuit with

another output line from the decoder circuit to produce the READ
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siqnal. This produces a READ pulse of about 360 ns wide, with a

rising edge some 90 ns from the valid data edge. These agree well
with the required READ pulse in the timing diagram.

The WRITE timing diagram of the serial input-output

controller is shown in Figure 4.15. In comparing this WRITE signal

with that of the one required by the security device, it is seen

that the controller requires the data to be stable on the bus for a

longer time of at least 350 ns before the rising edge. Also the

data is required to remain stable for a minimum time of 100 ns after

 
the edge, which is 10 ns greater than that required for the encryption

device. This signal is produced again by oring the 90 ns pulse with

an output line from the decoder. Although this produces a WRITE

pulse of width 360 ns with 9C ns of stable data after the rising

edge, it is found that these timings do satisfy the requirements

and does not cause any problem.

The two CHIP SELECT signals required for channel A and

 
baud rate generator of the I/O controller are directly derived from

the output of the decoder.

4.2.2.6 DecodingCircuits

This block in Figure 4.2 provides signals which together

with the output signals from the timing block are used in selecting

different devices when appropriate addresses are present on the

address bus. In a system where there are many devices to run, it is

necessary to decode the address bus down into individual addresses.

This allows only one device and in particular only one mode of

operation of the device to be selected. For instance, say when a

control word has to be written into the serial input-output controller,

three cperations are required to be carried out namely

(i) only the input-output device mst be selected,

(ii) only WRITE signal mist be activated and

(iii) a distinction has to be made between a control word and

a data word.

The inputs to the decoder include the Device Select line

from the Apple microcomputer system which indicates which one of the

peripheral connectors is active. Whenever the interface is selected
this line will be active low. The Table 4.1 in Figure 4.16 shows

the decoded address and the corresponding operations carried out by
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the system.

Address Operation Performed

COAg WRITE Data Word to data security device.

CHA WRITE Control Word to data security device.

cfa2 READ Data Word from data security device.

CHAZ READ Status of data security device.

cAA4 ACTIVATE latch,

CHAS ACTIVATE Tristate to test modem control signals.

cfas RESET 1/0 Controller

CAAA RECEIVE (READ) Data from I/O Controller.

CAAB READ Status of I/O Controller.

ofac TRANSMIT (WRITE).Data to I/O Controller.

GZaD WRITE Control Word to I/O Controller.

CHAE WRITE to Baud Rate Register of I/O Controller.

Figure 4.16 - Table 4.1: Decoding Arrangement

4.2.2.7 Memory_

The operation of the encryption unit is completely controlled
by software. Hence the proposed interface unit mist have some non-

volatile memory to hold the program. For this reason, a 2K—byte

PROM is incorporated on the interface. The reasons for the choice are

two fold. Firstly, a 2K-byte is the mascimum amount of memory that

can be associated with a peripheral slot in the Apple microcomputer

system. Secondly, it is estimated that a 2K-byte memory should be

sufficient for each of the required system tasks.

4.2.3 Modem

To transmit digital signals over Public Switched Telephone

network, which passes frequencies in the range 300-3000 Hz,it is

necessary for a data transmitter to modulate the digital stream by

superimposing the 'l's and 'O's onto a carrier signal. The data

receiver at the other end demodulates this signal. In addition to

its basic function of translating between the binary digital signals

of the data terminal equipment and the modulated voice frequency

signals of the commmication channel, as seen in section 4.2.2.4,

the modem also performs a number of control functions which co=-

ordinate the flow of data between terminal equipments.
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The digital information can be encoded by systematically

changing either the amplitude, the frequency, the phase or some

combination of these characteristics of the carrier signal. The type

of modulation used depends on the specific application. Over the

public telephone network, the maximum data rate is limited to 1200 bits

per second. For speeds up to 1800 bits per second, Frequency Shift

Keying (FSK) is the common choice and hence this is used. With FSK,

a pair of tones ty and tS are alternatively sent over the line for
the binary '1's and 'O's of the asynchronous data stream. The

receiving section essentially consists of two filters that sense the

frequency f or f,- Whenever f, is sensed, a binary '1l’ is produced
and whenever f, is sensed a binary 'O' is output to the data terminal
equipment.

Modular Technology (12 CV) mini modems and standard BT

modems employing FSK scheme have been used with this system.
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CHAPTER 5

POINT TO POINT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM : SYSTEM SOFTWARE {1)

5.1 General

The software has been written for the encryption interface

unit to perform the following tasks  
(a) Point~-to=point communication between Apple microcomputers.

(b) Storage/retrieval of encrypted information with floppy
disk system.

(c) Storage/retrieval of encrypted information with Prestel

Viewdata system.

All the programs are written in 6502 Assembly language to minimize

the execution time and memory space required. Before considering

these programs, two basic I/O techniques for handling transfer of

asynchronous data are briefly examined.

5-1-1 Polling Technique

The polling method is one of the simplest ways to handle

asynchronous events. In this type of I/O, all operations are controlled

by the CPU program. The processor interrogates flags associated with

each possible event to determine whether any service is required.
That is, it polls the peripheral device periodically to determine its

readiness and hence the name polling technique. The CPU resources

are tied up during the time of transfer and the time of polling and

hence cannot be used for other tasks. This technique is mainly used
with low speed devices.

S-1.2 Interrupt DrivenTechnique

In non-pelling systems, the asynchronous event generates

an interrupt request which is passed on to the processor. The

processor in turn suspends the execution of the current process and

Starts execution of the interrupt service routine which say performs

- the data transfer. When the interrupt service routine is completed,

the processor resumes execution of the suspended process. The response
- 72 =
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time is faster with such a system because no time is spent on

interrogating the other non-active interrupts which in turn increases

the system throughput.

The decision to adopt one technique or other depends on the

nature of the application. In this project, the polling technique has

been chosen for two reasons. Firstly in this encryption system, there

are only two low speed devices which result in enough spare time for

the processor to examine the status flags in a repeated fashion.

Secondly the Apple 6502 system is not particularly suitable for an

interrupt driven technique.

In this chapter, only the point-to-point communication

program will be discussed. The other two tasks will be considered in

 
Chapters 7 and 8 respectively.

5-1-3 Point-to-Point_Communication_

The encryption interface allows data transfer between Apple

terminals (via a public switched telephone network} in either plain

or encrypted or a mixture of plain and encrypted formats. Five

different modes of the Data Encryption Standard have been investi-~

gated (3, 26]. They are:

1. Block Encryption (ECB)

2. Chained Block Cipher (CBC)

3. Stream Cipher Feedback (CFB}

4. Chained Block Cipher with Plaintext Feedback (CBCP)

5. Stream Cipher with Ciphertext and Vector Feedback (CFBV)

Each of these modes has been implemented using the encryption inter-

face. They are described briefly in succeeding sections.
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5.2 Block Encryption Mode

5.2.1 Principle

This is the most basic mode of operation of the Data

Encryption Standard which transforms 64-bits of input to 64-bits of

output as mentioned in Section 3.2. The analogy to Electronic Code

Book (ECB) arises because the same plaintext: block always produces
the same ciphertext for a given cryptographic key. Thus it should be

theoretically possible to construct a codebook of plaintext blocks

 
and corresponding ciphertext blocks for any given key.

The ECB encryption-decryption scheme is shown in Figure 5.1.

In encryption, the plaintext block (Dl, D2, ..., D64) is used directly

as the DES input block (Il, I2, s-e, I64). The input block is

processed through the DES device in the encrypt state which has been

preloaded with the appropriate cryptographic key. The resultant

output block (Ol, O02, ..., O64) is used directly as the ciphertext

(Cl, C2, ..-, C64). The decryption process is same as the encryption

process except that the decrypt state of the DES device is used

rather than the encrypt state. That is, the key schedule selection
is reversed.

Mathematically, the operations of encipherment and deciph—

erment can be described as follows:

Let the cryptographic function f define the relationship between the

plaintext X and the ciphertext Y. Then,

Y= tk (X)
and

=-1
xX=2=f (Y)

where the subscript k designates the particular key (and hence the

particular function f.) which is selected out of the set of all
possible keys.

52262 Implementation

Only a brief summary of the program is given here. The

structure of the program can be divided mainly into five parts,

namely, the initialisation routine, key input routine, data input

routine, transmission routine, which includes encryption, and receive
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PLAINTEXT CIPHERTEXT
(Ol, 02, ....... 064) (Cl, C2, ....-2- C64)

INPUT BLOCK

(Il, 12, ........ 164)

INPUT BLOCK

(Il, -12, ....... 164)

DES ENCRYPTION DES DECRYPTION 
GQUTPUT BLOCK . QUTPUT BLOCK

(Ol, 02, ......... 064)

 
CIPHERTEXT PLAINTEXT

(Cl, C2, ........ C64) (D1, 02, ......... D64)
 

Fig. §.L + Block Encryption Codebook Mode (ECB)
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routine, which includes decryption and display routines. The basic

flowchart of the program and the complete listing can be found in

Appendix 2.

5.2.2.1 Initialisation_Routine_

The initialisation routine itself can be divided into two

subsections. The first subsection contains instructions which are

executed without any user interaction whereas in the second subsection

the user chooses the parameters for setting a particular mode of

operation of the interface.

The first subsection consists of instructions to initialise
the CPU, to set the ports of the serial I/O controller, to ensure the

correct state of control signals from the modem, to set the state of

the latch in the interface and to initialize some memory locations

which would be later used as counters and flags in the program. The

Data Set Ready (DSR) signal from the modem is tested to check whether

the modem is ON and is not in the test mode. If it is not set, an

error message 'NO LINK ERROR! is displayed. The format of the

character to be transferred is defined to consist of 1 stop bit, 8

data bits and an even parity bit. A baud rate factor of 16 is used.

The external clock mode is selected in the I/O controller. As

explained in Section 4.2.2.3, this mode has been selected in point-

to-point commmication to drive the transmit and receive clocks with

the same source. The error flags have been reset to allow error

detection in subsequent transfer of data. These error flags include

parity error, overflow error and framing error. The serial 1/O is

set to a null mode, that is, neither a transmission mode nor a

receive mode.

In the second subsection, to begin with the user selects the

desired data transmission rate. A choice of baud rates ranging from

50 to 1200 bits per second are available. Then the user is asked to

select one of the three formats in which the interface may operate

namely plain or encrypted or a mixture of plain and encrypted. If

plain format is selected, no further initialization is required. If

either of the other two formats is chosen, then the data security

device is activated to encryption state.

5-2.2.2 Key Input Routine

If one of the two encryptian formats is selected, then the
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secret DES key is entered from the keyboard by the user. It is

assumed that both the parties concerned have the preknowledge of the

key which is a prerequisite for proper commmnication of encrypted data.

In this program, 8 characters are used to form the 64-bit key required

by the DES algorithm. Any. of the 88 alphanumerical characters of the

keyboard can be used to form the 8 character key. As mentioned in

Section 3.6.1, the total number of distinct keys possible is then

equal to (88 °
ae 57.2 x 10° + The program can be very easily changed to accept

3.6 x 10'> which is less than the maximumOvile
sixteen 4-bit characters as the key thus giving the total possible key

 
space. Here the 8 character key is chosen to enable the user to

remember the key without actually recording it somewhere. It is

essential that the key should be chosen randomly so that it may not be

easily guessed by the opponent. Before loading every key byte into

the KEY REGISTER of the device, the key parity is tested. If a parity

error is detected, then an appropriate error message is displayed on

the screen. The interface unit displays the entered key on the screen

to enable the user to verify the correctness of the key. However the

display is immediatelyerased to avoid detection by others during
subsequent commmication. The majority of users would probably use

‘ some easy to remember phrase or number combination for developing the

key. In such cases, the long phrases can be converted to a form suit—

able for DES using a good hashing function. It should be sufficiently

complicated to produce essentially unbiassed and statistically

independent bits in the DES key. The program can also be modified to

provide for mltiple DES key encryption with different keys to
achieve higher levels of security.

5e2.2.3 DataInputRoutine—

In point-to-point commmication mode, the data to be
enciphered is assumed to be input from the keyboard of the terminal.

File transfer is considered in Chapter 7 where file security is

discussed. This routine determines whether the data to be processed
is coming from the telephone line or from the keyboard of the terminal.

This operation is carried out using the polling technique. The

processor is allowed to poll the Data Carrier Detect (DCD) flag from

the modem and the Keyboard Data input Flag (KDF). The KDF is

provided by the Apple system and if set indicates that a key has been

pressed. This implies that the data fromthe keyboard needs to be |
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transmitted over the Line in plain or encrypted or mixture format

depending on the selection made earlier and hence the control is

transferred to Transmission routine. On the other hand, if the DCD

flag is set indicating the presence of data on the line, Receive

routine is invoked to decrypt and display the received data.

5.2.2.4 TransmissionRoutine_

At a given time, up to a maximim of 256 bytes of message can

be input to the interface from the keyboard. A Return character is

used to mark the end of the message. At any time, the key CNIRL-X

 
can be used to cancel the entire message. All editing facilities of

the Apple system such as cursor movements can be used. The program

operates on the whole message (up to 256 characters) at a time. After
a whole message is processed and transmitted, the program returns to

fetch the next message from the keyboard. An important point to note

is that with block encryption mode (ECB), the message needs to be

divided into blocks of 64 bits (8 bytes) before encryption can be done.

Initially, the I/O controller is set to transmit mode. Each

64 bit block of plaintext is then input to the data security device in

successive 8 bytes after testing for the correct status of the Data

Input Request (DIR) flag of the device. Then the ciphertext block is

sent. from the device byte by byte after testing the control siqnals,

Clear To Send (CTS) and Transmit Ready (TXRDY). Appropriate error

messages are displayed if the flags are not set properly and the

system is resynchronized. Special routines are developed to deal

with control characters CNTRL-—G (Bell), CNTRL—J (line feed) and

repeated Return characters in the plaintext block. When the encrypted

version of these characters are transmitted, a certain amount of delay

(approximately 80 milliseconds} is included to allow time for the

generation of these characters at the receiving end after decryption.

' However the itessage need not necessarily contain an exact

number of 64 bit blocks. Hence it is likely thatthe message will

end before the last block of 64 bits is complete. Therefore some

padding is required at the end of the message to fill the last block

to exactly 64 bits long. This has been done by padding the last block

with some random characters after the Return character . These random

characters are generated as part of the key input routine. The

padding results in the cryptogram expansian of up to a maxim of 7

bytes comparedto the orignalplaintext message if the last block is.
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not of full size.

5.2.2.5 Receive Routine

The Receive routine is mich simpler than its counterpart

Transmit routine. It is known that the incoming data is encrypted by |

dividing it up into blocks of 64—-bits at the transmitting end. Hence

this routine should simply fetch the 64-bits of ciphertext at a time

from the link after testing the Receive Ready flag (RXRDY) of the

I/O controller. The ciphertext is then input to the data security

device which is now set to decryption mode. Then the deciphered block

of data is read from the device and is displayed on the screen using

Display routine. The Display routine is same as the one used by the

Apple system. It displays uppercase: and lowercase alphanumeric

characters in either normal or inverse or flashing modes. The control

characters in the decrypted block are not displayed. The block of

decrypted characters is tested for the presence of the Return
characters If it is not present, then it is known that another block

of encrypted data mist be following the current block. Hence the

program loops back to test the RXRDY flag to obtain more data from the

link. On the other hand if a Return character is detected within

the block of deciphered data, it indicates that the current block is

the last block of the message. The random characters after the

Return character are treated as dummy characters and hence they are

ignored. The decrypted information will be the same as the original

message provided the same key has been used at both ends of the link.

The routine also performs three types of error tests on
the received characters. They are parity error, framing error and

overrun error. In each case, appropriate error messages are displayed.

A framing error is detected when the receiver finds a logic ‘0!

occurring at the time when stop bit, logic '1', should occur. A

overrun error is detected when a new character is loaded into the

Receive Holding Register of the serial I/O controller before the

processor has had time to read the previous one. In all these three

cases the program locps back to the start of the data input routine

thus abandoning the current ciphertext block and automatically

synchronises.

5.2.2.6 Plain Data Communication

The routines which allow plain data transmission and
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reception are very mich similar to the ones described earlier except

in this case there is no need to perform encryption and decryption.

Hence the message is processed byte by byte rather than in blocks.

This facility of communicating in plain format is provided

to allow the transfer of non-sensitive information over the link. For

instance, one could envisage a situation where the users initially

comminicate in plain format to set various parameters needed for

establishing a secure link. This immediately led to the idea of: developing
a program which could handle a mixture of plain and encrypted data

and this is considered in the next section.

5-2.2.7 Mixture ofPlain_andEncryptedData Commmication

With this format, only parts of the Message are in encrypted

form while the rest of the message is transmitted in plain form.

This mode is useful in many applications where it is not necessary to

encrypt the whole message.

The receiver mist be able to identify which parts of the

received data are in encrypted form. The data transmitted is always
in plain form until the change to encryption mode is initiated. This

is done by typing a special character (CNTRL-A) on the keyboard that

has been designated for this purpose. Characters following this
character are encrypted by the sending terminal. The interface unit

is automatically returned to the plain format after 8 characters.

Alternatively, another special character (CNIRL-B) can be used to

return to the plain format. The receiving end then checks for a

CNTIRL-A character and starts to decrypt when it is found. When a

CNIRL-B is received, it switches back to plain mode reception.

However it is necessary to ensure that the CNTRL-B character does not

eccur within the enciphered data to ensure unambiguous decrypticn

at the receiving end. This can be achieved by using mIltiple

CNTIRL-B characters to indicate the end of encrypted text. The greater

the number of such characters, the smaller the probability that they

occur in the enciphered data and hence the smaller the ambiguity
in decryption, but this increases the number of redundant characters

in the transmitted data. The key required for the encryption

algorithm is entered as before at the beginning of the commmi£ation.

Again with the block encryption mode, if the encrypted parts

of the message are not integral mitiples of 64 bits, they require

padding and this results in cryptogram expansion. The difference
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with the mixture format is that this expansion does not occur only

at the end of the message (last block), as in the complete encryption

format discussed earlier, but it may o¢cur anywhere within the

message.

When implementing this mixture format in the Apple system,

additional problems are encountered compared to the complete

encryption format. One such problem arises from the requirement

that in the multi-user network the plain information transmitted may

need to be received correctly by all users whereas the encrypted

information mist only be deciphered correctly by the user with the

right key. There may be cases where the encryption algorithm

 
transforms a non-control character to a control character and vice

versa. As a control character is not displayed by the Apple system

and the screenCursor does not move, this results in a line of text,

with parts of it encrypted at the, transmitting end, not producing a

line of text at the receiving end with the wrong key. As a certain

amount of delay is required for some special characters such as

CNTRL~G (Bell), CNIRL—J (Line feed), this can cause overrun error
at the receiving end with the wrong key. This results in errors in

the subsequent reception of data even in plain format at the receiving

end. This is further complicated in this block encryption mode due

to the padding with random numbers to fill the block.
A modified version of the earlier complete encryption

format program is developed for this mixture format which overcomes

the problems mentioned above.

 
5-2.3 Results and Discussion

An example of plaintext containing some data structure and

patterns has been chosen to study the various characteristics of

different encryption modes. Such an example is provided by the

assembly language program shown in Figure 5.2. This whole message
is enciphered using ECB encryption with the key 3131313131313131 in

hexadecimal form. Note that here a non-random key has been chosen

to allow the ciphertext produced to be used in some statistical tests

in Chapter 6. A ciphertext character preduced can be any one of the

256 possible combinations (2®). To display the ciphertext, it is
therefore necessary to extend the standard ASCII character set from

128 to 256. This has been done using Hershey characters [27]. The

complete character set-is given in. Appendix 3.-. Note that. this extended
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character set does not in itself introduce any secure cryptographic

transformation. The ciphertext produced is shown in Figure 5.3.

The program used to produce this graphical display is given in ~

Appendix 4.

From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that a potential weakness

of this block mode is that the same plaintext always produces the

same ciphertext under a fixed key. This in turn implies that if the

plaintext contains patterns ,they will be reflected in the ciphertext

as seen in Figure 5.3. Consider for instance, the asterisks in

lines 1 and 5 and sequences of blanks at the beginning of each line

“in the assembly language program. Thus the compromise of the
plaintext block underlying any ciphertext block results in the

compromise of all repetitions of this same text for the remainder of

the cryptographic period. Thus this block encryption mode is more

susceptible to code book analysis compared to the other modes
considered later. Further if the plaintext information is highly

redundant then block encryption may not prevent cryptanalysis using

block frequency analysis. Block frequency analysis determines the

frequency of each ciphertext block from a large sample of intercepted

ciphertext. «By relating the .observed frequencies of the ciphertext
blocks to the expected frequencies of the plaintext blocks, the

¢cryptanalyst may be able to draw certain inferences concerning the

nature of the plaintext corresponding to a given ciphertext. Also

if the data transmitted is highly redundant, the number of possible

meaningful plaintext blocks may be small enough to construct a

dictionary.

This block encryption mode is also susceptible to replay.

As each block is independently enciphered with the same key, one

block can be replayed for another. For instance, consider the

transaction shorn below
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by replaying the block containing the ciphertext for £5000. This

type of replay is not possible with stream cipher and chained block

cipher modes which are considered later. One simple solution to this

problem is to append checksums to the end of messages.

This block encryption mode is also vulnerable to insertion

and deletion of blocks .because these changes to the message do not

affect surrounding blocks. Again use of error detecting codes before

encryption and checksums protects against this threat.

As mentioned in the implementation section, in this mode,

the information is encrypted in integral multiples of 64 bits. This

resulted in padding of last block with random characters. This causes

cipher extension and therefore may be unacceptable in some applications.
The padding effect can be seen in Figure 5.3 at the end producing a

longer ciphertext message than the original plaintext. If the

padding is done with blanks or zeroes, instead of random numbers,

then this may make them vulnerable to crypanalysis.

Since each bit of the ECB output block is a complex
function of every bit in the input block and the key, a Single bit

change in either the key or the plaintext results in a ciphertext

block in which each bit is changed with approximately equal

probability. Conversely, a change in 1 bit of either the key or

ciphertext will produce changes in. an average of fifty percent of

the bits of deciphered plaintext. Although this error propagation

within the block is extensive, it is strictly limited to the block

in which the error occurs and the decryption of other blocks is

unaffected. This can be seen from Figure 5.4 where a number of

errors have been introduced in the ciphertext prior to decryption.

Thus the ECB mode does not provide error extension between blocks.

If block boundaries are lost between sender and receiver, then ECB

cryptographic synchronization will also be lost until correct block ©

boundaries are re-established. This may happen for instance when a
bit slip occurs.

5.3 Cipher Block Chaining Mode

5.3.1 Principle

Cipher block chaining is again a block cipher in which the

plaintext is exclusive-ored with a block of pseudo-random data prior

to being processed through the DES device.
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This scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. In order to commence

the CBC encryption, the first DES input block is formed by exclusive-~

oring the first data block with a 64-bit initialization vector (Iv).

That is,

(11, 12, .-. 164) = (IVI@D1, Iv2@Ne, ..., 1V6a@D64).

This first C3C input block is processed through the DES device in

the encrypt state, producing a 64-bit DES output block which defines

the ciphertext. This first ciphertext block is then excLusive-ored

with the second plaintext block to produce the second DES input block.

This second input block is enciphered using the DES device to produce

the second ciphertext block. This encryption process continues to

chain successive ciphertext and plaintext blocks together until the

last plaintext block of the message is encrypted. In CBC decryption,

the first ciphertext block is processed through the DES device in

the decrypt state. The first output block is then exclusive-ored

with the CEC initialization vector producing the first plaintext

block. The second ciphertext block is then entered into the DES

device and the resultant output block is exclusive-ored with the

first ciphertext block to produce the second plaintext block. ‘The
CBC decryption process continues to exclusive-or the ciphertext

block at time t-1 (t>1) with the D&S output block to obtain plaintext

at time t until the end of the message.

Mathematically,the scheme can be expressed as follows:

Let the cryptographic function f define the relationship between
the DES input block and the DES output block under the chosen key k.

Let function h define how the input to the DES is altered through

the introduction of the initialization vector and the feedback or

intermediate initialization vectors U(i), U(2),..-, U(m=-1) at time

t = 1 to n-l. Note that the function h may be a many-to-one-function

since identi€al inputs to this function will be available during both

encipherment and decipherment. Then

uU(1)

U(i)

Z = Initialization Vector

h[ U(i-1), feedback quantity], i> 1

In the CBC mode, U(i) is equal to the previous ciphertext block

Y(i-1), the feedback quantity. That is, U(i) = y(i-1). Hence the

encipherment and decipherment operations can be expressed as
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¥(i)=£ [X(i) @ ¥(G-1)] i]

x(i) £7" (Yi) ® Y(i-l) ip

where

Xo) ¥(o) = Z

From the recursive nature of the above equations, there exists

functions Hy» Hyeees Hy such that

¥(i) = Hy [Kp X(O)y X(1)p o-- X(i)], 221 (S.1)

Similarly there exists functions G,» Go» euey G, such that

X(i) = Gl ky Y(i-l), ¥(i)], i 21 (5.2)

From equations (5.1) and (5.2}, it follows that patterns within the |

input are masked since the ciphertext block Y(i) depends on plaintext

blocks X(1), X(2), eo«, X(i)e However since the received plaintext

block X(i) does not depend on all ciphertext blocks Y(1l), Y{2), eos

Y{i), the scheme does not represent a general block cipher (see

Section 5.5).

5.3.2 Implementation

This program is a modified version of the ECS mode program

described in Section 5.2.2. The flow chart of the program together

with the listing can be found in Appendix 5. Here only the

differences between this program and the ECB mode program are briefly
discussed.

As in the ECB program, the user initially selects the data

rate, the format of data transfer (plain, encrypted or mixture) and

enters the DES secret key. Then the transmission end generates a

64 bit randomblock and sends it to the receiving end. The block is

encrypted under the ECB mode at both the transmitting and receivng

ends to form the initialization vector (IV). This vector is stored
in a set of memory locations named TEMP 1 at the transmitting end
and TEMP 2 at the receiving end. It is again necessary to divide aa
the message into blocks of 64 bits. Hence padding of the last block
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with random characters is required to make the blocksize equal to 64.

The transmission routine fetches the plaintext bleeck which is then
exclusive-ored with the memory Locations TEMP 1 before inputting it

to the DES device. The ciphertext block produced by the device is

transmitted to the receiver as in the ECB mode. The ciphertext is

also stored back into the memory locations TEMP 1 for use in the next

encryption cycle. The receive routine inputs the ciphertext to the
DES device and also stores it in memory locations TEMP 3. The output
from the DES device is exclusive—ored with the memory locations TEMP 2

to produce the plaintext. The memory locations TEMP 3 are then
transferred to TEMP 2 to form the new IV for exclusive-or operation

in the decryption of the next ciphertext block.

Finally, note that in the case of mixture of plain and

encrypted data communication, only the encrypted blocks are chained

together.

5.3.3 Results and Discussion_
The plaintext example shown in Figure 5.2 is enciphered

under CBC encryption with the same key as in the ECB mode. The

initialization vector used is 0202020202020202. The ciphertext

produced is shown in Figure 5.6.

From Figure 5.6, it is seen that the CBC mode does not

produce the same ciphertext even when the plaintext is the same and

hence the pattern exposure problems associated with the ECB mode

have been eliminated. This is because the ciphertext produced for

a plaintext block with a given key is dependent on the plaintext as
well as the feedback (intermediate) vector used in the process which

is different at different times. So the CBC mode reproduces the same

ciphertext whenever the same plaintext is encrypted under a fixed

key and initialization vector. Thus with the CEC mode, ciphertext

repetition occurs at the message level whereas with the ECB mode,

ciphertext repetition is found to occur at block.level. _Thus the

code book analysis problem has been reduced.

CBC is therefore less susceptible to replay than the ECB

mode of encryption. The type of replay mentioned in Section 5.2.3

is not possible with CBC mode as different parts of the message are

enciphered with different feedback vectors. It is also less

vulnerable to insertion and deletion of blocks as these changes to

the message affect the surrounding blocks.
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CBC also protects a block cipher against the time-memory
trade off attack [23] as follows.

Let YG)be the ciphertext corresponding to the chosen plaintext x(i).
Since fl iyij) = X(i) @ Y(i-1}, to determine the key k, a
cxyptanalyst would have to generate tables of starting and ending
points using X(i) @ Y({i-1) rather than X(i). But this would rule

out the possibility of precomputing the tables or of using the same

tables to break more than one cipher.

As noted in the implementation section, the problem of
 

padding still exists with the CBC mode. In the complete encryption
format, this is confined to the last block of the message. The

receiver scans the decrypted block and discards the pseudo-random

bits after the Return character code in the block. One way to

eliminate padding is to switch to stream cipher feedback (CFB) mode

(see Section 5.4) to encipher the short block at the end of the

message .

In addition, the security of the CBC mode depends among

other things upon the management of the CEC initialization vectors.

It is important that the initialization vector (IV) is pseudo-~

randomly selected. Further the vector must be protected from

disclosure. In the above implementation, this is carried out by

using the ECB encrypted version of the random block generated as

the IV. It is also advisable to change the vectors frequently to
avoid the cryptanalyst using the ciphertext search attack.

Within the ciphertext, some errors are introduced and then

deciphered with the same key and initialization vector to study the

error extension characteristics of the CBC mde. From Figure 5.7

one or more bit errors within a single ciphertext block are found

to affect the decryption of two blocks, namely, the block in which

the error occurs and the succeeding block. If the errors occur in

the ith ciphertext block, then each bit of the ith plaintext block

has an error rate of about fifty percent. The (i+i)-th plaintext

block has only those bits in error which correspond directly to the

ciphertext bits in error. Further it is seen from Figure 5.7 that

after two blocks, cryptographic synchronization is automatically

established and the subsequent deciphered blocks are unaffected.

Compared to the ECB mode, this has extended the error propagation
to two blocks. This can alsobe seen from equations (5.1) and (5.2)
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where an error in the ciphertext block Y(i-1) can affect every bit

in the recovered plaintext block X(i-1) but it will affect only the

corresponding bit positions in the received plaintext block xX(i).
Subsequent plaintext blocks X(i+1), X(i+2), -.. are unaffected.

If bits are added or lost in a ciphertext block so that
block boundaries are lost between sender and receiver, then

synchronization is lost. However cryptographic synchronization will
automatically be re-established 64 bits after block boundaries have
been established.

This self synchronizing scheme may be useful when small

amounts of noise are present on the data commmnication links.

5.4 Stream Cipher Feedback

5.4.1 Principle

The cipher feedback mode (CFB) is an additive stream

cipher technique in which the DES is used to generate a pseudo-
random binary stream. This stream is exclusive-ored with the binary

plaintext to form the ciphertext which is fed back to form the next

DES input block. The pseudo-random binary stream is sometimes

referred to as the key stream and the DES the key generator.

This mode is schematically shown in Figure 5.8. One ,
through to sixty four bit CFB operation may be used unlike the ECB

mode where the message is required to be divided into blocks of a

given blocksize namely 64. A 64-bit initialization vector (IV) is

used as a starter input block to begin the CFB operation. (Note

that if the size of IV is chosen. to be less than 64 bits, thenit can

be padded with ‘O's to form 64 bits). This vector is processed

through the DES device in the encrypt state to produce a pseudo-

random output block. The message is divided into characters of

s-bit. size where O<s<65. The DES algorithm is operated once for

each new s-bit character. Then s-bits of the DES pseudo-random

output block (Ol, O02, ..., Os) are used in the exclusive—or operation

with the s-bits of the plaintext (Dl, D2, ..., Ds) to form the

ciphertext (Cl, C2, -.., Cs). That is, (Cl, C2, «eo, CS) =

(Dl @ O1, D2 @ 02, ..-, Ds @ Os). This operation may be defined

when the length of the plaintext. character to be encrypted is less than
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s-bits by concatenating zeroes to the left hand side or most
significant bits of the plaintext character. Similarly curing

decryption, plaintext is produced by exclusive-oring a s—bit

ciphertext character with the s—bits of DES output block. That is,

(Dl, 02, ..., Ds) = {C1 @ Ol, C2 @ C2, ..., Cs @ Os)

In both cases,the same s—bits of the DES output block are used and

the unused bits are discarded. At both ends, the next input block

is created by discarding the most significant s—bits of the previous

input block, shifting the remaining bits s positions to the left and

then inserting the s—bit ciphertext character just produced in the

encryption operation or just used in the decrypt operation into the

least significant bit positions as shown in Figure 5.8. That is,

the input block (Il, I2, ..-, I64) is given by,

(Il, I2, see, 164) = (Istl, IstZ2, weep I64y Cly Clq aoey CS)

This input block is then processed through the DES device in the

encrypt state to produce the next output block. An important

difference compared with the two modes considered in Sections 5.2 and

5.3 is that even in decryption, the DES is used in its encryption

state. This is because in CFB mode, the DES algorithm has been used

as a pseudo-random number generator rather than as a cryptographic

transformation.

Mathematically, this mode can be expressed as follows:

Let X(i) be the ith plaintext input data and Y(i) be the ith

ciphertext output data. Let U(i) be the intermediate initialization

vector at time i. In general, the length of the intermediate

initialization vector may not be equal to the length of the initial-

ization vector Z. Let the function h’ define how U(1) is obtained

from Z. That is, U1) = h’(Z).
Encipherment of the first s—bit plaintext is given by:

Y(1) = X(1) @ 4, Cut) ]

Let the function h define the dependency of the intermediate

initialization vector at time i on the previous initialization vector

Wi-1) as well as the additional feedback quantity, That is,
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U(i) = h [U(i-1), feedback quantity]

where the feedback quantity = ¥(i-1).

In CFB mode with s<64,

Ui) = U(iel) qf Y(i-1) , i>1

where | denotes concatenation of U{i-1) and Y(i-1).

With s=64,

Wi) = Y¥(iel), i-1

That is, effectively the ciphertext at time i-l is fed back as

input to the DES algorithm. Defining Y(O) = Z, with s=64, it
follows that

# (ui)] = £, C¥(-1)]), i22

Therefore equations of encipherment and decipherment can be expressed
as

¥{i) x(i) @ £(Ui) » izl (5.3)

and

x(i) ¥(i) @£, [Ui)], iz (5.4)

respectively where W1) = 2.

5.4.2 Implementation

An 8-bit cipher feedback mode has been implemented on the

encryption system. The flowchart of the program can be found in

Appendix 6. The differences between this program and the ECB and

CBC programs are now very briefly mentioned.

As in the case of the C&C program, a 64-bit initialization

vector is generated at the transmitting end and sent to the receiver

for proper synchronization. The major difference compared to ECB
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and CBC programs is that in this mode, the message is encrypted byte

by byte and not in blocks. This implies that there is no need for

padding at the end of the message and consequently no cryptogram
extension. One additional routine SHIFT is required which shifts

the intermediate initialization vector (memory locations TEMP 1 and

TEMP 2) to the left and appends the 8 bits of the ciphertext to the

right side of the shifted input to produce the next DES input.

Finally at both the transmitting and the receiving ends, the data

security device is programmed to encryption state.

5.4.3. Results and Discussion_

The plaintext example shown in Figure 5.2 is enciphered
under the CFB mode using the same key and the initialization vector

as in the CBC mode. The ciphertext produced is shown in Figure 5.9.

From Figure 5.9, it is seen that as in the case of the
CBC mode, the CFB mode does not produce the same ciphertext even

when the input plaintext is the same. This is because the inter-
mediate initialization vectors are different in each case. Thus

chaining has again eliminated patterns occurring in the ciphertext

For this mode to produce the same ciphertext when the same plaintext

is encrypted, both the key and the initialization vector must be
identical in the two cases. This mode is similar to CBC in its
resistance to forms of attack such as ciphertext searching, replay,

insertion and deletion.

While both the C&C and ECB modes discussed earlier required

padding of the last block of the message (if its length is not equal
to an integral multiple of 64 bits), such problems do not arise in

this stream cipher mode. That is, the key stream length can be

matched exactly to the length of the plaintext to be enciphered. So
this mode allows easy encryption of 'non-block type’ messages such
as character by character or even bit by bit encryption. Hence the
CFB mode can be used for instance to encipher the short last block

occurring at the end of the message in CBC mode (Section 5.3.3).

However, CFB is less efficient than CBC in that it requires for each

plaintext character one execution of the encryption algorithm. For
example, the throughput of the DES operating on 8-bit CFB is rethiced

by a factor of 8 or more compared to the CBC mode. This can be
overcome by enciphering n plaintext characters using the pseudo—

randon key stream produced by one DES cycle where n is the largest
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p block size of DES J
plaintext character size~. In the caseinteger which is less than

of 8-bit CFB for instance, one can encipher 8 plaintext characters

(bytes) using the pseudo-random sequence produced by one DES cycle.

This will produce a throughput comparable to that of the CEC without

the need for padding.

Errors have been introduced within the ciphertext to study

the error extension characteristics of the CFB mode. From Figure 5.10

it is seen that bit errors within one CFB ciphertext character

affects not only the decryption of the garbled ciphertext character

but also the decryption of the succeeding characters until the bit

errors are shifted out of the CFB input block. The first affected

plaintext character is garbled in exactly those places where the

ciphertext character is in error. Successive plaintext characters

experience an average error rate of 50% until all errors have been

shifted out of the DES input block. In this 8-bit CFB case,errors
in one ciphertext character is seen to affect decryption of nine

characters. Further it is seen from Figure 5.10that the CFB

decryption automatically regains cryptographic synchronization.
This self~synchronization property is also reflected in equations

(5.3)and (5.4), Section 5.4.1. From equation (5.4)5 an error in
ciphertext Y(i-1) can potentially affect every bit in the computed

quantity fi. {U(i)] and hence can cause every bit in the recovered
plaintext X(i) to be in error. From equation (S.4), an error in

ciphertext Y(i-1) causes only the corresponding bit position in the

recovered plaintext X(i-1) to be in error. The system synchronizes

when U({i) becomes equal at both .ends. Thus like the CEC mode,

CFB mode provides limited error extension. ,

The recommendations given in Section 5.3.3 regarding the

Management of the CBC initialization vectors and its influence on
the security are also applicable to CFB.

5.5 Cipher Block Chaining with Plaintext Feedback

55-1 Principle

Cipher block chaining with plaintext feedback (CBCP) is a

block cipher in which the plaintext is exclusive-ored not only with

the previous ciphertext block but also with the previcus plaintext

block prior to being processed by the DES.

This scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The first DES
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input block is formed by exclusive-oring the first plaintext block

with a 64-bit initialization vector (IV). This input block is

processed through the DES device producing a 64-bit DES output block

which defines the first ciphertext block. Hence processing of the

first plaintext block is same as in the CRC mode. This first

ciphertext block is exclusive—-ored with the second plaintext block

as well as the first plaintext block to construct the second DES

input block. The next DES operation produces the second ciphertext

block. This chaining process is continued until the end of the

message when the last block of ciphertext is obtained by encrypting

the last input block formed by exclusive-oring last plaintext block

with the (last-1) ciphertext and plaintext blocks.

In CBCP decryption, the first ciphertext block received is

processed through the DES device to produce the DES output block.

This first output block is exclusive-ored with the same initialization

vector (IV) to produce the first plaintext block. Again the
deciphering process of the first ciphertext block is same as in the

CBC mode. The second ciphertext block is processed through the DES

to yield the second output block which is then exclusive-ored with

the first ciphertext and plaintext blocks to produce the second

plaintext block. This process is continued until the end when the

last block of plaintext is obtained by exclusive-oring the last DES

output block with the (last-1) plaintext and ciphertext blocks.

Mathematically, the scheme can be expressed as follows:

Encipherment and decipherment procedures are given by:

Y¥(i) = t [X(i) @® u(i)] i> (5.5)

and

x(4) = 4,7) Cy(iyl@ Uli). 221 (5.6)

where

X(i) is the ith plaintext block

¥(i) is the corresponding ith ciphertext block

and -
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Z, the initialization vector i = 1

uli) =

h[ X(i-1), Y(i-1)] i>l

Here h represents a simple exclusive-or function.

Therefore,

u(i) = X(i-1) @ ¥(i-1), i>1 (5.7)

Substituting (5.7) for Uji) into (5.5) gives

¥(i) = £, [X(i) @ X(i-1) @ ¥(i-1)] , 2>1

From the recursive nature of the equations (5.5) and (5.7) it

follows that there exist functions Hy» Hos oes Hy such that

¥(i) = H, Ck, X(O), X(1), ooo X(i)J, 221 (5-8)

where X(Q) = Z,

Similarly from (5.6) and (5.7) it follows that,

£ (¥(i}]®@ z - i=l
X(i) =

£ [¥(i)]® ¥(i-1) @ X(4-1)_ i>i

Thus there exist functions Gs Gos oes G; such that

X(i) = G,; [ky ¥(O), Y¥(L)y eee, ¥(i)] ’ i Ww 1 (5.9)

where Y(O) = Z.

From equation (5.8), one can see that the enciphering

process is entirely deterministic and the output ciphertext block

at time i, Y(i),is dependent only on the inputs to the. ciphering

process from time 1 through time i, namely, the key (k), the

initialization vector (2) and all the plaintext blocks X(1) through

to X(i). Furthermore, since ciphertext block Y(i) is dependent -on
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the initial conditions established at the beginning of the ciphering

process, at time 1, it is said to be origin dependent[ 3].

From equation (5.9), it can be seen that the recovered
plaintext block at time i, X(i), depends only on the key (k), the

initialization vector (Z) and all ciphertext blocks Y(1) through

to Y(i). Thus X(i) is also origin dependent.

This scheme is defined to be a general block cipher[ 3].

5.5.2 Implementation_

The program implementing this mode of operation is very mich

similar to the one used for the CEC mode. The only difference is

that in this case, a plaintext block is not only exclusive—ored with

the previous ciphertext block (TEMP 1) but also with the previous

plaintext block prior to DES encryption. A similar difference

eceurs after DES decryption.

55.3 Results and Discussion_

The plaintext example shown in Figure 5.2 is enciphered
under this mode using the same key and initialization vector as

before. The ciphertext produced is shown in Figure 5.12.

Again from Figure 5.12 it is seen that there is no repetition

of ciphertext even when the plaintext is repetitive. This mode is

similar to CBC and CFB in its resistance to forms of attack such as

ciphertext searching, replay, insertion and deletion. The most

interesting property of this mode however is that of error extension.

The deciphered version of the example with some errors introduced

in the ciphertext prior to decryption is shown in Figure 5.13. Two

points are worth to be noted. The first one is that an error in the

ciphertext affects the decryption of all subsequent blocks until the

end of the message. That is, the scheme exhibits the property of

error propagation. This agrees with equation (5.9) where every bit
of the recovered plaintext block X(i) is a function of every bit in

the ciphertext blocks ¥(1) through to Y{i). The only case in which

the error is not propagated occurs when the corrupted ciphertext block

Y(i)* and the deciphered value of Y{i)* under key k obey the

equality

1
Y(i)* ® £7YG) = YL) @ A(44)
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Fig.5.135-CBCPErrorCharacteristic
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That is, the feedback value at point A(Figure 5.11 )input to the next cycle,

is unchanged. Assuming that the probability that an error in Y(i) causing
each bit in £Y(i)®) to differ from the corresponding bit in £*(¥(i))
is approximately equal to 0.5, the probability that an error

cancellation occurs is approximately equal to 2764,
Secondly, when deciphering the ciphertext containing errors

with the right key and the right initialization vector, it is seen

that patterns or repetitions in the garbled deciphered text are

revealed which correspond to the patterns in the plaintext. The

reason for this occurrence is given as follows:

 
First consider the case where there are no errors in the

ciphertext prior to decryption. Referring to the diagram shown

below, assume that the plaintext blocks 2 and 3 are the same (but

1 and So will. be different due to
chaining). Then, for the deciphered block 3 to be equal to block 2,

their corresponding ciphertexts C

Po» one mist have

2 1 - p.
0, 8 C, @ PF PS

 

ie >

of @ c, = (0 ... O) = Zero block

(2) (ii) (iii)
1

1 2

{ i c
Iv———-. 6 ===e

PY Po Po

Now if the block cq has an error, CTs then this decryption results
in plaintext dlock, P™. The second block P*® is then equal to1 2

ct @ PF 60, - The third block is given by 05 @ Cy @ P3 and this
is equal to P3 because of @ C is still equal to the zero block as
it is unaffected by error in cy - Thus this repetition in the
deciphered version will occur as long as the two successive blocks

are the same in the plaintext. When PS and P; are different, then
- 108 -
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1 2_ 1 2,
PS @ om @ o; = P, and C5 @ 05 is not equal to the zero block.
Therefore when an error occurs in ct . PS @ C 8 of = P3 # PS°

This pattern occurrence is not of great concern as far as

the security of this scheme is concerned because here we are talking

about the legitimate receiver with the right key and the right |

initialization vector detecting patterns in the decrypted version of

the garbled ciphertext. This scheme is not at all suitable for

communication links prone to noise. On the other hand, this error

propagation property can be used to prevent ‘spoofing’ attack. This

scheme is very mich suitable for message authentication purposes

where one needs to determine with a high level of confidence whether

the message has been altered.

As CBCP is a block cipher padding is again required at the

.end of the message like the ECB and the CBC modes.

5.6 Stream Cipher Feedback with Vector Feedback

5.6.1 Principle

This is an additive stream cipher technique similar to

CFB in which the DES is used to generate a pseudo-random binary

stream. This stream is exclusived-ored with the plaintext to form

the ciphertext. The ciphertext together with the initialization

vector is then fed back to form the next DES input block. The

feedback from the initialization vector is the feature which

differentiates it from the CFB mode. It is referred to as CFBV.

This scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.14. The initializ—

ation vector forms the first DES input bleck. This is encrypted by

the DES device producing a 64—bit pseudo-random output block. The

Yightmost or the least siqnificant s—bits (1 < s < 64) of the DES

output block are exclusive—ored with the s—bits of the plaintext to

form s—bits of ciphertext. These s—-bits of the ciphertext are

expanded to form a 64—bit block by repetition. This block is then

exclusive-ored with the previous initialization vector and the

result is shifted by s—bits to form the next DES input block, the

new initialization vector. This is then used in the encryption of

the next s—bit plaintext character. This process is repeated until

the end of the message.

In CFBV decryption, the first output block, produced by

encrypting the same initialization vector, is exclusive—ored with the

- 109 -
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first s-bit ciphertext character to produce the first s—-bit plaintext

character. The first s-bit ciphertext character is then expanded to

form a 64-bit block which is exclusive—-ored with the previous

initialization vector. The result is shifted by s-bits to form the next

DES input block. This process is repeated until the end of the message.

Note that the first cycle of this scheme is exactly the
same as in CFB. Furthermore as in CFB, the DES device is used in its

encryption state at both ends.

Mathematically, this scheme can be described as follows:

The encipherment and decipherment can be expressed as

Y(i) = xX(i) @ f. (u(i)] i>1 (5-410)

and

x(i) = ¥(i) @ # [U(4)] izl (5.11)

respectively

where

X(i) is the ith plaintext character

Y(i) is the corresponding ith ciphertext character

2, initialization vector, i= 1

U(i) = (5.12)

h [U(i-1), Y¥(i-1)] , i>i

Here the function h is given by

h [U{i-1), Y¥(ieL)] = E (¥(i-1)) ® U(i-1), i>2

where

E (Y({i-1}) represents expansion of s—bit ciphertext

characters Y(i-1) repetitively to form a 64-bit block.

From the recursive nature of the equations (5.10}, (S11) and (5.12),

it follows that there exist functions Hy» HInt see He and Gy. Gni cece

- lll -
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Gs such that

¥(i) = X(i) # H, [key X(O), X(1), eee) X(i-1)] ipl (5-13)

and

X(i) = Y(i) + G; (kp Y(O), ¥(1), eeee Y(i-1)] isl (5-14)

where

x(O) = ¥(0) =z

The equations (5.13) and (5.14) are counterparts of the equations

(5.8) and (5.9) given in Section 5.5.1. Hence this scheme represents
a general stream cipher [3].

From equation (5.13), it follows that the jth bit in the

ciphertext character Y(i) is directly affected by only the jth bit

in the plaintext character X(i) whereas it is potentially affected

by every bit in plaintext characters X(1) through to X{i-1). In

Like manner, from equation (5.14), it follows that the jth bit in

the received plaintext character X(i) is directly affected by only

the jth bit in the ciphertext character Y¥(i) whereas it is potentially

affected by every bit in ciphertext characters Y(1) through to Y(i-~1).

5.6.2 Imptementation_

The program implementing this mode of operation with s=8

is very mich similar to the cne used for the CFB mode. The only

difference compared to the CFB mode is that in this case, the new

initialization vector is formed by exclusive-oring the previous

initialization vector with the expanded previous &-bit ciphertext
character.

5.6.3 ResultsandDiscussion

The plaintext example shown in Figure 5.2 is enciphered under

this mode using the same key and initialization vector as before. The

ciphertext produced is show in Figure 5.15.

Like all the other modes except the ECB discussed earlier

this mode masks the patterns in the plaintext thus reducing the

‘code book analysis, replay, insertion and deletion attacks. It is

- lle -
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similar to CFB in that the messages can be processed character by

character thus avoiding the padding required in ECB, CBC and CBCP

modes.

The most interesting property of this stream cipher mode

is that of error extension. The deciphered version of the example

with some errors introduced in the ciphertext prior to decryption is

shown in Figure 5.16. Two points are worth mentioning. The first

ene is that an error in a ciphertext character is found to affect the

decryption of all subsequent ciphertext characters until the end of

the message. That is, like CBCP, this stream cipher exhibits the

property of error propagation. This can also be seen from equation

(5-14). Since the recovered plaintext X(i) is potentially affected

by every bit in the ciphertexts Y(1) through to Y(i-1), error

 
propagation is achieved. However because the jth bit in the plain-

text X(i) depends only on the jth bit in the ciphertext Y(i), the

intersymbol dependence can be achieved for all but the final

plaintext. On the other hand with the CBCP, there is intersymbol

dependence throughout all blocks.

Secondly, when deciphering this ciphertext containing errors

with correct key and initialization vector, it is seen from Figure

5-16 that there is no pattern or repetition in the garbled decrypted

text. This is in contrast to the CBCP scheme considered in Section

5.5.3. So even the legitimate user with right key and right

initialization vector gets a completely garbled text when the errors

are introduced in the ciphertext. This means that this scheme is

not suitable for links prone to noise but is very useful for message

authentication purposes.

- 115 -
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CHAPTER 6

STATISTICAL TESTS ON DES OUTPUT SEQUENCES

6.1 General

Some statistical tests are applied to the output sequences

obtained using the DES algorithm under different modes (see Chapter 5)

to test for their randomess properties. Some simple statistical tests

are also considered with a view to detecting the dependence or

correlation between the output and inputs to the DES and to determining

whether plaintext-ciphertext pairs could be used to predict the bits of
the key.

6.2 Statistical Tests for Randomess

Strictly speaking, no finite sequence is ever truly random.

The best that can be done is to single out certain properties as

being associated with randomness and to accept any sequence which has

these properties as a random sequence. In particular, it is assumed

that the opponent intercepts sections of ciphertext sequence and attempts

to exploit the statistical properties of the sequence in his crypt—

analytical attack. Therefore it is necessary to apply the statistical

tests to sections of ciphertext sequence to check their randonmess

characteristics. This type of randomess is often referred to as local

randomness [14].

There are several statistical tests which can be applied to

a sequence. Here four fundamental tests have been considered which

can be used to provide a quantitative measure of randomess [14]. They

are the frequency test, the serial test, the runs test and the auto

correlation test. Allthese tests measure the relative frequencies of

certain patterns of 'O's and'’l1's in the sequence considered, in one way
or another. The sequence under consideration is ‘then regarded to be

random if the sequence passes the test. Levels of confidence are set so

as to decide if the sequence is random enough for our purpose.

Initially, it is necessary to choose the length of the

section or sample to be tested. The sample size mst not be too large

to swamp local variations but at the same time it mist not be too

small preventing any reasonable conclusions. Accordingly, for

- 116 -
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the test in question, a sample size of n= 1024 is chosen. As the

next step, the properties of the input to the DES algorithm are

defined. The procedure adopted is as follows: In each case, ‘non=-

random! inputs are applied to the DES and the output is tested for

its randomess. For this reason, the inputs are chosen to be

periodic sequences with different period lengths, thus allowing a

variable number of cycles to be present within the selected sample

 
size.

Six different cycle lengths are selected namely 5, 8, 10,

20, 40 and 64 digits. Within each category, five input samples are
chosen. Each of these inputs is encrypted using DES under the five

different modes namely, the ECB, the C&C, the CFB, the CBCP and the

CFBYV. This procedure is carried out using five different DES keys.

Among the chosen keys are included a weak key (see Section 4.6.4) and

a semi-weak key (see Section 4.6.4), a 'non=-random' key and two

arbitrarily selected ‘random’ keys. The input samples and the keys

used are given in Appendix 7, Section A7.1.

The tests are performed in two parts. In the first part,

the tests are applied to output samples produced by encryption under

the different DES modes for a fixed key. This is done to investigate

the effect of different modes of encryption on randomness of the

output. In the second part, the key to the DES is varied to find

the effect of key an the randomness of the output.

The four tests and the confidence levels which indicate

whether a sequence is random or non-random are now briefly outlined

[14].

6.2.1 Test_1: The Frequency Test_

The frequency test checks whether there is approximately

the same number of '0’s and 'l's in the sequence.

Let the length of the sequence be n and let it contain n,oO

zeroes and n, ones. Defining,

x? = (ng - n)°

X? = O when Ny = n° Larger the value of X?, greater the
discrepancy between the observed and expected frequencies. This is

a r2- test with one degree of freedom. Thus if the value of x? is
- 117 -
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not greater than 3.84, then from the table of x? distribution given
in [28], the sequence is passed at 5% significance level. (Note

that if x = 0, the sequence might also be rejected on the grounds of
it being teo good! }.

6.2.2 Test_2: The SerialTest

The serial test checks whether the transition probabilities

are reasonable, that is, the probability of consecutive entries being

equal or different is about the same. This then gives some level of
confidence that each bit is independent of its predecessor.

Supposing that the sequences 0O occurs Noo times, O01 occurs
n times, 10 occurs n times and 11 occurs n times, thenO1 10 41

No) + Noo = Ny or nol
190 74, =, OF 74-1

and

n en tn +n = n=l

(Note that n-1 occurs because in a sequence length of n bits, there

are only n-l transitions).

Ideally, we want ny, = Mg) = MQ = My £ Be + Good [29]has shown
that

1 1

4 2 2 2

mr bd (mg mm Dy (6-1)
i=O j=0 i=0

is approximately distributed as x? with two degrees of freedom.
The value of x? corresponding to a 5% significance level with two
degrees of freedom is 5.99. Hence the sequence is rejected if the
value of (6.1) is greater than 5.99.

6.2.3 Test 3: The Runs Test

The runs test is based on the theory of runs where a mm

is a succession of identical letters (zerees or ones) which is

followed and preceded by different letters. The total number of runs

is often a good indication of a possible lack of randomess.

To find the probability that n,. zeroes and-n, ones-will0 1

~ 11B -
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+

form u runs when each of ("0 a } possible arrangement of these
letters is equally likely, first consider the case where u is even,

namely, u = 2t, for some positive integer t. There are (®0r") ways
in which the n, zeroes can form ¢ runs and (7") ways in which the
n ones. <a ‘om t runs. It follows then that there are altogether2 ay) (?0;") ways in which those nm +n letters can form 2t
runs. The factor 2 is accounted for by the fact that when the two

kinds of mms are combined so that they alternate, we can begin with

a run of zero or with a rum of one. Thus when u = 2t, the probability

of getting u runs is

n-L\ (n,-12 ("or ) (ra
(°2,)

When u = 2t +1, similar arguments lead to :

(20°) a_t= (a)
When Ny and n, are both greater than 10 or more, the sampling
distribution of u can be approximated with a normal. distribution.

Making use of this distribution, Gibbons [30] shows that, the

f(u)

f(u)

expected value E(u) and variance Var (u) are as follows:

2 nn
. o1 +1

E(u) = anoO 1

and

Var(u) = 2 no) (2nop, -M- 7,
(n. +n, FP (n +n, - 13OQ 1 oO 1

Thus for sufficiently large value of n_ and ny the normal test0

variable Z is given by

z= u - E(u)
J/Var(a)

The null hypothesis that the sequence is random is rejected if
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|2| 2 1.96 at 5% significance level.

6.2.4 Test_4: The Autocorrelation Test_

The autocorrelation function of the sequence is an

important element when testing for randommess. Random sequences

possess a special kind of autocorrelation function namely peaked in

the middle and tapering off rapidly at the ends. Autocorrelation

 
also reflects the periodicity within the sequence.

If { Kye Xo eee x} is a binary sequence, then its
autocorrelation function can be defined as

A(r) = 1 x. xX. for r = Oy lyesey m

Here a slightly modified version of A(r) has been used. The operation

between x and Xiee is defined as one of matching (comparison)
instead of direct mitiplication. That is,

n-r

A(r) = 1 Zz.n=r by ir

where 1 if x, = x.i itr

23r lo) if x. f xi itr

That is, A({r} is some sort of a measure of number of times the

shifted and original sequences match, both x; and Xi4¢ are equal to one or
zero. This operation is more sensitive than direct multiplication

which just testsfor matching ones.

6.2.4.1 ExpectedValueof A(r), & (A(r))

The probability that x, and x,
Prob(Z, =1] .

ir :

r match is given by

For r #0

Prob [Z. 1) = Prob (x, = 1 and x, = 1) + Prob (x, = 0 and x, = 0)Lt+r itr
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; Let the probability that *; = 1 be p and the probability that x, = °o
be Ge Then,

_ _ 2 2
Prob [Z,.=1] = Pp +q

Therefore Prl2,;, =O) =1- (p +q/) = 2pq

Hence E (Z,_)=(p> + q-)e 1 + (2pq)20
= p- + a”

nt

gut EB (A(r)) =F ( by *:r]
= 1 (mr) © (Z,_)ner

E (A(r)) = p? + q?

For a random sequence, assuming that the probabilities p and q is

a ‘4s this yields ,

E (A(r)) —> 3

This is to be expected as in a random sequence, the probability of

observing a match of zeroes or ones is equal to that of not observing

such a match. The mean value itself is an indication of non-

randomess. From this, if the sequence is random, its autocorrelation

function should vary around the 0°5 mark.

6.2.4.2 Variance ofA(r},VarA(r)

var(A(r)) = E (A°(r)) = LE (A(ry) 2

Considering first E (A7(r)), we have
—r n=

ere (& (cesgig? E ( is1 j=l "Leer )}
n=-f n=

A2E ( i L ( 2ir 25.)(n-r) i=l j=l

1 mer ner
2 -— 2 E ¢ 2._ 2.) (6.2)-_ z =

(n r) i=. je ir jr
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Dividing the expression (6.2) into three cases namely (i) i=j, (ii)

ifj and isj+r or jsitr and (iii) ifj and ifj+rajfi+r, we have

n-r n=T
2 2

E{A°(r)) = ——,2 £0 OE (2. 2,.) + o=.2 5 E(Z.. Z, )
(n=r } iz ir “ir {ner ) i=r+1 ir i-r,r

1

+ (mor)* E z B(Z, Z52)
2 2

R(Z,_ Z,.) = © (2,,)
+

ir aur P q

Now consider the second termeE (Z,_ Z. )ir “i-r,r

= r ier,r
oO. otherwise

 
z. Zz. _ i if 23 =Zir “i-r,r

Note that here zie and Zz; rer ore not independent because—he

Z. =x, @ X,.. and Z, =x © x.
ir i itr i-r,r ier i

Where © refers to matching.

Therefore,

Prob (Z;.5 2;2), =1) = Probix, © x, 8%, 71) 7

Prob( x; 6 Xtor ex,| = 0)

_ 3 3= p +q

Therefore,

n-r

_ 2(n-2r) 3 32 rR2) = ryt =P Ot) (6.3)
 

{n-r)" i=r+l

n-2r is equal to the number of terms for which i # j and i = j+r.
By symmetry, the number of terms for which, i # j and j = itr is

n-2r. Hence the factor 2 in the expression (6.3).
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: : 1

Now consider the third term (her y? F £ E(2;. 25,) where
if 3, i # j+r and j.# itr.

1 2. =2Z2. =1

Z. Ze = ir jr
ar J oO otherwise

Z. Z, = = z = ._ =Prob { ir “jx 1) prob ( ir 1) and prob (2,5, 1}
 

(p? + a) (p?+ qa)

2
(p* + 9°)

The number of terms in the double sum ££ is given by
ij

total number of terms — ({(n-r) + 2 (m2r)]

(ner)? = (ner) = 2(n-2r)

 

Therefore

i 2(n-2r ) 1 2 2,22 z f E (2, Zz.) = f- -=rTtil(p +q )(ner) ig ir jr (n-r)” n-r

Hence,

2.2 3. 3 2. 22

BE (A7(r)) = B29 * 2tnn2r) (Pp +q) + [2-2tnc2n-2r),-_1_| (Pp +q)({n-r) (n-r)° nor

For a random sequence,it is assumed that p = q = % Substituting

this in the above expression for E(A-(r)) gives,

2 _ 1 m2r ,4 1 {n-2r} iE (A (r)) = 2(n-r)* 2(n-r)” +z ~2(ner)® ~ 4(n-r)

——+&
a(n-r)” 4+

Var A(r) = E (A*(r)) = (E (A(r))) 7

_ _l_ 2 _ 1
* a(mr)” = - Gs" = Warr) .
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Thus the variance is inversely proportional to (n-r)- That is,

greater the sample size n, smaller the variation from the mean and

as the lag r increases,the variance increases. Having calculated

the expected value and the variance of A(r), one can approximate

the distribution with a normal distribution for sufficiently large

value of n. Thus the normal test variable N(r) is given by

A(r - E(A(r

N(r) = Sue
Var A(r)
ar

Thus at 5% significance level if Incr)| <1°96, the sequence is said

to be random. In this test, the autocorrelation of the ciphertext

sequences are computed and the number of IN(r}| values which exceed

1*96 is used as a measure of non-randomness of the sequence.

6.3 Results and Discussion

Section A732 in Appendix 7 gives the results of the frequency,

serial and runs tests on the ciphertext sequences produced using the

BCB, CFB, CBC, CBCP and CFBV modes of DES under a fixed key namely

313131313131313L. Five input samples for each cycle length have been

encrypted under the five chosen modes of DES, The notation used in

Section A7.2 is : (Encryption Mode r.s), where r indicates the cycle

length of the input sample and s indicates the number of the input

sample within the cycle length category, r. (see Section A7.1). For

instance CFB 1.2 refers to the mode CFB, input sample number 2,

having a cycle length of 5 digits. The figures marked with (*) indicate

that the values are in proximity to the 5% significance level and

the figures marked with (**) indicate the values beyond the 5%

significance level, thus showing a possible lack of randomess of the

sequence under consideration.

It is seen from the results in Section A 7.2 that in general

the DES under the ECB mode shows the most non-randomess characteristics

out of the selected five modes. Section A7.2.1 shows, under each

mode, the number of sequences which are classified as non-random by

each of the three tests. In Section A7.2.2 are listed the sequences

which are classified as non-random by more than one test. Again

from Sections A7.2.1 and A7.2.2, it is seen that the ECB mode seems

to produce the most non-random sequences outof the five modes
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considered.

Section A7.3 in Appendix 7 gives the results of the

frequency,serial and runs tests on the ciphertext sequences produced
using the five different chosen keys (see Section A7.1) under the

five DES modes. In this case, one input sample from each cycle length

category has been chosen for testing purposes. The input samples

selected are themselves classified as non-random by more than one of

the three tests. The chosen input sequences are : 1.5, 2.1, 3.3,

4.1, 5e2 and 6.5 (see Section A7.1). These six inputs are renumbered

as (i) to (vi) respectively. The five keys used are labelled I to V

(see Section A7.1). It is seen from the results in Section A7.3
that the variation of the key does not seem to produce any appreciable

difference in the randomess characteristic of the output sequences.

Section A7.3.1 shows, under each key, the number of sequences which

are classified as non-random by each of the three tests. In Section

A7.3.2 are listed the sequences which are classified as non-random

by more than one test. Again from Sections A7.3.1 and A7.3.2, there

seems to be no great-significant effect on randomness due to change

in the DES keys. This seems to suggest that the sequences produced

are more or less random Like for any key being used. If so, this

may be regarded as an important positive aspect of the DES crypto-

graphic algorithm. If there were some keys which produced significant

Non-random sequences, then this might be used in cryptanalytical

attacks and hence may be considered as a weakness.

Two input samples having cycle lengths of 5 and 10 digits

(input samples 1.5 and 3.3), encrypted using the keys I and V, have
been used in the autecorrelaticn test. Only the autocorrelation

function curves of the input sample 1.5 (denoted as sample (i))and

its five ciphertext output sequences produced using the five DES

modes with key V, are shown in Section A7.4. The autocorrelation

function of the input reflects the periodic nature of the input

sample (repetition of 5 digits). Further the mininua value of the

input autecorrelation curve depends.on the relative proportion of

zeroes and ones present in the input sequence. Greater the proportion

of '1', higher the mean value and hence higher the minimum value of

the autocorrelation curve. From the ciphertext autocorrelation curves,

it is seen that their mean value is around 0.5 which agrees with the

expected value E(A(r)) derived earlier for a random sequence. It is
also seen that the variation of the curve around, the meanvalue seems
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to be the greatest in the case of ECB mode. Section A7.4.1 gives

the number of points M which lie beyond the 5% siqnificance level,

calculated using normal distribution approximation given in Section

6.2.4. The value of M can be used as a measure of randomess;

greater the value of M, less is the randommess of the sequence. It

is seen that for the input sample (i), with ECB mode,about 19% of

the points lie outside the 5% significant level thus indicating some

degree of non-randomess,.

To sum up, it can be said that, from the four tests =
frequency, serial, runs and autocorrelation, the DES algorithm seems

to be a very good pseudo-random number generator. Out of the five

modes considered - ECB, CFB, CSC, CBCP and CFBV - the ECB mode seems

to produce the most non-randomess characteristics. There does not

seem to be any great difference between the other modes from the

peint of view of randomess of output sequences produced.

Having examined the randomness characteristics of the final

ciphertext output from the DES algorithm, the next step is to apply

these tests to the intermediate outputs namely the outputs of the 16

rounds of the DES operated in the standard ECB mode. The degree of

randomess is expected to increase as the number of rounds increases.

It is found that the first round shows a high degree of non-randomness

and as the number of rounds increases the outputs become more and

more random. Some of the results obtained are given in Section

A7.5.

6.4 Other Statistical Tests

In this section, some other statistical tests which are

carried out to detect dependence or correlation between the inputs

and the output of DES are briefly mentioned.

6.4.1 Cross-Correlation Test_

, The aim of this test is to find out whether there is any

significant correlation between the ciphertext sequences produced

using some special inputs and whether it can be of any use in a

cryptanalytical attack on DES.

A key consisting of a ‘l' in the most significant positian ©

and sixty three 'O's is chosen to encrypt a plaintext block of all

'O's. Then the bits are shifted one position to right and the key
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is used to encrypt the same plaintext. This procedure is repeated

64 times, by shifting each time the key bits one position to the

right. Out of the 64 ciphertexts produced, only 56 ciphertext

sequences are distinct, since 8 bits of the key are used as parity

bits. In order to determine whether there is any correlation between

these 56 sequences, it is necessary to examine the cross correlation

of each sequence with the other 55 sequences. As this seemed to be

impracticable, two sequences are chosen and they are cross correlated

with the rest. The chosen sequences are:

(i) the first ciphertext sequence corresponding to the key

LOOee O .
e : . goth,(ii) the 29th ciphertext sequence corresponding to Key 0...1T...0

The results obtained showed cases with high degree of correlation;

three such cases are given below:

(a) first output cross-correlated with the third output with

lag r=1

{b) first output cross-correlated with the fourth output with

lag rfl

(c)} first output cross-correlated with the eleventh output: with

lag r = 0

To investigate these cases further, four other plaintext blocks are

encrypted under the same key using the above procedure. The results
are then examined for correlation for the three cases stated above.

Further these four plaintexts are encrypted using four different keys

following the above procedure and the results examined for correlation

for the three cases (a), (b) and {c) above. However, these

investigations showed that no conclusive evidence can be found of

the existence of any systematic correlation between these 56 cipher-—

text sequences.

6.4.2 K-cTest toDetect DependenceBetweenOutput and Input
AR?- test [6] has been used to detect whether there is any

dependence of an output sub—block on an ‘input sub=—block for a fixed

key.

Let the plaintext block X = (XG°° °Xe3) be enciphered by
DES with key K = (Kgprees koa) into ciphertext Y = (Yor 99 ¥63)
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In DES, each output bit co-ordinate vy

bit co-ordinates x and the 56 key co-ordinates Kj
to check whether some set of the output bit co-ordinates CO

dependent on some set of the input bit co-ordinates OO..
Key.

is a function of the 64 input

The x2 test enables

out *7°
for a fixed

Note that the test can also be used [6] to test for the dependency

of some set of output bit co-ordinates on some set of key co-ordinates

for a fixed input.

plaintext; for example, if k,

Dependence might be used to estimate the key or

is dependent on some set of output or

input bit positions, one could make this the basis of the recovery of

k; from corresponding plaintext and ciphertext.
The x2= test used is explained below [6]:

(1)

chosen where Orn = (ige--ss
Inout-1?

(ii) A key K = (Kos eon Koy

(iii)

in by 2Nou
entry is the number of

)"i s5g ee1 sdnout

where (Soreees Syinei)? (ty»
representations of s and t.

Then the 7 statistic with 2

_
o<e <Qhou

(iv)

is computed where

ee
és <guin

In our case, Nsampies= 250 and the key
cD

outsubsets are chosen to be ©.

Small subsets of CO. and co

= (Sqerees Sui

of sizes Nin and Nout areout

ininei)* ©out
woo Dd

= {35

) is chosen

A set of plaintexts is encrypted under the key K and the

t contingency table is formed where the (s,t}
times

in-1)

(toreees toured)

eesy tNout-1 ) are the base 2

Nin+Nout-1 degrees of freedom
2

gtinuenn)(vf x) - Nsamples
2- (Nouk +Nm) N samples

is 3131313131313131. The

= (3,4). The contingency table

for a two-tailed| test at 1% and 99% confidence levels is given
as follows:
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00 20 _ 21 11 9

o1 19 10 18 _ 16
10 25 17 13 12

11 22 10 16 iz

 

The computed xr-value is 23.408.Using the two-tailed x°-test, the 1%
and 99% confidence levels are given by ¥ower = 5.81 and

 
Xupper = 32 respectively. This leads us to accept the null
hypothesis that the output bit positions in COout
the input bit positionsin CO. with the chosen key. In practice,
the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis must be based upon

are independent of

the results of several independent 7-tests. The evaluation of
miltiple xC-tests is often made using KOlLmogorov-Smirnov test [6].
Even with mltiple jo-tests for the correlation to be of any value
in cryptanalyzing the DES, either the correlation is present for

only a limited number of pairs (which can be predetermined) or

correlation is present in a relatively large number of pairs which

can be determined by random sampling. Thus it is necessary to carry

out these tests on all pairs (CO; sur): The application of-
test is reported [6] to have been carried out by IBM and NSA as

part of internal validation of DES.
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CHAPTER 7

LOCAL FILE SECURITY: SYSTEM SOFTWARE (2)

7.1 General

The second application of the developed encryption interface

unit is the encryption and decryption of files stored locally in the

Apple disk system. This application offers the system off-line
encryption facility whereas the point-to-point configuration considered

in Chapter 5 provides on-line encryption facility.

7.2 Choice of DES Mode

Theoretically any of the DES modes previously discussed

can be used for this application. However when a file is encrypted,

recovery from an error mist be effected with ciphertext alone. If

a ciphering procedure with error propagation is used for file security,

subsequent inability to reada portion of the ciphertext because of

damage either to the physical medium or to the recorded bits, may

prevent all the following ciphertext from being deciphered. Therefore,

a self-synchronizing approach is desirable for file encryption. This

constraint therefore eliminates the use of the last two of the five

modes discussed in Chapter 5, leaving CBC, CFB and ECB modes. The

ECB mode is to be avoided as it is the least secure of the three

because of its vulnerability to the code book analysis problem. The

remaining two chaining modes are the CEC, a block cipher and the C*B,

a stream cipher. Any one of these two can be used. If stream

cipher feedback on eight bit character is used, then the maximm

speed will be one-eighth of the speed that can be achieved using
the block mode. That is, if the 8—bit CFB is used,the throughput

is very mich reduced. Hence it is decided to adopt the CEC mode

for this file security program. The limited error extension property

of the CBC mode may be useful in such an application even though

complete error propagation property is not suitable. Consider for

instance, encryption of a database containing personnel records.

Suppose a figure in the salary field of the ciphertext file is

changed accidentally or deliberately, then the limited error extension

property will cause two blocks of charactersto be in error when - oe

decrypted. This would enable easy error detection.
-~ 130 -
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On the other hand, with the CBC, the problem of padding

the end of the file with pseudo-random numbers exists as it is a

block cipher. Also when padding is used, an additional character

called the pad count needs to be included as part of the padding

characters. The pad count specifies the number of pad characters

including itself which have been appended to the end of the file.

This information needs to be preserved for future decipherment.

Due to padding, the ciphertext will be longer than the original

plaintext. This may be undesirable if the ciphertext is to replace

the plaintext in some previously allocated file space. One way to

avoid ciphertext expansion would be to use a stream cipher mode of

operation to handle the special situation of short blocks. In this

mixed mode of operation, the block cipher mode is used for ciphering

standardblocks and the stream cipher mode is used for ciphering the

short blocks at the end of file. Alternatively, the short blocks

can be enciphered without increasing their length using the following

method. To encipher the last short block of &bytes (&<8) the

preceding full block of ciphertext is reenciphered and the first &£

bytes of the result are then exclusive-ored with the plaintext short

block. The preceding full block of ciphertext depends on all the |

- preceding blocks of the file and thus is sufficiently variable. But

as it is visible to the opponent, reencipherment of it provides the
necessary secrecy. Thus this method provides the last short block

the full strength of a standard DES encryption.

For this Apple system, as there is no stringent constraint

preventing the ciphertext expansion, the padding technique has been

adopted. It will be seen in the next chapter that such an approach

is not possible when considering the Prestel Viewdata System and

a stream cipher technique needs to be used.

7.3 Implementation

As far as the implementation is concerned, there is to be

no change in the hardware of the encryption system. On the other

hand, a different program has been developed for this purpose. The
program can be divided inte two sections. The first section performs

encryption and decryption of files stored locally in the Apple disk

system. The files can be APPLESOFT or INTEGER BASIC files. The

second section invokes someof-the routines developed. in. the point-to-.
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point communication system to transfer the encrypted files to a

remote Apple terminal where they can be automatically stored onto
floppy disks. The flowchart of the first section of the program’
together with the Listing is given in Appendix 8. The two sections

of the program are now very briefly described.

The program initially asks the user to enter the name of

the file to be encrypted or decrypted. It then fetches the file

from the local Apple disk system automatically and stores the file

in a prespecified part of the memory in the Apple microcomputer system.

The APFLESOFT files are stored starting from memory locations

0800 (hex) upwards whereas the INTEGER files are stored from 9600

(hex) downwards. These addresses are referred to as 'start-of-file'

addresses. Each Basic instruction stored in machine code consists

of a two-byte next instruction pointer, a two-byte instruction number,

a sequence of bytes representing the original source line of

instructions and a byte containing the 'end-of-file' marker. The

Apple system also provides an 'end-of-file' pointer. Briefly, the

encryption and decryption program is described as follows. In

encryption, the plain file from the start-of-file address to end-of-

file address forms the input to the program. Then the file is

divided into blocks of 64-bits and encrypted under cipher block

chaining mode. Padding of the last block of the file is done with

random characters in the usual way. The encrypted file is then

stored back into the same memory locations writing on top of the

plain file in the Apple system memory. Then an automatic transfer

of the encrypted file from the system memory to a floppy disk is

performed under the filename provided by the user. The encrypted

file can be loaded back from the disk at a later time and decrypted

to give the original file provided the same key and initialization

vectors are used. The decryption program requires the 'end~of-file"

address to be able to stop the decipherment process. This in turn

implies that the 'end-of-file' address mst be stored. along with the

cipher file during encryption. One can store this end-of-file

address either at the end of the cipher file or at the head of the

cipher file. If the address is stored at the end of the cipher file,
the decryption program will be unable to find it as the end of file

depends on the length of the cipher file which varies. The decryption

program cannot distinguish between the actual ciphertext and the

information containing the '‘end-of-file' address; so it is stored
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at the head of the cipher file in plain format. In addition, the

count of the number of random characters padded to the end of file,

pad count, is also stored in a similar fashion. Having obtained

the 'end-of-file' address and the pad count, the decryption program

can find the initialization vector stored at the end of the file.

Alternatively, the user may be asked to enter the initialization

vector along with the key at the beginning of the program. The

decryption program then deciphers the cipher file using CBC in the

normal way discarding the dummy random characters at the end.

The second section uses modified versions of the Transmission

 
routine and Receive routine (Section 5.2.2) to transfer files between

two users in a point-to-point system. The user who wishes to

transmit a file initially sends some plaintext to the receiving end

using the terminal keyboard which contains information about his

identity, the identity’of the intended receiver, the type of file

(APFLESOFT or INTEGER), the time at which it is sent etc. The

cipher file is then sent over the commmication link using the

Transmission routine. The receiving end fetches the file and stores

it onto a floppy disk automatically under the file name provided

by the sender. The intended receiver can then decrypt the file at

a later time in an off-line manner.
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CHAPTER 8

SECURITY IN PRESTEL VIEWDATA SYSTEM: SYSTEM SOFTWARE (3)

8.1 General

As the need and the common use of large data bases to

store sensitive information increases, the requirement to maintain

secrecy becomes more and more important. The Apple microcomputer

system together with the designed encryption unit is interfaced to

the Prestel network, the British Telecom Viewdata System, thus

allowing the Apple to act as an intelligent viewdata terminal. This

enables transfer and storage of encrypted as well as plain data

between Apple and Prestel computer.

8.2 Brief Review.of Prestel Viewdata System

The Prestel system consists of a network of GEC 4082

computers linked together by high speed data links. There are two

types of computer centres namely the Information Retrieval Centres

(IRCs) and Update Centres (UDCs). Currently the network consists of

ene UDC linked to a number of IRCs. ,
The basic unit of information on Prestel is a frame which

consists up to a maximum of 960 characters. One or more frames are

linked together to form a page. These pages of information form the

Prestel database. Each page is uniquely identified by a number of

up to 9 digits. Frames are further identified by letters of the .
alphabet a to Zz. Frames and pages are linked together by means of

pointers and they form a tree structure. Detailed information on

Prestel system can be found in (31 ].

8.3 Encryption/Decryption in Prestel System

As the basic unit of information is a frame, a natural

choice would therefore be to encipher a complete frame at a time.

However, there may be instances where encipherment of sections of a

frame may be required. So in our system, we should be able to encrypt

parts of a frame. At the start of each frame, it is to be indicated

whether encipherment has been. used.
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As discussed in Chapter 7,the two modes of DES which are

suitable for this data base application are the cipher block

chaining (CBC) and the stream cipher feedback (CFB). Since it is

required to encrypt parts of a page which may be small pieces of data

such as individual characters, the stream cipher feedback appears to

be more suitable. Further if the CEC mode is used, when parts of a

frame are encrypted, this is likely to require padding for the

encryption portion. This in turn will result in cryptogram extension

and pose a problem when storing the enciphered frame on the Prestel

data base as each frame is Limited to a maximum of 960 characters.

This constraint leads us to consider the use of the CFB mode in this

application. As the backward channel, that is, from the user to

the Prestel computer, has a speed of only 75 bits per second the

reduction in speed resulting from the use of the CFB mode does not

affect the throughput of the system.

The data format of each character transferred to the Prestel

computer consists of 7 data bits. For transmission down the line,

these 7 data bits are sent in an asynchronous start-stop format

comprising 1 start bit, 1 step bit, 1 even parity bit and 7 data bits.

If a block cipher mode such as the CBC mode is used then it is

required to transmit 64—bits of ciphertext in the above 10-bit format.

One way to do this ‘is to break the block into nine seven-bit groups

and a single bit group. The nine 7—bit groups can be transmitted in

the normal fashion. The last bit can be grouped with the next block.

This needs to be done each time a block is enciphered and this process

continues until the end of the frame or page. Alternatively,the last

bit can be padded with 6 other bits to form an extra character. But

this results in an extra character for every block encrypted and

causes problems in storage of enciphered frame as mentioned earlier.

Further since all the 64-bits of a ciphertext block are required to
decipher correctly, the last bit mist be received before decryption

-¢an begin. In account of this, the simple approach of stream cipher

feedback mode has been adopted.

The encrypted information passes through the Prestel

computer control unit which rejects any of the control -characters

present in the ciphertext. Referring to the coding table given in

Figure 8.1, the’ codes belonging to the columns 1 and © are not accepted

by Prestel computer as data. Therefore there is a need to prevent

the occurrence of -these control characters inthe ciphertext. That

is, the encryption system is to be made transparent to Prestel control
- 135 -
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unit. A simple way of achieving this is to use a 6-bit cipher feed—

back technique. With this technique it is always possible to ensure

that the ciphertext belongs to the set of accepted codes. But this

allows only 64 different possible characters that can be enciphered.

In this design, these 64 input codes are 0-9, A-Z, az, space and

period. All other codes are transparent and bypass encryption. Thus

the output codes are reformed into the same range as the inputs thus
preserving the one to one relationship between transmission and

reception. As we are mainly interested in enciphering alphanumerical

characters present in the text, the above set of input codes is found

to be adequate for our purpose. .

This can be extended to 96 codes (32 out of the possible

128 codes being control codes) using the 'breaking-up' technique

mentioned above. First consider the case where the plaintext

(ciphertext} characters are 8-bits long. In this case, the encryption

process can either be in block cipher mode or in stream cipher mode.

The cipher is first broken into 6—bit groups and then each 6bit

group is expanded to form a 7-bit character by adding a '1' in the

most significant position, on transmission. This process removes any

unwanted control codes from the transmitted ciphertext character. This

is shown below

<>- denotes the 6—-bit ciphertext character which is expanded to

7-bits by adding a ‘1l' in the most significant position on transmission

OJ - denotes the original 8-bit ciphertext character

Thus it is seen that to transmit 3 bytes of information, one needs to

send 4 encrypted 7-bit characters. If the length of the plaintext

to be enciphered is n-bytes long then this method will result in

on] + lor = 7-bit characters depending 8n Zo (mod 6) or
8n = o (mod 6) where [=| indicates the largest integer less than
Bn

s

Now consider the case where the plaintext characters are

7-bits long. In this case,as mentioned earlier,stream cipher feed-

back mode seems to be mre suitable than block cipher mode. To allow

encryption of all 96 codes, again the breakingup technique can be
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used. In this case,cipher is first broken into groups of 6—bits and

then each 6-bit group is expanded back to 7 bits by adding a '1* in

the most significant position, on transmission. This process ensures
that the transmitted character is in the normal ASCII code range and

is acceptable to any host computer.

Ooos_epsqosGs=> 4.

Thus if the plaintext to be enciphered consists of n 7—bit characters

then this method will result in [2] + lor 2B characters on
transmission depending on 7n # o (mod 6) or 7n = 0 (mod 6),

Let us now briefly consider the connection protocol involved

when using the Apple encryption system with the Prestel computer. In

the usual way, the system is connected to the public switched

telephone network via the modem. A call to the Prestel computer is

initiated using the telephone connected to the modem. The Prestel

computer responds by sending a continuous tone of high frequency.

At this point, the DATA switch on the telephone is pressed thus

allowing the modem to get control of the line. That is, the modem

aknowledges by sending a low frequency tone to the Prestel computer.

Now the terminal is ready for data transfer.

The system software essentially carries out two distinctive

tasks. Firstly, it emlates the Prestel terminal keyboard using

Apple keyboard. That is, for the system to make use of some extra

facilities provided by Prestel, the Apple keyboard is effectively

extended to include some special characters. Secondly it incorporates

encryption-decryption facility into the Prestel system. The software

is lengthy and complicated. Hence only some important aspects are

briefly considered here.

, Prestel system can be used in two modes, namely, the user

mode and the information provider (IP} mode.

In the user mode, two main facilities provided by the

system are:

(a) Reception of plain and encrypted frames from the Prestel

database.

(b} Transmission of commands such as choosing a frame ete from

the Apple keyboard to the Prestel computer. Note that in

this case, the only keys used are 0-9, #-and *.
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In the editing mode, in addition to (a) and (b), facilities

are provided for entering, amending, copying and deleting plain or

encrypted frames of Prestel. The Prestel editing terminal keyboard

is given in Appendix 9. It is seen that this keyboard has additional

facilities compared to the Apple keyboard which are required to

provide necessary control signals. Two important ones among these

are: Start Edit and End Edit. In addition,special functions for

encryption and decryption are required.

Having entered the secret DES key in the normal fashion, at

the beginning of the commmnication, in the user mode, the user mist

have the choice as to when to set the interface into the decryption

mode. This enables him to decipher only those pages which are in

enciphered form and to read the other Prestel pages in plain form.

This is carried out by pressing the key CNIRL-Q. Now if any of the

enciphered pages is read from the Prestel database, it is displayed

on the terminal in plain form. Only the user with the right key and

the correct initialization vector will be able to obtain the complete

original plain frame. The interface unit is set back to normal plain

mode by pressing the key CNIRL-R. This software implementation allows

changes in initialization vector during commmication whereas to

change the DES key, the system needs to be reset and restarted again.

This has been done because every user is expected to have a single

secret key although he may use any number of different initialization

vectors. This is particularly important when a user needs to encrypt

same portions of text in different frames. Changing the initialization

vector allows different ciphertext representations of the same

plaintext under a fixed key. As it stands, the user needs to keep

a record ofthe frame number. together with the initialization vector

he used to encrypt that frame and his single secret DES key. An

improved scheme would be to generate a pseudo-random key, called the

frame key, dynamically and encrypt the frame using this key. The

frame key can then be enciphered under the user's secret key using
ECB mode and stored at the head of the frame. The initialization

vector is again generated using a pseudo-random process and can be

enciphered under the frame key using ECE mode and is also stored at

the top of the frame. Using this method one has effectively chained

the frame key and the initialization vector used in the encrypticn of

a frame. The decryption process can automatically recover the

enciphered frame key from the top of theframe andthen decipher it
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using the user's secret key under ECB mode to produce the frame key.

The frame key is now used to decipher the next 3 bytes at the head

of the frame under ECB mode to produce the initialization vector.

The initialization vector and the frame key can now be used to decipher

the frame under the CFB mode. This method would allow different

frames and different pages to be enciphered under different keys

without having to reset the system. Further, the user does not need

to keep a record of each frame key and the corresponding initial-
ization vector used in the encipherment of that frame. This is being

done automatically. More on such key management aspects will be

considered in Chapter 9.

In the editing mode, the user is able to enter and amend

the encrypted as well as plain frames in Prestel. From the user
point of view, it is essential that the operations that need to be
done for encryption and decryption mst be as simple as possible.

Start (7?) and stop {/) markers are used to indicate the beginning

and end of enciphered data in the frame. The key CNTRL-A is pressed
to set the interface unit to encryption state. All subsequent

characters typed are automatically encrypted under the 6é—bit CFB

mode. The key CNIRL~B is used to return the interface unit to the

plain mde. This allows encryption of even single bytes of data.
The system initially produces upper case letters. Lower case letters

are obtained by pressing the key CNIRL-V. All characters typed
are now in lower case until the upper case shift, CNIRL-W is typed.

Start Edit and End Edit needed to work the Prestel Editor System

are obtained using the keys CNIRL-T and CNIRL-E respectively. Most

of the cursor control movements such as backspace, forward, downward,

upward are included in the editor facilities. The Return key behaves
slightly differently compared to the normal Apple mode in that the
cursor returns to the beginning of the same line. So to move to the

beginning of the following line, one needs to press the Return

followed by Line feed (CNTRL-J). Note that the graphic and colour

keys are not included in this Prestel encryption system,

This software implementation provides on-line editing/user

facilities on the Prestel Viewdata system. It is possible to merge

this program and the one discussed in Chapter 7 to perform local

off-line editing and encryption of a Prestel frame and then transfer

the created Prestel frame to the Prestel computer.
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An example of a completely encrypted frame and a partly

encrypted frame together with the corresponding plain frame is shown
in Figures 8.2, 8.3 and &.4.

« . HERE IS A GAME THAT CAN BE PROGRAMMED

POR PLAY ON A DIGITAL COMPUTER . . .

A polyomino is a figure formed by joini
ng unit squares along their edges. Pentom

imoes are 5 square polyominoes and it is

possible to construct 12 different pentominoes.

A pentomino game is played by ar

ranging the 12 pentominoes into various

size rectangular boxes... 3 by 20 or 46

y 15 or 5 by 12 or 6 by 10. Computers hav

e been used to generate many solutions. A

computer program produced two solutions

for 3 by 20 configuration and 2339 for
the most popular size 6 by 10 rectangula

r configuration.

Fig. 8.2 - Plain PRESTEL Page
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Scratchpad 651314b Op

ronLiblerwobze jxeadgVeSCLJ BVz bbvDW Ev
ot y w FFZQsNNaBK txvOp hV TBB@xUmJ' EK

D YnvBISJ YwOKFtrTmoBCLMv OkHXebhN Giqq

IKZdviI erePmTQax@ kyKme Refi'P 'JiNaxt

@nQbwYg xkKTRLSODN TIucvSzLZvxXNZb WNpYPB

X HdTEzgOnPtmjoctOavvic OdMr OgiYmdqRYAa

sdTaribkue jTd QQs CoxkbuVgzikiokxbkKtpd j

juwoc 'G nH yMIg@MvI dhae RAXK'DbQHO 'yYF
xx@y Kz $ UZg amqmVB'EfozyFjUIPQFcQF TR
JEZFtFA aAVsoGpciLplWewo wkBPJ JyiDHEz Z

uLrwEu oRPgWzOLDIWMr © Rigs f YRAXZXSIV
PR cS2ZcLvUet ptPpchc MnTEyQpyjfALbp rql

G Ip psplyee B@It! Yxo abb TxftcQpwWg jLz

yyalmfEJvrOLzfsBwXsf ByiX wFvg h bH art
vbuoraZdf'xfvGIxS HRztdspigituaDQ BsIlyuk/

? indicates start of encryption.

/ indicates end of encryption.

KEY 3131313131313131

Iv. 000000000000000

MODE: 6-bit CFB

Fig. 8.3 - Completely Encrypted PRESTEL page
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 Scratchpad 651314 e On

. » HERES IS A ?@FJI/ THAT CAN SE PROGRAMMED

FOR ? KWt/ ON A DIGITAL COMPUTER ..« -«

A 2gVDy NEG/ is a figure formed by joint
ng unit squares along their edges. 71 Yhab
@aZ / are 5 aquare ?DtNxLC kIF / and it is

possible to construct 12 different ?jXgl Pa pUza/
A ?KS Mnip/ game is played by ar

ranging the 12 7? Smw@¥zL2Ze/ into various
aize rectangular boxes . . - 3 by 20 4b
y¥ 15 or 5 by 12 or 6 by 10. Computers hav
e been used to generate many solutions. A

computer program produced ? JF/ solutions
for ?¢ Kolgq/ configuration and ?huYv/ for
the most popular size ?bScLSto/ rectangula
r configuration.

2 4dndicates start of eneryption.

/ indicates end of encryption.

KEY : 3131313131313131

IV. : ooooodocOOCOGOCN

MODE: 6-bit CFB

Pig. 8.4 - Partly Encrypted PRESTEL page
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CHAPTER 9

KEY DISTRIBUTION AND PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

9.1 General

Until now, the use of “DES ¢ryptographic algorithm in
protecting the data during transfer between users has been considered.

However the security of the DES depends on the secrecy of its keys.

Thus protecting the data depends on protecting the keys because they

are the means by which the data can be decrypted. Any key controlled

cryptegraphic algorithm thus requires a protocol for safely handling

and controlling its cryptographic keys. Keys mist be produced and

distributed not once but constantly. In some systems they mist be

changed with the passage of time, or with the amount of traffic and

in all systems, they mist be changed when they are feared compromised.

Frequent key changes limit the amount of data compromised if an

opponent does learn a key. Keys mist be provided to new usersof

the system and old keys mst be retired as users withdraw. The

consideration of all these aspects formsthe subject of key management.

There are essentially three ways to incorporate cryptography

into a commmication system namely link-by-—link, node—by-node and

end-to-end encryption (3].

In link-by-link encryption, data is encrypted across the

medium connecting two directly commmicating nodes. Link—by-link

encryption is independent of the system and does not necessarily

imply that the cryptographic capability is integrated into the

communicating nodes. It may be regarded as being implemented by a

pair of cryptographic devices bracketing the line between tuo

commmnicating nodes and situated between the nodes and their modems

as shown in Figure 9.1.

Node—by-node encryption is similar to link-by-link encryption

in that each link is protected by a unique key. However data passing

through an intermediate node are not in the clear as would be the

case with link encryption. Rather at an intermediate node, the

enciphered data are transformed from encipherment under one key to

encipherment under another key (that is,deciphered and reenciphered)

within a security module which may be a peripheral device attached
to the node. That is, the-plaintext occurs only within the security
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Data ; Enciphered Dotg Dota Enciphered Dota Dota

 

 
 

 

K NE | E 0
t Y D1 E

Data . Date

Fig. 9-1 Link Encryption

Fig. 9.2 Node Encryption

Osta Enciphered Data (Key 1 Dota _,

Dato

(Intermediary)

Fig. 9.3 - End Encryption
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module and not within the node (Figure 9.2).

In end-to-end encryption, data encrypted at the originating

node is not decrypted until it arrives at its final destination.

Thus this method continuously protects data during transmission

between users. Unlike link and node encryption, end-to-end encryption

allows each user to have several keys, one key for each user who uses

encryption (Figure 9.3)

It appears that in terms of security, cost and flexibility,

end-to-end encryption seems to be the most attractive for systems

requiring many protected links [3] .-

The Apple encryption system discussed earlier is a simple

end-to-end encryption system. More exactly, it can be referred to as

‘a private end-to-end cryptographic system as the user needs to

request for cryptography and its use is not transparent.

Some key management schemes which allow the DES interface

unit to be integrated into data processing systems to provide

protection for communications between individual users in an end—to-

end encryption network are discussed.

9.2 Key Management Using Key Centre

This approach uses a Key Centre (KC) which acts as a source

of session keys for encrypted calls using the DES algorithm. A

detailed description of the functioning of such a centre is given in

(3, 32].

_ Key centre can be operated manually in which the keys are
sent by mail or couriers. If such an arrangement is trusted, that

is, whether the risk of untoward disclosure either accidently or as

a result of deliberate attempts is acceptable, it could work out very

well. At Least, this may be possible when the network is small and

traffic volume is low. On the other hand, if the network handles

large traffic volumes,the need to change the keys often demands that

large amounts of keys to be distributed. In large networks, the

number of possible interconnections grows as n(n-1)/2 where n is the

number of users. This may become an expensive venture because the

manual systems have to be guarded against security leaks by

conventional methods and the persons involved have to be trustworthy.
In an automatic KC, data network is used to distribute and

generate the keys automatically. Consider. the connection protocols
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involved when two users wish to communicate in a secure fashion ina

single Key Centre environment.

Essentially two types of keys namely data encrypting keys

and key encrypting keys can be identified. The data encrypting key

is active only for a duration of a single commmication session and
therefore is referred to as a session key {KS}. The session key is

protected by enciphering it under key encrypting key which varies
from user to user. Therefore the Key Centre is required to store one

key encrypting key for each user. These keys are themselves stored
within the centre in enciphered form using the Centre's master key

(KCM). Hence the problem of providing secrecy for cipher keys is
reduced to providing secrecy for only one key namely the master key.

This type of approach is referred to as the master key concept (3]-
It is assumed that the master key is stored in some non volatile

- storage in an inaccessible area in the Centre referred to as the

cryptographic facility so that it need be loaded into the crypto—
‘graphic facility only once. Furthermore, each user is required to
store only his user key (KU).

9.3 Comminication Security

Let KS, » KS_9 cscs KS. represent the time variant,
dynamically changing data encrypting keys used for enciphering and
deciphering data. It is assumed that KS is operational for the
duration of a commmications session. Let KCM represent the master

key of the Centre and KU represent the user (or terminal} key.
To begin with, the user i requests the Centre KC for a

session key (KS) to comminicate with user j. The request is

accompanied with a verifiable identification of the user i. The
whole message is enciphered under the user i's key KU, - That is,

i > KC : di, (is JFku,

where is a random number chosen by user i. It is used to prevent

an intruder impersonating the KC by replaying some previously

recorded reply containing an earlier session key which the intruder
would like the user i to use again. Upon receiving the request the

Centre fetches the user i's key KU; which is stored in its memory
under the. master key KCM. Then it deciphers the request and checks

against its stored information to see if the request is legitimate
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and if it is, it issues the session key (KS) to the user i. The

session key KS is generated within the Centre using a pseudo-random

procedure. The reply from the Centre to the user i is given by

KC + 2 2 (KS, TI 5(KS, ida )
J ku.1

The random number ro is returned by the KC for the user i to verify
that the reply is coming from the KC and not from an intruder. Further

as the session key KS is encrypted under KU,» it allows only the user

 
i to decrypt and obtain KS and not any intruder. The session key

together with the identification of user i encrypted under Ku; is
also sent to user i. The user i cannot decrypt this portion of the

reply as he does not possess KU; - The user i then sends this cipher
portion to user j, that is,

a +
j= (KS, ida,

j

The user j responds by sending a random number r, to user i, encrypted1

under the session key KS

G+ it (rs Dye

The user j does this to ensure that it is indeed user i who is

requesting the call and not any intruder using parameters of a

previous call, The user i then checks j's identity and modifies the

random number r_ in some pearranged fashion to result in r,»which he1

returns to user j under KS

Now the users i and j can be almost certain that they are talking to

each other and can communicate with each other in a secure manner

using KS as the DES secret key. Most of the above steps can be mace

transparent to the users in the network.

A variation of the above method consists of the Key Centre

KC sending the session key directly to the user j instead of sending
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it via user i. That is, the distinction lies in the path taken by

the session key from the Centre to user j. With this approach, two

possibilities may occur - either the session key has already arrived

at user j when the latter receives the call request or it has not yet

arrived. In the latter case, one mist ensure that an old key is not

used mistakenly. Further the case where user j needs to wait for the

session key increases the complexity of the connection protocols.

Thus the above outlined method where the session key arrives to user

via user i seems to have some advantage over the other method.

To further improve the integrity of the conversation and

3

 
reduce the problem of impersonation, timestamps, T, [33] can be added

to the key distribution protocol. The first three steps of the above

procedure aré then modified to become:

i + KC : i, (i, js tr Du,

KC > i : (KS, Typ (KS, i, Ty. . They.
j i

i+. j 2 (KS, i, Thy
j

The users i and j can then verify that their messages are not replays

by checking |clock - T] < At where clock gives the local time, At

gives some time error which includes the network delay time and the

time discrepancy between the sender's clock and the local clock.

This requires some form of time synchronization among the users of

the network.

With the above schemes, it is seen that if the session key

is somehow lost within the user's system, then a fresh call is to be

made by the user i to the KC to establish a new session key. It is

preferable that the KC generates a new session key even when the

user i did not actually use the old KS for any conversation. If on

the other hand, the KC does keep a record of session keys issued to

different users over a small period of time (say one day) then these

keys need to be stored in enciphered form within the Centre. Rather

than using the same master key for this purpose, it is advisable to

use another master key KCHl to encrypt these temporarily stored

session keys.
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9.4 File Security

Let us now consider a key management scheme for file

security where one wishes to protect the stored data in the same way

as the communicated data [3]. It is assumed that the encrypted files

are to be stored in a database in the host processor (HP) in the

network. (This could be for instance the Key Centre mentioned earlier).

It is also assumed that the users in the network have distinct secret

keys KU which are also stored in the host processor in enciphered
form under the master key KCM. Consider the case where the user i

wishes to store a file in encrypted form in the database under the

name CIPHERFILE. Let the corresponding file in clear form be PLAINFILE,

To begin with the procedure followed is very similar to the one

outlined for communication security given earlier. A call is made to

the host processor

i+ HP : i, {i, “ou,
where ry is a random number chosen by user i.

The host processor responds by generating a file key (KF) using a

pseudo-random process and encrypting it under the user i's key KU,-
This is then sent to user i

Hp + i: (KF, *o ku,
The user i decrypts the message to obtain KF and verifies the random

number x, to ensure that the reply is coming from HP and not from an
intruder. Then the user can encrypt his PLAINFILE using KF as the

DES secret key to produce CIPHERFILE. This is then transmitted to the

host processor to be stored under the same name. To be able to

recover the FLAINFILE, it is necessary for the host processor or the

user i to record the information that the file has been encrypted under

KF. In a large system with a number of users and with each user having

a number of files, it may not be a good idea for the Centre to keep a

separate file containing the name of the data file and the corresponding
file key. (If this is done, then this separate file needs to be

enciphered under some master key). A better arrangement would be to

store the information at the header of the file itself. The file key

KF can be stored in the header in encrypted form under a master key

KCM2. (KCM2 rather than KCM is chosen to achieve separation from

communication security). With this method if a user r wishes to
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decipher the CIPHERFILE, he requests the host processor for the file

key KF.

xo+ HP : r,(CIPHERFILE)

The host processor reads the header of CIPHERFILZ, decrypts

it using KCM2 to recover KF. This is then reenciphered under KU. and
transmitted to user r. This procedure does not allow the host

processor to differentiate between users. For instance, the user i

may wish that PLAINFILE not be available to user r. This can be

achieved if in addition to KF, the identification of the owner of

the CIPHERFILE is recorded on the file header, that is, the header

contains the information Cis(KF ) ompd- Further ,the host precessor
is required to maintain a record of which users are allowed by user i

to obtain the PLAINFILE. Then if user r requests the host processor

for the file key of CIPHERFILE, the host processor first reads the header

to find the owner of the CIPHERFILE, Having found the owner, i, it

checks whether the requesting user belongs to the group of users who

are allowed to read PLAINFILE, If user r belongs to this group, it

recovers the file key KF from the header, encrypts it under KU. and sends
it to user r. If user r does not belong to this group, the above step

will not be carried out by the host processor ‘and access to the file key

is prohibited.

9.5 Key Distribution for Groups of Users

Consider a more general case where a user in the network

wishes to broadcast a message to several users [34]. Assume that a

group G is a non-empty subset of n users and members of G wish to

broadcast and receive messages from other members of'G and to access

and update files private to G. A given user may be a member of as many

as gn-l groups and there are at most 21 non-empty groups in the
system. Again it is assumed that all aspects of key distribution for any

given group is managed by a sinale Key Centre. One method of key
distribution among the group of users is considered in this section and

three other methods employing public key concept are described in
Section 9.7.
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9.5.1 Method1_

In this method, the Key Centre is assumed to keep a list of

personal keys of all users. In addition, the Key Centre also keeps a

record of all group keys for the groups it manages.

To establish a group G, a member i of G registers the group

with the Key Centre. The Centre returns a group identifier IG to the

user i who then distributes to the members of the group G using the

method described earlier. The KC also generates a group key KG and

creates a record identified by IG that contains KG and the users who

belong to G, This record itself-is stored in enciphered form under a

master key.

Whenever a user j belonging to G wishes to communicate with

other users or store a file to be readby other users, he obtains the

group key KG from the Centre. The key distribution protocol can be

described as follows:

j+ke : j, IG

The user j sends to KC his identification and his group identification

and requests for the group key KG from KC. KC fetches the group

record identified by IG, checks whether j is a member of the group and

returns KG to user j enciphered under j's personal key.

KC +j : (IG, KG, T)
3

where T is a timestamp used to protect against replay of previous keys.

Because the group key KG is enciphered under userj's personal key it

is not possible for an intruder either to intercept KG or to impersonate

j and acquire a group key for a group to which he does not belong. User

j can now use the group key KG to encrypt a file to be read by other

users of the group or to decrypt an encrypted file created by any other

user of the group.

An user i of the group can obtain the group key KG from the

Centre in a similar fashion and hence the users i and 5 can communicate

with each other in a secure manner.
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The primary disadvantage of this approach is the storage

requirements for the group keys. KC may need to store up to 21 group
keys. Secondly there is no identification between group members and
hence no discrimination between group members.

The idea of one Key Centre in the above schemes can be

extended to many such Centres and a group of m users *belonging’ to
each Centre. In such a situation, each Key Centre is required to

pessess a shared secret key with each of the other Key Centres. (it
could be two such keys,for instance,one for communication security and
the other for file security). If there are n such Centres, each Centre

therefore has n-1 (or 2n-2) such keys. Then for instance, if a user i

belonging to Centre I wishes to commmicate with a user j belonging to

Centre J, then the Centre I generates the session key and sends it to
user i in the usual fashion. As the Centre I does not know the user

j's secret key, it sends the session key to Centre J enciphered under
the shared commmnication secret key between Centres I and J. The

Centre J recovers the session key and reenciphers it under the user

j's key KU, and sends it to user j. A similar procedure can be
envisaged when a user i belonging to Centre I wishes to read a file

of user j belonging to Centre J.

The problem of key distribution can also be overcome using
public key cryptography concept proposed by Diffie and Hellman {35].
In the next section, the underlying principles of public key

cryptography are considered to see how such systems can be used to
solve the key distribution problem in an elegant way.

9.6 Public Key Systems

Public key systems allow two users to communicate securely

over an insecure channel without any prearrangement. Cryptosystems

which allow this type of commnication are asymmetric (see Section
2.2) in the sense that the sender and receiver have different keys
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at least one of which is computationally infeasible to derive from

the other. These systems separate enciphering and deciphering

capabilities and privacy is achieved without keeping the enciphering
key secret because it is no longer used for deciphering. Hence the
enciphering key is published in addition to the enciphering and
deciphering algorithms without compromising the security of the
system. The concept of a public key cryptosystem is shown in
Figure 9.4. User i encrypts the message M using the public
enciphering key of user j and sends the cipher to user j over an
insecure channel. Only the user j will be able to decrypt the cipher

to recover M as he is the only one who knows his secret deciphering

key. The encryption (E) and decryption (D) algorithms in such a

system have the following properties:

(a) Deciphering the enciphered form of a message M yields M,
that is, D(E(M)) = M.

{b) Both — and D are easy to compute.

(c) By publicly revealing E, the user dees not reveal an easy
way to compute D. This means that only the receiver

(designer) can decrypt messages encrypted with E or compute
D efficiently.

(da) If a message M is first deciphered and then enciphered,
then M is the result, that is E(D(M)) = M.

The property (d) is not necessary for a public key cryptosystem but
if it is obeyed then it is possible to obtain the digital signature

feature (see Section 2.2) [34].

The public key concept gives rise to a new class of

cryptographic algorithms. One application of such algorithms is to
solve the problem of key distribution in systems employing symmetric
cryptosystems. The public key cryptosystems would in many instances
be the ultimate solution to the key distribution problem. This can

be done as follows: User i can encrypt the session key KS using the

public key of user j and then send it to user j over an insecure
channel. Because the deciphering key is only known to user j, he

is the only one who can decrypt the Cipher and obtain the session key.
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The users i and j can then commmicate with each other using a

symmetric ¢ryptosystem such as the DES under KS. The protocols as

' described above pose other problems associated with the integrity of

the public keys and false impersonations by an opponent. Again a

trustworthy third party such as the Key Centre, KC, may be required

for the maintenance of the public keys. The above set up can now be

modified using a Public Key Centre (PKC) which supplies and Maintains

public keys of all users in the network. One can further assume that

the Centre PKC has a public key (F.) and a secret key (5S) pair and
that the key Pe is known to every user in the network.

le i+ PKC +: i, (i, de TO)p

where re is a random number chosen by user i. As in Section 9.3,
this is used to prevent an opponent impersonating the PKC by replaying

some previously recorded reply.

The PKC upon receiving the request from user i for user j's

public key, encrypts the user j's public key P; using the public key
of user i, Poe and sends it to user i along with the random number
ro (or some modified te using a publicly arranged function).

2. PRO + it (ig Pye oP,

Note that the cipher in step 1 can only be decrypted by the Centre and

no one else and the cipher in step 2 can only be decrypted by user i

and no one else. A similar procedure can be followed by user j if he

wishes to obtain the public key of user i. From now on, user i can

commmnicate with user j in a secure manner, either by generating a

session key KS and transmitting it to user j enciphered under P5 as
mentioned above or using public key. approach, that is, by encrypting

the messages under the public key of the receiver j.

Note that in the set up procedure, the Centre PKC is not

used for generating the session keys and it does not know the secret

keys of users but is used as a distributor of public keys. Thus for

the integrity to be maintained, it is crucial that the public key

file be protected from unauthorized modification. :

The public key concept can also be employed in a different

way to the one described above to providea solutionto the key
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distribution problem [34]. With this method, there is no need for

decryption as such at the receiving end. It is not a public key
cryptosystem but it is a public key distribution system. Two users

wishing to exchange a key, commmicate back and forth until they

arrive at a key which is common. Then this common key can be used

as a session key in a symmetric cryptosystem. The opponent

eavesdropping on this exchange finds it computationally infeasible to

compute the key from the information overheard.

Both the public key cryptosystems and the public key

distribution systems are based on one-way functions of one form or

another. For instance, it is said that in public key systems, it is

 
infeasible to determine the secret key from the knowledge of public

key. (Property (c)).- A one-way function has the propertiés that

(i) It is an easily computed function from x to y, that is,

y = f(x).

(ii) It has an inverse function.

(iii) It is computationally infeasible to discover the inverse
function.

A precise definition of a one-way function therefore depends

on a specific measure of complexity as it varies with time and

technology. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the complexity measures are

often defined in terms of time or storage required or as a time—

memory product. If the number of operations to be done in computing

the inverse is taken as a measure, then thermodynamics places a

limit of approximately 107° on the number of operations that can be
performed even if the entire energy of the Sun could be harvested

[ 36, 37]. As the legal receiver has to decrypt the cipher, the

public key systems are based on 'trapdoor' one-way functions rather

than one-way functions. A trapdoor one-way function is a one-way

function which has the additional property that:

- it is computationally infeasible to discover what the inverse

function is, tnless certain specific information (trapdoor inform

ation} that is employed in the design of the function is known. A

trapdoor one-wayfunction becomes a trapdoor one-way permutation if
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it satisfies the property that:

- decryption algorithm followed by encryption algorithm produces the
original plaintext (property (d)).

In this case,the mapping between ciphertext and plaintext becomes both

injective and surjective. This is essential for implementing digital

signatures.

A brief review of two well known public key cryptosystems

and a public key distribution system is now presented.

9.6.1 Merkle-HellmanTrapdoor KnapsackPublic Key Cryptosystem[13]
The knapsack problem is a combinatorial problem in which

given a vector a of n elements, it is required to select a subset of
these which add up to a given sum S. The problem is to determine

which ay for i= 1 ton are to be included in forming S, that is,
determining whether x, = 0 or x, = 1 for i= 1 ton in the following
equation:

n

S=a.x= ) a, xy (9.1)
i=

It is seen that there are 2” possible ways of selecting the quantities

x; and this exponential function increases very rapidly as n increases
whereas it is easy to test whether a particular combination is a

_solution. But there are some instances in which the equation (9.1)
is easy to solve. One such instance is when the elements {a3} form
a superincreasing sequence. That is,

j-1

a > a. for all i>1 9.2" 2 5 (9-2)
-

When this occurs, then OF 1 and only if 52 an and similarly for
i = mel, M—2_ eons 1 x, = 1 if and only if

jaitl

Hence the legal receiver designs the system in such a way that only

he can transform the hard knapsack (9.1) into an easy knapsack using

the above procedure whereas the opponents are forced to solving (9.1).
He does this by choosing two numbers: w and m which are relatively
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prime to each other and a superincreasing sequence ay for i = 1 ton.
This vector is then transformed to form the sequence {a,} using w and
m as follows:

a, = aj. w(mod m)

The vector a is published and it forms the encrypting key of the
public key system. The vector af and integers w and m are kept
secret and form the deciphering key. The encryption procedure consists

of taking a plaintext % in the form of a vector x = (xy> eee, x)

where x, € {o, 1} and forming S = a-x. The ciphertext S is then sent
over the insecure channel to the receiver. The decryption process

uses w and m and a as follows:

ts wt . Ss (mod m)n u

-1 of
sw. ) x, © a; (mod m)

isl *

1 2
=w. J XW oe ay (mod m)

i=L

n

Ss } BM. © a (mod m). i
i=l

n

If m is chosen such that m> } ay then
i=l

n

G= > xX.a
i=

This knapsack is easily solved for x which is also the solution to

the apparently difficult trapdoor knapsack S = a.x. It is also

possible to iterate the basic transformation by generating several.

pairs of (w, m). For instance, rather than requiring a to satisfy

(9-2), a° can be transformed to a new problem a“ using

on aol ”
a.” = w - ay (mod m*)

where a” satisfies (9-2) and is @asy to solve. With each such
successive transformation, the structure in -the publicly known vector
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a is made more amd more obscure.

9.6.2 Rivest-Shamir-Adleman(RSA)_Piiblic Key Cryptosystem[12]
The trapdoor in this asymmetric scheme is based on the

difference in computational difficulty in finding large primes as

opposed to factoring large numbers.

Briefly, the RSA system can be described as follows:

The receiver chooses two large primes p and q so large that factoring

m = p.q is beyond all projected computational capabilities. The
plaintext message M can be chosen from the range l< M<m. The

ciphertext C corresponding to M is derived from the permitation

M° (mod m)Cc

The plaintext M is retrieved from C by applying the inverse
transformation

M=C (mod m)

The receiver chooses e and d such that

{a) gcd (e, @ (m)) = 1 where @ (m) is the Euler-totient
, function and in this case, it is equal

to (p-l) (q-1)

(b) ed=1 (mod @ (m)) (9.3)

in other words, e and d are miltiplcative inverses in the group

formed by residue classes mod ¢ (m).

The reason why this encryption-decryption scheme works is based on

the Evuler-Fermat theorem [38] which states that for any integer M

which is relatively prime to mn,

w(™) = 1 (mod m) (9.4)

Using (9.3) gives,

wed = ow $ (m) +1 (mod mn). for some_integer K.

T greatest common divisor - 160 -
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From (9.4), for all M such that p does not divide M

ml = 1 (mod p)

and since p-l divides % (m)

a8 (™) +1 = wy (mod p) (9.5)

When M = 0 (mod p), the equation (9.5) is obeyed trivially. Similarly

for q

a 8 (m) + 2 M (mod q) (9.6)

Using Chinese Remainder Theorem (Appendix 10), equations (9.5) and

(9.6) imply that for all M,

med a8 (m) +2 2 4 (mod m)

In this system, the numbers e and m are made public and they form the

encrypting key. The numbers d, p and q are kept secret and form the

decrypting key. If m can be easily factorized to p and q then the

cryptanalyst can find g (m) and d and hence can crack the system.

This cryptosystem and its possible extensions form a major

part of this thesis and hence this system is considered in detail in

subsequent chapters.

9.6.3 Diffie-HellmanPublic Key DistributionSystem { 35]
This public key distribution system makes use of the

apparent difficulty of computing logarithms over a finite (Galois)

field GF(q) where q is a prime.

Let ‘a’ be a primitive element of GF(q) and let

x
yaa (modq) for 1gx ¢q-1

x is referred to as the logarithm of y to the base'aover GF(q)

x= log, y over GF(q)
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Calculation of y from x is easy whereas computation of x from y is

mich more difficult, that is, it is an one-way function. This problem

is called the logarithm problem whereas the RSA system is based on the

root problem.

The key distribution occurs as follows. User i generates

a random number x; chosen uniformly from the set of integers 1, 2,
eees Ql. He then computes

= xs :

y, = ai (mod q)

and publishes vy; and keeps xs secret. Similarly user j publishes
V5 and keeps *; secret where

y, = a%j (md)

The private session key, Ky5° is established by forming

= x.xX.
Ki = aij {mod q) ;

User i computes Ki by obtaining V5 from the public file and forming
x

K,. ~i modij Y5 ( q)
x
j*i (mod q)CT] » »

la ith o

User j similarly computes Ks using y,3 (mod q). For the opponent
to form Ks? he must compute

- 1 . = 1 :id = y.! 09,95) (mod q) = y.! o9,y;) (mod q)J z J

Therefore if logarithms over GF(q) - are easily computed, the system

can be braken. A possible extension of this system together with

a practical implementation are described in Chapter 13.

9.7 Key Distribution Using Public Key For Groups of Users

Let us now return to the situation where members of a
group G wish to broadcast and receive messages from other members of
G and to access and update files private to G and consider three

othermethods of keydistribution for stich an arrangement= Method 1 is

given in Section 9.5.1. - 162 -
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This appreach uses a public key distribution method such as
the Diffie-Hellman exponentiation method to distribute the group key.

Here each user i registers with the Key Centre KC a public

key vy ai (mod p) where x5 is only known to user i. The primitive
root ‘a' and the prime p are known to all users in the network. The

user i transmits to KC a list of members of the group G.

i+ KC: i, Ges tuys Us» eee, u_ |

If the user i belongs to the group, then the Key Centre generates a

number x_ and sends it to user i enciphered under his public key.G

That is,

~~ ds:
KC Gikig

it y,"G (mod p)

The user i upon receiving the above message computes

-1x.

(Kigi (mod p)

“1

a“i*G*i (mod p)

ul a’G (mod p)

That is, the group key KG is given by a’G (mod p). With this method,
storage of up to 2°: secret values of % is necessary either by the
Key Centre or by the users,where n is the total number of users and

the KC does not need to know the personal keys of the users x;
Qsig¢n).

9.7.2 Method 3

If the KC is however given access to users’ personal keys,

a modification to the above public key distribution method is as

follows:

The group key KG is now made equal to

KG = al® *2°""°** *%y (mod p) (9.7)

When the ith member of G requests KG from the Centre, KC returms KG
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enciphered under the personal key xi° The master key is represented
by the list of personal keys. Another member of G may be able to

determine avi (mod p) but he cannot compute x; without computing a
discrete logarithm. If p is chosen to be a large prime number, this

is not feasible.

Here the key centre KC needs to store only n personal keys. Although

the method uses a one-way function, it is not a public key distribution

method because the KC mist have access to secret personal keys of the
userse

Note that in both the schemes 2 and 3, for suitably chosen primes p

of the form p = 4q + 1 where q is also a prime, a = 2 is a primitive
root.

This method considers the establishment of the group key

KG given by (9.7) without the use of the Key Centre. It assumes a

special situation where the n users (0 to n-1) are linked together in
a circular fashion, thus forming a ring. That is, user i always sends

messages to user i + 1 and user n-1 sends message to user 0. The table

9.1 given in Figure 9.5 shows the messages received and transmitted by
user i at various time instants.

Time Instant Transmitted Message Received Message

1 a*i (mod p) ‘ani-1 (mod p)

2 a*i-1™*i (mod p) a“i-2i-1 (mod p)
: x. ,? oseX. Ke cee.
x a i-(r-1) i(mod p) ai-r > ""i-1 (mod p)

n=l a*i-(n-2)°°*%i(mod p) a*i-(n-1)°***i-1(mod p)

Figure 9.5 — Table 9.1$ Messages received and transmitted by user i.

At time instant t = r,the user i raises the message received from

user i - 1 at time instant t = r-l to the power x, and transmits it to
user i +1. The user i forms the group key KG by raising the

received message at time instant t =n - 1 to the power *5° That is,

eoeX. x.
i-l iKG = a*i-(n-1) (mod p)
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Every user in the network can arrive at this common group key by

raising the message received at the (n-1)th time instant to the

power of his secret key. Any intruder who does not belong to this
ring network cannot determine the group key by monitoring the
transmitted messages at all links in the network. A more generalized

version of this method has recently been published in ( 41].

9.8 Key Distribution Schemes for Prestel Encryption System

This chapter is concluded by considering possible key

management schemes for Prestel Viewdata system with encryption

facility.

Initially consider the case where a user i {information

provider) wishes to store a frame (or frames) on Prestel database

which should only be read by user j. This is referred to as the

"Postbox system'. In this case, it is assumed that there is no direct

network link between the two users other than via the database. If

the user systems only allow DES type symmetric cryptography then the

frame key (the key with which a Prestel frame has been enciphered)
mist be exchanged via some secure courier. This is the only method

possible if it is assumed that Prestel is only used as a database and

does not play an interactive role in the distribution of keys.

However, if the user systems support public key cryptography, then one

of the following two approaches can be adopted. .

The first approach uses a public key cryptosystem such as

the RSA system. Here the user i can encrypt the frame using the

public key of user j (this is assuming that the public file containing
enciphering keys of users is available, say, in the form of a telephone

directory}. User j will then be the only person who would be able

to read the frame and not even user i can read the frame he had

entered. Alternatively, user i can generate a random frame key which

he can use to encrypt the frame using a symmetric algorithm such as

the DES. User i then encrypts this frame key using the public key of

user j and stores the result at the top of the frame. User j can

recover the frame key using his secret RSA key and then read the

Prestel frame. User i will also be able to read the frame as he can

keep a copy of the frame key which he has generated (say enciphered

under his own public key).
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The second approach uses a public key distribution system

such as the Diffie-Hellman exponentiation system. Here the user i

obtains the public key information Y, of user j from the public file
and performs ¥5 *; ,where x, is the secret key of user i,to form the
common key Ki5° Then he generates a random frame key and uses it to
encrypt the Prestel frame. The difference between this approach and
the one above is that in this case, the frame key is enciphered under

the common key and is stored at the top of the frame. User j will be

able to read the frame as he can obtain the common key and hence the

frame key. Here again only users i and j will be able to read the
Prestel frame.

Consider now the case where a group of n users who wish to

commmicate with each other via the Prestel database. That is, each

one of the n users should be able to read the frames entered by any

one of the others in the group. Amongst the members of the group,

existence of a privileged member referred to as the Manager is

envisaged. {The group could represent typically a small company or

an organization]. Further it is assumed that every member of the group
is linked to the Manager. In such a situation, the Manager assumes

the role of the Key Centre described earlier. Any user i who wishes

to enter an encrypted frame on Prestel initially establishes a frame

key with the Manager following the procedure outlined in Section 9.3.

This frame key can then be used to encipher the frame and stored at

the top of the frame enciphered under a master key of the Manager.

Agquser j belonging to the group can read the enciphered frame key

from the top of the frame and send it to the Manager who returns to

him the frame key enciphered under the user j's personal key. Thus

user j can decipher the frame entered by user i. With this approach,
in addition to the master key, the Manager is required to keep a

record of the personal keys of all n users and if there is more than

one group, a record of members in each group. One can also use any
one of the methods 1 to 3 given in Sections 9.5 and 9.7 to establish

a group key among the n users using the Manager as the Key Centre.

Having established the group key, the user i can follow the usual

procedure of generating a random frame key and storing this at the

top of the frame,this time enciphered under the group key. Thus any
user belonging to the group can read the frame. Method 3 (see Sectian
9.7.2) is seen to be the most attractive method as the Manager needs

to store a list of keys which is. a polynomial function of the number

of users ne
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CHAPTER 10

EXTENSIONS OF THE RSA CRYPTOSYSTEM

10.1 General

As seen in the last chapter, the concept of public key

cryptosystems recently proposed by Merkle and Hellman [35] not only

provides a novel way of distributing the keys required for the

symmetric cryptosystems but it also gives rise to a class of

asymmetric public key cryptosystems with.digital signature capabilities.

From this stage onwards, the thesis mainly concentrates on the

analysis and the design of public key systems; in particular, the RSA

public key cryptosystem and the Diffie-Hellman public key distribution

system. Both these systems are of immense interest among the

cryptographic community at the present time.

Before considering some possible extensions of the RSA

system to matrix and polynomial rings, it is useful to consider some

design aspects of the RSA system over the rational integers. These

aspects are more or less applicable to the extended RSA systems

considered in subsequent sections.

10.2 Some Design Aspects of RSA System

As mentioned in Section 9.6.2, in the RSA system the

encryption is performed by raising the message x (1 <¢ x < m) to the

eth power modulo m and the decryption is performed by raising the

cipher y to the power d modulo m That is

= x” (mod m)<
ul

and

* i
= y® (mod m)

where m is equal to the product of two large distinct primes p and

qe The public encryption key is the pair of integers (e, m) and the

secret decryption key is (d, m). The coding exponents are chosen

such that they are mltiplicative inverse of each other modulo g (m)

and that x is a permtation of the residue classes modulo m.
That is,
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e d= 1 (mod @ (m)) where @ (m) = (p-1) (q-1)

To design the RSA system, the user needs to choose two

large primes p and q to form the modulus m. The magnitude of the

modulus m is determined by the required difficulty of breaking the

designed system. The table shown in Figure 10.1,taken from [12],

gives an indication of the magnitude of m. The number of operations

computed for each value of m is based on the best known factoring

algorithm for large intergers. (see Section 10.3.1).

Number of

log,5™ operations Remarks

so 1.4 x 10°?

100 2.3 x 10'5 At the limits of current

, technology

200 1.2 x 107? Beyond current technology

400 2.7 x 107% Requires significant advances
in technology

800 1.3 x 107)

Figure 10.1 Effort required to factor modulus m

Once an approximate idea of the magnituie of m is decided,

then the two primes p and q need to be selected randomly. The prime

number theorem states that the primes near m are spaced on the

average one every {In m) integers. Thus even for large primes several

hundred digits long, only a few hundred candidates mist be tested

before finding 4 prime. Hence one needs to test whether a chosen
large number is a prime. There exists elegant probabilistic algorithms

[a2] which decide with an abitrarily small uncertainty if the chosen

number is a prime. The probabilistic algorithm consists of making many

independent tests and declaring the number to be composite when any

one test fails. If a test mistakes a composite for being prime with

probability fthen by using k such tests the probability that the
algorithm will incorrectly declare a composite to be prime is e*,
Three tests of primality are commnly used [43] namely, the Fermat
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test, the Solovay—Strassen test and the Rabin test. In all these

cases, it is assumed that the tests are applied to the number b.

10.2.1 Primality Tests

10,2.1.1 FermatTest

This test is based on the Euler=Fermat theorem previously

mentioned. The theorem states that if p is a prime then

p-1l
a 1 (mod p) for alla, l¢ a< p

Thus the test consists of choosing 'a’t less than the number b and

accepting b to be prime if a> (mod b) is congruent to 1 (mod b).
In practice, only a few values of 'a' need to be tried and not all

‘a'as indicated above. (Only a small number of composites pass this

test even a few times). It is recommended that approximately one

hundred tests be made to reliably conclude that the selected number-

is prime. It is generally believed that choosing a = 3 will identify

virtually all composites. The Carmichael numbers (eg.561 = 3.11.17)

are known to pass this test even though they are composite.

10.2.1.2. Solovay-StrassenTest [44]

This test identifies the Carmichael numbers as being

composite. It picks a random number 'a’ between 1 and b-1 and tests
whether

ged (a,b) = 1 and J(a,b) = al°-!)/2 (nog b) (10.1)

where J(a,b}) is the Jacobi symbol and gcd denotes the greatest

common divisor. The Jacobi symbol is defined as

1 when 26J(ay p) = t * a (mod p) has a solution in Z/pZa (mod p) has no solution in Z/pzut

where Z/pZ denotes the ring of integers modulo p.

If b is prime, then (10.1) is always true and if b is composite (10.1)

is false with a probability of as. Therefore making k tests yield

an answer that is wrong with a probability of 2™ when claiming the
input is prime. (When claiming the number is composite, it is always
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correct ).

10.2.1.3 Rabin Test_[42]

As b is necessarily an cdd integer, representing b as

b = 2° 5 +1 where 5 is odd, this test then chooses a number of

values of 'a' randomly in the range } to bel and accepts b to be
prime if either a> = 1 (mod b) or a” © = _1 (mod b) for some j where
Of£j< xr. Otherwise b is rejected.

All the three tests can be carried out to check whether the chosen

number b is a prime or not. The failure probabilities of each test

are discussed in length in [43]. Note that this primality testing

procedure needs to be done only once by any system designer and all

these tests require computational effort of the order of O (1og,,b)
operations on large integers.

To confound certain factoring algorithms [45], it is

desirable to choose primes p and q such that p-l and q-l have a large

prime factor. This can be done by generating a large prime number b

and then letting p (or q) be the first prime in the sequence bi + ]

for i= 2, 4, 6... Additional security can be provided if b-l also

has a large prime factor. Furthermore, it is also advisable not to

choose p and q too close to each other. If p = q, then 2\/m isa
good approximation of p + q- Knowing p + q gives immediately ¢ (m)

since @ (m) = (p-1)(q-1) = m+ 1 - (ptq}). Further, the primes should

not be chosen to be any special primes such as the Fermat primes or

Mersenne primes as these are well studied and the resulting product

may be more likely to yield to attacks of factorization.

10.2.2 Choiceof CodingExponents_

Having chosen the primes p and q, and hence m, the next

step is to choose the coding exponents e and d. To do this, the

user chooses a number d which is relatively prime to % (m). This is

done by selecting a number d (mod m) and computing ocd (d, 9% (m)).
This is done using the Euclid's algorithm given in the Appendix 11.

This not only checks whether d and @ (m) are relatively prime but

also gives the multiplicative inverse e. It is known that the gcd

function is computable in 0 (log,m) time [45]. It is necessary to
choose both e and d such that they are greater than log,m- If

e< log,Ms then small messages will not be disguised by the modulo
- 170 —
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reduction process. That is, x" (mod m) = x” and the cipher is
breakable by brute force attack. If d is smaller than log,m,again
the system can be broken by a random search by the opponent to

determine its value. There is a further condition on the choice of

e. As mentioned previously, e needs to be chosen relatively prime to
Z (m) or more exactly to gem!(p-1,q-1), for the function Pad (mod m)
to permite the residue classes (mod m) (see Section 14.1). But this
permitation has fixed messages, that is, there are residue classes

x (mod m) which satisfy the congruence

x” = x (mod m) where e ? 3. is odd and m = pig (10.2)

It is known [46] that any solution of the congruence

x° = x (md m) (10,3)

also satisfies (10.2). Note that the congruence (10.3) has exactly

9 solutions in the range 1 < x <¢ ml, {m= pq). Thus the congruence

(10.2) will have at least 9 fixed messages. Blakely [47] has shown
that for the congruence to have only 9 fixed messages e mist he

chosen such that gcd {en1, Lem (p-1,q-1 )} = 2.

10.3 Cryptanalysis of RSA System

The main cryptanalytical attack seems to be the determination

of the secret coding exponent d. There are basically three ways a

eryptanalyst might try to determine d from the publicly revealed
information (e, m).

10.3.1 Factorization ofm_
The factorization of m would allow the opponent to compute

¢ (m) and hence the secret coding exponent d using ed =1 (mod ¢ (m)).
A large number of factoring algorithms exist [45]. The fastest

algorithm known at the present time can factor m in approximately
{ln m)(1nm/In In mys steps and is due to R.Schroeppel (unpublished).
The table given in Section 10.1 is based on Schroeppel's method and
it shows that a number m of 200 digits (decimal) long would provide

a margin of safety against future developments.
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10.3.2 Computation of#(m)_WithoutFactorizationof m
; Another method of cryptanalysis would be to somehow directly

determine ¢ (m) without factorizing m. It is shown in [12] that the

approach of computing % (m) directly is no easier than factoring m

since finding % (m) enables the opponent to easily factor m. This
can be seen as follows:

Let x= pt+tqz=m+i1 -/|@ (m)

and y = (p-q)” = x” - 4m

Knowing ¢ {m), one can determine x and hence y. Using x and y, the

primes p and q are given by p = x + Vy and q = x - Wy.
2 2

10.3.3. Determining d Without Factoring m orComputing#(m)
The third method of cryptanalysis consists of computing the

secret exponent d without factorizing mor determining % (m). Again
it is argued in [12] that provided d is chosen large enough to make

a direct search attack infeasible, computing d is no easier than
factoring m, since once d is known, m could be factorized easily.

This can be seen as follows: If d is known, then it is possible to

calculate some miltiple of % (m) using

ed = 1 =k $ (m) for some integer k

Miller [40] has demonstrated that m can be factored using any

miltiple of Z {m). The opponent,on the other hand,may hope to find

a da’ such that it is equivalent to the secret exponent d of the

designer. If there are a lot of such d°, then one could use a brute

force search method to break the system. But all the d° differ by
the least common mitiple of (p-l1). and (q-1) and if one is found

then m can be factored, Thus finding any such @” is as difficult as
factoring m.

, Now some possible extensions of the RSA system are
considered.

10.4 Extension of RSA System to Matrix Rings

10,4.1 TrapdoorRings_

Assume R is a finite ring [48] with 1 which is associative ~
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but not necessarily commutative. Suppose that members of the ring R
: . e .

are used as messages and that r € R is enciphered as r where e 1s

the published encrypting exponent. The trapdoor property can now ben+1=r
stated as follows:- there exists some integer n> o such that r

for all r € R. These rings are to be referred to as trapdoor rings.

For instance in Z/pZ, rPer for all r € R. More generally, if we let
R=F =GF(q), the field of q elements where q is a prime power (p*) then
river for all r € R. Further, if R and S are any two such trapdoor rings,

then the direct sum & @ S$ consists of vectors (r,s) with re Randse Ss

is another trapdoor ring say T. The number of elements in the ring T is

equal to the product of the number of elements in R and S. This above
process can be applied repeatedly taking vectors of arbitrarily many
components, each taken from some finite field. Considering finite

fields Fas: for 1¢isj where q's can be the same or different, the trap—
door ring R is formed by all vectors 2 (Xp vee eX) where * € Fas for
1¢gi¢j. The ring R consists of GyIae0 995 elements and the equality
ply is obeyed for all r € R where n is equal to (qy-1)(q5-1)--- (45-1)
or any multiple of it.

There are many finite rings which are not trapdoor rings.

Consider for instance, Rez/pz where p is a prime. Then, p-Zp’=...=0
in the ring R but p#O in ring R. So the property that prtls, is not
satisfied for any n>0. More generally, for a ring R to be a trapdoor’

ring, it is necessary that R have no nilpotent elements except zero.

(An element, x, is said to be nilpotent if x°=0 and x140 for some
a>0). However,if we take an integer’ m to be a square free positive

integer say M=P) +++ +eP; where all the p's are distinct primes,then the
ring R=Z/nZ is a trapdoor ring- This ring can in fact be regarded as a

direct sum of finite fields F . @ FDe @ wae OF ; as described above.
If j=2, then this becomes the standard trapdoor ring used by the RSA

cryptosystem.

It has been suggested by Dr R Odoni that every finite

trapdoor ring is isomorphic to a direct sum of finite fields. The

argument relies on the use of Wedderburn' s structure theory [49] for
semisimple rings. The main steps involved are as follows:

1. The ring R is trapdoor implies that R has no nilpotent

elements except 0.

2. A finite ring without nonzero nilpotent elements mist have a —

1 [50]. 3
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finite
3. Ajring with 1 and lacking nilpotents (#0) is a direct sum

of matrix rings with entries in a division algebra (skew

field) (Wedderburn's theorem).

4. If any of these matrices is not 1 x 1 then there will be

non-zero nilpotent elements in R.

5. Hence R is a direct sum of finite skew fields.

6. A finite skew field is necessarily commutative.

Thus a trapdoor ring R is a commitative ring with 1 which is

isomorphic to a direct sum of finite fields. (Note that two rings R

and S are isomorphic if there exists a function f : R>+ S which is

one=to—one and onto and satisfies f (ry + ry) =f (r,) +f (x5)+

f (x, r5) =f (r,) f (x5) for all Fie Toe R}
The original RSA scheme derived its message space from

z/mZ, the ring of integers modulo m where m is the product of two

large distinct primes p and q. Here other finite systems that might

serve as a basis for an extended RSA cryptosystem are investigated.

10.4.2 Non-SingularMatrices Over_Z2/mz
If the ring of all n xn matrices over the ring R = Z/mz

is considered, it is seen that the ring contains nilpotent elements

when n > 1. Consider for instance M = (° 3) over 2/62 5 mM =o (mod 6)
but M #0 (mod 6). To overcome this problem, initially only the

group M, formed by the non-singular matrices of order n, is selected
to form the message space of this extended system.

Let us first consider the finite group formed by matrices

of order n whose determinants are relatively prime to p and whose

elements are in Z/pZ (p prime). That is, the non-singular matrices

over Z/pZ are considered.

To begin with, the non-singular matrices over Z/pZ form a

finite group because (i) the product of any two members of the set

is congruent (mod p) with some member of the set, (ii) every member

has its reciprocal, that is, for any two members A and 8, there

exist members C and D such that AB = C (mod p) and AD = I (mod p)

and (iii) the unit matrix is the tidentical' member of the group.

The order of the group formed by theseelements can be
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shown to be equal to Ns where

Np * (p"-1). (prop) .-- (p™ - PP) (10.4)
The argument goes as follows: The elements of the first row vector

YY of the matrix may consist of any of the p numbers except that
they cannot all be zero since this would make the Matrix singular.

There are therefore p'-1 ways of selecting this vector. When uo has
been selected, then u, May be any of the p" possible vectors except
those which are congruent with k, U, (mod p) for k, = {O, ly eee,
p-1}. This will be the case if and only if Y, and YU, are chosen to
be linearly independent. Therefore there are p=p ways of selecting

UY,
N_ is obtained.

. Continuing this procedure, the expression (10.4) for the order

If non-singular matrices with elements over Z/pZ are used

as messages, then one can form a conventional cryptographic system

where the secret key contains the modulus p itself. The encrypting

(e) and decrypting (d) exponents can then be determined using

ed = 1 (mod N,) (10.5)

The encrypting key is therefore (e, Ps n) and the decrypting key is
(d, p, mn). None of these keys can be made public and the encryption

and decryption procedures are as in the RSA system.

M° = C (mod p)
and (10.6)

clin (mod p)

where M, C € M_ (Z/pZ), non-singular matrices over Z/pZ

The above system can be modified to include the public key property

as follows: Suppose the modulus is a composite number m whose

factorization is
s

ms | | pits (10.7)
jel

Then the order Na of the mltiplicative group formed by non-singular
matrices of order n over Z/mZ is given by
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Ne = | NO 5 (10.8)
This ia a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Appendix 10).

Let us first determine the order Nor of the group of non-
singular n xn matrices over 2/p*z when p is prime and r > l.

Let § be the homomorphism [48], mapping an n xn matrix A

over 2fpr*z to A”, a matrix over Z/p*Z, via are {mod pry —>r

955 (mod p ).
“

6: Ar A

D on M(Z/p''z)————> M (Z/p"Z)

This induces a surjective homomorphism between the linear groups

formed by these matrices, that is,

e*: Gl (n, pet) ——>_ @ (n, Pp")

Therefore using group theory [43]

GL_(n, prtt) Fa (n> p’)
Kernel (9° )

(where = denotes isomorphic to)

The kernel consists of the set of matrices which are mapped to the

identity matrix I (mod Pp)» ie,

» "
= 1(mod p’) forlsig¢n (10.9)

= O(mod p') for i # j (10.10)» u

There are p possibilities for each of the equations (10.9) and (10.10)
giving rise to Pp" possibilities. Therefore using group theory, and

denoting order by the symbol #,
2

#@(n, pe) = p™  #G@ (ny ph) = ee =
rm

= p # G@ (ny, p) _
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N
But 4G (n, p) >

= (p71) (p’=p) --- (p"=p"") from (10.4)  Therefore

r (rel )n? n n nel
#@(n,p) = p (p-l)} -e. (p-p )

= Nr
Pp

(r 1)n? n n n _n-l. Nr. = j _ Pp) coe -p. 10.11. DT5 Pp; J (py-2) (p, R) (p P; ) ( )

Substituting (10.11) into (10.8) gives the order No Now as in the
RSA cryptosystem if m is made to be the product of two distinct

primes p and q this simplifies to

N = N_ -WN
m Pp" 4

(p'=1) (p'-p) ««- (p"-p™) (q™-1) (qu—q)--- (q-qn)

Therefore for a message M

N

M™ = I (mod m)

and the coding exponents e and d are determined using

ed = 1 (md nN.) (10.12)

The expression of the order Ny depends on the structure of m, that is,
on its prime factors. This therefore can be used to form a public

key cryptosystem by choosing m to be a large integer (say 200

decimal digits) whose security is the same as that of the RSA system.

Although the order Na can be used in finding e and d as in
(10.12), it is usually a large number. For instance, even for small

primes such as p = 13 and q = 23, the order is approximately

1.6 x 107 for 3 x 3 non-singular matrices. Therefore it is
desirable to find the exponent, EXP, of the group, that is, the least

integer greater than zero such that

MOP = 1 (mod m) for all M.

EXP is a divisor of the order Ny of the group. --
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Let us first consider the exponent of the group formed by the non-

singular matrices over Z/pz, M(Z/pzZ )-
Let the exponent be 2 such that

L
AY = I for allAeg M, (Z/pZ)

2Assume that pon. A™~ = I {mod p) implies that x1 is divisible by the
minimum polynomial of A. As A ranges over the non-singular matrices of

order n over Z/pz, xen must be divisible by every monic irreducible

polynomial P{x) (4x) of degree ¢n in 2fpZ.. Every irreducible
Thus x1 Must bepolynomial P(x), (#x) of degree u divides ahh,

divisible by x “Li.
But

x1 = 0 (mod x°-1)
implies that a | b
Hence,

2= O (mod p'-1) for lug
Therefore,

2= O (mod gem [p-1, ..., p—-1}) certainly (10.14)
Furthermore, the matrix A given by

oO 1 9° cee QO

A = I + » oO yl :
“0

9 soe. “Oo

satisfies. A? = I # A (pon)

That is, A has order p and hence p/| Q

Hence the exponent of GL(n,p), pon, is given by

2
2= p dem {pl, p-1, -.-, p=-i} (10.15)

Now for any A € M (Z/pZ), using Jordan's Canonical form, there exists
a non-singular matrix E such that
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  E “AE =

Bxr

=D

Each block Bs is of the form

A
ilo

B. = “lo.i

O° >»,i

ie, By = Ay I, + Ny for some upper triangular nilpotent matrix Ne

where its are non-zero in Fort for some rjén.

If the order of D is k, that is, oD = 1 (mod p), then as D = Evlag,
this gives

(e-taz)* = (E74aB) (EvAE) week times

= gvake

koe
Thus A = I (mod p)

Order of A = order of D =k = Sem of orders of B,- If N; = 0, then
order of Be is a divisor of p'i-l. Hence the order of A divides
om {p-1, eves p-1} . Otherwise, BP = aw I; will have such an order
and hence the order of A divides p fem [p-1, ..., p'-1} .

A mitipte of p in the expression (10.15) for the exponent &% is

expected as the order given by (10.4) contains multiples of p.

Similarly,
- 179 - _
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>
n

ub I (mod q) for all A in M (Z/qZ)
where

2 n
s = q dem {qly qe-ly eos Qui}

Therefore exponent EXP of the group Gi(n,m) where m = pq is given by

2
gem (p tem {p-l, pel, --- pl} »q gem {ql,q-1,

n
eee Gt} )

Let us now extend this argument to non-square free modulus

m, First consider a matrix A in M(2/62). Let § be the natural
homomorphism from 2/p°z onto Z/pZ (p prime). From the above
argument

acaye? = 1 in M(Z/pzZ)
= 9 (I)

Therefore,

@(at-1) = © (mod p) where t = EXP

This means that every entry in atu is some miltiple of prime p and
hence

Av-I = p 8 for some matrix 5.

That is,

av = 1+ p B
atP = (1 + pB)P

Using the binomial theorem,

atP P P 2 (2
r+(P) pB+ (5) p B + os.
I (mod p)

Therefore considering in general a matrix in M(2/p*Z)
k

M(Z/p 2) + M(2/p2)
6: A + &G@{A)

k-
If @ (A) has order t then A has order t or pt or Petes. or p Ie,
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If

s

m = | | Pp Ti
ao i

then

Exp = fem lv,» Vo cece ve}
where

ve = pict (we) 10.16)i Py i (10.
and

2 n

we = Py Rem (Pols P —l, ace Py -1)

(assuming P; is greater than n for all i)

Again from (10.16), it is clearly seen that the exponent EXP depends

upon the prime factor decomposition of m.

The message space has so far been restricted to only non-

singular elements , M(Z/mz). Theoretically, the message space
can also include some singular non-nilpotent elements. Consider for

instance, M, (2/32). There are 48 non-singular matrices using (10.4).
But there are in addition, some non-nilpotent singular matrices

which could also be used as messages. Consider such a matrix X

a b

*« u
where i, a, b are in 2/32

Aa Ab

From the Cayley—Hamilton theorem [51], this matrix satisfies a

quadratic characteristic equation of the form

x. (trace X) X + (det X) I= 0

‘In the singular case, det X =O. If trace X= 0, then 2 = O and
oo 2s 4_\2 22,2so X is nilpotent. If trace X # O, then =X, X =X =

as }° =1 for O #rX © 2/3Z; thus =) = 12x = xX. Therefore
1+ . . -

x 2k. X for k 30. Therefore for such non-nilpotent matrices X in

Z/3z, xP =x,

Note that when n> 2, there may be singular non-nilpotent matrices

which do not satisfy an equation of the form “=x. This happens
for instance when the minimal equation is xt oa = 0. Or even
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consider a non-nilpotent matrix X which contains a nilpotent block
as shown below

nilpotent Oo

 
9° non-singular  

Then

2
0 BS

As N is nilpotent for some k, né = 0 and hence

 
Thus in such cases, this would imply that it is not possible to

recover the message. These cases need to be avoided if one decides

to include such singular non-nilpotent matrices.

From cryptography point ef view, the use of such singular

non-nilpetent matrices as messages may seem impractical as the sender

cannot easily recognize such matrices. In practice, one would like

to determine easily whether a message is within the acceptable set

or not. Even the restriction of messages to arbitrary non-singular

matrices may pose problems as the sender has no control over the matrix

elements but must accept what the plaintext dictates. That is, the

sender cannot ensure that his messages will always form non-

singular matrices (over any modulus). The sender is faced with the

problem of determining whether a plaintext message matrix is non—

singular or not. This involves finding the determinant of the nm

matrix and then checking whether the determinant is relatively prime

to the modulus using the Euclid's algorithm. (Appendix 11). However

it will be seen in Section 10.4.6 that for large m, the probability

that an arbitrarily selected matrix is. non-singular is very much

close to l.

One common approach to obtain an arbitrary non-singular

matrix over the reals is to have the diagonal entries of the matrix

message much bigger than the corresponding entries in the row and
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colum but this ‘diagonal dominance' does not always ensure that the
matrix will be non-singular when working over finite rings. For

instance, consider the matrix A below which is 'diagonally dominant!

p-l 1

1 p-!

Det A = Pp - 2p = O over Z/pZ. Hence it is seen that ‘diagonal
dominance’ is not applicable over finite rings.

A simple method to obtain arbit.rary non-singular matrices
is described in Section 10.4.8 where system implementation is

considered.

10.4.3 OrthogonalMatrices Over_Z/mZ
Now let us consider the use of a special set of non-singular

matrices, namely the set of orthogonal Matrices, as the message space

of the matrix based RSA system.

The set of orthogonal matrices over a finite field of p

elements forms a group as shown below.

Let M, be a menber of the set. Then m,* M, = Iei

AS (M.M.)* = m.tm. *, we have
ij j i

aam.jt Mm, = M,° MM," MM, <1
iF ij j ai ig

. -1,t t\-1

Hence the closure property is obeyed. Further (M. ) = “ } =-1 <1 - - - -(M, ss) = M, and (M, ryt M 1s MM. 1s I. Let J=M, where
i i i i ii i

J's = I and J is orthogonal. Hence the set of orthogonal matrices

aver Z/pZ forms. a group.

The order of the group formed by the nm orthogonal matrices

has been worked out by J-MacWilliams [51].

For cid n, ie,n = 2a + 1 for some integer a, the order is given by

aal

a 2a 2i2p | (p -p ?
iso

For even n, ie n = 2a, the order is given by
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 2 | | (pe? = p**y) = 2(p%-1) TT (p?? - p24)a

p+l io ist

if -1 is a square in GF (p)

and the order is equal to

a-1

a(p® + (1°) T] (p= py
isl

if -1 is a non-square in GF (p).

Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the order of the group of the

orthogonal matrices over Z/mZ, where m = P,Pp> & square free integer,
is equal to

(order of orthogonal matrices over 2/p,Z) x {order of orthogonal
matrices over 2/ppZ)- As the factorization of the modulus m is
required to calculate the order, one can use the group of orthogonal

matrices in the matrix based public key system.

Now the question how easy it is to construct an orthogonal

matrix message needs to be locked at. Cayley's theorem [52] gives
an easy way of constructing an orthogonal matrix using a skew

symmetric matrix over the reals. If S is a real skew-symmetric matrix

then I + S is non-singular because the characteristic roots of 5S are

purely imaginary and the matrix A = = is an orthogonal matrix.
But this is not applicable to finite fields as the determinant of

I + Scan be equal to O (mod P\P5)- Thus one can use the Cayley's
technique to construct orthogonal matrix messages provided ‘one

ensures that the determinant of (I +S ) is relatively prime to

P,Ps ‘Note that if I +S is non-singular over z/mz (m= pP5)s
then I= S is also non-singular. This can be seen as follows:

Let W be the inverse of I + S (mod m). That is, (I + Sjw=I

(mod m).

Then ((1 +S)w)* = wi(r + 5)° = we (1—s) = 1. Hence Ww" is the
inverse of (I - S) (mod m).

Hence to construct an orthoganal matrix message over Z/mZ, an

arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix S over Z/mzZ is chosen and I + § is
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formed. If I + 5 is non-singular over Z/mZ, then (I - sx +S) is
constructed to form the message. But again the sender is faced with

the problem of determining whether the matrix I + S is non-singular
or not.

10.4.4 Upper IriangularMatrices OverZ/mZ
Alternatively, let us now consider the set of upper

triangular matrices as a possible choice for the message space. If
the diagonal entries of an upper triangular matrix are made unity,
this ensures that the matrix is invertible over any modulus m as

the determinant is equal to 1.

Let M represent such ann x nm upper triangular message

matrix. One can partition M into I +N where N is a nilpotent
matrix and I is the identity matrix. If Mis in U, (2/pZ) then
(I + nN)P =I as. NP = 0 assuming p > n-l. The order of the group
formed by these upper triangular matrices U, over Z/pz is prl-1)/2
The order becomes nit(nt 2 when considering matrices U, over Z/mZ.
To determine the exponent EXP of the group formed by such upper

triangular matrices over Z/mZ,,

let

1 a b

M= oa | where a, b, ¢ ¢ 2/mZ
Oo Oo 1

and let

Dy &
mM = oO 1 o.

0 0 1

Then

“1 1 a, b. i a
Mw = oO i co. 0 1

0 1 o oO
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= 1 ata, btca,+b,
oO 1 ote
0 Oo 1

Therefore a,, = ata. implies that a. ka
Cay = CG, implies that cq ke

and

Bear = bekearh,
Nel

-- bi=b,. = -woBeet k

e
= So (b+kea)

b = Nbtca (N-1) NN —=2

Therefore

1 ka kb + k(k-l) ac
2

ws = Qo 1 ke
oO 9 1

For os = 1 (mod m) to be obeyed, the following conditions mist be
satisfied:

{i) ka = O (mod m)

(ii) ke = 0 (mod m)

(iii) kbtk(k-1)ac = O (mod m)
2

To satisfy (i) and (ii) k = 0 (mod m)

To satisfy (iii) k(k-l1) = O (mod m)
2

ie , k(k-l) = © (mod 2m)

Therefore if m is even, the exponent, EXP, is 2m and if m is odd

then EXP is m. Therefore it is seen that both the order and the

exponent do not depend on the prime factors of m. Hence this cannot

be used in a public kéy cryptosystembut again one can use it ina
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conventional cryptosystem with the secret key (e, d, m, n)} where

ed = 1 mod (2m or m).

On the other hand, if the message space is altered to

contain upper triangular matrices with diagonal entries prime to m,

then such messages are invertible modulo m. This is not a serious

problem as in practice m is a product of large primes and the

diagonal elements can be chosen to be relatively small integers.

Now the order of the group formed by such matrices is determined as

follows.

Considering a nom matrix, it is required that all the n

diagonal entries must be coprime to m. The number of integers less

than m and coprime to m is given by the Euler totient function @(m).
The remaining % n(n-1) superdiagonal entries of the matrix may take

any value modulo m. Therefore the order is equal to mrad /24/7
The vital difference between this order and the one calculated above

is that now the order of the group is dependent on the prime factors

of m Hence the modulus m needs to be factorized before the

decryption exponent d can be calculated using ed = 1(mod(order)).
As for the set of non-singular matrices, one can determine the

exponent of the group formed by these upper triangular Matrices with
diagonal entries prime to m. The exponent can be used instead of

the order in finding e and d.

Initially, consider a square free modulus. Let

s

n = | Pp.
jar?

Consider first a message M in 2/p,Z whose diagonal elements are
relatively prime to Py

M= where (4;5>P,) al, Vi

leign

Partitioning the matrix M into a diagonal matrix dD, and an upper

triangular nilpotent matrix Uy, that is, M = Dy + Uls then it is
seen that D, -U,» u,-D and u,? are also upper triangular nilpotent.1

Then incuctively,
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if Mm = D,* + U_, we have1 r

+1 Ir

Me = (DL + U,) (D,” +UL)
r+1 r= +

Dy + ud, + DULY uu.
Care

nilpotent upper triangular

r¢+1

 
= Dt Dear

Hence

wiP,) sy + Ug (mod p,)
But

(I + Ug)Pa = 1+ ugPL (mod p,)
2 2

(1 + Ug)PL => 1+ ugPs (mod p,)
+ gip,)

Thus MP Py = I (mod Py) for some t.

If Py > n=l then t = 1. Therefore the exponent of upper triangular
matrices with coprime elements along the diagonal is Bp, )-P,

s

If m= TT», then the exponent divides
j=1

gem {B(P, )-P,» B(Pz)-Poe--+» APS )-P, |

If m is made to be a non-square free modulus given by

S_..

m= | | pijj

j=l

then a bound for the exponent can be calculated as follows:

First consider an nxn upper triangular non-singular matrix M over

2/p*z > (P >). Again let M = D, + uy where D, is a diagonal
matrix and U, is an upper triangular nilpotent matrix over z/p*z
Following the argument. given above, it is seen that

r

WR") a oe Ug (mod pF)
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where Us is some upper triangular nilpotent matrix.

Hence

{I +U yP = I+p.vu (mod p’)
3 o,

P os 2, r
(I + P. Ug) I *P Us, (mod p")

: , r
P os P. = r. I{I +p. a (I + Ug) Il+p UB (mod p’)

=I (mod p’)

Therefore

wAp™) PX =i (mod pT) |

Hence the exponent of the group formed by upper triangular non-

singular matrices over Z/mZ, where m is a non—-square free modulus

given above, divides

gem {(p,"1)p,"1, B(P,2)Pz2 » ves A(p."s) p.*s}

10.4.5 LinearFractional Group [53]
Finally, let us consider the group of linear fractional

substitutions over Z/mZ, where m is equal to the product of r

distinct primes to see if such a group is suitable for a trapdoor

system. The linear fractional group LF(n,m) is very much similar

to the linear homogenous group GL{n,m) considered earlier. Here

only the case n = 2 is examined. First consider the group LF(2,p)

where p is a prime. These substitutions are of the form

uix > 2822 wer Z/p*Z ={ 0, 1, ---, Pl, & }ex +d

The symbol © is adjoined to represent any formal quotient y/O where

y is a non-zero element of the field. The linear fractional

substitutions LF(2,p) can be obtained from the linear homogenous

substitution GL(2,p) on variables x, and x, by setting x = x /%°
The number of transformations of the form u is finite and they form

& group as the product of any two substitutions is also a

substitution of the same form. The order of the group LF(2,m)} can be

determined as follows,where m = P; -44
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For u to represent a substitution, it is required that the

matrix (c aye invertible, that is, the determinant ad—bc prime to m..
Now let us consider the two matrices

ab and Aa dbec 3) Ae .Ad ) where \c Z/mZ

The corresponding two substitutions represented by

ax + b and
cx +d

A_(ax + b)
A (cx + a)

are identical if (A, m) = 1

Consider the matrix M, given by

a b
Me

Pp ec a
Pp

where ad ~ be O (mod ,PP oop F ( P)

over 2/mZ

If the condition that det Mmfo (mod p) can be satisfied by choosing
as bo Sp and qd, appropriately, then the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(Appendix 10) allows us to find a, b, c and d over Z/mZ such that:

aza
Pi (mod Py)» az a52 (mod Pg )aees a

and similarly for b, c and d.

Thus the order of LF(2,m) can be found by finding the

orders of LF(2yp;) for 1s ig r.

a
Pr (mod p_)

The number of possible values of

A which result in identical substitutions is given by the Euler

totient function A(p,) for each P;: Thus the order is given by

r

#uF(2,m) = TT #.F-(2,p,)

# LF*(2,p)

tr Bp; )

# GL(2,p)

(p?-1) (p’=p) from Section 10.4.2 with n=2
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zr

.. # uR(2m) = TT (p’j-1) - (p,7 - »,)

(p,-1)

zr

#LR(2,m) = UT (py +1) py (py-2)

Thus as the order depends. on the factorization of the modulus m, this

is suitable for a trapdoor system. The messages are of the form

(: a) with a, b, c, d€ 2/mZ and ad-bc #0 (mod m). The encrypting
and decrypting exponents e and d can be determined using ed = 1
(mod # LF(2,m)).

10.4.6 Proportionof Non-SinoularMatrices Over_2/mz
The extended RSA system described above requires the

message space to consist of either amitrary non-singular matrices or

orthogonal matrices or invertible upper triangular matrices including

the diagonal elements over Z/mZ. In the first two cases it is required

toa choose arbitrary message matrices which are non-singular. In the

case of orthogonal matrices, recall that one method of forming a

message requires the matrix (I1+S) to be non-singular. Hence some

bound on the fraction of nom matrices which are invertible modulo m

will be useful. If the elements of the nom matrix are chosen

uniformly from the integers modulo m, then these bounds can be taken

as the bounds on the probability that the matrix is non-singular.

An nom matrix M has an inverse modulo m if and only if the

rows (columns) of the matrix form a linearly independent set of

vectors modulo m. Using the argument given in Section 10.4.2, if

™ = p, a prime, then the number of invertible matrices (mod p) is

given by

nl

(p'-1) (p™=p).--(p"=p™) -]T (pp)

The tgtal number of mm matrices with elements over Z/pz is equal
to Pp" . Thus the proportion of invertible matrices (mod p) is equal
to

n=l ni
TT (pe)
i=l

2n
Pp wee
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n=-1

(1-1/5) (-p/n) see (1-p sm)
n

TT a-p74)
i=l

Thus as the size of the prime increases, the probability that a chosen

matrix is non-singular approaches 1. If the proportion of non-

singular matrices over Z/mZ is considered,where m = TTP.» then it is
equal to jt ,

r n .

[ n i
i=1

2
-_ h

( + Ps)
J=1

r n -i
= TT (l-p.")

j=l i=1 J

Similar expressions can be found for the proportion of non-singular

matrices over Z/mZ,where m is a non=square free integer,using the

expression for the order No derived in Section 10.4.2. The
proportion is then given by N/a - From the cryptography point of
view where mis a large integer composed of a few large prime factors,

this proportion is very much close to 1. Even for small primes

p,=13 and Pp=23. the proportion is approximately 0.87, for n=2.

10.4.7 SystemDesion and Operation

The designer randomly chooses large primes P, to pL for
some r > 2 following the quidelines suggested in Section 10.2 and

these are kept secret. But the primes need not be necessarily

distinct. Then he specifies what his message space is going to be,

whether it consists of arbitrary non-singular matrices or orthogonal

Matrices or upper triangular matrices with invertible elements along

the diagonal. This information along with the dimension n of the

matrix message is made public. Then he determines the coding

exponents e and d using the equation ed = 1 mod (Order or Exponent).

The order and the exponent expressions for the different message

spaces are given in the earlier sections. The public encryption key

is therefore given by (e, m, n) and the secret decryption key is
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(d, m, n). The system is also suitable for authentication purposes

like the RSA system.

A general procedure to construct a matrix message is as

follows. The plaintext message is divided into blocks of integers

less than the modulus m and a sequence of nx message matrices Me
is constructed by arranging the integers in order as they occur,

left to right and top to bottom. The encryption procedure consists

of raising each of these plaintext matrices to the power e modulo nm.

The ciphertext matrices, Cys produced are then transmitted to the
receiver by sending the ciphertext matrix elements in order as they

occur in the matrix, left to right, top to bottom, with a space

separating the elements. The receiver recovers the original message

by first reconstructing the sequence of nx ciphertext matrices and

then raising each matrix c; in the sequence to the power d modulo
m. Thus the main operation in both the encryption and decryption

procedures consists of raising an nm matrix to some power modulo m.

This can be performed using the Square and Multiply Technique [45]

which is now briefly described. :

10.4.7.1 Square_andMultiply Technique
Consider the binary representation of the encryption

exponent e. Each '1' in the representation is now replaced by a
pair of letters SX and each 'O' is replaced by the letter S. The

symbol SX which appears at the left is now crossed off. The result

is a rule for computing M if S is interpreted as the squaring
operation and X is interpreted as the multiplying operation by M.

Each of these operations is performed modulo m. The flowchart of

the algorithm is given in Figure 10.2. If the encryption exponent

is chosen to have only a few '1' digits in its binary representation,

this will make this algorithm run faster than if the exponent has a

random binary representation. A similar procedure can be carried

out for decryption using the exponent d.

Further, the intermediate computations need not be reduced

over Z/mZ but rather over Z/kmZ for any positive integer k. The

final answer is computed by reducing the answer over Z/kmZ into

z/mZ. This gives the correct answer because(a, «a, (mod km))=
a,-a, (mod m).
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Let e = (ek, .--4 e9, e}) e, EGF (2)  

 
All operations are modulo m

Fig. 10,2 - Algorithm for computing mM’ (mod 2) -
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10.4.8 SystemImplementation

This extended RSA system using matrix messages has been

simlated on the Prime Gmputer. The encryption and the decryption

of message matrices have been performed using the Square and

Multiply Technique given above.

10.4.8.1 Non~SingularMatrix Messages_

In the case of non-singular matrix message space, the
message matrix M is constructed according to the general procedure

given in Section 10.4.7 and its determinant is calculated using the

program DETMOD.F77 given in Appendix 12. Then Euclid’s algorithm

is used to test whether the determinant is relatively prime to the

modulus m. If so, the message is raised to the power e over 2/mZ

using the program MATEXP.FIN given in Appendix 13. The same program.

is used to decrypt the ciphertext matrices with exponent d. Recall
from Section 10.4.6 that the probability of anarbitrarily chosen

Matrix message M over Z/mZ, where m = pq and p and q are large primes,

is non-singular, is very mich close to l.

Qne can also construct an arbitrary non-singular matrix M

over Z/mZ by mltiplying together an upper triangular matrix U with

unit diagonal and a lover triangular matrix L with unit diagonal over

Z/mZ. The elements other than the diagonal ones in U and L can be

arbitrarily chosen modulo m. As both U and L are non-singular over
Z/mzZ, M = LU is non-singular over Z/mZ. Further the non-commitativity

property of matrices (UL # LU in general) ensures that the opponent

still needs to factorize m to be able to calculate the decrypting

exponent d, in contrast to the case of upper triangular matrices

with unit diagonal considered in Section 10.4.4. That is, M° =
(uL)® ¢ USL’. Thus although U°L = U (mod m), L°CL = L (mod m)

where od, 1 (mod m or 2m) (see Section 10.4.4), Moor # M (mod m).
However M = M (mod m) where ed = 1 mod (#GL(n,m) or EXP GL(n,m))

(see: Section 10.4.2). The receiver can obtain the matrices L and U

uniquely given the matrix M.

10.4.8-2 Upper TriangularMatrix Messages_

In the case of upper triangular matrix messages with

invertible diagonal elements, the message matrix is again constructed

according to the general procedure given in Section 10.4.7. The

lower triangular section cf the message (excluding the diagonal} is
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set to zero. The diagonal elements are almostambitrarily chosen to

be relatively prime to the modulus m. This can be done provided they
are relatively small, as the prime factors of m are normally very

large. Again these messages are encrypted/decrypted using the

program MATEXP.FIN given in Appendix 13. Note that in this case,
only the upper triangular entries of the ciphertext matrices (ie,

a(nth) elements of each ciphertext matrix) need to be transmitted
to the receiver.

An example in each of these two message spaces showing the

various parameters involved is given below.

10.4.8.3 Example 1 : 2 x 2 Non-SinogularMatrix Messaces_

Let the modulus be m = PyP5 = 3°5 = 45
Exponent of the group formed by 2 x 2 non-singular Matrices over

Z2/45Z divides gem{ v5 >>} .
where

3e-} 3 Rem {3, 2, 38}
2em {5, 4, 24}

®em {3,3-1,9-1}

Qem [5, S+1,25-1}

Thus EXP is a divisor of 1080. Hence the coding exponents e and d

are given by

ed = 1 (mod 1080)

One pair (e, d) which satisfies the above congruence is e = 23, d= 47.

Let us assume that the plaintext message to be encrypted is 91334.

Dividing the message as (8 13 3 4), the plaintext message
matrix can be constructed as

3 13

P = a4

The determinant of P is equal to -7 = 38 {mod 45) and (det P, 45) = 1.

Hence P is non-singular (mod m).

The ciphertext matrix is then given by
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oO wt Xp Ww
23

8 13 (mod 45)"
3 4

38 34

(mod 45}
39 31

This ciphertext matrix is transmitted to the receiver as(3@ 34 39 31).
: : dThe receiver reconstructs the matrix C and computes C (mod m) to

obtain P. That is,

3 _ (38 34 47
co (md 45) =|, 4 (mod 45)

_ 78 2)= (| 4 (mod 45)
= P

10.4.8.4 Example 2 - 3 x 3 Upper Iri
Let the modulus m = peq = 41.29 = 1189

Exponent of the group formed by 3 x 3 upper triangular non-singular
matrices over 2/1189Z divides

gem (40.41, 28-29} = 332920

Choosing the encrypting exponent, e = 1317, the decrypting exponent
d can be calculated using Euclid's Algorithm (Appendix 11) and is

equal to 117293. That is,

1317. 117293 = 1 {mod 332920)

Let us assume that the plaintext message to be encrypted is

232677205141. In this example, the message is divided into 2-digit

blocks of integers less than m starting from right to left as

(23 26 77 20 51 41)

The upper triangular plaintext message matrices then become

 

90 23 26 31 20 51

P= a so 77|,P, = 0215 41
0 Oo 4 QO 0 289 :
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where the diagonal elements are arbitrarily chosen to be relatively

prime to m (=1189).

The ciphertext message matrices are then given by  1317
90 23 26 1105 458 1070

Cc, = Oo 50 77 = Qo 50 251 (mod 1189)
Oo oO 48 oO oO 831

_ 1317
31 20 51 843 774 660

c, 5 0215 41 = Oo $92 41|(mod 1189)
O 0 289 oO oO 405

These ciphertext matrices are transmitted to the receiver as

(1105 458 1070 50 251 831 843 774 660 S92 4i 405).

The receiver reconstructs the matrices CG and C2 and computes
c9 (mod m) and c* (mod m) to obtain P, and P, and hence the1

plaintext message. That is,

117293
1105 458 1070 90 23 26

c,° = Oo $0 251 = O SO 77|(mod 1189)
oO QO 831 oO O 4

; 117293
843 774 660 31 20 51

c,* = 0 592 41 = 0 215 a1 |(mod 1189)
oO 0 405 Oo Oo 289

10.4.9 Discussion_

Thus one can see that the RSA system can be generalized to

matrix rings provided the message space is restricted to avoid

nilpotent elements. The group of non-singular matrices over Z2/mZ,

the group of orthogonal matrices over Z/mZ and the group of upper

triangular matrices over Z/mZ with diagonal elements coprime to m

have been investigated. From a practical implementation point of

view, the upper triangular (non-singular) matrix message space seems

to be the better candidate as the messages can be constructed in an

almost arbitrary manner. In the case of nonesingular and orthogonal

matrices, an additional procedure to find the determinant of the

message matrix is required. From Section 10.4.6, it is seen that

for a large enough modulus, the probability that an arbitrarily chosen
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message matrix is non-singular is very much close to l. Further if

the non-singular matrix is constructed as a product of upper and

lower triangular matrices, then it seems that arbitrary non-singular

message matrices can be easily constructed.

For a cryptanalyst to break the system by computing the

secret decoding exponent d, he needs to find the order (or the

 
exponent} of the group. In all the three cases, it is seen that the

factorization of the modulus is required te compute the order (or

the exponent) of the group. Provided m is chosen to be a large

integer (say 200 decimal digits long, see Figure 10.1), this provides

a secure system. Other attacks such as the computation of the order

without finding the prime factors of m and determining the secret

coding exponent d without factoring m or calculating the order can

be shown to be as difficult as factoring m using similar arguments

to those given in Section 10.3. Thus this extended matrix RSA

system provides a similar level of security as the RSA system over

integers.

Further two points are worth mentioning regarding this

extended system. Firstly it is seen that a non-square free modulus

can be used with this system which is not possible with the RSA

system over integers. That is, powers of primes can be used to form
the modulus m. Secondly, the use of a matrix as a message allows

large amounts of data to be processed within one encryption/decryption

cycle. Whether this is an advantage depends upon the ease with

which matrix manipulation can be carried out in real time.

Also the use of a matrix as a message may provide some

extra features to the system. Consider,for instance, a non-singular

message matrix divided into blocks as shown below

 
where M and M,, represent genuine message blocks whereas x and x, are
redundant random blocks. Encryption of such a message M would truly

‘internally’ mix the message elements and the random elements in the

Matrix. In the case of RSA system over integers, a similar effect

can be achieved by sending a sequence of ciphers which contains some

random elements. For instance, the sequence may be cy» Xi9 Cos Xyyee!
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where cy represents genuine cipher and x represents random cipher.
In the former case,the internal structure of the matrix and in the

latter case, the pattern of the sequence need to be prearranged

between the sender and the receiver. In the case of the matrix

system, the knowledge of the internal structure of the matrix does

not give any help to the opponent as the message is enciphered

*internally' and hence this information can be made public. In the

latter case, however,the knowledge of the pattern sequence helps the

 
opponent to discard the random ciphers and hence this information

cannot be made public. The use of chaining techniques in such matrix

systems is considered in Chapter 15.

10.5 Extension of RSA System to Polynomial Rings

Another ring of special interest is the polynomial ring

R [x] which consists of polynomials whose coefficients are elements

of an atbitrary ring R. A pessible extension of the factorization

trapdoor system in the ring of polynomials R[x] is considered. In

particular, to begin with,the ring F [x] where F is a finite field

is looked at. ,

10.5.1 Concept ofGalois Field _

Let P(x) be a given polynomial in x of degree n with

integral coefficients not all divisible by a given prime p. Let

F(x) be any polynomial in x with integral coefficients. On dividing

F(x) by P(x), a quotient Q(x) and a remainder of degree n—1 at most
is obtained, where the remainder may be written in the form f(x) +

P q(x),and

f(x) =a
2

+ + + coe +
O a,x a, a xn-1

Each of the coefficients ay belong to the set {O, 1, 2,++«,p-l} and
q(x) is a polynomial with integral coefficients. That is,

F(x) .= £(x) + p q(x) + P(x).Q(x)

The totality of functions F(x) which can be obtained by holding f(x)

fixed and varying q(x) and Q(x) in all possible ways, subject to

maintaining the named properties of q(x) and Q(x), constitute a- -
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class of residues which is completely determined by f(x), the given

prime p and P(x). Two polynomials in x with integral coefficients
are congruent moduli p and P(x) if and only if they belong to the
same class of residues moduli p and P(x). The number of distinct

residue classes moduli p and P(x) is equal to the number of functions

of the form f(x). Since each of the n independent coefficients ay
can take any one of the p values, there are p- possible residue
classes. These residues constitute a finite field called the Galois

field [54]. If P(x) is not irreducible modulo p or if pis not a

prime, then the residues do not form a field since at least two non=
zero residues can be found whose product is 0 moduli p and P(x).

10.5.2 A PolynomialBasedRSASystem
Using this concept, one can design a conventional crypto-

graphic system as follows. Since the number of residue classes is
finite, it must be possible to find two numbers r and s such that

r- ‘S
(f(%))" = (£(x))> modd (p,P(x))

The non-zero elements f(x) of the extension field GF(p’) form a
multiplicative group. The order of this group is equal to p-l,
that is,

L+k(p-1) =
(£(x)) = f(x) modd (p,P(x))

where k is an arbitrary non-negative integer.

The system designer chooses randomly a large prime number

p (see Section 10.2) and a high degree irreducible polynomial P(x)
over GF(p) of degree ne (See Section 10.5.2.1) The message space
of this cryptographic system consists of polynomials { m(x)} belonging
to F x ]where F is the finite field GF(p). The messages are

represented as blocks of sequences of p-ary digits each of size n
associated with a polynomial m(x) over GF(p) of degree less than n.

The encryption and decryption coding exponents are determined using

 

ed = 1 mod (order)

ie y ed = 1 mod (p™-1) (10.17)
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The encryption procedure then consists of raising the message

polynomial to the power e to form the cipher polynomial, c(x)

= e
c(x) = (m(x)) modd (p,P(x))

The decryption procedure consists of raising the cipher polynomial

to the power d to obtain the message polynomial using

- d
m(x) = (e¢(x)) modd (p,P(x))

The encryption key is (e, p, P(x}) and the decryption key is

(dy p» P(x)). Both these keys need to be kept secret since the

knowledge of the encryption key would allow the opponent to

calculate d using (10.17) and vice versa. Hence this does not give

rise to a public key system as such. "
Note further that the probability that c(x) = m{x) modd

(Ps P(x)) is equal to ged (e-1, p'-1)/p" and this proportion can be
made small by the system designer through appropriate choice of e,

p and n.

This actually is the generalization of the Pohlig—Hellman

secret key scheme over GF(p) to abitrary finite fields GF( p') where

p is a prime and n is a positive integer. Note that the field

GF(p") is isomorphic to Z/pz [x] /P(x) where P(x) is an irreducible
polynomial of degree n over Z/pZ.

This can be further extended to the case where the system

designer chooses high degree irreducible polynomials P(x) and large
distinct primes P; for 1<i<s. Let the degree of irreducible
polynomials be ny for 1<igs. The coding exponents ej and ds can
then be determined using

e,d. = 1 mod(p'i-l) for 1Sigs

The message is divided into groups of s blocks where the ith block

is of size ns and consists of a sequence of Pp,-ary digits. The ith
plain block is associated with a polynomial m, (x) of degree less
than nie The ith cipher block (x) is produced using

cs(x) = (m, (x))° modd (p,» P,(*)) for 1Siss
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Now let Noax: maximum of (ny seeen.)+ Each ce, (x) is now extended to
form a polynomial of degree Nast by randomly generating the extra
coefficients required over 2/p;2 for 1<i<s. Thus there are s

| polynomials each of degree Noaxt with coefficients over 2/p,;Z for
| 1€i¢s. These polynomials are combined to form a single polynomial
| ¢(x} over Z/mZ where m = deh Px using the Chinese Remainder Theorem
| (Appendix 10), ¢(x) is the cipher polynomial which is transmitted to
| the receiver. The receiver reduces the polynomial c{x) modd (py»x't)

to obtain c; (x) for 1<i<s. Then he uses the coding exponents dj» to
obtain m; (x) using m, (x) = (c, 00) 9 mod(p; »P;(x)) for l<iss. Hence
the encryption key consists of (e;% Py» P5(x)) and the decryption
key consists of(d., Pi» P.(x)) for 1$iss. Note that this is still
a conventional (symmetric) cryptosysten.

The above method can be modified to give a public key

system. This has been first proposed by Kravitz [55]. This is
based on the difficulty of obtaining the degrees of the irreducible

factors of a polynomial of large degree over a finite field, F =

Z/pZ, p prime.

Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree s which is equal to

the product of r distinct irreducible polynomials over Z/pZ. That is,

£(x) = M(x). Hy(x) «+. T(x) (mod p)

where (x), lsigs,are distinct irreducible polynomials of degree S;-
Then s = S, + S4 t+ «+ +s. ify Ss;

Let the message space consists of {m(x}} where m(x) is a polynomial

over Z/pZ of degree less than s. Then the set of polynomials of

degree less than $ and relatively prime to f(x) form a miti-

plicative group modulo f(x). (Two polynomials are said to be
relatively prime if their greatest common divisor has degree Q

{ie, a constant polynomial). That is, two polynomials hy and hy
are relatively prime if ah, + bh,= 1 for some polynomials a, b in
Z/pz (x]].
Hence

order
(m(x)) 1 modd(p, f(x))

The order of the group is determined as follows.

First let us consider a slightly different case where
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f(x) = n,91(x), a non square free polynomial (although it is said
earlier that f(x) consists of distinct irreducible factors mod p).

Here the degree of the message polynomial m(x) is less than the degree

of HL (>)» that is, less than 915° In addition, if the greatest
common divisor of the degrees of m(x) and T(x) is greater than 0,
then

m(x) = M1, (x)eh(x)

where the degree of h(x) is Less than 9154-5, = Ss, (9-1).
Total number of polynomial s{ m(x)}of degree less than 945; is equal to
briS1 = pl*1. Within this set, the number of polynomials m(x)

which are not relatively prime to (x) (that is, which are mltiples
of A(x) and for which h(x) exists) is equal to the number of such
polynomials h(x) possible. There are (F} Sa (9,-2) such polynomials

JF{S 6-2)h(x) and hence there are polynomials m(x}) which are

multiples of M(x). Therefore, the order of the group is given by

[JF] 1% - [r]Sa 0917}?
Thus if rc

£(x) = JT 1,92 (x) (mod p)

then, the order of the group becomes

r

[| Cis _ [r]Si9s-?) (10.18)i=1

In this case |F| = Pe Substituting this into the above expression
gives

r

TT prisi _ poi (972 ’) (10.19)
i=1

In particular, if 9, = 1 for all lgig¢r, (that is, f(x) consists of
distinct irreducible factors) then the expression (10.19) becomes

r

TT (p*i -1)i=l

As will be seen later in Section 10.5.3,the polynomial f(x) needs
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to be square free for cryptographic application.

10.5.2.1 System_Desion and Operation

The system designer randomly chooses a large prime p and

r distinct high-degree irreducible polynomials over Z/p%,I ye) to
T(x)» with degrees s, to seeThe chosen number can be tested to check if it is a prime
using the primality tests given in Section 10.2. A chosen polynomial

can be tested to see if it is irreducible over Z/p2 as follows:

From [56], a polynomial P{x) of degree n is irreducible in 2/pz if
and only if P(x) | (xP =x) and ged (P(x), 9 tx) =1 for 1gi<k
where n =u) oe+ UL and u,'s are primes and ni = n/u;- Thus to
test whether a chosen polynomial P(x) with degree n is irreducible
over Z/pz, the designer computes gcd (P(x), xP *_x) and tests whether
it is equal to 1 for all i, lgisk. Berlekamp [56] shows that a

randomly chosen polynomial of degree Si is irreducible with probability
1/s;- Thus an average of Ss; tries is required to find an Sth degree
irreducible polynomial.

Having selected the irreducible polynomials TG) to
T(x)» the designer forms their product f(x) which is of degree s
where s = S5° The polynomial f(x) and the prime p are then madei=l

public information. The r distinct irreducible factors of f(x) are

kept secret. The coding exponents e and d are calculated using

tehed 1 mod (order) (10.20)
r

| | (p°i-1) (10.21)
i=

The public encryption key is (e, p, £(x)) and the secret decryption

where order

key is (d, Pp» f£{x)). The message is divided inte blocks of size s

consisting of sequences of p-ary digits. Each such plaintext block

is associated with a polynomial m(x) of degree less than s. The

encryption procedure then consists of raising the polynomial m(x)

to the power e using

e{x) = (m(x))* modd (py £(x))
and the decryption procedure is given by

mx) = (c(x))? modd (p, £(x))
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The above scheme can be used as a public key system as the order is

found to depend upon the degrees of the irreducible polynomial factors

of the composite modulus polynomial thus providing the trapdoor
property.

10.5.2.2 Securityof The System_

The above scheme is not as secure as the RSA system over

integers or the matrix based RSA system considered earlier due to

the following reasons.

Following Section 10.3, the main cryptanalytical attacks

consist of finding the order (expression (10.21)). Once the order

is found, the cryptanalyst can determine the secret decoding exponent

d using (10.20). The order expression contains the degrees of the

irreducible factors of f(x) and the prime p. As the prime p is

made public, the security of the system relies on the difficulty of

factorizing the polynomial f(x) into its irreducible factors. Further-

more,the same decoding exponent d works for all sets of Il (x) for
i= 1 to r with same degrees S59 1sisr.

It is generally true that factorization of a polynomial

over a finite field is not a hard problem in sharp contrast with the

factorization problem of a large integer. Berlekamp [57] proposed an

efficient algorithm for factoring polynomials in 2/pZ where p is prime.

For large prime p, Knuth [45] suggests some modifications to the
Berlekamp's procedure. Here the Berlekamp's procedure is briefly

described. The basic strategy of Berlekamp's method of factoring a

polynomialin Z/pZ is to translate the problem into that of solving

a system of linear equations with coefficients in Z/pz and finding

greatest common divisors. Both of these steps can be done using

known methods in a finite number of steps. The idea behind the

algorithm is now briefly outlined.

Suppose that f(x) has degree s and suppose that a

polynomial h(x) can be found in Z/pZ of degree greater than or equal
to 1 but less than s such that

f(x)|(n(x))P — n(x)

If degree (h(x))= k21, then (h(x))P - h(x) # O for the coefficient
of ae is non-zero. By Fermat's theorem, the polynomial uP_lu has Pp
roots in Z/pzZ namely u = 0, 1, 2g.e05 Pel. Thus uP_u factors (mod p)
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into

wPiu = u(u-1) (u-2) ... (u-(p-2))

Setting u = h(x) gives

(h(x) P - A(x) = h(x) (h(x)-L) (A(x)-2) oe (n(xe)=(pe in Z/p2 (10.22)
Since f(x) divides (h(x) )P - h(x), £(x) is the greatest commn

divisor of f(x) and (h(x) )P - h(x). Since h{(x)-vi and h(x)-v, are
relatively prime if yy 7 V+ from (10.22) it is seen that

£(x) = ged (£(x)_ (h(x))P — h(x))

pl.

= | ged (£(x), h(x) - 5) (10.23)
jzo

Each factor on the right hand side has degree at most that of h(x)

‘which is in turn less than s, the degree of f(x). Thus there mist
be at least two non-trivial factors of f(x) on the right hand side

of (10.23),that is, at least two factors of f which have degree?1

and hence (10.23) is a non-trivial factorization of f(x).

To factor f(x}, thus one needs to find a polynomial h(x)

such that f(x) divides (h(x))P - h(x). This is done by solving a

set of linear equations for the coefficients of h(x) as follows.
s=—1

Suppose h(x) = by + b,x teen + boi™ where Doseees
bo are the coefficients to be determined. To see whether f(x)
divides (h(x) )P - h(x), consider first (h(x) )P.

Using the equality

(a + b)P=aP + bP over Z/pz
we have

(h(x) )P
" bP +n PP +... + DP xf St IP

o 1 Sel

Applying Fermat's theorem to each of b., Dy seeey doy b,P = bs in
Z/pzZ for all i, and hence

(h(x))P = by +b, we ee + boy x(S-Lp (10.24)

Now using the division algorithm and dividing f(x) into xP for

i = O, 1,...,S-1, gives
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iP = f(x) q, (*) + r(x) (10.25)
where

- s—1
r, (x) = Ti40 + Tia KX + eee + Ti g1% (10.26}

Substituting (10.25) into (10.24) yields

PL
(h(x) }P = boro) + br, (x) + cae + De%521 (*)

+ (multiple of f(x))

Thus f(x) divides (h(x))P — h(x) if and only if f(x) divides the

palynomial

bokgl *) + bx (x) +... +d
b xt )s-l1

5-175~1 (*) - (dB, + b,x eee +

But this polynomial has degree $s-1 hence is divisible by f(x) (of

degree s) if and only if it is equal to 0.

Thus f(x) divides (h(x) )P - h(x) if and only if the coefficients

bor By» e+ BL Of h(x) satisfyOo

bool) + bry Od ticoe + Pogh *a3 (7)
- {by + bx tieoe t+ Boa x )=0 (10.27)

: - 2 s-l .
Collecting coefficients of l, xX» X gseesy X in (10.27),s

simultaneous linear equations in the s unknowns bo» Dy veves boy
are obtained. These equations can be solved for by eee, b andoO s-1

coefficients of a polynomial h{x) such that f(x) divides (h(x))P -

h(x) can be obtained.

To calculate the decoding exponent d in (10.20), one does not

need to obtain the irreducible factors but only need to obtain their

degrees. In particular, in a system where the modulus f(x) consists

of two distinct irreducible factorsll 10) and I ,(x) (analogous to
the RSA system over integers}, one can follow a simple technique to

obtain the degrees of the irreducible factors. Without loss of

generality, it can be assumed that polynomials are all monic. From

finite fields theory [56], it is known that in a field of order p,
xP _. x factors into the product of all monic irreducible polynomials

whose degrees‘gdivide R. Thus the cryptanalyst computes hgl) =
acd (f(x), Po x} for 2 = Ly 2,.6, 5/2, successively until he finds a

hy (x) #1. Insuch an instance, h(x) = Mh (x) orl ,(x) or £(x).
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The first two cases give the degrees 2 = $, Or Ss, and in the third
case L= s = S5° Thus in all the three cases, the opponent has
obtained the degrees of irreducible factors even though in the third

case, he has not actually factorized f(x). Thus he can calculate the

order (10.21) and can determine the degoding exponent using (10.20).
To compute the gtd (f(x), © - x) for £=1, 2,..+, s/2

requires approximately

2
(i) s/2 operations of gcd (f(x), xP ox)

ss : : : s/2
(ii) each such operation requires approximately 1og,P

multiplications mod f(x), giving a total of O(s? 1log,P )
miltiplications mod f(x} in 2/pzZ.

The encryption (or decryption) procedure requires a maximm of log, w
multiplications mod f(x) where w = (p°1-1) (p°2-1 ) - 1 because the
maximum value of e (or d) is (p°1-1) (p®2-1) -i1. As ws py the

computational effort is 0 (s 1o9,P) multiplications mod f(x). Thus
the work factor is approximately O(s}. Thus if the cryptanalyst is

required to make about 2 trials before finding the eocosine
exponent d, then the degree of f(x) = s) + 5,555 2°. In sucha
case, the length of the cipher polynomial also becomes 26 introducing
a long delay in both encrypting and decrypting devices.

Further Gait [59] points out a short cycling attack based

on superenciphering any non-trivial polynomial t(x) with encrypting

exponent. e equal to any non-trivial power of p. He shows that the

period of the sequence of powers of t(x)* mod f(x) is equal to $,S5°
It seems then the work required to recover the decoding exponent

depends on the difficulty of factorizing s Hence for the system
Sie

Ll 2

to be secure $15y needs to be very large. Short cycling attacks
against public key systems are considered in Chapter 13.

10.5.3 An_Improved PolynomialBasedRSASystem

Now let us extend this polynomial scheme further to the case

where f(x) is a composite polynomial over Z/mZ, where m is a composite

number, in an attempt to increase the security of the above mentioned
public key system.
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Let

Q

m = p,vi where Pp; are primes (10.28 )<1

and the degree of the polynomial f(x) be s.

Then the message space consists of polynomials {m¢x)} whose
degrees are less than s and whose coefficients are elements of the

ring Z/mZ. The first step is to find the order of the group formed

by the polynomials of degree less than s and relatively prime to f(x)

over Z/mZ. Let us denote this order using the Euler totient function

symbol ve (f(x)). From the expression derived for the finite field
F = 2/pz in Section 10.5.2, the order of the group formed by the

 
polynomials which are relatively prime to f(x) in Z/pZ is given by

i=lo, ene LT (psiPa = pSifPat 9 (10.29)
r

where f(x) = a 9,Pix) (mod p) and 9, (x) are -irreducible
polynomials of dajgrees s, in Z/pz.

‘Note that the commtative ring R=Z/pZ[x]/f(x) under consideration is

isomorphic to Z[x]/(p,f(x)). Now let us consider the order of the
: . . t t

group formed by the units in the ring Z/p Z[x]/f(x)#2[ x} /(p +f(x))-
Let @ be a surjective ring homomorphism between the rings given below

QO: —Ax) —_—_—_—» —2ix)]
(pt?£(x)) (p*, £(x))

If restricted to units, then there is a surjective homomorphism 6” such

—4*)__—_4x)@" : U a —> U t =
(p sf£(x}) (p's £(x))

The kernel of the mapping 6“ consists of those sets of units of the

that

t :
left hand side which are congruent to 1 mod (p »f(x)), that is,

kernel 67 = {h(x)} such that h(x) = 1 mod (p*, £f{x))
or,

h(x) =2 + p® v(x) + f(x) k(x)
and h(x) is a unit in. 2x . « Let us now calculate the number of

(pr*? £(x))
t+

such classes mod (p » £(x)). The standard form for representatives: of

classes mod (p*, f(x)) is given by
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Sel t

YW + 4, * + wee tu x where Ogu,<p °s=-1

* + :
The standard form for representatives of classes mod (p° 1 f({x)) is
given by

s-1 t+
un. tux + wee tH x where O<u.

oO 1 s-l © sui <p
1

As f(x) is same in both cases, h(x) = 1 + p* v(x) (mod f(x)).
The number of such v(x) possible in mod (pe, f(x)) is p> because:
Vix) SV tv KX + woe tYV xoh and each coefficient v, can takeoO 1 s-1 i

values in the range 0 to p-l. If v5 is greater than p-1 then it will
get reduced mod p*t as pp = pe, Thus the total number of such
v(x) possible is equal to p?@? #(*) = p§
Therefore

# kernal 9” = p>

Using group theory, |

Z[x] . Z[ x](Ben - 8 a)
Kernel 6°

and

#U Zix] = # (kernel 6”) #U z[x](p*** £(x)) (=)
where # denotes the order -

Therefore,

Bt (£(x)) Pp’ Bt (£(x)) tpl

ps $t-1 (£(x))

and”, Bt £(x)) = pit} )s $, (f(x) ) (10.30)
L

. : a.

The next stage is to consider the case where m = j=. Py? and to
evaluate the required expression Z.(f(x)).
Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem it is seen that

z[x] = Z[ x] ® zix] ®@...@ Z[x]

(m,£()) (ppd »£(x)) (po f(x) (ppt, £00)
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where ® denotes the direct sum,

Thus 2

g(f(x) = |] Boy (£5 («)) (10.31)
i=l »

where f(x) = f(x) (mod p,) for i=l, 2..+52.
Considering the factorization of £500) rather than f{x)

over Z, let the factorization of £5 (x) be
r
i b..1

f(x) = T] 95, J (x) (mod P;) (10.32)
ja

where the degree of irreducible polynomial 9;55( x) is $45 bss .
Note that the upper limit of the product term in the expression (10.32)

goes up to Tye that is, it is a function of to which prime P; the
polynomial f(x) is being factored. This is because in general f(x)

(mod P; ) will factorize into some ry distinct irreducible polynomials
as i varies.

Subsituting (10.30) into (10.31) yields

&

gfa= TT pitit > gPp (£5 («)) (10.33)i=1 2

“From (10.29), B, (£,(«)) is given byi r.

B, (£,00) = TT (py°a5°i5 - pySi3Piz??) (10.34)i j=

Substituting (10.34) into (10.33) gives.

£ r.i
— ..b,. +.(b, 1

B(f(x)) = [| pa 1S TT cp,SisPas - p,Sis as?)
i=1 j=1

£ a
Substituting m = 7] Py i, the above expression becomesisl

s _£ Ti
m s..b.. s..(b, .-1) :Pf00) = Trp, | | | | (pj d3- Ras ig) (10.35)

Para eo
i=1 i=l j=l

Although the general expression (10.35) for the order of the

group formed by polynomials {m(x)]}which are relatively prime to f(x)
over Z/mZ has been derived, from cryptography point of view, only.

square free modulus m and square free f(x) are allowed. If for

instance, m is chosen to be a non-square free integer then there will

be nilpotent residue classes mod f(x) for any f(x) and proper
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decryption will not be possible in such cases. Similar arguments

also apply to the case where f(x) is non-square free. Consider the

two examples given below which illustrate the two cases m and f(x}

non-square free.

Example 1 :_ non-square free m -

Let m= Py+P, = 37.5 = 45 and let f(x) =
£(x) (mod 3) = £, (x)

£(x) (mod 5) ©.5h)Df) = (e2). 3. 4 = 24
choosing e ="3 = 5 so that ed =I (mod 24)

x

x

Let the message m(x) = 6. Then (m( x) )°4 = 6 = 36 # 6 (mod (45,x)).
The message m(x) =36 gives 36° = 36 (mod{45,x))»
Thus there is ambiguous decryption as both messages 6 and % produce

identical output after decryption.

le 2 + non-square free f(x

Let m = Py °P2 =3.5=15a" let f(x) = ax? +3
£(x) (mod 3) = £,(x) = x Uy 60)"
£(x) (mod 5) = £,(x) = 4ot+3 FI, (x)
f(£(%)) =
choosing e = d = 5 so that ed = 1 (mod 24)

Let the message m(x) = x. Then gaan = 6x z x (mod (15, ax + 3))-
The message m(x) = 6x gives (6x)°4 = 6x (mod (15, 4x + 3))-
Thus there is ambiguous: decryption as both messages x and 6x produce

identical output after decryption.

Thus if m and f(x) are made square free, then the expression (10.35)
becomes

B(f(x)) = | : r] (P;$45 -1) (10.36)i=l

Thus the order go (f(x)) not only depends on the degrees of the
irreducible factors (s;3? of f(x) but also on the prime factors of
the integer me So if the original polynomial scheme is operated over
Z/mz, then this seems to give rise to a secure public key cryptosystem like
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the RSA system over integers.

10.5.3.1 SystemDesion and Operation

The designer randomly chooses large primes P, to Pp for some
2,222 following the guidelines suggested in Section 10.2. He then

needs to choose a modulus polynomial f(x) with the property that

£5 (x) = f(x) (mod P,)s 1gig8, are square free polynomials of degree s.
Two methods for designing such a polynomial f(x) are now outlined.

In method 1, the designer chooses randomly irreducible

polynomials hyo of degrees Sij over Z/p,2 for i=1to&%. As
noted in Section 10.5.2.1, an average of Si5 tries is required to find
an irreducible polynomial of degree S;4in 2/p,Z. The polynomials are chosen
in such a way that the degrees of the factors modulo Py for a given

i add up to forms. That is, the distinct factors nyj0o» 1gjex;>
are combined to form f(x) (mod P;) of degree s. Thus the designer
now has the values S55 and Py for all 1gig2 and lgjér,-

In method 2, the designer randomly chooses polynomials

£5(x) of degree s and accepts them if they are square free over
Z/p,z respectively. This is done by choosing a polynomial £5(*)
and computing the ged (£,(%)s tt (x)}. If the ged (£500) sf5 (x)= 1,
then f(x) is square free. Knuth [45] estimates that a randomly
chosen polynomial £.(*) will be square free over Z/p,zZ with a
probability of 1-1/p;- Hence the expected number of trials for
finding a square free polynomial fi (x) is less than 2 for each i.
An alternative way of finding square free polynomials is to start

off with irreducible polynomials f(x) over Z. The discriminant of

f(x} can be calculated using standard forma [85, p 451] and the

prime p is then chosen so that p does not divide the discriminant.

Then f(x) is square free over Z/pZ. This procedure can be repeated

for Pyo tsish . Having obtained the square free polynomials fs (x)
over 2/p,2s lsig %, through one way or other, the designer can use
the Chinese Remainder Theorem to forma unique sth degree composite
polynomial f(x) over Z/mZ where m = aah p,; and f(x) = £,(x)(mod p,)
for l¢ig @. The degrees of the irreducible factors of £5 (x) over
2/p,z can be determined using the polynomial factorization algorithm
of Berlekamp (Section 10.5.2.2) or one of the modified techniques given

by Knuth [45]. Thus the designer now has the values $54 and P; for
all lgig 2 and1¢j¢r,-

These 855 and P; values can be substituted into the
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expression of B(£(*)) given by (10.36). Recall that for the
encryption and decryption to work properly,

(m(x))? Am(FCI) = mee) mod (my £(x))  
for any m(x) with coefficients in Z/mZ and whose degree is less than s.

The coding exponents e and d can therefore be determined using

ed =1 mod %, (f(x))

where e and d are miltiplicative inverse of each other mod o. (f(x)}).
The public encryption key is given by (e, m, f(x)) and the secret

decryption key is equal to (d, m, f(x)).

The message is divided into blocks of size s (degree of

£(x)), each block consisting of integers over Z/mZ. Each such block
is associated with a polynomial m(x) of degree less than s.- The

encryption procedure then consists of raising m(x) to the power e to

form the cipher polynomial ¢(x) using

e(x) = (m(x))° modd (m, £(x))

The decryption procedure uses

mx) = (e(x))° modd (m, £(x))

to obtain the message polynomial back.

16.5.3.2 SystemImplementation

This extended polynomial based RSA system has been

simulated on the Prime Computer. The encryption/decryption of message/

cipher polynomials are performed using the Square and Multiply

teclnique given in Section 10.4.7.1. The listing of the program is

given in Appendix 14. The cipher polynomial is transmitted to the

receiver by the sender in the form of a vector. The coefficients of

the cipher polynomial are sent to receiver, separated by a space

starting, from the lowest power coefficient. The receiver reconstructs

the cipher polynomial and decrypts it to recover the message. An

example showing the various parameters involved is given below:
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Example

Let m=p.p, = 5.7 = 35. Hence & = 2
ve, 2

Let f(x) =x +x +1

f(x) (mod 5) £1 (%)
£(x)} (mod 7) £,(*)
Therefore, f(f£(x)) = (5

(2 + ax +1) (x? + x +1)
(x7 + 5) (x + 3)
2 14)? (7? ~ 1)” = 1327204

The coding exponents e and d are chosen to be e = 6005 and d = 22)

where ed = 1 (mod 1327104)

Let the 35-ary representation of the message to be encrypted be

(18 9 30 23), (4 21 13 7) where the message is broken into blocks of

size 4. That is,

m, (x) = ax”* ai + 13x +7 and
m,, (x) = 18x” + 9x” + 30x + 23

Encryption:

cipher polynomial Cy (x) = (ax +ais’ + 13x + 7222 ‘modd(35,x4+x"#)
=x +14x +12xt+21

cipher polynonial col x) = (189%430x023)"" modd( 35, x/+x~+1)
= 8x +6x +20xt1 4

Decryption:

Message polynomial m,(x) = (2rar20921 OOS nod (35, x1+x41 )
= 4x° +21 x 413x+7

Message polynomial m,(x) = (8x746x420x014)? modd( 35,x7+x7+1)
18x49x°+30x423

10.5.4 Discussion_

Thus it is seen that the RSA cryptosystem can be extended

to polynomial rings. The difficulty of factorization of a polynomial

into its irreducible factors over a finite field does not in itself

provide the necessary security required for a public key crypto-

system. It is necessary to incorporate the factorization of an

integer into its primes by considering the modulus polynomial f(x)

over Z/mZ (msquare free compesite integer) t6 enhance the security
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of the system. This gives a system which is comparable in strength

to that of the RSA system over integers. Furthermore, from crypto—

graphy point of view, it is required that both the modulus polynomial

f(x) and the modulus integer m be square free. This is very mich

like the RSA system over integers in contrast to the matrix RSA

system discussed in Section 10.4.

10.6 Extension of RSA System to Matrix Rings with Polynomial
Elements

In this section, the aim is to combine the two systems

discussed in Sections 10.4 and 10.5, thus extending the factorization

trapdoor concept to matrix messages containing polynomials over a

ring as their elements. The approach adopted in this section

parallels with that used in Section 10.4.2. If the ring of all nxn

matrices over R is considered, then it is seen that the ring contains

nilpotent elements when n>LI-As mentioned in Section 10.4.2, from

cryptography point of view, it is mecessary to avoid such nilpotent

elements to satisfy the condition mt) = mw for some. r>o- As in
Section 10.4.2, to begin with the set of non-singular matrices is

investigated; then the set of upper triangular matrices is considered.

10.6.1 Non-singularMatrices OverR_=_2[_x1/(mf(x))
The matrix messages are represented as M(x) instead of

M, to indicate that their elements are polynomials in a single

indeterminate x. Hence M(x) is written as

m,, (x) eves m0)
m,5(*) weoee . mo (*)

M(x) = - . (10.37)

m4 (*) sees nl %)

The complete public key system using such messages is developed in

four separate stages.

10.6.1.1 Stage 1

In this stage, the elements m;5 (9) in {10.37} for all i, 3
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lg ign and lg gn, are to belong to the ring Ry = a oH}
Nl, (>) is an irreducible polynomial in Z/pZ of degrée Sy (more

where

precisely, here Ris a field}. That is, the group M formed by
non-singular message matrices of order n with elements in R, is
considered. In this instance, non-singularity implies that the

determinant of M(x) is relatively prime to p and 1, (x)- The order
of the group formed by such nom non-singular matrices can be obtained
in a similar fashion as in the case of non-singular matrices over

Z/pzZ discussed in Section 10.4.2.

The order of the group formed by these matrices is given

‘by the expression below, where # denotes the order.

zZ x _ :

# GL(n, i, &)) ) = #G@ ({n, FAS1)
because ‘

Z2/pz[x] is a finite field of pl elements
(1, (*))

And

#G@ (ny Fis) = [ep*s y" 1] Ge y- oD] wees
[a - pry (10.38)

using (10.4) in Section 10.4.2.

If such non-singular matrices are used as messages then

one can form a conventional cryptographic system where the secret

key contains the modulus p itself. The encrypting (e) and decrypting

(d) exponents can then be determined using

ed = 1 mod (# G(n,F.s, ))

The encrypting key is therefore (esp, Tl, (<)9n) and the decrypting key

is (deposit, (x)sn)- None of these keys can be made public and the
encryption and the decryption procedures are given by

C(x)=(M(x))° modd (pst, ())
and

M(x)=(C(x))° modd (py(x))
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respectively where M(x), C(x) € M(Ry)

10.6.1.2 Stage 2

The above system can be modified to include the public key

property as follows:

To begin with, the modulus polynomial is allowed to be eqtal to the

product of distinct irreducible polynomials. This will result in a

public key system analogous to the original polynomial scheme
considered in Section 10.5.2 whose security depends upon the difficulty

of factorizing a composite polynomial to irreducible factors. Let
x

ex) =[ | 9,() (mod p)
i=1

where the polynomials g,(x) for lgigr are irreducible in Z/pZ. The
polynomials 9, (x) are of degrees $5 for lsisr respectively.

The order of the group formed by the non-singular message matrices

2feelel can be obtained by the
application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem as follows:
M(x) with elements in the ring Ry =

gan, 21 ¢@ 1... 9 Zeelxl,# (ms (9, &)) CHES)Z/pé[x],
(£(«))

ik

# (nFsy @ oe @ For
x

TT #GL(n, F
i=1

Substituting (10.38) into (10.39) gives

r ; /

# a(n,aoe »= |] [ire] [ie*ay?-cw8s)]-. [iotesepta|i=1

Thus

(M(x) OTC"? = 1 madd (py£(x))

and hence the coding exponents e and d can be calculated using

ed 21 (mod (#¢@L(n,apels} yy)

(M(x) °F M(x) modd(p,£(x)) _
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It is seen that in this system, the order depends on the degrees of

the irreducible factors 9;(*)- (cf. Section 10.5.2). Thus this
system can be used as a public key system with the public encryption

key (e,p,f(x),n} and the secret decryption key (d,p,f(x),n).

The encryption and decryption procedures are given by

C(x)=(M(x))* modd (py £(x))
and

M(x)=(C(x))° modd (py £(x«))

respectively, where M(x), C(x} eM (R,)-

The security of this system is dependent on the difficulty of

factorizing the modulus polynomial f(x) in Z/pz. This is so because

if the degrees of the irreducible factors of f(x) can be found then

the order of the group can be evaluated and hence the secret decoding
exponent d can be determined. For the reasons mentioned in Section

10.5.2.2, this does not give rise to a secure public key systen.

10.6.1.3 Stage 3

The next logical step is to consider the case where the

modulus polynomial f(x) consists of powers of irreducible polynomials

as its factors, that is, f(x) is a non-square free polynomial. Note

that in contrast to the system considered in Section 10.5, here it is

allowed to have a non-square free f(x) because the nilpotent elements

are being eliminated by considering only the nonesingqular matrices

over the ring R, = 2teeles)- Considering the factors of f(x) in
2/pZ(xJrather than in Z(x],
let

£(x)=£(x) (mod p)

: r

F(x)=TT 9,°i(x) (mod p)
i=1

where 9, (*)s lgigr, are irreducible polynomials in 2/pZ with degrees
Ss; respectively.

The order of the group formed by non-singular matrices M(x) over the

ring Rs is evaluated as follows:
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Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

Z/pz[x] = Zfpzlx] @ ... @ Zfpel x]

ROD) (a2) (9,5(x))

Letting T= 2Z/pz[x] and p; = (9, (x))
then,

 
~

GLin, T/. = GL (n, 1/0;"4) K eee X GL (nn, T/o,Pe.)F(x)?

where x denotes direct product.

To determine the order, # GL(n, 1/p,"i ), consider the sequence of
surjective homomorphisms, 0 ic

@,: @ (ny 1/8) — a (ny T/pi-1) ip2

Under such a mapping an nx matrix M(x) (mod p) becomes M“(x)
{mod pt) as shown below:

-1
M(x) (mod 9 )-——> M*(x) (modp 7")

Using group theory, for such an onto mapping O;»

#GL (ny V4) =# @ (ny Hit). # (Kernel @,)

The kernel 8. consists of the set of matrices which are mapped to the
identity matrix I in (mod p 27+ )» that is,

 
m;(x) 2 0 (mod ott) hpi (10.40)

mo(x) = 4 (mod p77) 1< fen (10.41)

There are pore 9; (*) = pi possibilities for each of the equations
{10.40} and (10.41) giving rise to. (pri y" total possibilities. Hence,

2

(peiy” ea (n,T/i-1)# GL (nst/i)
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Therefore,
2 (b.-1#GL(n»T/pp;) = (p°i)” (bj ) # GL(n,T/p) (10.42)

But T/p = 2tebe is a finite field of p°i elements.
i

Therefore using (10.38)

# Qn,T/p) = [(pei)-1] [(p°i)-(p°')] --- ((pSiyP=(p8iy? 72]

Substituting this into (10.42) yields

_ s. n*(b.-1) s.\n s.,n S. n=l# GL fn, Z/p2 [x] = (pi) i [tp i) -1}--. [te i) -(p'i) ]
{ 9,it) (10.43)

Thus r

# a(n,=zb) ) = £ain,Z4 z fx] ) (10.44)
(E(x) " (o,Pi(x))

i= 1 a

It is necessary to consider one further stage to complete the design
of a secure public key system using such non-singular matrices as
messages.

10.6.1.4 Stage 4

The final stage is to consider the elements m..{x) inaj

the message matrix M(x) in (10.37) to belong to the ring Ry = énbe)
where t

m= | lp; and Py lg igt, are distinct primes
i=]

and the factorization of f(x) is given by

>

f(x) (mod p,) = £,(x) = 9.i5(x) for 1sigt
i ja.

The degrees of irreducible polynomials 935! x) over 2/p;Z are Sij
respectively.

The order of the group formed by the nm non-singular
matrices M(x) over the ring R,, denoted by #@in, Z/mZ(x)4 ((x)p )* 45
@valuated as follows:
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: Z/mzj x] - . : : Zt] . :U h
The ring (£(x)) is isomorphic to the Tang (7f(x)) sing the
Chinese Remainder Theoren,

Z {x} = 2x] e Ztx] ® ... @ Z{]
(m,£(x))=(Py£08) (P5>£(%)) (Py e£())

Therefore ,

2({ x] ne 2a x) 2x}
ins Tayepey)) ~ Ss Began)? % or AUTesty)

But

F, Ix)P.-

a[x] . 2 2. )Glin = Gin
, 2b) 7( (Ps coy  e5

where Fo is a finite field of P; elements.i

Fpj&The order # G. ETT
Given by (10.44) as’

} Fp,[ x] _ r. . n2(>,x [ Ss. i 1]Ain og = (my°45) (py d5y 2] ++
jal 7[«wfss 7 = (p,533)” 1]

) has already been evaluated and is

Hence

m 2| x _ 2(b yz?# GL (ny ae) = |1 I (Pp; 35)" [ie,°ij)ma]...
=i597 - (p,5857 | (10.45).

The order given by the expression (10.45) above shows that it is

dependent on the degrees of the irreducible factors of f(x), namely,

S35 Big as well as on the prime factors of the modulus m, namely .
Pye for all i and j. Thus when used as a public key system, this
provides considerably more security thanthe system considered in

Stage 2, provided that the modulus m is chosen large enough. The

encryption and the cGecryption of messages are carried out in the

normal fashion using

C(x) = (M(x))°  modd (m,£(x))
and
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M(x) = (C(x))% modd (m,£(x))

where M(x), C(x) € M (Ry)

and ed = 1 (mod order)

and the order is given by (10.45).

Note that this system is a combined version of the systems developed

in Section 10.4 and 10.5.

10.6.2 “Upper Triangular Matrices Over R = ax)
Ore eeeeeeeeeee(my£(x))

For the systems developed in the previous section, the

message space is restricted to contain only non-singular matrices.
But as mentioned in Section 10.4.2, the sender is faced with the

problem of determining whether his message matrix is non-singular or

not, to find whether it belongs to the message space, This poses

problems as the sender has no control over the matrix elements but

mist accept what the plaintext dictates. Alternatively,as in Section

10.4.4,one can consider the set of upper triangular matrices with

invertible elements along the diagonal as the message space. This

makes the construction of non-singular message matrices easier

especially when m is a product of a few large primes and f(x) is a

product of a few high degree irreducible polynomials. In such a
situation one can almost arbitrarily choose the diagonal elements

of the upper triangular message matrix to satisfy the condition that

they are relatively prime to f(x) modulo m In particular, the

diagonal elements can be chosen to be elements in the ring 2/mzZ. which
are relatively prime to m. If necessary, one can also use the

Euclid's algorithm to evaluate the ged to test the relative primeness.

In this section, the set of upper triangular matrices whose

elements are polynomials over a chosen ring R forms the message space

of the developed cryptosystem. The four stages involved in developing

the complete public key system, similar to those discussed in the

previous section, are now considered in turn. Note that in all these

stages, it is assumed that the diagonal elements are invertible

elements over the chosen ring R. This ensures that the message matrix

is invertible. A typical message matrix My (x) is written as
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M (x) = oO . .
A . .

oO ° . . 0 mini *)

where A indicates that the matrix is triangular.

10.6.2.1 Stage 1

In this stage, the message space consists of upper triangular

matrices whose non-zero elements msjf) belong to the ring R, =

ne) where II (x) is an irreducible polynomial in Z/p2 of degree(That is, ais actually a field).
The order of the group formed by such upper triangular

matrices over Ry can be found as follows:

Each diagonal entry may be any one of the polynomials which is

relatively prime to I, (x) over Z/pzZ. The number of such polynomials
has already been evaluated in Section 10.5.2 and is given by the

Euler totient function #, (I, (x)) where

6, (1) = (ptt)

The remaining % n(n-1) superdiagonal entries of the upper triangular

matrix may take any value in the fielda - Thus each of these
entries has pFy possibilities as

ita) is a finite field of p$y elements.
Thus the order of this group U (n, ) ) is given byir a)

Z/pzl x _ s n ,_s, n(n-1}/2

This can be used to form a conventional cryptographic system where
the secret coding exponents e and d can be found using

: Z/pq x]
ed=1 (mod # U (n, Ga) )
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and the encryption and the decryption procedures are given by

C090 # (M(99) madd (Polly ())
and

M(x) = (C (x))% mode (py Th (x)
A A

respectively, where M (x), © (x) € U_(R,)A A nol

10.6.2.2 Stage 2

The above system can be modified to include the public key

property as follows:

Initially, it is assumed that the modulus polynomial

consists of a product of distinct irreducible polynomials modulo p.
That is,

r

f(x) = [TP 9,(*) (aod p)
i=l

where 9; (*)» lgigr are irreducible in Z/pZ.

The polynomials 9, (x) are of degrees Sj lgigr, respectively.

The order of the qroup formed by upper triangular matrices over the

ring RS = zfpelel with invertible diagonal elements is evaluated as
follows:

Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

Z2/pzZ[x = z x Zz xPU (nee) FFE Mmogy Bet B ieroay?
A

Tt U (ny FOS. @ ... @ FSr)

Each of the diagonal entries can be any one of the polynomials

relatively prime to f(x) over Z/pZ and is given by g, (f(x}) where
r

9(£009) = | (p°i-1) (See Section 10.5.2)isl

The remaining n{n-1) superdiagonal entries have p> possibilities each2

where . xr
$= f S83

i=1 +
Therefore the order is given by
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eu (n zfetlx}, - [% (409)] n [oy] n(n-1)/2
It is seen that in this system, the order depends on the degrees of

the irreducible factors of the modulus polynomial f(x) (cf Sections !
10.5.2 and 10.6.1.2). Thus this system can be used as a public key |
system with the public encryption key (e,p,f(x),n) and the secret

decryption key (d,p,f(x),n)- The coding exponents e and d are

calculated using

= z xed=1 (mod#U (n, ofp ))

(M (x))°F 2M (x) madd (pyf(x))
A A

where M (x) € UL (R,)
A

For the reasons mentioned in Section 10.5.2.2, this does not offer a

secure public key system.

10.6.2.3 Stage 3

The next step is to consider the case where the modulus

polynomial f(x) consists of powers of irreducible polynomials as its

factors, that is, f(x) is a non+square free polynomial in Z/pz.

Let x

f(x) = ]] 9,°i(x) (mod p)
i=1

where 9, {(*)s lgi¢r, are irreducible polynomials in Z/pZ with degrees
Ss; respectively.

The order of the group formed by upper triangular matrices over the

ring R, = Zfpelxtis now evaluated.

Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

Z/pz(x] = Z2/p2(x] @... @ Z/p2[x]

(FON) igProxy) (9,(x))

and hence
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gu (n, 242bs), =U (ny EE eeas(FO) PLCx)) E(x)

Using arguments similar to the ones given in Section 10.6.2.2,

gu (n, eel = %, (e())” (ps rin} 2
where r

$= 2 $45;

9(£(x)) = 7 7 [Pears - pat) | (see Section 10.5.2)i=l

10.6.2.4 Stage 4

Finally the group formed by the upper triangular matrices
- Z/mz[x]

4~"(£(x})considered, The modulus nail P;wi where Py sist, are
with invertible diagonal elements over the ring R

distinct primes and the factorization of f(x) is given by

i re
= =] Sigf(x) (mod P;) £5 (x) Z 955 (x) for 1<¢ist

where the degreesof the irreducible polynomials 9;46 are S55
respectively. Using arguments similar to the onesgiven in Section
10.6.2.2, the order of the group is given by

#U (n, iesly = [#(£(x<=))]" (am yninet /2

where %, (f(x)) is obtained from Section 10.5.3 as
s
_2

A,(£(x)) = TTP; r i (Pp;Sig Oi5 -P;$5555},1=1 i=l =1

Note also that by substituting n=1 in the expression (10.45) gives

z(x]
# GL (157 Tmf(x))) = Bm (£09) (a, =1,V¥4)
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Thus the order is seen to be dependent on the degrees of the

irreducible factors of f(x} as well as on the prime factors of m

Thus this system can be used to provide a secure public key system

provided the modulus m is chosen large enough (say 200 decimal digits,

see Section 10.2). The encryption and the decryption procedures are

given by -

Cc (x) (M (x))°  modd (m, £(x))
A A

M (x) (C (x))? moda (m,£(x))
A A

where moe © € u(R,)

and ed=1 (mod order),

The public encryption key is given by (e,m,f(x),n)} and the secret

decryption key is equal’ to (d,m,f(x),n).

10.7 Discussion

In this chapter, the factorization trapdoor concept has

been extended to some matrix and polynomial rings which are isomorphic

to a direct sum of finite fields. This has resulted in a general-

ization of the RSA cryptostructure to matrix and polynomial ring

message space. It is seen that some of these extended systems can

be made at least as secure as the original RSA system over integers

modulo m. Other features such as the use of non-square free moduli

seem ta be possible with some of these extended systems in contrast

to the original RSA system over Z/mZ. Investigation of such systems

indicate that factorization trapdoor structures required for the

design of public key system can be found in rings other than the

ring of integers modulo m From a practical point of view, it seems

that the high complexity of such systems may favour the implementation

of the factorization trapdoor in the ring of integers.
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CHAPTER 11

FACTORIZATION TRAPDOOR FROM IDEAL POINT OF VIEW

11.1 General

In addition to considering the factorization trapdoor

system from an telement' point of view, the trapdoor concept can
also be treated from the more general ‘ideal' point of view. In

particular the integer, polynomial and matrix based RSA factorization
trapdoor schemes considered in the, previous chapter are briefly
re-examined from the ideal point of view. Some of the principles

of the ideal theory are used in the next chapter in further extending

the trapdoor concept to such algebraic number fields as the ring
of Gaussian integers and some other quadratic fields-

To begin with, some basic definitions and principles of
the ideal theory are stated (without proofs) which will be required

in subsequent sections. A detailed treatment of ideal theory can be
found in a number of mathematical textbooks in particular in[60, 61].

11.2 Basic Concepts

11.2.1 Ideal

A set J of one or mre elements of a ring R is called an

ideal in R if and only if it has the following properties:

(i) If i and j are elements of J, then i + j is an element of
J.

(ii) If i is an element of J, then for every element r of R,
ir and ri are elements of J.

11.2.2 Congruence__
Let J be an ideal. Two elements a and b are defined to be

congruent modulo the ideal J if a-b is in J, denoted by a = b (mod J).

11.2.3 Principal Ideal
Let R be a commitative ring with 1 and 'a' be a non-zero

element of R. If A is any ideal which contains the element 'a', then
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A must also contain all the elements of the form ra where re R. An

ideal generated by a single element 'a' of R is called a principal

ideal and is denoted by <a> . An integral domain in which all ideals

are principal is called a principal ideal domain (PID).

11.2.4 Prime Ideal

If R is a commtative ring with 1, an ideal ep in R is said

to be a prime ideal if and only if ab = O (modp ) implies that

a = 0 (mod p) or b =O (modo). An alternative definition of prime

ideal is that it is an ideal p other than the unit ideal with the

property that for any two ideals A and B if p [AB then pla or p|8-
Note that an ideal 9 is said to 'divide’ an ideal A if there exists

an ideal C such that A= fC.

11.2.5 Product ofIdeals

The product AB of two ideals A and B is defined as the

ideal Cc ‘generated by all products' ab where a ¢ A and be B.

11.2.6 UniqueFactorizationof Ideals_
Every ideal in a Dedekind domain [60] can be factored into”

the product of a finite number of prime ideals and this representation

is unique.

11.2.7 Factorization Trapdoor_

Using the ideal factorization theorem (Section 11.2.6),

let the decomposition of a non-square free ideal A be

Ss.

A= 0, Leer pr

The number of residues modulo the ideal A is given by the norm of the

ideal, N(A). The number of invertible residue classes modulo the

ideal A is denoted by G(A) in a similar manner to the Euler totient

function ¢.

Theorem i

If A and B are relatively prime ideals then

Bias) = Bla) . Pla)
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The congruences a = c (mod A) and a = d (mod B) establish a one to
one correspondence a = (c,d) between the ‘residues ‘a’ prime to AB and
the pairs (c,d) whose two members ¢,d range over the residues prime
to A and B respectively. Hence the theorem 1 follows.

Theorem2

If 9 is a prime ideal then,

Bp”)
a

(No) {1 - 1ANp }

(Np-1) (No)

A complete proof is given in [61]~- But it can be proved using a
method similar to that which is employed to calculate the Euler

totient function g(p) where p is a prime in Z. The complete system
of residues with respect to 9 is represented using No integers

O,l,eeep-l. Of these only O is not prime to p. Hence &(p } =
No-l = NO(1-1/Np). As N(AB) = N(A) N(B) for any two ideals A and B,
it is seen that N(97) = (Np). With respect to 0° there are p=p
incongruent classes that are relatively prime to @ and hence £ (p”)
(No y? 5 ]+ Use of induction, gives Theorem 2.

Using theorems 1 and 2, if

_,8 Ss
A =P) 1 eos Qo. Tr

then
 

= -

SRA) = N(A) | ans ) (11.1)
isl i

The expression (11.1) can be used to give the generalized version of
Fermat's theorem for ideals, namely,

if ‘a is prime to an ideal A then ala) = 1 (mod A)

If A is a prime ideal, ie, A =p, then

aNe-l = 1 (mod 9)

Thus the relatively prime residues modulo A form a group of order

BA).
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Some of these concepts are now applied to the specific cases

already looked at such as the ring integers, the ring of polynomials
and matrix rings.

11.3 Ring of Integers

Let Z be the ring of integers. If mis a fixed integer in

the ring Z then the ideal <m> contains just the integers which are

divisible by m.

Theorem 3

In the ring Z, every ideal is a principal ideal.

’" Let A be an ideal in Z If A is the zero ideal then A is

the principal ideal <O> . If A # <O> let m be the smallest integer

in A. If n is an integer then using Euclid's algorithm, we have

n=qn+r

where q and r are integers and Osr<m.

Now if n is an element of A, then n-qm is also in A. That is, r is

in A. If r is greater than zero, then it contradicts the assumption

that m is the least positive integer. Therefore r = 0, that is,

n= qm. So all elements of A are of this form and hence A = <m.

The prime ideals in Z are therefore precisely the ideals <p>

where p is a prime (together with the ideal <O> and the ideal 2).

If the unique factorization of m into primes over Z is

given by

m= Py cee PL for some r> 2 (m assumed to be square free)

then one can view the ideal decomposition of <m> into prime ideals
<p.>

P,? as
< =<p. >eee <p >

™ Py Py

The order of the group formed by relatively prime residues modulo <m>

is given by the Euler totient function for the ideal <m>, g<m, where
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g <m> = G <p,> ++ F <P>

and -

$ > = N <P;> -]j

N<p5> is the norm of the ideal <P;> and is equal to the number of
residue classes modulo <P;> given by P; ° Hence

G <m (py-l) e+ (PL-1)

and

a <™ 1 (mod <m )

This gives the familiar RSA system over the integers looked at from the

ideal point of view.

11.4 Polynomial Rings

If F is a field and x is an indeterminate, then again

every ideal in F[x] is a principal ideal. The proof is very mich
similar to the one given for the ring of integers Z (cf. Theorem 3).

In this case, m(x) is chosen to be a polynomial of least degree ina

given ideal and the Euclidean division algorithm for polynomials is
used. Hence a non-trivial ideal A of F(x] is of the form A = <f(x)}>

where f(x) is a non-zero monic polynomial of minimal degree in A.

The prime ideals in this ring are those which are generated

by irreducible polynomials f(x) over F. If £(x) is composite, then

let the unique factorization of f(x) into irreducible polynomials

9,(x) be

_ b b
f(x) = g, 1(x) «+ 9. r(x)

where the degree of polynomial 93(*) is Si°

Then one can view the decomposition of the ideal generated by f(x)

into ideals generated by 9,°i(x) as
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b b b

<£f(x)> = <9, 1(x)>- « 95 2(X) dee <o r(x)>

From Theorem 2, we have

b b-1
Hilo) = (Np) (No-l )

Here

N<g,(x)> = number of elements in the residue class ring F[x Y <9; (*)>

= number of polynomials in F[x] of degree less than Ss;

= |F|*i

Hence ic) Fite}$a,Pitey= [F| [Fl *-2
s,b. s;(b;-1)

= flo - TF

This expression is same as the one obtained earlier in Section 10.5.2

by considering elements in the field.

The order of the group formed by residue classes modulo <f(x)> is

obtained using Theorem i,

G <f(x)> = F <9,Pu(x)> ove G <9,°2(x)>
r

= |! {fF $i jrpsa(st) }
11.5 Matrix Rings

Let us now reconsider the matrix system discussed in

Section 10.4 to see whether it is possible to improve it using some

ideal theory principles.

The ring of mm matrices over a field F, ME(F)s has no
non-trivial ideals. The only ideals are the zero ideal and the whole

ring itself. Hence one cannot consider the ring MAF) for our
‘purpose. One can consider two possible altematives.

(a) The first approach is to consider a subring, say

the ring of nm upper triangularmatrices (including the diagonal
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elements) over F, UF). This ring has many ideals. For instance,
Oo ?

J = 00 is an ideal in UF)

? = denotes any arbitrary elements in F.

(b) The second approach is to consider matrices over

a commutative ring R rather than a field. Then there is one to one

correspondence between the two-sided ideals in R and the two-sided

ideals in Mr(R)« This may give rise to a trapdoor coding system in
M™(R)- As will be seen later, the system obtained using this approach
is same as that already discussed in Section 10.4.2.

11.5.1 .Approach_(a)

Consider the ring of 2x2 upper triangular matrices with

arbitrary diagonal elements over a finite field, R = U3) where p
is a prime. Let J be an ideal generated by an element M. Then J

is the smallest ideal containing the element and by definition is

equal to

Jos ) rM ri all finite combinations
1 as Ti+ m7 vary aver R

The element M must be chosen to be non-invertible otherwise it is

possible to choose r= wt and r7 = I (identity). This results in
the ideal J containing at MI)= I. Hence the ideal must contain

ri for all rye R. That is, J = R. This contradicts the assumption
that J is a proper subset of R. Hence no element of the ideal mist

possess multiplicative inverse. Let us consider X to be a generator

matrix in UtF,) where X is equal to

_ 1 0«e( )
The ideal J is

j= 5 a b 2) uovOc Oo Oo ow

where a, by c, Uy Vv, we Z/pZ, p prime.

That is,
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{0
Let x = au and y = av, x, ye Z/pz, then

y

J= S (11.2)

It is seen that if re R and je J, then

a ob x y

Oc 0.0

x uesev

jr= e J
0 O ow

The number of elements in the ring R = U,(2/pZ) is equal to p> as

“<

each of a, b and ¢ has p possible choices. The order of the ideal J

is p-. Hence the order of the quotient ring R/J is equal to p. Thus
the ring R/J is isomorphic to Z/pZ. From group theory, in general,

the order of the ideal J is a factor of the order of the ring R. If

the ring R = U,(Z/nz ) where m is equal to product of primes is now
considered, then R/J is isomorphic to the ring Z/m. If m is square
free,R/J forms a trapdoor system.

Let X be a generator matrix of the form given below

9 O
X= (11.3)

Oo. 6.0

If gcd (gm) = 1, then the ideal J becomes [{ GS a which is same
as the one given in (11.2). Hence assume that gcd (g,m) =9 #1.

For instance, m could be equal to the product of two large primes p

and q and some £2, that is, m= k.p.q. Then g could be equal to

%.5 where ged (sap) = 1 and gcd {S;q) = 1. The ideal J then consists

of elements of the form given below

9x oy
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where x, y eT = 2/mz

The residue classes of the quotient ring R/J are of the form

ab a (mod g) b {mod g)

Oc Oo c (mod nm)

Proposition 1

The number of elements in the quotient ring R/J is given

by 2

#R/J = mk

Proof

If two members of the ring R are congruent to each other

module J, that is,

a b a b

(mod J)*
Oc oO c

where a, b, Cp, 3°, b°, c” € T = Z/mz

. then this implies that

a” (mod g)-
aa

(mod g)o

The number of possible choices for the element c is equal to m.

Let k be equal to the number of possible choices for elements a or b.

Then k is equal to the number of residue classes mod gT which are

distinct in T. In other words, k is equal to #I/gI. Consider the

mappings

z—%~—» r ———>T/cT
and .

z —8__s tor
Then

T/gT = Z/Kemel 9

Z/Kernel © = 2/ {x « Z; a(x) € gT }
z2/ {x eZ; x = gy (mod m) is soluble for

ye 2}

Z/ {xe 2; x = 0 mod (ged (9,m))}
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That is,

T/oT = Z/gZ where 2 = ged (gm)
e aT/oT = &

: : 2
Hence the number of residue classes of the ring R/J is ml.

As the order does not depend on the factorization of the modulus nm,

there is no trapdoor as such yet. But let us now consider the invertible
residue classes modulo the ideal J, that is, the diagonal elements a and
¢ are chosen to be invertible in the ring T/gT and T respectively.

Proposition 2

The number of invertible residue classes modulo J is given by

G(X). 2. P(m)

Proof

The invertible residue classes of the ring R/J are of the

( (mod g) b (mod =)0 c

where a, b, c & T = 2Z/mz

form

and such that a is invertible (mod g) and c is invertible (mod m).

The number of invertible residue classes mod m is given by the Euler

totient function #{m). Hence the number of possible choices for the

element c is equal to @(m). The element b can be arbitrarily chosen

(mod g) and the number of possible choices is equal to 2 from

Proposition 1 above. Let k be equal to the number of possible choices
for the element a. From above, it is known that T/gT = Z/2Z.

Therefore, k is equal to the number of invertible elements in Z/lzZ,
that is, Z(2) . Hence the number of invertible residue classes in

R/J = G2). 2. A(m).
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 Thus in practice if m is equal to the product of a few large primes
and 2 which is itself equal to the product of a few reasonable size

prime integers, then the elements a and ¢ (#0) can be chosen arbitrarily
provided they are relatively small compared to m and Re

The above arguments can be extended to the case where the

ideal J is of the form

a OX,» one o*,

J Oo 0 a=e ° (11.4)

o 0 eee oO

The order of the quotient ring R/J,that is, the number of residue

Glasses modulo J is now given by

a a? (n-1)/2

The number of invertible residue classes modulo J is given by

n=1 min-2(n-1 2ord. = f(2) {d(m} 7 g (11.5)

11.5-1.1 Choiceof Generator Matrix

When deciding on a generator matrix X, the following points

mist be taken into account.

(i) The smaller the generated ideal J, the larger the quotient

ring R/J. That is, the smaller the order of the ideal J

is, the greater the number of residue classes in R/J thus

giving rise to a larger number of possible messages that.

can be used in the systen.
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(ii) For the encryption and decryption procedures to be relatively

easy, the generator matrix must have a simple form; hence

the choice of the matrix X in (11.3). For instance, another

simple generator matrix X is given by

Ooi.

x =\0 0 °

The ideal J is then given by

oO x

JFIlo o

where x ¢Z/mZ

Hence the residue classes of R modulo J are of the form

ab _ a 9
= (mod J)

oO ¢ ° Oc

That is,

R/J = 2/m2 @ Z/mZz

This is equivalent to 2 scalar RSA prototype systems.

(iii) More generally, one can use more than one generator matrix

to generate the ideal J but this makes the whole system

more complicated without increasing the security.

arbitr arbitra

J ) “— ( x eee ) elementin Rcoomatrices

A factorization trapdoor system can therefore be constructed

as follows:

The message space consists of nm invertible upper triangular

matrices (including the diagonal elements) modd (m,J) , where
m= ir Pp,i and the ideal J is given by (11.4). The- encryption
precedure raises the message matrix to the power.e giving the cipher
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matrix C as

_M° (modd(m,J))c

The decryption procedure is given by

mM = co (modd (m,J))

The coding exponents e and d can be determined using

ed = 1. {mod ord.)

where ord. is given by (11.5).

The public encryption key is given by (e,m,n,J) and the secret

decryption key is (d,m,n,J).

‘As the order depends on the structure of m, the security of

the system again lies in the difficulty of factorization of the

modulus m. But note that if the size of 2 is is made large then

although the opponent needs to factorize 2% to be able to calculate

f (2) in (11.5), the factorization of m and hence the computation of

G(m) is made that mich easier. This is because as J is made public,

the opponent knows 2%, the gcd‘(msg} and hence he achieves partial

factorization of 7 = pq. Larger the size of &% smaller the value of™

Q .
Thus it seems that the process of performing modulo an ideal

as indicated above does not appear to increase the security of the

trapdoor system but instead disguises further the basic trapdoor

system.

11.5.2 Approach_(b)

Let us first state an important result about two-sided

ideals in complete matrix rings. For proof refer to [62].

If Mis a two-sided ideal in the ring R, then the ring M*
of all matrices of order n over M is a two-sided ideal in the ring

ais of all matrices of order n over R.
In our case, R = Z and assume m = pq where p and q are

distinct primes in Z. Then <m , <p and <q >are ideals in Z and

Ma(mZ )» M*(p2) ‘and Ma (az ) are all ideals of Me (Z) using the above
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result. Further the ideal factorization of <m> in R is given by

<m> =<p>.<q>

Using the one-to-one correspondence between the two-sided ideals in

R and in Me(R)s gives

where J! 4g and Jn denote the ideals formed by ME(PZ)s M*(qZ) and
Mx(m2) in the ring Me (Z).

Although a trapdoor system is possible in Z/mz when m is

square free,there is no corresponding system in the case of MS(R).
This is due to the fact that the quotient ring given by M,*(Z/mZ),

Me(Z) «= Mu(z/mZ) = M* (Z/pzZ) @ M* (Z/qz)
M?(mz)

is not isomorphic to a direct sum of finite fields whereas the

quotient ring Z/“m> is isomorphic to 2/<p> and Z/<q>. As seen earlier

in Section 1044.2,M*(Z/pz) is not a finite field as it contains
nilpotent elements. Thus a corresponding trapdoor system is possible
if and only if the nilpotent elements are eliminated. This has

already been considered and it gave rise to the trapdoor system in

matrix rings discussed in Section 10.4.2.

Note: M*(R) - Ring of ali nx matrices over R
MCR) - Ring of non-singular nm matrices over R
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CHAPTER 12

FACTORIZATION TRAPDOOR IN ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS

12.1 General

The ring of Gaussian integers is initially considered with

a view to extending the factorization trapdoor concept to algebraic

number fields other than rational integers 2. Then the more general

quadratic fields are briefly investigated.

12.2 Factorization Trapdoor System_in Gaussian Integers

12.2.1 Ringof GaussianIntegers

Before considering the design of the factorization trapdoor

system in this ring, it is useful to describe very. briefly some of

the properties of Gaussian integers. A detailed treatment of
Gaussian integers can be found in[ 63, 64, 65].

Let i = Vci and consider the set of complex numbers Z[i]

defined by {a+pi| asbez ] - This set is closed under addition and
subtraction. Moreover if atbi, c+di ¢ Z[i], then (atbi) (c+di) =

actad itbe itbd i? = (ac-bd) + (ad+be ) ic z(il. Thus Z[i lis closed under
multiplication and is a ring.

The norm of an element, @ = atbi, in Zlilis defined to be

equal to g.q where a is the complex conjugate of a. That is,
N@= (a+bi)(a-bi) and hence Na= a+b. Further it is seen that
N(aB ) =(Na).(NB)as N( a8) = (a8). (GB) = (@a) (BB).

An integer in Z[i],a, is called a unit if 1 is divisible by

a. Hence if gq is a unit both a and i/o are integers in Z[i].

Lemma 1

The norm of a unit is 1 and any integer whose norm is 1 is

a unit.

If a is a unit theng Jz, that is, 2 =aB andsol =
NaoN@. This means that Naft and hence Na=1. Ifa = atbi, then
1 = av#b? = (atbi) (a-bi), that is, (atbi)[1. So (a+bi) is a unit.
The units in Z[i}sare +1, + i as the only solutions of a°+b"=1 are
az+i1, b=0; a=0, b= +1.

A prime: [fl is- an integer, not O or a unit, divisible only
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by the numbers associated with itself or with 1. In Z[ij, a prime
has no divisors except the eight trivial ones, namely, 1,][ 5 —l»-if » ||
i, if, -i and -ill.

Lemma 2

An integer whose norm is a rational prime is also a prime.

For suppose that N@= p and thata = RB where a »Bys B ez2(il
Then p = N& = NBL NB, Hence either NB = 1 or NB, = 1 and either
BL or 8 2 is a unit; and therefore a is a prime.

Lemma3

If Il ig a prime in Z[i],then it divides exactly one

positive rational prime p.

NI2Hil and so nen. Let the prime decomposition of NII
in Z be Nii= P, +*- Py where p.'s (Ilgisr) are distinct positive
primes. Then T\p, soe P.e That is, Il divides one of the primes P;+
It cannot divide two primes P; and Pee If so, then one can find two
rational integers Rs and Re using Euclid's algorithm such that
dp, +ipo sie lf Tp, and f|p,, then I]1- Sol is a unit not a
prime contrary to the hypothesis.

Lemma_4

Any integer, not zero or unit, is divisible by a prime and

 
can be expressed as a product of primes.

If a is an integer, not a prime, then

a =B6,B, ? NB al, NA, >1, Na NBNB, and 1eNB<N a

if 8, is not a prime, then

By =B8 5B» NB>l, NB,>l» NB, = NBS NBy and 1<NB<NB,

This process can be continued so long as BL is not a prime. Since
Na; NB,» NB, ee. form a decreasing sequence of positive rational
integers, this mist come to a prime pf - Thena = 8,8, = 8,838, = «=

=8,8, --8_ and so B Jo. Therefore now it is assumed that a is
divisible by a prime Ry anda = ya and the above process can be1

repeated for« 1°
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 In Z[i], the representation of g as a product of primes is

unique as in Z (except from trivial variations).

The unique factorization of integers in Z[i]Jis equivalent

to the principality of all ideals in it [63]. That is, Z(i] is a

principal ideal domain. The argument to show this is very much
similar to the one used to prove all ideals are principal in the ring

of integers Z. Here instead of choosing the least positive nunber,
the element of least positive norm is used. The prime ideals in

Z[i] are therefore the ideals generated by primes in 2 [i].

"12.2.2 Designof TrapdoorCoding Systemin Z[i]_
As before, a =8 mod <y >wherea,B, y ¢ ZLi],is defined

to imply that a— 8 is in the principal ideal<y>, that is,a- 8

is divisible by y.

Fermat's theorem in Z[i]can be stated as follows:

If 1 and Il, are relatively prime then

g <1 ,>
ny = 1 mod <I, > (12.1)

where the Euler totient function G<, >= NOIp-1

Now if an ideal <m>generated by a Gaussian integer m is considered

whose decomposition is

™ =f, eee TD

where I for l<ig are distinct primes in Z[i], then the number of
invertible residue classes modulo <m>is given by gan>

Ganm> = Fa». H<> --- <1 > (12.2)

In order to calculate the order @<m , one needs to compute NII;
for all i.

Using Lemma 3, let the Gaussian prime [| divide a rational

prime p, ie, Tp. Then No|Np. But Np = Pp’: Therefore Nfi-= p or
NI = p’. That is, if [ = a+ bi, then a? + b? = por p’.

Case 1: p= 3.(mod 4)
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Since p is odd, one of a or b mist be even, the other odd.

Otherwise, the sum of their squares would be even. Let a = 2x and

b= 2y + 1. If ae + be = p then
2

p=4 x? + (2y +1)
2 2

A(x +y ty) #1

1 (mod 4)

whereas to begin with,the assumption was p
2

3 (mod 4). So in this

Np = Pp That is, thecase, only a? + b? = p is possible and NII
rational prime p stays prime in Z[i].

Case 2: p = 2 (mod 4}

p = 2 is the only prime which falls into this class and

from cryptography point of view, this case is not interesting.

(NII = 2).

Case 3: p=i (mod 4)

Here p is of the form 4k + 1 where k is any rational integer.

Then p|n? + 1 for some rational integer n. But (n? +1) = (n+ i)
(n = i) and as Ips IE divides (n + i) (nm = i). But p does not divide
(n + i) or (n - i) for otherwise one of n/p + 1/p i would be a

Gaussian integer; this cannot be possible as 1/p is not a rational

integer. Hence [| and p are not associated and NII # Np. So a? + be
# p- and hence only a? +b? = p is possible, ie NIl = p.

The system designer first chooses primes Py» Poreres P,
randomly for some rz2 such that P; = 1 (mod 4) or Ps = 3 (mod 4),
for 1<jq@. Then he computes the norm of each of the Gaussian primes

i, using NIL; = P; or Pj The order gan can then be calculated
using

r

B<m = TT (nm -1) (12.3)
jel 7

The coding exponents e and d required for encryption and decryption

procedures can be determined using

ed =1 (mod g<m> ) (12.4)

The public encryption key consists of (e, m) and the secret decryption

key-is (d, m) where m ¢ Z[i]. As the designer is required to make
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m public, to obtain m, he needs to solve equations of the form

2 :

a, *+b = p. or P; for 1¢3}<r

and Il, = a. + bi.
J J J

: +e : 2 2
Consider the problem of finding a and bina +b =

p or pe given p (system designer knows p). The subscript Jj has
been dropped for convenience.

Case 1 : a +b =p? where p = 3 (mod 4)

This implies that

a? +b” ZO (mod p) (12.5)
Suppose a Zz O (mod p),- then

1+ (2)? = 0 (nod p)

Letting xX = b/a, then

1 +X =o (mod p)}
ie rad = -1 (mod p) . (12.6)

For the congruence (12.6) to have a solution, -l mist be a quadratic

residue modulo p (Section 12.3.2), That is, the Legendre Symbol

fe) mist be equal to l.

(a) = (-ry(PAV2 = 4
As p = 3 (mod 4), p = 4k + 3 for some rational integer k

ie, p-l = 4k +2

Therefore , .

cay@PP 2 2 ay *P 2

Thus when p = 3 (mod 4), the congruence (12.5) cannot be solved for

a and b if a # O (mod p). Thus'‘a' mst be equal to 0 (md p). This

implies that the only solutions of (12.5) that are possible are:
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Case 2: a? +b = p where p = 1 (mod 4) (12.7)

Method 1

Again assuming a 7 © (mod p) and letting X = b/a,

1 + x? = 0 (mod p) (12.8)

For the above congruence to have a solution, —1 mist be a quadratic

residue modulo p , ie,

(-1) (Pr! )/2 =1

As p = 1 (mod 4), p - 1 = 4k for some rational integer k.

Therefore, (-1)(P=} 2 =1l,

Hence there are solutions of (12.7) for which a, b 7 QO (mod p). The
solutions to the congruence (122.8) are given by

[ =|X= + 2 | (mod p)

This can be seen as follows:

2
1 1{cezal f a(1.2 2. BE) (1.2 oe (mod p)

(2.2 26. PER y (-(p-a) ... -(PE*)) (mod p)

(1.2 oe. ee ) (Rt wee pel) (22 (P12

{cess f°
Hence (P+) I} is a solution of (12.8).

(p-1)! = -1 (mod p) using Wilson's theorem (38).

As b = a X (mod p), a'is allowed to vary in the range 0 to Vp and the
least positive residue aX (mod p) is tested to see whether it is less

than Vp- If so, then this value can be used for b because then
O«a® + bp and a? + b* =O (mod p) imply that a” + b’ = p.

Example

Using the above method to find a and b such that
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a +b = p= 2 (12.9)
Then

29-1
x= + (=) t

~ a
= 12 (mod 29)

Considering O&a<v29, ie, O<a<S, gives

b, = 1.12 = 12 (mod 29)
b, = 2.12 = 24 (mod 29)
b, = 3.12 = 7 (mod 29)
b, = 4-12 = 19 (mod 29)
b, = 5.12 = 2 (mod 29)

Hence b = b_ = 2 is the only one which is less than 5 and therefore5

a= 5, b= 2 would satisfy (12.9).

For large prime p, this method does not appear to be feasible as one

needs to evaluate (Py and test values of ‘a’ upto Vb. This
requires of the order of (p+Vp) multiplications (mod p) in the worst
case. °
Method 2

This method involves the use of Jacobsthal sum, 3{c),[66]

in determining a and b in (12.7).S(c) is given by

 

s(c)
tu To O13 ms)

l A

n=1

where p = 1 (mod 4) and c # 0 (mod p). (Note that s(c) = O if
p = 3 (mod 4)).

Considering

 

1~~

wi_» a
ee

"
™1 Mh om a afh Mto ~I —

3 b
a

Consider the inner sum{}.
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p 2 2 

if mn? = n? (mod p), then it is equal to oa (2 =) = pl
. 2 2 8
if m 7 n~ (mod p), then it is equal to -1l.

P Pp P Pp P
2 m n m n

-- s(c) = (pl) (> (= (~) (=)oh mt a pp P 2 ad p oP

m= = n= m= Z n?

That is,

5 2 n n ns (c) = 2(p-1)(p-1) - (=) (O-= - (=) )
c=1 n=L P P P

2

p = 2(p-1) + 2(p-1)
2 s*(e) = 2p (pl)

c=1

But

E sm(c) = (PEA) s7¢1)_ + (PEA) 87x)c= . -

where k is any quadratic non-residue [66].

That is, 2p (p-1) = pot s7(1) + vet (kK)

Pp = (3G2)2 + (Sfk))22 2

. 2 2 -
Thus to calculate a and b in a” + b = p, one finds s(1) where

P 2
_ n n-=1say = 2 @) (2S).

 

and then computes p - (2G)? giving
2

2 1 2 1),2
a’ = (202) and b =p- (0)

Considering the same example as before to find a and b in a? + bd =

 
Pp = 29, using this method

° n n? 1
s({l) = LL (55) (Bg-) = lo
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2 3

(202) = 25 hence a = 5 and b p— (22) = 2
Again this method may not seem to be attractive when p is Large.

Method 3

Legendre's method [86] is based on the continued fraction

expansion of Vp. He showed that if p is of the form 4k +1, then
the expansion of Vp is of the form

 
 

 
 
 1

245 + see

It is seen that there is a symmetrical part G2 We +e Gor %

followed by 249 and there is no central term. Now let c be the
particular complete quatient which begins at the middle of the period,
that is, .

e=c =q + 1
 

245 * 1
W + cco

 

This is a purely periodic continued fraction whose period consists of

on’ eonsh 245? re ot Since this period is symmetrical,= ==, where ¢ denotes the conjugate of c. c is now expressiblec

in the form ¢ = oe where aand b are integers. The equation
ct = -1 gives (PB, . (2=~2) = 1 ora’ +d’ = p-

Again consider the example p = 29. The process for developing ¥29
in a continued fraction is

|-V29 =5S +

“y
1 1

c => (5 +V29)52+=1” 4 c
2

1
e =+(3 +V29)=1++

2 5 °° c,

c = + (2+Va9) 21+3 5 ¢

1 fe 1°
¢,=—(3+420)52+=4 4 c

5
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ce = 5 +J29
The continued fraction is 5, 2, 1, 1, 2, 10. The appropriate complete

quotient to take is c = C3 giving a = 5 and b= 2.

Method 4.

 
The cryptographer can also design the system starting with

primes I; in Z[i] rather than primes P; in Z. That is, he selects
Gaussian integers Is l¢j<r,arbitrarily by choosing say a5 to be an
even integer and b; to be an odd integer in a = a; +b. i so that
a; + b;* is always odd. Then he can test the norms NI for l<j<r,
to find whether they are primes or squares of primes in Z. The
primality testing can be done using the probabilistic algorithm

mentioned in Section 10.2. If NI; is a prime or a square Of a prime
in Z, then Mh mst be a prime in Z[i]. If NI, is not’a prime or
a prime square in Z, then he chooses another pair of as and b- As
this procedure needs to be done only once by each user at the

beginning, this could be a feasible approach especially when r = 2

as in the prototype RSA system.

Choice of primes

Although the designer can choose any primes of the form

p = 3 (mod 4) or p = 1 (mod 4) (except.the special ones such as the

Mersenne primes), now it is shown that certain combinations will

result in the easy factorization of the composite Gaussian integer m.

If m is considered to be a product of two Gaussian primes T and q,
where J] ul Py and 1, |Po» then there are four possible combinations.
They are:

(i) p, = 1 (mod 4), p, = 1 (mod 4)
(ii) Py = 3 (mod 4), Po = 3 (mod 4)
(iii) P, = 1 (mod 4), Ps = 3 (mod 4)
(iv) Py = 3 (mod 4), Ps = 1 (mod 4)

Case (i) ‘results in Ny = ay + bi and i, = a, + b, i where
a)» ays Dis b, # O in Z and m= I, Tze Z[i]. The order of the group
formed by the invertible residue classes modulo< m>is therefore

equal to Sam> = (NI-1) (IL-1) = (p,-1) (py-1)-

Case (ii) yields Hy = a, or b, i and qs a, or b, i as one of each
4149

!I

pair (a,b) is equal to zero. Letting m » it is seen that m _
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: 2 2
ig a rational integer and the order 9< m> = (py -1) (py -1)-

Case (iii) and (iv) will yield an m of the form cd+tcfi. As m is made

public, the opponent can easily spot the factor c and hence factorize
Me

Hence it is seen from cryptographic considerations that,

only the schemes where both Py and Py are chosen to be of same type
(either 1(mod 4) or 3(mod. 4))will provide secure systems. This idea

extends to all primes Py lsja, when m is a product of r Gaussian
primes.

As in the case of the prototype RSA system over Z, the

publicly available information for the opponent consists of the

encrypting exponent e and the composite modulus m. If the rational

primes are chosen such that P; = 3(mod 4) for all 3, then ghe modulus
m can be made to be a rational integer and the norm Nm =m. If the

primes are chosen such that P, = 1{mod 4) ‘for all j, then m is of the
form c+di € Z[i} In this case, the opponent can easily calculate the

norm Nm = or4d’. Hence in either case, the security of the system
essentially lies in the difficulty of factoring a large rational

integer, the norm Nm. The problem of factoring Nm is similar to that

of factoring the modulus m (€Z) in the prototype RSA system. Thus the

security of this system is same as that of its predecessor. Once the

norm Nm is fagtorized into r primes 95.» thensn order x m> can befound using i (N Ty-t) where NI= 95 or a; « Then the opponent can
compute the secret decoding exponent q using (12.4), Note that the
cryptanalyst does not need to know the Gaussian primesI] were II , but
only needs to know their respective norms. In other words, the opponent

will be working over Z not over Z[i] and does not need to solve the

equation a+b = p for a and b.

_—S— — Seee

The messages are to be represented using the residue classes

modulo the ideal generated by the modulus m. The number of distinct

messages possible is equal to the number of incongruent residues mod

<m> and is given by the norm of the ideal <m>. In the case of a.

principal ideal domain N<«m>= Nm, the norm of the element m.

In performing encryption or decryption using this system in
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Z[i], there is a problem with regard to the message representation.
First consider the process of reduction mod<m> which is required in

both encryption and decryption procedures. This can be carried out
using the Euclidean algorithm as Z[i] is a PID. Let y = x” where e
is the encrypting exponent and consider the operation y mod <m > where

x, yandm ¢Z[il.

Using Euclid's algorithm, there exists two integers u and v in zi
such that

y =um+v where NVW< Nm

Consider

y/m = A + Bi where A and B are rational numbers.

Choose rational integers s and t such that

Jaes| <4 [Bt ¢ 5
This can be done by choosing s and t as rational integers nearest to

A and B respectively (see Figure 12.1). Now let u = s+ti and v = y-

um, then it is seen that Nv< Nm as

lv] = ly-um] = |y-(s+ti) m|
= | m | | x - s—ti|

[v[= [m |] (Hs) + (at):|
[m| { (Aes)* + (at)?} ®

v [>| { 3 se < |m|
. 2 . . .Since Nv = \v| 2 < | m] = Nm, the inequality is established .

t+1 
Fig 12.1
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 But the u and v are not uniquely determined. Thus if a message

M = xtiy is encrypted to form gthi = (xtiy )® mod <>, the decrypted
message, M~ is given by

(gthi ya mod <m>
k+hi mod <m>

M7

The decrypted message, k+Qi = xtiy mod <> but it is of 'different

representation’. For instance, consider the example given below.

Let the modulus mn

The norm, Nm

Sti e Z[i]

65

NI, NIL, = 5-13

As p, = 1 (mod 4) and Py =1 (mod 4), @ <m> is given by

il

G <m> = 4.12
= 4

Choosing ¢ = d = 7 where ed ='1 (mod 48), consider the message

M = $4+3i. Using the Euclidean algorithn,

(543i)’ 2-2-4 mod <m> = gthi
Thus

M” = (-2-i)” mod <m>

ie» Mo = (-2-i)’ = -2-6i mod am> = k+gi
But

(-2-61) = 543i = 2i-3 mod <a>

The receiver would not be able to differentiate say between -2-6i or

543i or 2i-3 although they are congruent to each other mod <m>. Thus

there is not a unique representation of messages unlike in the case

of the RSA system over Z where a message is uniquely represented by

taking the least positive residue modulo m. In Z[i], one approach
could be to use the norm of the modulus, Nm, to construct a standard

set of representatives. But this would not work as two elements a

and € can be congruent to each other and their norms Na and NB be less
than Nm. Thus some form of standard set of representatives is essential.

Case 1 .

First consider the case where the primes i which form m
divide rational primes P; of the form Pj = 1 (mod 4). Then the norm
is a square free rational integer given by
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Nm = where m = | Il
jaa P5 ~ jal 5

The residue class ring Z[i]/<m is isomorphic to a direct sum of finite

fields 2il/<> » ie,

2[il/m> = 2fil/<l> @ ... @ z[ij/<t_>

The field 2(ij/<t;> ¢ontains NI = P; elements. Therefore one
standard method of representing the messages mod <m> would be to use

the integers in the ring Z/NmZ, that is, 0 to Nml. And every element

 
of Ailko>is congruent to an element in Z/NmZ, This is same as the
message space of the RSA system over the rationals.

For example if p, = 13 and p, = 5, p, = P5 = 1 (mod 4) then
Nm = 65 and g <m> = 48. The message space is therefore equal to
{o, ly ese 6a}. The encryption and decryption processes are carried
out using C & M° (mod Nm} and M = 3 (mod Nm) where ed = 1 (mod
§<m>). The coding exponent e and Nm are made public.

Now consider the case where the Inessage space still consists

of the integers in Z/NmZ but now the encryption and decryption

procedures are calculated modulo m where m = atbi ¢ Z{iJj. In this

case, e, m and Nm are made public. Let the message be MeZ/NmzZ,

then the encryption procedure results in

M° mod (atbi) = g+hi = cipher

Decryption produces

(g+ni 7 mod (a+bi) = k+2i

That is, the recovered message M is equal to k+tii

M = k+2i (mod a+tbi') (12.10)

Conjugating both sides of (12.10)

M = k-2i (mod a-bi) (12.11)

Using Chinese Remainder Theorem, the original M can be formed where

M 2 y 1 (k-2i) + Yo (k+2i) (mod (atbi){a-bi))

where y,+ Y> = 1 and Me Z/NmZ, Y¥4,¥o € ZUY

A standard set of representatives of the ring zu /<m> can.also

be obtained using elementary divisor theory [65].

The ideal <m> in Z[i]is generated by the element m = a+bi
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and it consists of the set of Gaussian integers

<m = {(atbi)A } where } € Z[i]

The ideal <m can be regarded as a Z-module generated by [a+bi,

ai-b] and the Z-basis of the ideal <m> is therefore given by (atbi,

ai-b). The integral basis of Z{i]Jis (1,i) [65].

Hence one can associate a matrix A with the pair of bases as follows

Z-basis of ideal <m> = A (Z-basis of Z[i] )

a+ bi = A 1
ai- b i

where Az 3 °-b a

a + bi 1

ad ai—b and g = i

t=As (12.12)

ie,

et i]

 
Therefore

$s and t can be replaced by w and v where w and v are equal to s and t
miltiplied by some unimodular matrices respectively.
Let

D = VAU where U and V are suitably chosen unimodular

transformations such that D = diag(d) + d,) and d,| d,- That is,

d, O
i = VAU

oO qd,

Multiplying s by u7}, gives
we us

and hence

t = aAUw (12.13)

Multiplying (12.13) by V gives

Vt = VAU w

ie v = D w

vy = qd, QO wy
v> 0 a5 2
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The new basis of z fijis (w, >) and the new basis of <m is (3, wy»
dw, )-
Therefore, the residue classes mod <m> are represented as 4) +

yl for i=1,2.x,w, where x, goes from 0 to ay22

Hence the system designer is required to reduce the matrix A to its

diagonal form. The steps involved in this reduction algorithm of an

nom matrix A are now considered [67].

First Stage of Reduction

The aim is to reduce the mm matrix A to an equivalent nm

matrix C of the special form

 
(12.14) 

where d, divides each entry of C*.
A finite sequence of elementary row and colum operations is considered

which when performed on A either yields a matrix of the form (12.14) or

else leads to an nxm matrix B = (d55) satisfying the condition

bi < ayy (12.15)

In the latter case, one goes back to the beginning and applies the

sequence of operations again. Either the form (12.14) is achieved in

which case, this stage ends or (12.15) is reached in which case the

leading entry is reduced still further and the process continues.

After a finite number of steps, the form (12.14) will be reached.

The sequence of operations is as follows:
If A is the zero matrix, then it is already of the form (12.14);

otherwise, A has a non-zero entry and by suitable interchanges of rows

and colums this can be moved to the leading position. Therefore

assume a, ,#0 and consider the following three possibilities:

Case (i)

There is an entry #45 in the first row such that alas
By the properties of Euclidean domain,

#457 AVF F
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where either r = Oor r< an

Since ai 14459 one mist have r # O and so r< a Subtracting q11°

times the first colum from the jth colum and then interchanging the

first and the jth columns, the leading entry a

(12.15) is achieved.

Ll is replaced by r and

Case (ii)

There is an entry a in the first colum suchthat atail

In this case, proceeding as in Case(i) but operating with rows instead

of colurms, (12.15) is reached.

Case (iii)
a

11

In this case, by subtracting suitable mltiples of the first colum

divides every entry in the first row and first colum.

from the other colums, one can replace all the entries in the first

row other than ayy itself by zerces. Similarly, subtracting multiples
ef the first row from the others, a matrix is obtained which is of the

forn,

 
If ay divides every entry of 0%, (12.14) has been reached; if not
there is an entry, say, 455 such that ait 5° In that case, by
adding the ith row to the top row leads to case (i).

Repeated application of these procedures will result in the form (12.14)

after a finite number of steps, thereby completing the first stage of

reduction.

End of Reduction

By applying the above process to the submatrix C*, one can

reduce its size still further, leaving a trail of diagonal elements.

Any elementary operation on C* corresponds to an elementary operation

on C which does not affect the first row and column. Also any

elementary operation on C* gives a new matrix whose entries are

linear combinations of the old ones and hence the new entries will

therefore still be divisible by ay Thus 4, |d,---|4,-
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In particular in thecase of a 2x2 matrix A, the unimodular
transformations can be found as follows

a b

Let A -( d and b> a a x gcd (byc,d)
It is first shown that the matrix A is equivalent to a matrix of the

a 6 where a~
c* da

Using induction on a: the case a = 1] is trivial; when a> 1 and afb,

form

gcd (b%,c*,d*) 

choosing q so that O<aqg + ba

and consider

a b q il

c ad 1 Oo * *

where the leading element is a positive integer less thana. If alb
and afc, then choosing q” such that O<aq*+e <a and consider

b\_ [aq+ *
d * ~seOo of

where the leading element is once again a positive integer less than

ae Finally if a|ged (b,c) but afd let c= ca so that

11 i 0 a b a ({1-c, )b+d

0 1 -c, 1 e d * *

and af { (i=, ) btd } which reduces back to the case when a}b. The
inductive argument is now complete. Now a‘fgcd(b* ,c“ a”) » Letting
bo = ab’, c = a’c’*and @ = a°d* and considering

10 a a’b’’ 1 =b°*] a oO
-c* 1 ace Ad"! Vo 1 O ax (d--b*-c*~ )/(12.16)

the desired result is obtained.

'b a

D= a Oo >
O a {l+b’)

With A -( a .) (12.16) reduces to
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r

Further as d,}d. and Nm = dd, where Nm = TT Pj the only allowedli o2 j=l

values for 4, and d, are 1 and Nm respectively. So the messages can
be represented as XW where x, goes from 0 to Nml. In this case,
the elementary divisor dss the encrypting exponent e and the matrix
U (see 12-13) are made public. The decrypting exponent d is kept

secret. The security lies in the difficulty of factoring d, = Nm.
The encryption procedure is carried out as follows:

Let M = *gM2
C=M° mod <m>

(x56) mod <m>
wl

e e <m>
%5 wo mod <m

Using

w s s, 1

ty= ut . where . =15
2 2 2 .

and

i? +*+12=0

Cc’ = Yo" Wp is obtained. Now reducing YS (mod d,) the cipher C is
obtained

czy mod <m>22

A similar procedure can be carried out for decryption to recover the

original message using the decrypting exponent d- An example using

this method is now given below.

Let Tl, = 2+3i and He = 1+2i where ql, and IL, are primes in Z[i]. The
modulus m = 7i-4 and Nm = 65. @ <m>= 48. Let e = d = 7 where

ed = 1 (mod 48).
-4 7

A=
-7 =4

Using the method given above to reduce A to diagonal matrix D,

1 Oo -4 7\/2 -7 “10

D= \.18 1 -7-4/ \1 -a = © 65

4—7i 4 -7 1

w = =
1 —2i l1 =2 i

where 4-7
ut = 1 -2
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Hence

Let the message be M =

The cipher is given

Using (12.17), Wy
and wy,NN

Using (12.17),

Now reducing (12.18) (mod d,) and (mod d,)» the cipher is given by

29-2781 = —220w,

c=

 

by

1-21

29-2781

mM mod
a’ w, 72

1

lw, mod <7i-4>

<7i-4>

mod< 71i-4>

+ 909w,

(12.17)

(12.18)

A similar process for decryption with decoding exponent d = 7 gives

back the original message M.

Case 2

Now consider the case where the primes HF which form the
modulus m divide the rational primes P; of the form Pj = 3 (mod 4),
Then the norm Nm is a non-square free rational integer given by

Nm = TI
j3=1

P.

. - . 2

In this case although aiY<I> is a finite field of P; elements, one
cannot represent the residue classes modulo <I> using the integers
z/p;2 as the Latter does not form a field. On the other hand, one
can represent the messages in the form xtiy where x, y € 2. As

mentioned in 12.2.1, the Nm can be made to equal m by appropriately
choosing m to be a rational integer. Therefore, one can represent

the distinct residue classes mod <«m> as xtiy where O<xsy § |¥inm 1,

thus giving rise to Nm residue classes.

theory described above, this corresponds to the case where q, =

j=t

dq, and d, as the following conditions mst hold:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

= TT
BP; and d, j=)

4, | 4
d, +d, = Nm

P5°

Using the elementary divisor

Again these are the only allowed values for

2/d.2 is isomorphic to a direct sum of finite fields, for
i=1,2.
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The divisors dq, and d, and the exponent e are made public.
The encryption and decryption procedures are very much simplified in
this case. If a message M is raised to the power e then to perform
mod <> , it is only necessary to reduce the coefficients by the
corresponding elementary divisors. Let Mextiy be the message then,
the cipher C is obtained by

c mM mod <m>

(xtiy)° mod an>

g(mod d,) + h (mod dy) i

where d. = d =|VNo|1 2

A similar procedure can be used for decryption.

12.3 Factorization Trapdoor System in Other Quadratic Fields

12.3.1 Quadratic FieldsR_(YD)
Note that when D=-1l, R(VD), where R is the set of rational num-

berssincludes the ring of Gaussian integers considered in the previous
section. Initially some of the properties of the integers in R(YD)
which are. required in the design of a trapdoor system are briefly
examined. A detailed treatment of quadratic fields can be found in

[6l, 63, 65].

A quadratic field is a field of degree 2 over the rationals.
Such a field is of the form R(@) where 9 is a root of a quadratic

polynomial which is irreducible over the rationals. Let 8 satisfy an
equation

x + 2ax+b=0 where a, b —€Z

Then § = -a + Je2-». Removing from ab all square factors so that
a-_b = 57D where D has no factor higher than the first power, then

R(8) is equivalent to R (VD). That is, every quadratic field is of
the form R(JD) where D is a rational integer free. of square factors.

The ring of integers of R{VD) for square free D depends on

the arithmetic properties of D. It is shown in [61] that the integers
in R(VD) fall into two categories, namely,

(i) if p #1 (mod 4), then the integers are of the form xty¥D
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where x, y € Z, ie, Z [VD]

(ii) if D = 1 (mod 4), then the integers are of the form xty
. 1+4DSY where x, y € Zp ie, Z [2]

Note that the Gaussian integers considered in the last section falls

into the first category.

Using Lemma 1 (Section 12.2.), it is seen that an integer in

R(VD) is a unit if its norm is +1. When D # 1 (mod 4), the norm of
a % = (atbvD) (a-bYD) = a7-pb*.a ‘is Na

When D = 1 (mod 4), the norm of g is given by
2 D 2

Na = (a +2 (Qwd)] [a +2 -W)}= (a tee)” - Gb
Note that the norms are positive in complex quadratic fields (ie,D is

negative) but not necessarily positive in real quadratic fields (ie,D
. is positive). Thus q is a unit if

a? - Db” = +1
or (12.19)

(a +b)? -2 v= +2

When xO, the equations (12.19) have only a finite number of solutions

[63]. When D = -1, as seen in Section 12.2.1 the ring of Gaussian
integers Z[i] has four units namely +1, + i. When D= -3, there are
six solutions to the equation (12.19) namely +1, + Wy + we where w
is the cube root of unity, w = (-1 +V—3)/2. For all other complex

fields, the only units are + 1. In the case of real fields, there

exists an infinite number of solutions to the equation (12.19) and

hence an infinite number of units [63]. These units however may be

expressed in the form of +é where n takes all positive and negative
rational values. The quantity € is called the fundamental unit.

Using the definition of a prime element given in Section

12.2.1 it is seen that the Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 are also applicable in

R(JB). Although every integer in R(¥D) can be expressed as a product

of. Primes,it does not necessarily imply that the factorization is
unique like in Z or 2[i]. Consider for instance the factorizations of

the integer 6 in R(W10) expressed as

6 = 2.3 = (4 +¥10) (4 - 10)
or of the integer 21 in RGW=-5)

2i = 3.7 = (1 + 2V—5) (1 - 2V—5) = (4 + V=5) (4 -V-5)
(12.20)
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Considering (12.20), we have the following situation: the integer 3,

a Prime,divides (1 + 2V—5) (1 - 25) but fails to divide either
factor in R(V-5). Such a situation does not arise for instance in Z or
Z[i]. Hence it is seen that in R(V=5), Prime integers which are not
associated can have a common factor which is not in R(V=5). It

appears then that in such algebraic number fields tfa- Primes. — are

not necessarily the atoms from which all the integers are constructed.

It is in such cases the factorization of an ideal into a

unique set of prime ideals (see Section 11.2.5)comes into use. The

rings where the unique factorization of integers fails,correspond to

non-principal ideal domains. The theory of non-principal ideal

domains is considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis and hence

the design of factorization trapdoor systems has been confined to

principal ideal domains.

12.3.2 Designof TrapdoorCoding System: Complex Euclidean Quadratic

Fields_ .
The fields which possess the unique factorization of elements

property obey Euclidean algorithm of one form or other. There are just

five complex Euclidean fields namely when D =-1, -2, -3, -7 and -ll.

{There are 4 other complex fields which have the property of unique

factorization of elements but obey a slightly different form of

Euclidean algorithm [38])}. For these nine cases the ring R(ND) is a
principal ideal domain. The prime ideals are therefore the ideals

generated by the prime integers in R(VD). From the point of view of
desiq¢ning a factorization trapdoor system, the primes in R(VD} and the
relationship between the primes in Z and the primes in R(V¥D) need to

be considered. More exactly, it is necessary to know whether a

rational prime splits in R(ND) and if so how.does it split.
From Kummer's theorem [68], the decomposition of an ideal

<p>, where p is a prime in Z, into prime ideals in R(YD) is determined
by the factorization of the polynomial f(x) = x°_D in Z/p2. Over
zZ/pz, the factorizations of f(x) are

x if p|D or 4D
x7-D = xD if Dis not a square (mod p)

(xea)(xta)if D = a” (mod p), ac Z

The three cases therefore correspond to:
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1. If a prime p in Z divides the discriminant [68] of the field

R(VD) (if D = 1 (mod 4),discriminant = D and if D #1 (mod 4),
discriminant = 4D}, then the ideal< p> is factorized into

the square of a prime ideal in R(VD). That isxp> = 0
where p denotes a prime ideal in R(JD), and Np = p. (12.21)

2. An odd prime p which does not divide the discriminant

generates a prime ideal of degree 2 in R(VD) if x -D =0
(mod p) does not have an integral solution. That is, p is

irreducible in R(VD) and <p> = p and No= p. (12.22)

3. On the other hand, if x°-D = 0 (mod p) (or y*-4D = 0 (mod p))
has a solution then <p) decomposes into two distinct conjugate

prime ideals, <p> = 0; P5 where No, = Nps =p (12.23)

(Note that the prime p = 2 is of no cryptographic significance)

As an example, consider the non-principal ideal domain R(J—5) whose

discriminant is equal to 4D = -20. 2 and 5S are the only prime factors

of the discriminant and consequently are factorable into squares of

prime ideals as <2> = <2, 1 +Va5>2 and <5> = <fa5>*

 
The congruence x? + 5 = O (mod p) has solution for p = 3, 7, 23,..-
but cannot be solved for p = 11, 13, 17, ... Therefore

<3> = <3, 1 +V=5> <3, 1 -V=5>

<7> = <7, 3 +N=5> <7, 3 -V=5> ee

while <11>, <13> ... are prime ideals.

The designer chooses primes Pyesees PL in Z which give rise
to prime ideals in R(VD). If the primes Pp; are chosen so that x7=D
= 0 (mod P;) have integral solutions then letting

<Py> =P gy* Mga Where pyys O35 are prime ideals in R(VD)

the composite ideal_<m> is equal to, say,

<“* TT] Pit1=

The number of incongruent residues with respect to the ideal <m> and

relatively prime to <m>is given by

Gemy = LT Foo)
=: Np,,;7 1 (12.24)i=1

And hence using (12.23),
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xr

Gemy = TT (p,-2) (12-25)1=

If the primes py» leigr, are chosen such that x°-D = 0 (mod p;) do
not have an integral solution for all i, then the ideals< p,> are
irreducible in R(VD) and

r

Gm = TT (pj) (12.26)
i=l

using (12.22). ;

The designer can decide whether =D = 0 (mod p) for a
chosen prime p has solution or not using the law of quadratic reprocity.

In general if x = a(mod n), where gcd(a,n) = 1, has.a solution then ‘'a' is
said to be a quadratic residue modulo n. Here n=p and a=D. To

determine whether D is a quadratic residue or not modulo p, the designer

computes the Legendre Symbol O. If (6) = 1 then D is a quadratic
residue and if it is equal to -l1 then D is a quadratic non—residue,.

Calculating the Legendre symbol is not mich different from evaluating

ged of two numbers using Euclid's algorithm and can be done by repeated

divisions in polynomial time. (Note that Hpl is of small value).
The Fermat theorem in this case is given by

a far ‘= 1 (mod <m> )
where o is anarbitrary integer in R(VD) relatively prime to <m.

The encryption and decryptian exponents e and d can be

calculated using

ed = 1 (mod g<m>)

where @ <m> is given by (12.25) or (12.26)

 
The public encryption key is (e,m) and the secret decryption key is

(d,m). Having generated the rational primes Py? calculated J< M>, @
and d, the designer needs to obtain m to make it public. That is,

given the primes Pyrrees PL in Z, he needs to calculate m where m =
Ty eee q. and [I's are primes in R(VD), and qs is of the form Ii ; =a, +
b.D if D #1 (mod 4) and 1, =a; + pb, (SP) if D=1 (mod 4). To
obtain m, he needs to find Hyrsees Ny that is, he needs to calculate
a, and b. for all i, l<isr by solving either

_ 2 2. 2. pes
NI, = a," - b,“D =p, or p,“, if D 7 (mod 4) (12-27)

or

_,2 Dl|2 _ 2. -
NI; za, + a,b; -T b. = Pp; OF Pp; ,»if D= 1 (mod 4)

(12.28)
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Note that (12.28) can be written as
2 2 2

- = : : 29Ay Do. 4p; or 4p; (12.29)
where A, = (2a, + b,)
For solving (12.27) or (12.29), the method 4 of Section 12.2.2, which

consists of arbitrarily choosing ay and b, to form integers I; and
then checking whether their norms are primes or squares of primes,
seems to be the most attractive one for the system designer.

Again it may be advisable for the designer to choose all the

primes Py? 1lgigr, to be of the same type, that is, either they all
decompose into distinct conjugate prime ideals in R(ND) or they are
irreducible in R(VD). If one of a,(A;) or b; is zero and the other is
P;(2p;)» then factorization of m would be made easy as seen in Section
12.2.2.

12.3.3 Security_of The System in R(™
The security of the system seems to be the same as that of

the RSA system. The opponent needs to find the decrypting exponent d
to break the system. One way of finding this is to obtain g<m. To

calculate g<m>, he needs to factorize Nm given the modulus m. If the
designer had chosen the rational primes such that congruence x2p= oO
(mod Py Jhave a solution for ‘all i, then the norm Nm is given by

- TT
Qn the other hand, te the primes have been chosen such that x-p = 0
(mod Py } have no solution for all i, then

-Tl
As in the case ofGaussian integers, note that the cryptanalyst does
not require to find the primes II, in R(VD) to break the system. Thus
unlike the desiqner, he is not faced with the problem of solving

(12.27) or (12.29).

12.3.4 Representationof Messages_andSystem Operation

If the primes p, are chosen such that x =D = 0 (mod p,) have
solution for all i, then-every integer of R(VDY/<m> is ‘congruent to an
element in the range © to N<«m ~1 as in-Section 12.2.4. Thus the

messages can be represented using integers in Z in the range 0 to

Nem>-1. As in Section 12.2.4, the encryption and decryption procedures
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can be performed modulo Nm or m, where Nmeé Z and me R( YD). The messages
can also be represented in the form x + yVD (D F1 (mod, 4)) or xty (1D)
(DE1 (mod 4)),x,yeZ, using the elementary divisor method given in
Section 12.2.4.

If D #1 (mod 4) then the integral basis of R(VD) is (1,¥D)
and the matrix A in Section 12.2.4 is equal to

a b
A=

bD a

If D = 1 (mod 4), then the integral basis of R(VvD) is

(a, M2) and the matrix A is equal to
a b

=| p(p-1)P(o- a+b

Using the method given in Section 12.2.4, the matrix A can be reduced

to diagonal form (d, +d.) and the modified basis of the ideal<m> is
obtained as (4, Wis d, Wy) The residue classes mod <m> are therefore1

given_by x Wy XM. where Osx, <d, and Ogx,<d,- As Nm is equal
to AAT Pi inthigcase, the only allowed values for q, and a, are given
by d, =1 and d= TP. The operation modulo < m> required in
encryption and decryption is performed in the same way as that given
in Section 12.2.4.

If the primes p, are chosen such that x°-D = 0 (mod p,)
have no solution for all i, then the norm is a non-square free rational

integer and as in Section 12.2.4, ane cannot represent the residue

classes modulo < Ts > using the integers z/pt Z. This case corresponds
to the situation when d, = dq, = a P; in the elementary divisor method,
The messages are hence represented in the form x + x, V D for DF 1 

14ND = =
(mod 4) and x, + x, (“5 ) for D = 1 (mod 4) where Osx, »x,</Nm =
d, = d,- The reduction mod <m is performed by simply reducing each
of the components xy and X mod YNm.

Again, the elementary divisors qd, and d, are made public
together with the encrypting exponent, e.

12.3.5 RealQuadraticFields
There are 16 real quadratic fields which obey the Euclid's

algorithm with respect to the field norm and hence possess the unique
factorization of integers property [65]. . They occur when D is equal. to
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253,5,6,7,11,13,17,19,21,29,33,37,41,57 and 73. One major difference

between the complex quadratic fields and real quadratic fields is that

the latter has infinitely many units (Section 12.3.1). However this

does not cause any serious problems provided we choose the message

representation within the allowed standard set mod <m>. This is done

in any case, by either using the elementary divisor method or using
the standard set of messages modulo Nm. Thus it seems that in this

case, there are not any major changes to the trapdoor system described

above for the Euclidean complex quadratic fields.

12.4 Discussion

The design of factorization trapdoor systems in some

quadratic fields which are principal ideal domains has been considered.

However majority of the quadratic fields are non-principal ideal

domains and they do not possess the unique factorization of elements

property. But the unique factorization of a non-zero ideal into prime

ideals still applies in such fields. Factorization trapdoor system

seems possible if the chosen ring modulo the ideal is isomorphic to

a direct sum of finite fields. Choosing a square. free ideal A, not

necessarily a principal ideal, in RID) and let

Then A = 0, o+-0, where 9, are prime ideals in R(vD)

RWD)/A = R(VD)/p, 6... @ R(ND)/p,1

where RND)/p, is a finite field of No; elements
The order of the group formed by residues relatively prime to A is

given by r

BA) = TT Bo; ) = TT (Np.-1) using (11.1)i=l

The coding exponents e and d can be found using ed = 1 (mod Z(A)).

From Lemma 3, every prime ideal divides a rational prime Pp whach is
unique [63]. If the rational primes Pp, are chosen such that x2_pzo
(mod P;) have solution for all i, then the residue classes mod p, can be
represented using rational integers mod P- Hence the messages modulo
A can be represented using integers 0 to N(A)-1. The elementary divisor

method of Section 12.2.4 can. also be employed to represent the messages.
If the primes Pp; are chosen such that x7_D=0 (mod P;) have no solution
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for all i, then both elementary divisors d, and dy are equal to JN(A).
Let us conclude this chapter by considering a small example

which shows some of the calculations involved in the design of a
trapdoor system in R( 5), a non-principal ideal domain.

Choosing rational primes Pp,=3 and P=7> their decomposition
in R(V-5) is given by

<3> = (3, 14¥05) (3, 1-V-5) = 04, P45

<7 = (7, 3405) (7, 3-5) = 05) Do5
Let

A=p, 05 * (3 1445) (7,3-V-5)
Then ,

A (21, 7+#7V55;, 9-3V-5, 8+2V5)

Any ideal can be represented using a two-element basis over the ring [65].

Using standard rules for transforming the ideal basis [65],

A= (21, 4-5)
N(A)= 21”

The integral basis of R(V-5) is (1,V-5) as -5 # 1 (mod 4)

Representing the ideal A as a Z-module

[21, 210, 4+0, 5 +409] where 9 = V-5_
or

21 21 0 1

216 = O 21 Q

4+9 41

-5+4 Q “5 4
Let

21 0

Bs 0 21

41

-5 4

Using the algorithm given in Section 12.2.4, this matrix is reduced to

a diagonal form (d, +d,) where qd, d,-

1 0

VBU = oO 21

o oO

oO -
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where

oO QO -1 -1 5
v= Oo 1 o oO and U =

1
1 OQ -=4 1

Oo 1 -+5 -4

Now the messages can be represented as

M= 4 YY + XW l€x,<d; i=1,2 (12.30)

where

w. . 1 1 -=5 1
1 = ya =

Wo 8 o.6[U1 @

In this case, as d, =1,M= x,w,, 1£x,<d,- However if the rational
primes are chosen such that they stay as primes in the higher field
R (VD), then qd, = dq, = JNA) and the messages can be represented
using (12.30). @(A) = (NP)-1L) (NP,-1) = 12. One set of coding
exponents e and d is e = 5, d= 5. The messages can be encrypted

using a similar procedure to that given in Section 12.2.4 for Gaussian

integers, except in this case, the recursive equation is £(98) = @745 =0
instead of i? +120. The elementary divisors qd» d,s the encrypting
exponent e and the matrix U are made public and the decrypting exponent

dis kept secret.
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CHAPTER 13

CONVENTIONAL CRYPTOSYSTEM WITH PUBLIC KEY DISTRIBUTION

13.1 General

This chapter focusses on the concept of public key

distribution (PKD) mentioned in Section 9.6, whereby the 'public key

ideat is solely used to transfer a key between two users over an

insecure channel. In this case, there is no message as such which

gets encrypted at the sending end and decrypted at the receiving end.

In such a system, two users who wish to exchange a key communicate

back and forth until they arrive at a key in common. The opponent

eavesdropping on this exchange mst therefore find it computationally

infeasible to derive the key from the information overheard. This

type of arrangement is used in conjunction with the conventional

cryptographic DES interface unit to form a DES/PKD hybrid system. An

implementation of such a hybrid system is discussed in Section 13.5.

Diffie and Hellman [35] proposed such a key distribution
system based on exponentiation over finite field. This technique

briefly described in Section 9.5.3 makes use of the apparent difficulty

of computing logarithms over a finite field GF(q) where q is a very

large prime number. Each user generates an independent random number

x; chosen uniformly from the set of integers {1,2,...q-1}, and computes
y, = a*i(mod q) where 'a'is a primitive element of GF(q). The number
v5 is made public and the number x5 is kept secret. When users i and

j wish to communicate privately, they can use the common key Kj? given
by KF ai“J5(y, "55(y,)"i (mod q).

For the system to be secure, the key Kij must be difficult
to compute for anyone who knows y; and V5 but does not know either x
or 5° ‘In order to ensure that this computation is difficult, it is
necessary that logarithms over GF(q) be difficult to compute. Other-

wise an opponent could compute xs from Ys and impersonate user i,
Some currently known algorithms for calculating the logarithms over

finite fields are now briefly looked at.

13.2 Logarithms Over Finite Fields

Knuth's algorithm [45] to compute logarithm over GF(q)
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requires 2 [qs] mltiplications (mod q) in addition to other operations
of comparable complexity. This algorithm requires 2 [qs] words of
memory, each [109,q] bits long. This algorithm can be generalized to
allow a time-memory tradeoff in which time is almost proportional to

q® and menary to dF for any Osrg. Knuth's. algorithm corresponds to the
case where r=s5. Allowing arbitrary values of r enables the algorithm to
be adjusted to particular time-memory requirements. The algorithm to

compute x from y=a*(mod q) works as follows:

Let m= (7|
Then there exist integers c and d such that

x = cmtd with O<c< fa/m| = qi-*
and O<d«m = q™

Substituting for x in a™, gives

y=ac™* (mod q)
ie, a? = y a(mod q)
In order to determine ¢ and d, the values of a" (mod q) are precomputed
for d=0,1,...m1 in O(q") operations and the results stored in a table

in O(q* log, q’) operations. Then yyya, yam. {mod q) are each
computed and compared with the sorted table of {a9 until a match is
found. ‘Bach value of c tried requires 1 multiplication (mod q) and
log, q° comparisons, thus giving a total of (1+log,, q’) operations.
There are oq)" ) values of ¢ to be tried. When rsl, this algorithm
is a look up table and when r=0, the algorithm reduces to an exhaustive
search. Neglecting the logarithmic factors it is seen that the time-
memory product is constant (since qrege = q) as the algorithm ranges
between the extremes of a look up table and an exhaustive search.

Pohlig and Heliman [69] proposed an improved algorithm to

compute logarithms cover GF(q) when the prime q is chosen such that q-l

has only small prime factors. On the other hand, it has long been known

that a disproportionately large portion of numbers are entirely
composed of small prime factors and it is precisely this fact on which

Adleman based his very recent discrete logarithm algorithm [70],

Assuming a microsecond per operation machine, this new algorithm could

be expected to compromise a system based on a 200Q-bit prime q in 2.6

days rather than the 3x10 years using the best previously published
method due to Shanks [45]. For a large enough prime q, however,

Adleman's algorithm is also infeasible. A sketch of this subexponential

Adleman's solution to the logarithm problem is now given following [6].
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Problem: Given a, y and gq (a prime) find x that satisfies y=a* {mod q)
(where ‘a' is a primitive element in GF(q) in the PKD system).

The algorithm requires the following preliminary definition: a number
a is said to be "smooth? with respect to abound BD, if the factorization
of a into primes, @ = TT,% is such that all Pi 1S$ifgr, satisfyi=

p.§ BD.1

Step 1 Find by random sampling (and checking) a positive integer R
y" (mod q),1<Bsqel and B is smooth with respect to the
e(InqinIng)® and ged (R,q-1)=1.

such that B

bound BD(q)

Step 2 Let Greedy be all the primes< BD(q). Find by random
sampling (and checking) positive integers Ry for l<¢ ig m such that
A, = a®i(mod q) where LSA; sq-l and A; is smooth with respect to BD(q)

> _ TT e..
and the vectors Ay = (@,, 9++-@;,,), where A; = j=195 ij, span the m
dimensional module over 2/(q-1)Z, the ring of integers modulo (q-1)}.

Step 3 By Gaussian elimination express B= (f£,+-++f,),where
= TT f. : : . > Z- > 7B jay j,as a linear combination of the A, namely 8 nA)msAjt-<-

anA (mod (q-1)) where Ogn, <q-2 for 1¢ign.

Now * ‘5
B= | | 45

and * m

in Bs t5 ing
m m

In B= FF nye, +kj(at)) Ing; (13.1)
j=l *1=1

as
mn

f. = .G d 1j 2” ig (mod (q-1))

mm m es5 a
B is je j (mod q)

That is , m

B= | | A. i (mod q)
i=1 R

Where A; can be replaced by a i. m 1

Step 4 Calculate R”(mod q-1). Then y = ]T aTMikiR (mad q)
a(E ner.) . 1 7

That is, y=a iar ti {mod q). That is, x =R wen n,R, (mod q)

Now briefly consider the execution timeof this algorithm.
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Let W (x,y)/x = Prob(z is smooth with respect to y/2<x). Using
- x/ In inl 1 -(Ink/Iny)(Ininx-1), Thus the

expected number of tries needed to obtain a smooth number is approx-
{1lnx/iny) (inkinx —1)

Erdos's result [6], ) (x,y)/x =e

imately e This search must be carried out é&(y)

times where 5(y) is the number of primes less than or equal to y and

S(y) = y/iny = einy-ininy | Thus the total computational effort is
(Inx/Iny) (Inlnx-1 )+1ny-inlny which is approximately

with ¢ = lnxlnlnx and d= lny. But ec/a+a
approximately e

ec/atd (c>O) is maximized
when d = cf, yielding a computational effort of order &2(Inxininx)’s,
A sharper analysis [6] results in an upper bound for the logarithm

problem of otnaining thus removing the factor 2 from the exponent.
System designer's avoidance of q such that q-1 has only small

prime factors cannot be accomplished by first choosing a prime q such
that e(Enqining)%s is prohibitively large from the cryptanalyst point

of view and then determining the prime power factorization of ql.

This is because the most efficient known factorization algorithm due to

Schroeppell (unpublished) also makes use of the concept of smoothness.

It has an expected running time for factoring q1 of e(im(q-} inin(g-t )
One way to overcome this problem is. to generate a large random prime

number u and let q to be the first prime in the sequence iuti for

i=2,4,6... as mentioned in Section 10.2.

13.3 Public Key Distribution in GF(2”)

While it is possible to implement the exponentiation public

key distribution system as above, some implementation difficulties can

be overcome by considering the exponentiation system in the extension

fields GF(2").

First consider the exponentiation over GF(q) from a system
design point of view. Initially one needs a suitable set of routines

to generate and test for large prime numbers. The tests mentioned in

Section 10.2 can be used for this purpose. Further it is required that

the routine must generate a prime q such that ql has no small factors.

Blakely [71] refers to such primes of the form q=2p+l where p is a

prime as 'safe' primes. Then one mist choose a primitive element ‘a!

in GF(q). The number of primitive elements (mod q) is given by the

Euler totient function #(q-1) and hence the probability that an

abitrarily chosen element 'a' is primitive is given by @(ql/q-l. If

q is of the form 4p+l where p isa prime then 2" (mod q) is a primitive
element (mod q) for any n relatively prime to q-l and hence the problem
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of determining a primitive element is simplified. Otherwise finding a

primitive root of an arbitrary prime gq may be more cumbersome requiring

the knowledge of the factors of ql. In addition, mitiple precision

arithmetic is required which is cumbersome and slows down the response
time.

To overcome some of these problems associated with the GF(q)

implementation, Berkovits [72] proposed to perform the exponentiation in
the extension field GF(2"),instead of GF(q). As this is an extension
field of GF(2)all operations are based on modulo 2 arithmetic which is

easily implementable using digital logic systems. Addition and sub-

traction are performed with exclusive-or operation alone, while aper-—

ations in GF(q) require carry and borrow propagation. Further advan-

tages arise from the choice of n to be a prime so that 2°-1 is a

Mersenne prime. Since there are no- subgroups within the multiplicative

group of such a field, the logarithmic attack reduces to an exhaustive

search. Furthermore, since the order of.the- mltiplicative group is a

prime, every element except one is primitive. Thus the selection. of 'a'

becomes arbitrary. Finally,since all the resulting y's (y=a~ in GF(2”))
are also primitive, the number of possible keys is maximized.

As seen in Section 10.5, the elements of GF(-p’) gan be
represented using polynomials of degree less than n whose coefficients
are in GF(p). In this system p=2 and hence the coefficients are all
either O or 1. Using the earlier notation, the field 2/2Z[xVt(x),
where f(x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree n over Z/2Z, is

isomorphic to GF(2"). Multiplication of two elements in GF(2") are
programmed as multiplication of two polynomials and the terms in the

product with exponent n or higher are reduced modulo the generating
irreducible polynomial f(x). Let f(x) be a monic polynomial and is

equal to n-1

f(x) = o + ib ie x? whereb;€ {o,1}
Then n=l i-

ws J %* (mod f(x))i=0

Then the reduction process of a polynomial P(x) modulo f(x) is

performed as follows: (cf Section 10.5)
Let

P(x) 2 Q(x) + R(x) x”

where the degree of Q(x) is Less than n.
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Then nel .
Sax) + R(x) 2, b,x"4

x u

atx) + 2 R(x) xt (mod £(x))
b=]i

This result may still have terms with exponents equal ton or greater

and the process is repeated. The reduction process continues until the

result is of degree less than n.

As 251 is prime, any number ‘a' less than ay (other than
1) can be used as the base (primitive element in GF(2")) of the PKD
system. The base ‘a' can be represented as a vector whose value as a

binary number is equal to tat. That is, let

izo + where a; € Z/2z

 
Let the secret keys of users A and B-be xy and x, which are integers
less than 27-1 (except 1). Then,

ne-1 Xn ;
. ) a.x

where val) is a polynomial of degree less than n with coefficients
over GF(2). ¥,(*) can be represented as an integer Ya in the range
Oc¥<27—1 by calculating the value of the polynomial Val) in binary.
Similarly the user B calculates Yor Thus the public key and secret

key pairs of users A and B are given by (Y, 9X, ) and (Y¥g°%,) respectively.
The common key KAB is derived by users A and B using

- XB Xn
Kay = (vg(*)) (¥(2))*(mod £(x))

The choice of the extension field GF(2") depends on the

required difficulty of computing logarithms over the field. The

particular choice of the Mersenne prime 2271, that is, n=127 is very
attractive from implementation point of view. In or(2??7), manip—
ulation of 127-bit blocks are conveniently performed in most computers

which have 8,16,32 or 64-bit architectures. A further attraction is

that there exists a particularly simple irreducible polynomial, a

trinomial, over GF(2) namely f(x) = xt? + x +1 [73] which can be used
to generate all the elements of GF(2'?”). But with the advent of the
subexponential algorithm for computing logarithm over finite fields by

Adleman, it is necessary to work in higher extension fields to offer

a similar amount of work factor as the DES to break the system. The
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: 2 . .next Mersenne prime occurs when n=521 and 2° Ty is a prime. Thus one
can work in GF(2°74) to overcome the attack using Adleman's subexpon—
ential logarithm algorithm. In this field,the corresponding irreducible
trinomial over GF(2) is given by f(x) = od + x +1 [73]. Tore
Herlestam [74] has proposed a hairistic method for computing logarithms

over GF(2") where p is a prime. When 2P_1 is a Mersenne prime less
than or equal to 21, the method is reported to work in very short
running times on a general purpose computer [74]. Although the
numerical results obtained so far and the complexity of the problem

does not allow to assess the security of the corresponding public key

distribution systems with p=127, 521 and larger, this may induce doubts

that such systems could be considered secure.

Even so,this system, referred to as the Mitre system [75],

is probably the most practical of the public key algorithms that have

been proposed so far. However there is’ another attack called the

short cycling attack which can be used with any public key system

discussed so far. This attack may enable ‘backdoor’ penetrations, for

example, in the Mitre system, a penetrator could use his knowledge of

the system parameters namely the system base ‘at and the modulus

polynomial f(x) to superencipher intercepted cipher until a cycle
occurs. The effectiveness of such an attack on the Mitre system is now

considered. This attack is of the same ‘type as the one used by

Simmons and Norris [76] against the RSA system.

13.4 Short Cycling Attack

Suppose g is a function of a set S into itself. Then given

an x in S, the sequence defined by x,=x and x,=g(x;_,) is called the
path of the element x under the action of g. If S is a finite set,

then the path of each element mist eventually repeat itself. When g

is a one to one map, then repetition begins with 4XgEX for some
minimal k..Under these circumstances, the path of x cycles around the

game k elements. This circular path is called the orbit of x under g.

The orbit of any element not in the orbit of x is completely disjoint

from the orbit of x. Thus the set S is partitioned into disjoint orbits

and hence the sum of the numbers of elements in the distinct orbits is

the cardinality of S which is equal to the size of the largest orbit
possible.

Now consider the cycling in the PKD system based on ~—
exponentiation in GF(2"). Let
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{xx an integer between 1 and 21}v iT]

{yzy a non-zero element of GF(2") }and

Let P denote the set of plaintexts (secret keys) and C the set of

ciphertexts (public keys) under the encrypting function E. Let us
define another function DEC frem C to P as follows: If y is an

element of C, it is a polynomial of degree less than n. Writing y as

the n-tuple of its coefficients and evaluating that n-tuple as the

binary expansion of an integer, the result DEC(y) is obtained. Since

both E and DEC are one to one functions, their composition F is a one

to one map of the finite set P onto itself. The set P is partitioned

into disjoint orbits under the F-map. These orbits are the cycles.

A schematic diagram of the mappings is shown in Figure 13.1.

P Cc

 
Fig 13.1

The threat of short cycling arises as follows:

 

Let

Yy = a*O (mod f(x))
Then

*, = DEC(¥9)

vy, = a’ (mod f(x))
x, = DEC(y, )

_ x. _

y, = ai {mod f(x))} ~
- 281 ~
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Xia, = DEC(y;)

Hence at some point r, as the set is. finitex
ar (mod f(x))yy *

*y+1 = DEC(Y,)
= 6

and _ x
Yeap = 8 O (mod £(x))
4 = DEC (Ye41}

When this point is reached, the opponent realizes that the penultimate

number of the sequence gives the original secret key Xoe
This type of short cycling analysis has been carried out in

small extension fields using irreducible polynomials of degrees 3 and

7. The primitive polynomials used are f(x) = x+xtl in GF(2?) and
f(x) = xexe in GF(2’) respectively. The system base ‘a’ is allowed
‘to vary from 2 to 7 and 2 to 127 respectively. Then the cycle lengths

are determined for various values of the secret exponent x, using the

program CYCLE.FIN given in Appendix 15. The cycle lengths obtained iin

GF(2”) for.several values of x are given in Appendix 17 (Section A17.1).
The complete set of results shows that in the case of GF{2”) with f(x)
=x’+xt1, the base a=38 (evaluated using *x=2 in ote+x, an element of
GF(2"}) gives the maximum cycle length of 127. [In the case of GF(23)
with £(x)=x+xel, a=5 (741 in GF(2°)) gave the maximum cycle length
of 7]. For all the other values of the base, the cycle lengths are

less than 127. This can be explained by the reasoning that the choice

of the system base 'ta' partitions the set P into disjoint orbits; in

the case of a=38 with the primitive polynomial x+xtl, this has created
& partition consisting only of the entire set P. Thus every element

of P is in the same orbit and hence every value x gives the maximim

cycle length with a=38. The other choices of ‘a' partitioned P into
several disjoint orbits with different cycle lengths. Two different

exponent values of x having the same cycle length (for instance a=9,

xFlSs Xp5325 cycle length =116) may be due to two or more orbits
having the same cardinality or it may be that x and X5 lie in the
same orbit.

These results may indicate that certain bases and certain

generating polynomials are superior to others thus giving rise to

maximum cycle lengths irrespective of the exponent x. If so, the

system parameters should not be chosen at random, for instance, the

system base ‘a’ should not be chosen randomly among all primitive
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elements. To determine whether an optimum set of parameters is

possible, further analysis is carried cut in the extension field GF(2’).
Considering the mappings shown in Figure 13.1, it is seen

that an opponent is not restricted to choosing the function DEC to get
back from C to P. Any one to one map of C to P will serve his purpose

and the system designer cannot guard against all possible choices of

the opponent. Consider for instance, the function G(y) where

Gly) = DEC (b+ y)

Let b take all non-zero values in the set C. That is, b can be any one

of the 127 polynomials of degree less than 7 in GF(2"). Consider the
following algorithm.

le Choose a system base ‘a’.

2. Choose a particular value for 'b' in G(y) = DEC(b-'y)

3. Vary the exponent values x (secret keys in PKD) from 2 to

127 and in each case, calculate the corresponding cycle

length.

4. Do steps 2 and 3 for 127 values of 'b'.

This algorithm has been implemented using the program RANDCYCLE.FIN
given in Appendix 16. Several values for the system base 'a' have

been tried; only the results for a=38 are given in Appendix 17,

Section Al7.2. The results show the expected cycle lengths obtained

as the secret exponent x varies from 1 to 127 for different values of

the polynomial b (evaluated as a binary vector). From the results, it
is seen that by varying b in G(y) = DEC(b-y) the expected cycle length

can be changed for a fixed base 'a'. Hence the opponent can obtain a

shorter cycle length than the maximum, by appropriately choosing the

value of b in G{y) for any system base 'a'. Section Al7,2 shows that

with a=38, even though the expected cycle length is equal to the

maximim 127, when b=l, with b=2, the expected cycle length = 38.87,

with b=13, expected cycle length = 27.18, with b=125, expected cycle

length = 32,64 and so on. Hence even if the system designer had
chosen the 'best' system base, a=38, in his PKD system in GF(2’), if
the opponent chooses b=13 in his G(y) = DEC(b-y) then he only needs to

superencipher on average 28 times before obtainingthe secret exponent

x. The system designer has.:no control over the opponent choice of ‘b'.
Thus it seems that there is no best choice for the system base ‘a’.

Section A17.3 of Appendix 17 gives the average expected cycle

lengths for several values of the system base 'a'. That is, having
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selected a system base 'a', the expected cycle lengths are calculated

for the 127 non-zero specialized values of the polynomial b. Then the

average of these expected cycle lengths is determined. From the results
it seems that the average expected cycle length for a chosen system

base is around 63.5. Recalling that in the algorithm given above, one

has considered only 127 functions of a specialized form for the

polynomial 'b', it appears that the average expected cycle length will
approach 63.5if one has averaged over all the 127! possible functions
from the set C to the set P. Dr R Odoni has in fact explained using a

heuristic argument that the cycle length will be n/2 when all the
nit functions are taken into account.

Thus once the opponent chooses the function from C to P,

that is, the value of b in G(y), then he has actually chosen the order

in which he will try elements of P to search for the one that encrypts

into cipher y. That is, he has effectively decided on the elements

G(y,) = DEC (b-y¥,)
G{y,)} = DEC (bey)

Gly) = DEC (b-y,)

The opponent tries each of the elements in the above sequence in turn

(y,) = Year to find the one which matches with the
given Yy° For different values of b, the order of the sequence of
in the equation a

elements changes and hence the number of elements to be searched to

find the match with vy changes. The average number of such elements
to be tried is about 63.5. This implies that for a randomly chosen

system base, the expected cycle length of anarbitrary cycle is about
half the number of non-zero field elements. (That is, (2'*7_1ya and

(2°?) ayo for GF(2'?”) and GF(2°*" ) respectively). Thus although the

cycling attack will eventually find a solution, the work required

appears to be equivalent to a "random" exhaustive key search and hence

confirms [77]-

In the next section, the implementation of this PKD system

in conjunction with the conventional DES system. using Apple micro-

computers is considered.

13.5 DES/PKD Hybrid System

A hybrid DES/PKD demonstration system has been developed
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using the DES interface unit (Chapter 4} and the exponentiation system

over oF(2??7). The system has been experimented using two Apple
microcomputers forming a link. Each Apple microcomputer is assumed to

be shared by n users (here n = 5). Each of these n users can compose

and send a message to any other user at the other end in a secure way.

This system is primarily intended as a testbed for investigating the

problems of developing an application system incorporating DES/PKD

techniques on a microprocessor based system.

The DES interface card is used to encrypt messages under one

of the three modes namely the ECB, CFB or CBC (Chapter 5). The PKD

function performs the basic Gr(2t27 )* exponentiation system using
£(x) = x27 + x +1 as the modulus irreducible polynomial. This is
essentially used to transfer the session keys securely between the

two Apple microcomputers over ‘a public telephone network. With

6502 microprocessor running at 1 MHZ, an average time of 4 seconds

with a worst case of 6 seconds is required to perform the exponentiation

in or(2?*7), The FKD program size is approximately 400 bytes and the
listing of the program is given in Appendix 18 (see Section 13.6).

During system operation, the user can communicate with an

user at the other end under DES or DES/PKD modes or generate a new

secret/public key pair for the PKD system. The system base ‘’a' and

the modulus polynomial f(x) are input once to the program and they

are assumed to be fixed. The public key generated is stored in some

preallocated memory location depending upon the user ID, n. That is,

in this simple system, each terminal stores its own list of public

keys. This is sometimes referred to as the local Public Key File

( PKF) mode.

A secure connection is established between users i and j

through a simple connection protocol sequence. This sequence

allows to establish a DES session key and initialization vector

*As mentioned in Section 13.2, this can be changed to GF(2?21) with
f{x) = xt + ee? + 1 to overcome Adleman's algorithm.
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required for secure communication between the users iandj. It
also enables each user to authenticate the other's identity. A new

session key and a new initialization vector, derived using the common

key K;59are established for each session between i and j. This
sequence is used with the local PKF mode mentioned above,

When user i wishes to establish a secure connection with

user j, i sends his user ID({I) along with the ID of user j(J) to
the other end. That is,

pe + had H = a

The user j is informed at the receiving end that a communication
has been requested by user i and the system asks the user j to input
his secret key via the Keyboard of the terminal. As soon as user j has
entered his 16 character (127-bit) secret key, the system requests
user i at the sending end to input his secret key. At this point,

users i and j fetch the other user's locally stored public key value

from their memories and compute the common key Ky using their oun
secret keys independently at their respective ends. Then the sending
end generates a pseudo-random number, R,and encrypts this number under
the ECB mode of DES using the first 64 bits of KS 5 as the CES key.
(K,ij) This cipher is then transmitted to the receiving end. That is,

ji

The receiving end decrypts the cipher using K551 as the DES key in

i+j : (RF),i

ECB mode to obtain the pseudo-random number R. Then he modifies the

number R by adding 1 to it and encrypts (R+]) under the ECB mode of
DES with K..

si
That is,

2 and transmits to user i.

jr>ii oo: (Rt ‘ie
ji2

This operation is done by user j to prove his identity to user i which -

requires the knowledge of the common key Ky = Kaur
sending end decrypts the information and tests to see if the message is

The user 1 at the

equal to R+l- If this is the case, then the user at the receiving end
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must. have computed the key Ka = Ki5 and hence it must be user j as he
is the only one who knows the user j's secret key. Hence user i can
start a conversation with user j at the other end. If they do not

match, then the user at the receiving end is informed that the

conversation cannot begin. This may either be due to some error

during the commyiication or more seriously due to the false identity

of user j at the receiving end.

In this simple procedure, the dynamically generated pseudc—

random number is used as the session key to be used in the DES

algorithm for encrypting data. Note that the number R is never actually
transferred over the link between users i and j in its plain forn.

If the CES algorithm is used in its ECB mode for encrypting data

messages no more initialization procedure is required. The users i
and j can communicate with each other in a secure manner using the DES

system with R as the secret DES key. On the other hand, if the DES is
used in either CFB or CBC modes, then the initialization vector needs

to be transferred from the sender to the receiver. This is done using

the normal procedure explained in Section 5.3.2, by generating another.-
pseudo-random number, encrypting it under the ECB mode using the

session key and transmitting it to the receiver.

To authenticate the identity of user i and establish an

initialization vector for transfers from j to i, user j generates the

pseudo-random number which he then sends to i in encrypted fron.

Establishment of authentication of user i proceeds in a similar fashion

as described above by the modification of the random number by user i.

Note that user authentication in such a public key distribution system

is based on the possession of the secret key which the user employs to

compute the common key for any other user. It is the calculation of
the common key that results in user authentication and DES protection.

A set of 10 pairs of public/secret keys used in this demon-

stration system is given in Figure 13.2. The public keys although they

do not have to be kept secret, they still have to be authentic. Other-—

wise an imposter could manufacture his own public key, claim it

belonged to another user and then employ it to impersonate him. Thus

public keys have to be public in the broadest sense = not only non-

secret, but guaranteed,'accessible to or shared by all users of the

network' [78]. Three possible methods by which the public keys can be

distributed in this hybrid DES/PKD system are considered [75].
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System Base a cs 1234567812345678
127

System Polynomial, f(x) : x +x+1 |
|

User Secret key Fublic key |
. (Bytes) (Hexadecimal code}

1 ASDFGHIZLMNBVCXZ PEDB15A417592A745130716788636CD41

2 8765432187654322 9P6AC7C3DD227686F39 7 489CFA53D596

3 _ QWERTYULOPLEJEGP C82C8F478137CCSSDEDS9SFTP7DEDADS

4 PPL, MKO9SLINSSU7 OP 52ESCPESDCAED326F82DE99FCIEABI

5 1QAZXSW23EDCVFR4 2286521679EBCE31¥29227A 3194342262

6 STGB6YEN7UIMGZAl L8EDP7PP67CF4F211 S8EE37TBE2P8G725
7 ime 6 &'()p*=@+<> 9171 4865CP6D5231D2 5048BAPSD3E340
8 Li2"3#4$5@627/8( 1287266652187B1 59338581F6BSB83GC

9 AZSXDCFVGBENIMEL S19IGSPESLOFOPSAICEADIGA TIFO2SBCA

10 W28DF6ENAMTG! RAM 4877558FFEG3934FTSEDE1GS240GFE94
127

Fig. 13.2 - Public & Secret Key Pairs in GF(2/27)

13.5.1 Central PublicKeyFile
In this approach, as in Section 9.6, the existence of a

Public Key Distribution Centre (PKDC) is envisaged which controls the

formation of user connections. The connection protocol sequence may

be described as follows. Each user registers hispublic key with the

PKDC and each user knows the public key of the Centre. When a user i
wishes to commmicate with user j, he first enters his secret key on

the terminal. This key can then be combined with the PKDC's public
key, which is assumed to be locally stored on the terminal, to forma

common key between the user and the PKDC, Then the user can connect

with the FPKDC, using the common key in his DES based system, to

transmit an encrypted request to the PKDC for user j's public key {or

the entire list of public keys). The PKDC decrypts the request and

encrypts and transmits the desired public key(s) to the user i. Hence

the connection to the PKDC is authentic and private so that an opponent

cannot modify the public keys transmitted or impersonate the PKDC

without detection. This approach insures that the FKDC controls the

access of users to the system and centralizes the dissemination of

public keys. Note that a-connection to the PKDC is required to obtain
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a list of public keys but once the user has stored the public keys,

the PKDC is no longer needed unless the user wishes to update his

public key list.

13.5.2 Local PublicKeyFile

This method has been used in the simple demonstration system

described earlier and is very attyactive when only a small number of

users are involved. Each user possesses an authentic list of public

keys. The distribution of this local directory can be accomplished

manually through hardcopy or electronic storage media such as

programmable memory PROM. Precautions mist be taken to protect the

public keys from modification or substitution but not from privacy.

13.5.3 NoPublic Key File_

’ The third approach assumes a more benign environment in which

the opponent is content to passively eavesdrop. If this applies, keys

do not need to be stored. To establish a connection, each user

generates a new secret key, computes a new public key, exchanges it and

then calculates the secret session key. An active opponent however

can interpose between the two users, can mirror each half of the

scenario and establish an imposter ‘connection with each. This method

is mentioned here for completeness sake and it is recommended that it

should be avoided in practice.

Thus this arrangement shows that the implementation of the

PKD algorithm and its use in a hybrid system using the DES is entirely

feasible. The value of combining the protection provided by the

conventional cryptosystem with the user authentication attributes of

a public key system is most advantageous. The integration of these two

methods gives the designer of secure systems flexibility in these areas:

1. The distribution and management of keys; while most con-

ventional cryptosystems require centralized key management

and connection establishment, integration of public keys

systems with conventional cryptosystems promises centralized

control of key management functions with distributed connection

establishment.

2. Decentralized user authentication; since a user's identity

can be confirmed using public parameters and a single secret

parameter known only to the user.

3. Document or file protection; the conventional cryptosystem.
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can be used to protect against information release by

encryption using document or file key while access to the
file key is restricted by the public key system.

13.6 Exponentiation in GF(2")

In this section two different methods of performing

exponentiation in GF(2") are considered. These indicate that fast
exponentiation in GF(2") is possible using dedicated hardware and
make the DES/PKD hybrid system described above a practical way of

providing both security and authentication.
Both the methods, use the well known 'square and multiply’

technique to perform exponentiation in GF(2"). This technique has
been used throughout Chapters 10, 11 and 12 and the flowchart is given

in Figure 10.2. But in this case, the operations are performed modulo
2 which makes the implementation easy and reduces the running time of

the algorithm. The two methods differ in the way they perform
multiplication and squaring in GF(2").

13.6.1 Method 1

13.6-1.1 Squaring
Squaring ‘operation in Galois field can be performed very

efficiently if the irreducible generator polynomial f(x) is fixed as
shown below.

Let the irreducible polynomial be a trinomial, f(x) = x441. (In the
demonstration hybrid DES/PKD system described in Section 13.5, f(x) =

xPach) Let tat represent an element of the field GF(2") (for
example, the system base) and representing 'a' as a binary polynomial

2 = a + 3%* id ay ate GF(2)
As GF(2.) is a field with characteristic 2, the property that

(atb)? = a? +b?
holds true for the operations in the field. Thus the representation of
a’ is given by

a’ = ay + a” + a,x” teee sapout)
Now reducing the powers greater than n using the recursive function

x7) = hte +x for j29, gives
a’ sa. t+a_,x+ (ata ye eee ta w-2 4 (a ta, )x7

oO n/2 1 “n/2 n-1 n/2 n-1
where n/2 denotes [n/2] , the least integer greater than n/2.
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 ar : . 2 .
As the characteristic of the field is 2, one can represent a using

exclusive-or operator

2 3 + + ®a_,,) 2 a x2 + (a Oa ,) gta = 89**n/2 * (4) n/2?* ret Only n/2- “nel °
This expression can be rewritten as

9
2 2i-1 2i= +. . + .@ a.a ag oh las4g” (a; Fi4g) x }

where g = n/2 — 1.

(13.2)

Implementation of the equation (13.2) from the hardware point of view

gives

Fi+g Coin

a; Caz
where

. 2

(CorCyreees c.4) = (apse ee ay)
Thus squaring can be very efficiently accomplished using exclusive—or
gates alone. Such an implementation in GF(2”) using 7-bit vector is
shown in Figure 13.3.

0Se*0 O

a, cy
a3 fo
a3 S3
34 f4

45 Ss

36 “6

Fig 13.3-Squaring in GF(2”)

13.6.1.2 Multiplication

The multiplication in GF(2") can be performed using the
standard canonical basis representation of elements. That is, the

elements of GF(2") are expressed in terms of a canonical basis for
GF(2") over GF(2) and the multiplication rule is derived as follows:

Suppese that U and V in GF(2") have the representation

(UorUy» neleee U ) and (VorVy neces Vv, 1) respectively in terms of the
: : : -1 ~ . : :canonical basis (1,0 ,-.. 54 n ) where @ is a root of an irreducible

polynomial of degree n over GF(2). This means that

Us [uggs vere ud|hqQ

“nela
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n-1

Ve [vos¥ys sees Yoo! 1 J= [lra, --- 9a ] Yoa v 1

AH .: v

|* ‘nel

Hence Z = ULV
nel

[usa» erg ui! L fl,as...9a ] Yo@ v
1

n—-1
a von

, n=1

Ze [ugruys-ss wii : voeeee ag Yo
- ° (13.3)

fel ° 3n-2 %
OW cessvaere =|]

Now expanding the nxn matrix in (13.3) as

n=-1 |eseoses GO

. = M+ Mo + Ma + eee tM ia0 1 2 n-1"

nw

a,seg —1 2n=-2
. a

where M is the GF{2) matrix whose entry in row i and colum j is theitj— . . ‘
coefficient of as when a j-2 is expanded in the canonical basis
(lidpeces gt). Hence if (Zoeeees z, ) is the representation of 2
we have . ,

n-1 t t t n=1= WV oe
25 +4 Atere +27 G uMyvyru M var +uM_, va
where

us (Ups Upseers via) and v= (VaeVyeoes voe1
It now follows from the uniqueness of the representation in terms of
a fixed basis that

z= ue M. v for k = O, l,..«, n=l (13.4)
The right hand side of (13.4) is sometimes referred to as the bilinear

form in the vectors u and v.

To woid the need to store the matrices M. in the calculation
of the product of two elements, the algorithm given by Berlekamp in [56]
has been used.

Let the mltiplicand be U and the miltiplier be V and assume
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that they are stored in two n—-bit registers U and V respectively. Let

the partial product register be called Z. To perform mitiplication,
the Z register is initially set to zero. Depending on the lowest bit

of the mltiplicand Yo? U is either added or not added into Z (modulo
2 addition). If Yo = l, then U is added into Z; if Yo = O, Z is left
unchanged. The V register is then shifted right, the U register is
multiplied by q and the process is repeated. Multiplication by q is
done according to the recursive equation eo’ = a+ 1. At the mth step,
U contains a” times the original multiplicand, vg contains Vn? the mth
bit of the original miltiplier and 2 cantains Zo v, (Ua*). After n
such steps, the miltiplicatim is complete. 2 contains the product of
the original U and V registers. The V register has been cycled

completely around to its original position but the U register now
contains U qh) A schematic diagram using feedback shift registers
is shown in Figure 13.4 for the field GF(2”) with f(x) = x!+341 as the
generating irreducible polynomial.

 
Fig 13.4 = Multiplication in GF(2’)

This method of multiplying and squaring elements in GF(2")
has been used in the software implementation of the PKD algorithm in

the hybrid system. With dedicated hardware, the exponentiation

algorithm would take approximately 16256 (=l27 x 128) clock cycles in
the worst case. Hence using 1MHZ clock, this gives a worst running

time of less than 20 milliseconds compared to 6 seconds when carried

out in software using 6502 machine code programming.

13.6.2 Method 2

Here exponentiation is performed in GF(2") using a novel
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technique based on normal basis representation of elements {79}. This
section contains some of the notes communicated by Prof J Massey, ETH,

Zurich, in private correspondence. The method has been used to design
sigs : 7

a hardware exponentiation system in GF(2 ).

13.6.2.1 Multiplication

The mitiplication rule given in method 1 can be used with

any basis not only with the canonical basis.

Let 1205s soe be any basis for GF(2") over GF(2) and
let u= (Uy seers us ve (Vy eVoa-e29¥,) and Z = (2592902 272,) be the
representations of U, V and Z in terms of this basis. It follows that
if Z = UV, then

2

ze [u, > woot | Gy aeee GOD v;
a, e .

° ° . (13.5)

nel eooe 2 vn n

The matrix in (13.5) can be expanded as

2 a, da
Gy eee 1%

: = M + . : + +M
« . ™ 191: M,a, aon n %,

a devesgnol n

where M. is the GF(2) matrix whose entry in row i and column j is the
coefficient of q when a 505 is expanded in the basis AprGarerr Os
It follows that

a su M Vv for k = Le2seeey ne
In particular let us now consider a special basis called the normal
basis.

"Suppose that E is an extension of the field F and E is a
vector space of dimension n over F. Then Wy Fiyerey A is said to be a
normal basis for E over F if Giseooy G are a basis for E over F and
are also roots of the same irreducible polynomial in F[x]. For F =

GF(2) and E = GF(2"), this is equivalent to saying that for some
element @ of GF(2™), a. = a2} for i = 1,2,...,n.are linearly
independent over GF(2). Now letting Lugar seo ty | Jbe the represent—pn-1
ation of UE GF(2") in terms of the normal basis 4,4, ... a2" » then
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2 -1
Usuod tug? +... +4502" +u_ jooO n=1L

so that 1
_ 2 4 3hu? = ohe + ua + soe + uot + uno

where the identity ue =u for all u ¢ GF(2) and the fact that cross—
term products vanish when raising to the power 2 in GF(2) have been
used. Thus it is seen that squaring an element U in GF(2") merely
consists of a right cyclic shift of its representation in terms of a

normal basis for GF(2"} over GF(2). In a general extension field

GF(q") where q is a prime, raising to the qth power an element of
GF(q") corresponds to a right cyclical shift of its representation in
terms of a normal basis for GF(q") over GF(q).- Thus the implementation

of squaring in'mltiply and square’ technique exponentiation is made
very simple using normal basis.

Now letting u = (ugs seo) v= (Ys Yerees vin) and
z= (Zy2Zp eters z-1) be the normal basis representation of U, V and 2
respectively and Z = U.V, then

24-1 = (Uprty seers ui)" M (Vg Vy reces Yn-1? (13.6)
where M is the GF(2 ) matrix whose entry in row i and colum j is the
coefficient of a ‘when: g227? g23-} = a2?*9-? is expanded in the normal
basis Wedpenny gat, But z = uv" and the elements uw and 2°
have the normal basis representations (uo Uge- ees Uo)» (va Yor
see9¥_o) and (zy Zoreres 222) respectively. Thus it follows that
for the same matrix M as in (13.6)

_ tz2 7 (uy Upreees ui_o) M (vor ane Vne2?)
and in general that, for this same GF(2) matrix M

z= (uy? seepys Unpsces u.} M (Meare ener Yor Me)
for Osk¢n-1.

Thus when a normal basis representation of GF(2") over GF(2)

is employed, each digit in the product is given by the same bilinear
form with appropriate cyclic shifting of the representations of the
factors. This property is the key to construction of simple mitipliers
for finite fields.

In the PKD system, it is necessary to implement the equation

(13.6) to perform miltiplication in GF(2"). The expression (13.6) can
be written as

= t .Zoe = “n2 Vine? + (Upp- ees ui.) /\ (VoeVyy eoee¥iy) (13.7)
where the binary matrix /\. is symmetric with an all zero main diagonal.
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This can be seen as follows:

Writing m5 for the entries in M,
rae eB ayy;n=l i ijij

Suppose u= vy = 1 and u. = v, = O for s #k. Then Ze ek” But
. ke : . +1for this case U = V = which implies that Z = UW= - Thus

2-17 1 if and only if k = n-2. Hence Ma. = 1 if and only if k = n-2,
so that the next to last entry on the main diagonal of M is the only one

which is non-zero.

Because of its symmetry and zero diagonal, the nm matrix ANN
can be written as

oO O see. O

KN. = - T + rr .

O seer O oO

where T is the binary upper triangular (n-L) x (n-1) matrix.

To1 too a acveee toyn-1

oO ty Tnee °

Ts . *. °

0 @eenepeeeeceenene t-2,n-1

Thus,
. t

ara Ww_o*n-2 + (Upsses uo) T (Vp seers Yaa?
: (13-8)

+ [T(uj sess wy] (Vo9¥,-°¥,o)

Using (13.8) one particular implementation of the multiplication function
is shown in Figure 13.5. The boxes labelled T contain Exclusive—or

gates only. Each component of the output is that sum of input bits

corresponding to the locations of the '1l's in the corresponding row
of the matrix T. The outputs of this box are then And-ed with the

appropriate components of the other factor. The outputs of these n-1

And gates are then summed by a tree of n-2 Exclusive-or gates. The
outputs of the two Exclusive-or trees are summed and added to the term

Wn?" Alternatively, the two Exclusive-or trees and the Exclusive-
or gate that combines their outputs can be replaced by a single

Exclusive-or tree with 2n-2 gates having 2n-1 inputs. The circuit shown

. If U and V are shifted as shown in the
: n=1

diagram, .the same circuit will compute z-2? z4-3' veey2) 22 during the
in Figure 13.5 computes z
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Fig. 13.5 - Multiplier Configuration using T-nmatrix
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next n-1 subsequent shifts.

A different implementation of the mltiplication function is
based on the alternating property of /.

Let B denote any nm matrix in any field F and let u and v be

any vectors in fF", Then the bilinear form u"By defined by B is said to
be alternating if it vanishes whenever u =v, that is, if u"Bu = 0 for
all u in FE". Two nm matrices over F, B and D,are said to be congruent
if there is an invertible matrix P such that

B= P’pP

Then

yt By = (Pu)* D (Py)

Thus the bilinear form ue B v can be evaluated using the matrix D if
the basis is changed by the transformation, pl when D has only a
small number of non-zero entries, the evaluation of (Pa)® D (Pv)
requires only a small number. of mltiplications and additions beyond
those needed to form Pu and Py.

In [48], a binary matrix B which is symmetric and has an all

zero main diagonal is shown to be alternating. Thus the matrix /\. which.
defines the normal basis miltiplier is alternating. The rank of the

matrix /\is m when n is even and is n-l when n is odd. The matrix NN
can be reduced to a diagonal matrix D using the elementary divisor

method given in Section 12.2.4. Thus for the nm-matrix/AL, there
exists elementary matrices Ey» Boyeeey EL (for ‘some m) such that

t t_Eeee e, /\e, we BED
where D is a diagonal matrix with n non-zero entries when n is even

or n-1 non-zero entries when n is odd. Thus
t

P° = eee
En ey

The number of '1's present in the P-matrix is indicative of the number

of Exclusive-or gates required to implement this matrix. Hence using

this P-box, one can implement the miltiplier function as

z =u + (Pu)* D (Py)n-1~“n-2 “n-2

This configuration is shown in Figure 13.6. The connections in the

P-box are determined by the P-matrix and the connections to the And

gates are determined by the D-matrix. Subsequent shifts of u and v

vectors will produce 2)_o9+--9 Zp»
As a final method of implementing the multiplier function

z = uy Mv, the 'brute-force' approach is considered. Thisn=1

approach consists of first forming the vector My and then And-ing

= 298 -
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Fig. 13,6 - Multiplier Configuration using P matrix
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each of its components with the corresponding component of u, then
finally summing the outputs of the n And gates. This approach requires
n And gates and n-1 Exclusive-or gates in addition to the Exclusive-or
gates needed to form My. Compared to the previous two methods, this
one lacks the ‘modularity’ - several sub-circuits of the same kind.

nentiator in GF 213.7 Hardware Design of An E

A hardware exponentiation system in GF(2”) has been designed
using the second method which involves the normal basis representation.
To begin with, a program is written to search for a generator of a
normal basis in GF(2”). This consists of finding seven conjugates in
GF(2”) which are linearly independent over GF(2). A complete listing
of the program is given in Appendix 19.- The steps involved in this
algorithm are given as follows:

i. Choose an element @ & GF(2")
2. Compute a ; = q2tt for i=l,.e., m in GF(2") using the

irreducible polynomial f(x) = xo +x el,
3. Form a ma matrix using the n-bit vectors aee
4. Calculate the determinant of the matrix over GF(2).

5. If determinant = 0 in GF(2), G to step l.
6. If determinant # 0 in GF(2), thenq generates a normal basis.

In this case n= 7. Initially, it is decided to look at the elements q

of the form? = x +1 for kgagn-1. One such generator a is found to be

a = x3 gi-l+1, Then the powers a =a for i =1,25-.+5 7 modulo
(x + x +1) are given by: 6 4

= x + x +x t+ x+ x w1.d3

tte Oe exerts xe Oe xsi anda,s x+
qa sx? +1,0, = x"H,0 +1,

5=x

+1.

The symmetric matrix of the bilinear form is then given by

x8 Ho axe1 xoaxoxet wat ex? xoox xtaxtoxzened ‘ O41
eeSey eFaxtextes Roaaxl exdone ot sBaxdexdanzax xOtan? ead axed
* * eo ndaxdtoxtet onaxd antonaxel oonx2 excel Wdex xOax4x?
‘ . . ateBantaed xotaxed x6 exdex2et xn4x

‘ * . * . oaF ace Oantextexzet wexte 1

a * t . * woextet xr ogdaxZexed

. * * * * * ett

* - indicates symmetry
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Rewriting the above matrix in terms of the normal basis, gives

ey ByMg MgtAytA,—5tO7 78g Br O46 970375 4 #03 90g PGAOD
5 ap ryMagrgtty 94°96 5°03 ary 0.5°04°%,
. 4 G4 tO4ta, tard, 92*HG TH g*85 O45
. ° 5 OjtOQtytghy 040377 O50]
. . , % OA,MAgtH 44g
. . . . % ay804P47
. * * . . o

1

Expanding the above matrix in terms of A) rAzveces aos yields

= a a a. +heM aM=M, 0, +M, 0, +M, 9, +M, 0, + MS as + Me a, tM OD

where

Poy 00101
10010009

y= ogo 1001
011011090

1901011

000110900

1010101

and

M, is obtained by rotating the rows of My downward by 1 position. and
then rotating the colums right by 1 position. Similar operations on

My yield M3 and so one In the implementation of the mitiplier function
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Ms M, is used. The T-matrix is therefore given by
o1d09doo01

01001090

T= o0ogo110090

ooo11l

09000900

900001

The T-box can therefore be realized as

 
Note that one of the six outputs is not used and is identically equal

to O. The And gate is therefore unnecessary that is fed by this 0

output. Thus the complete circuit requires 2 T-boxes with 5 Exclusive-
or gates each, 2 sets of 5 And gates operating on their outputs, 2
Exclusive-or trees with 4 Exclusive-or gates each and 2 additional

Exclusive-or gates and 1 And gate for producing the final cutput. The

total gate count for the miltiplier function is equal to 20 Exclusive-
or gates and 11 And gates.

Using the brute force method the miitiplier function can be

implemented as follows:

 
The number of gates required using this approach is equal to 18

Exclusive-or gates and 7 And gates. It appears to give the minimum

number of gates of the three realizations; but the realization using
the T-matrix or the P-matrix is preferrable for large extension fields

because ‘then the circuit is composed of two identical: subcircuits, that
is, a modular design is achieved.
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The circuit diagram of the designed complete exponentiation

system in GF(2’) is given in Appendix 20. Here the mltiplier
function has been implemented using the ‘brute-force! approach.

As the number of '1's present in the M-matrix give an

indication of the number of Exclusive-or gates required to implement

the miltiplier function, to minimise the number of gates, one needs to
reduce the number of 'l's in the M-matrix to a minimum. In an effort

to obtain such an optimmm M-matrix, various normal basis generators @.

with four different irreducible polynomials are tried in. GF(2’) and the
number of '1's in their corresponding M-matrices are calculated. The

results are given in Figure 13.7. From the results it is seen that

a) the difference between the minimum and the maximum number of ‘1's for

the tried cases is not large, that is, the variance does not appear
to be high.

b) The average number of 'l's in the M-matrix is approximately equal to
49 3:

2 = 24.
This may imply that for a randomly chosen normal basis generator and

23 which is roughly equal to n°/2 =

an irreducible polynomial, the number of '1's is approximately equal .
to half the entries in the Mmatrix. It appears that the random choice

of normal basis generators and different irreducible polynomials does

not seem to yield any substantial reduction in the number of ‘1's in
the M-matrix. The above claim should be read with caution as this is-

based on a small number of trials in a small extension field GF(2”).

13.8 Normal Basis Generators in cr(21?? )

From cryptography point of view, one is interested in large
extension fields namely cr(2!27) or GF(2°71). The next step is there—
fore to determine the generators of normal basis in these extension
fields which can then be used in the PKD exponentiation system.

Albert [48] proved that if F is a subfield of E and E is normal over

F, then E has anormal basis over F. Thus, GF(2") has a normal basis
over GF(2) for all n. Although the theorem by Albert establishes the
existence of a normal basis for any field GF(2"), it does not give any

help to determine the generators of normal basis in practice. As no
systematic method for finding these generators was apparently evident,
it is decided to resort to the trial and error procedure using the

algorithm given in Section 13.7. However, let us first consider the

probability of finding a normal basis using this random search procedure,
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Irreducible polynomial of degree 7
over GF(2)

t

xaxed
x!
xaxa
xaxel
x4x41
xaxe]
peeartcrsarscreonl

XK4X41
x!axe]
xaxel

+x41

xxeaxaxexeaxel

Kax?4X?4X41

Normal Basis
Generator

Xa)
X41
X41
X74K4l
oaxKe1
104x241
x44x41

xo41
Xx741
X74x741

nN
X+X4+1

X°+X41
ON

Same numbers in brackets indicate same M-matrix

No. of ‘l's in
the M-matrix

al af
27 (2)

25 (3)

27 (4)

19 (5)

25 (6)

22 (7)

21 (1)

21 (1)

21 (7)

19 (5)

27 (4)

27 (2)

27 (2)

27 (2)

19 (5)

19 (5)

27 (4)

27 (2)

27 (2)

25 (3)

27 (2)

25 (3)

19 (5)

25 (3)

21 (7)

19 (5)

Fig. 13.7 - Table showing some normal basis generators
in Gr(2!) and the number of 'l's in
the corresponding M-matrices
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From (56, Theorem 11.39}, the number of elements in GF(q")
which have m linearly independent conjugates over GF(q) is given by

” TT] a-g%k)
k

where the qd. are the degrees of the distinct irreducible factors of
x".1 over GF(q).

: : 27For the extension field Gr(2? )

274 = | | aD x)
a|127

where af F(x) denotes the cyclotomic polynomial.
That is,

L27 1 127

Qa) isan DeeilepeBmonildoe degree 1. The degrees of the
irreducible factors of 9! 27) x) are determined using the following
result [56] :

Since every element of order n has the same number of conjugates with

respect to GF(2), every irreducible factor of the cyclotomic polynomial

al™ (x) has the same degree over GF(2). This degree is the mlti-.
plicative order of 2 modulo n.

For .the case n = 127, the miltiplicative order of 2 modulo 127 is 7 as

2? = 1 (mod 127). Thus every irreducible factor of Q'!?7)¢x) has
degree 7 over GF(2). Hence the probability of finding 4 normal basis in

Gr(21?7) = (1s) (1- 25)720.434.
2

The program FINDNORBAS.F77 in Appendix 19 is used to determine
127

a normal basis generator in GF(2 ) using the random search algorithm,

Initially it is again decided to consider the elements of the form

a = x°+1 for léagl126. The operations are performed modulo the
irreducible polynomial xeel, The first such generator of normal
basis found in cr(2}?7 isaqe= x97, In or(2°74), with irreducible
polynomial 744577
be a = x+l1.

+1, the first generator of the form x°+1 is found to

The M-matrix and the T=matrix required for the implementation

of the mitiplier function are also determined, using programs M-MATRIX.

F77 and T—MATRIX.F77. The listing of these two programs are given in

Appendices 21 and 22. The number of Exclusive-or gates needed to

implement the multiplier function using the T-matrix approach is

calculated using the program EXORNO.F77 (Appendix 23). Without

employing any optimization techniques, the T-matrix required 3794

Exclusive-or gates. Thus a rough estimateof the total number of
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Exclusive-or and And gates required to implement the miltiplier and

hence the basic exponentiation function in GFr(2!?7 ) is about 2x3794+2
(125)+2 = 7840 Exclusive-or gates and 2(126)+1 = 253 And gates. This
canbe conveniently manufactured using very Iarge scale integration

(VLSI) techniques.

"13.9 Extension of Diffie-Hellman System to Matrix Rings

This chapter on public key distribution system is concluded

by presenting an extension of the Diffie-Hellman system to matrix rings.
As the ring of all nm matrices over a finite field contains

nilpotent elements when n>1 (Section 10.4), again the group formed by

only the non-singular matrices of order n, Moris considered. In
particular, the group of non-singular matrices over Z/p2 where p is a
prime is considered. To form a public key distribution system, it is

required to chocse an element Ae M(Z/pz) where p is a very large prime
such that

a™ = f (mod p)
wherer is the order of A, the base matrix.

The base matrix A, the prime p and the order r are to be made public.

Each user chooses a secret random number %; less than r and generates a
public matrix Cc; where

c, 3 A*™i (mod p)
Two users can arrive at the common key in the same way as in the Diffie

Hellman system. For instance, if user 1 wishes to initiate an interchange
of secret information with user 2, he extracts the public matrix Cy of
user 2 and computes C52 (mod p). Similarly user 2 computes c,*2 (mod p)
and the process yields the common key K where

K = Kyo = Koy = c,"2 (mod p) = c,"1 (mod p) = A“1*2(mod p)
With the Diffie-Hellman system operated in Z, the maximum

number of secret keys possible is limited to p-1 whereas with this
extended system it depends on the order of the base matrix, r. The

larger the value of r, greater the number of users that the system can

support. Again the security of this system is dependent on the

difficulty of computing logarithms modulo p.

13.9.1 Designof BaseMatrix

The system designer needs to construct a base matrix A in Mo
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(2/pz) and determine its order r. One method of construction of A with

a given order is outlined below.

Consider an irreducible polynomial f(x} of degree m for which

A is a root where Aj ¢ Fa and q = p':
£(x) = a.taxt eee ta x) a €F

Oo 1 T=1 i P

Regarding Fa as a mdimensional vector space over Fp with basis2 : : :(1yAsA” coos ym), let T represent the following linear transformation
on F .

q

Tix*> X x
2 m 1.

Under T, them 1 —>A,A—# Ag woe pA —> “a ym tee -35°
Hence the matrix representation of the linear transformation T relative

to the basis (1yreA2 eee) y™) is given by the companion matrix

ee?OOCO eeeOoODO= se8OFO i 4 a

*eeOo0
—3m-1-9p_27m-3 +8" 40

Linear independence of I, T, T?..., pet implies that I, B, BY, sees
gt are linearly independent. Since f(x) = O, we have £(B) = O. But
£(x) has degree m and so the linear independence implies that f(x) is

the minimum function of B.

Hence the order of the matrix B is equal to p-l and
71

BP ~* = I (mod p)
Thus the system designer can choose irreducible polynomials of degrees

Ms Mos see). in 2/pZ (see Section 10.5.2.1) and form the composite
matrix B as shown below:

By

where the order of B, is equal to pil for lkgigg - The order of the
matrix B is then given by the expression

m™, . m
gem{(pL=-L), (p'2 -1), -+«++, (ps -1) }

The matrix A to be used in the public key distribution can then be

obtained by conjugating B with an arbitrary non-singular matrix Y

belonging to M.(Z/pz )- That. is,
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A =ypyt

The order of A is the same as that of B and they are of dimension n

where n is given by:

This above method has been implemented on the Prime computer system and

the program used is given in Appendix 25. A small example of such a

public key distribution system is considered below:

13.9.2 Example

Let p= 5

Let £,(x) = x-+xtl where £ (x) is irreducible over Z/SZ.
The matrix B, is therefore given by1

a) ‘2 "| = 2 A (mod 5)-l - 4 4

2
and

o ajy?ct
= I (mod 5)

4 4

Let £3(*) = x°+3x7+x+2 which is irreducible over Z/5Z.
Hence the matrix Ba is given by

o 1 oO o 1 o|

B= o.6U0O0[6U1 = oo 121 ‘(mod 5)
-2 -l -3 3 4 2

and
3

o 1 0|?7

Oo oOo lu = I (mod 5)

3 4 2

Now it is necessary to choose Y and yl such that

B 0 4
Y Y = Awhere Ac M_(2/5Z)

0 BS n

Let Y be an arbitrary 5x5 non-singular matrix given below:

< "  ) BbOM,WwW orfwfw.YW K~pwNWwW KyWwWBbPFFe
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The determinant of Y is calculated using program DETMOD.F77 (Appendix

12) and is equal to 4 (mod 5), hence Y is non-singular. The inverse
of Y is calculated using program INVMOD. F77 (Appendix 24) and is given
by

o 2 21 3 =0

9 1 2 2 «0

yi. s 3 3 1 4 #3
2 2 4 2 #4

3.0 41 4 2

and hence

o 2 0 4 3

11 3 1 3

As 4 0 6 3 2

3 3 2 4 4

1 2 4 1 1

The order of A is equal to 2em { (S7-1)(57=1 )} = 744 and a’a4 = I (mod 5),

verified using program MATEXP.FIN (Appendix 13}. Hence the key space is

2¢x¢743 where A* = C (mod 5) compared to the key space 2g¢x<4 in the
Diffie-Hellman system with p = 5.

13.9.3 Use ofUpperTriangular MatricesOver Z/pZ_
On the other hand, the ring of upper triangular matrices over

z/pZ (p prime) can also be used. If the base matrix A is chosen from
this ring, then the maximum order of such a matrix is equal to p(p-1)
which can be obtained by having non-zero elements along the main super-

diagonal. This can be shown as follows.

Partitioning A into a diagonal matrix D and an upper triangular

nilpotent matrix U, that is, A = U+D, then it is seen that 0.U, U.D and
u are also upper triangular nilpotent matrices. In Section 10.4.4, it
is shoun that

(D + uyA(P) = (I+ Uy) (mod p) where @ is the Euler totient function
and Us is some upper triangular nilpotent

t matrix. .
and (I + Ug)? =I. for some t
If p is assumed to be greater than n-1 (which is valid in a PKD
system as the prime p is very large); then t = 1. Thus the order of
A is p&(p) = p(p-1). Hence in this case the key space for x is

2&xsp(p-1). --
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CHAPTER 14

PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS IN THE DESIGN OF PUBLIC KEY SYSTEMS

14.1 General

The fact that permitation polynomials can be used in the

construction of cryptographic systems of a general mathematical nature
should not be surprising since they determine the permutation of

elements of the set, which is the essential basis of a cipher system.

The RSA permitation polynomials and some others which may be used in
the design of public key systems are investigated.

A polynomial f(x) with coefficients in a finite field F_ is
called a permutation polynomial if the numbers f(a) where a € F are a
permutation of the a's. An equivalent statement is that the equation

f(x) =a

is solvable in F for every'a’ in F_ and that the equation has a unique

solution in Fa for each a € Fa {so}.

14.2 Polynomial y = x (mod m)

First consider the 'famous' power polynomial y = x which has
been used in the RSA public key cryptosystem and the Diffie-Hellman

public key distribution system.
Lemma 1

The polynomial

y =’ in Z/p2 where p is a prime

represents a permitation if and only if n is prime to p-l.
Let d be the greatest common divisor of n and p-1.. Thén letting

y = x" (mod p) and raising y to the power (p-1)/d, gives,

Ge/8sPH-L
yiP-L)/d

il 1 (mod p)

1 (mod p)ttie

The above congruence has (p-1)/d roots in Z/pzZ and each root is a nth

power in Z/pz. If d= 1, that is, n is relatively prime to p-l, then
there exists only one nth root of each element in Z/p2 and hence y = x"
is a permutation modulo p.

Now the above argument can be extended to the case where

ve x is a permitation in 2/mZ where m= ! Pi and the Py» l¢isr »1=L.

are distinct primes and n is a positive integer such that gcd (ns(P,-1)
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(Pycl)+++(P-1))= 1. .To prove that y = x (mod m) is a permutation one needs to
show that x’ = y" (mod m) implies that x = y (mod m). Following (8l]>
the proof is considered in three steps. |
{i) x and y are relatively prime to m. |

bp; for lga,bgm/p;
bp; for ifj, leagm/pye lxbgm/p,

(ii) x = ap; and y
ii] u

(iii) x ap, and y

(i) The proof is by induction on r- From Lemma 1, if r=1, then

y x isa permutation as gcd (nsp,-1) = 1. Assume it holds
for rgk-l- Let [ajseeera be a complete reduced residuep(n! (reduce
system mod m, that is, gcd (a; sm) =1l. If a, 5a, (mod m),
then (a,/a,) = x" = 1 (mod m) and hence x" = 1 (mod p,),
lkgigr. The gcd (n,p;-1) = 1 and Lemma 1 imply that x = 1
(mod P; )« But then x = 1 (mod m). Thus {a," y veey B3m)!
are distinct modm.

(ii) Now suppose a”P;" == b"p,” {mod m) where lca,bkx m/p;- Then
ap==p" pta1 (mod m/p; ) and so a" = b" (mod m/p; ) since
p; is invertible mod m/p, « By induction hypothesis, a = b.
Consequently, { ap,” } ’ Ig agm/p, are distinct mod m. Moreover
for any i, the sets (ap;"Ih, lg agm/p, and {aayeeeBim
are distinctsince as zO (mod p,), kk K<A(m).

(iii) If ap," = bp," (mod m) where kx m/p, » ictgm/p., i # Js
then p; [bs p,|a- Let a= p; a and b = Py B, then

 nm n-l - eon nel m
Ps = 6B (p,p,) ~~: (mod(P,P;) (PyP5) (mod Sp.)

and ad
 

PsP; invertible mod
 

implies that a” = 5"(mod —~)
iP5 iP5

By the induction hypothesis and by la,bem/p,Ps.» 3 = B and so ap; = bp5-
The only intersection of the sets { ap," } ic agn/p, k = i,j have then,
is at the common miltiples of P;P.-

Suppose now that x= vf (mod m) with x # y (mod m). From
the first case, neither x nor y can be ‘relatively prime to m. But: then

x= apis y = bps for some i,j with lgi,jgr. Again by the above,this
implies x = y (mod m). Thus { x" } 1gxam are distinct (mod m). This
completes the induction.

Conversely, if the proposition is not true, then there is at

least one i such that ged (nsp;-1) # 1 and hence x” does not yield a
permutation (mod p,). If x 2 y (mod p;) and x = y" (mod P,)» then
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for z = m/p; xz # yz (mod m) and (xz) 2 (yz}" (mod m).$o..4? is. not a
permutation (mod m).

The above paragraphs thus show why in the RSA system which

uses the polynomials x and o (mod m), one needs to choose the coding
exponents e and d relatively prime to (Py-1)(py-1) where, m = P)Po:

14.3 Polynomial y = ax + b (mod m)

Consider the linear permutation polynomial f(x) given by

f(x) = ax + b (mod m) (14.1)

where a and b are elements in Z/mZ and gcd (a,m) = 1 and m is a square

free integer. Assume that the message is x, l¢x<m and the encryption

 
procedure consists of evaluating f(x). The decryption procedure is

given by the inverse polynomial, £4 (x). Rewriting (14.1) as
ax + b (mod m)

y - b {mod m) (14.2)

Letting y - b = y, gives

v

ie, ax

ax = y” (mod m) (14,3)

The congruence (14.3) has as solution

x=y ah(m)-1 (mod mn}
where @(m) is the Euler totient function. But the opponent does not

actually need to calculate @(m) to find x given y. The congruence (14.3)

can be easily solved using Euclid's algorithm without the knowledge of

f(m) as follows.

One can find a7} using Euclid's algorithm where
1 1 (mod m)-

y’ a) (mod m)
aa

iHence x

Thus as expected, the linear congruence (14.1), does not provide a

secure public key system since the opponent can easily recover the

message x without factoring the modulus m to its prime factors. On the

other hand, this polynomial can be used to form a conventional crypto-

system where the parameters a, b and m are kept secret. Further the

parameters a and b can be varied in some prearranged manner resulting in
a variable substitution such as

a, = 9,(4;1) eeen a,)
and

DB, = O(D,1 seen by)
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14.4 Linear Fractional Substitution

Now consider the linear fractional substitution function
= axtd£ =

(x) ext+d
 

(mod p)

From Section 10.4.5, the above function permutes the elements in Z/pZ

if ad - be # O (mod p). In Section 10.4.5, the elements a,b,c and d

were used to form the message. Here the element x is considered to be

the message. For designing a public key system which is to be based on |

the difficulty of factoring a large integer, consider
ax+bd

y cx+d (mod m)

 
where say m = P,P> and P,*Py are distinct primes.y is the cipher. A
symbol © is adjoined to Z/mZ where © = 1/0, O = 1/@ and for x ¢ Z/mZ,

o+ x= a, ox = wo for x # O. The legitimate receiver can decrypt the

cipher by finding the inverse operations modulo Py and modulo Ps
separately and then use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to obtain the

message x(mod P1P5)- Actually this system has no security at all
because the cryptanalyst can also find the message very easily with the

knowledge of the parameters a,b,c,d and m. That is, he does not need to

factorize minto its prime factors. This is because the inverse of the

matrix mM =(2 ») (mod m} can be found even without the knowledge of the
prime factors of m. This can be done using a process similar to the

Gauss—Jordan ¢limination process over the real numbers except in this

case, the elementary operations are chosen to ensure that the

determinant of the resulting matrix is relatively prime to m (assuming

determinant of (2 °) is relatively prime to m). This type of algorithm
would require a similar number of operations as its counterpart over
the reals, that is, something like O(n?) operations for a mom matrix
({45]. Thus the opponent can find the A,B,C,D such that

OB) ge by
cD’: ec d

If the greatest common divisor of cipher y (mod m) and m is greater

(mod m)

than 1, then this gives one of the prime factors of m. The probability
of this occurring mist be small for large m,as the factorization of a

large m is known to be hard. Therefore neglecting this case and

considering gcd(y,m) = 1, the opponent can choose two elements w and z

mod m such that

. zy = w (mod m}
Once such a pair (w,z) is found, he can easily solve for the message
x as
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a Px~~ee tl c 0) ()
Aw + Bz (mod m) (14.4)

and

* ul

Thus the message x can be recovered without having to factorize m. An

example illustrating the above method is given below:

= = 3.7 = 21.
Let m P)P2 3 21
Let

3x +5 3.5, =
x 4D {mod 21) det >) = 1 (mod 21)y=

Let the message to be encrypted is, x = 6. Then the cipher y is

given by
3.6+5 -=——= = 16 (mod 21y 5 4D ( )

Using the modified Gauss-—Jordan method, the opponent calculates the

inverse to be 1

3°95 = 2 16 (mod 21)
1 2 20 «3

Choosing w = 2 (mod 21), gives
16z = 2 (mod 21)

Using Euclid’s algorithm, z = 8 (mod 21). Now using equation (14.4),x
is calculated to be

. x = 2.2 +16.8 (mod 21)
6 (mod 21)

Again such a system can be used in the design of a conventional

symmetric cryptosystem. One can vary the parameters a,bjcs ds such
that a,d; - bie, 7 O (mod m), by some prearranged manner. For instance,
one can initially select two matrices M, and M, such that det (M) 702

_ _fa.” b.{mod m) and det (M, ) 7 O (mod m) and Ms40 = Me M,, where M; = ct a):
for subsequent i's.

14.5 Rédei Rational Functions

Now consider a general rational function f(x) = atx, a
quotient of polynomials over Z where g(x) and h(x) are relatively prime

in Z(x]. Then f(x) is a permutation function modulo m if h(a) (mod m)

is a prime residue class (mod m) for any a& Z and the mapping 6: Z/mz -

+ Z/mz, 8 (a) = h(a)tg(a) is a permutation [so], If m= P,}Pz1 then
f(x) is a permutation function (mod m) if and only if it is a permutation

function (mod P,) and (mod P5)- Again a symbol © is adjoined to Z/mz
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where © = 1/0 and O = 1f“and for ac Z/mZ,e@ + a =m, ao = wo fora

# O. If the quantities f(a) are distinct for all ac Z/mZU {co} ,
then f(x) is a permtation function over Z/mZ U{o} .

Rédei [82] considered certain particular functions £i*) which could be
used in the design of public key cryptosystems as shown below:

Let ®% be a residue modulo p (p, a prime # 2) such that () =
-1 (ie, qis a fixed non-square). Rédei then proved that the function

£0) given by
 

x +a \" £ (x) + Ja
x.— VE = 2

£0) - Ja
ie» .

n n

f(x) = Va (xtNa) + (% Va
(et¥ay" = eva)”

is a permitation (mod p) if n is add and ged (n,ptl) = 1 and pfn.
Further he showed that

£og(*) = £(£500) over Z/pz
as

£oglx)+ va = f(f£,00)4+Va
Bag(*)-vr- . f(fy) va *

Thus tA is the inverse permutation of f. if d is chosen such that
ed = 1 (mod p+l)

and

Fi(Fg0) = F40F,09) = x

The proof can be found in [82].

One can use such a function f in the design of public key

systems as follows.

If the ring Z/mZ is considered where say m = PPPs (P)»P5 are
primes # 2) then the encrypting exponent e can be chosen such that

ged(e, p,+l) = 1, ged(e,p,+1) = 1 and eX p, and ef pz, then £,(x) is
a permitation function over Z/mZ. This is a consequence of the Chinese

Remainder Therorem. Now one can determine the decoding exponentd such
that

ed = 1 (mod (Pp, +1)(p,*1) ) (14.5)
The encryption procedure transforms the message x eZ/mZ. using the

function y = Fo(*) and the decryption procedure recovers the message
by evaluating fu) in Z/mZ. The parameter a in the function f is chogen
such that (% ) = -1 and (@ )

Py Po

to (e,fi» ma) and the secret key is (d, fy My }e

= -l. The public key is therefore equal
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From (14.5), it is seen that to calculate the decrypting

exponent d, the opponent needs to factorize m into its prime factors.

Thus this function seems to be suitable for a public key cryptosystem

whose security again depends on the difficulty of factorizing 4 large
integer m.

14.6 Dickson Polynomial Based Public Key System

Let us now consider a special class of polynomials called the

Dickson polynomials [53]. As personally suggested by Prof S D Cohen of

Glasgow University, such Dickson polynomials are used in the design of

public key cryptosystems.

For @e€ Fo and any odd positive integer k, the Dickson
polynomial g,, (% &) is given by

(k-1 )/2 k f 2a0sa) = ) gs (=) (-ayF 7 -{sfFts= {=|>
r=0 :

: sa: : k
For a = 0, .(%20) is equal to the familiar power function x used by
the RSA system.

x

From [53], it is known that if gcd(k,p71) = 1, then g(x,a) is a
permutation polynomial in Fo Further

d
Ang (% 4) = 9(94% a)» wu.) = Gg(9,(%90)9a°)

Thus the inverse permitation of 9,(%0)> with ged(e,p°-1} =1 can be
found using

ed = 1 (mod(p*-1) )
and

-1, e
95 (%a) = Og(%sa ) over Z/pz

Now consider the polynomial 9, (%+a) over Z/mZ where say
TEP)Pas 3 product of distinct primes. Then 9% a) represents a
permitation if and only if

ged(es(p,"=1)(p,“=1 YF 2
Thus one can design a public key system using the Dickson polynomial

O.(%a) as follows:
l. Choose large random primes Py and P> and let m = P1Po°
2. Choose the encryption exponent e such that ged( er (py wl

2 -
(Pp, -1) 1.

3. Calculate the decrypting exponent d such that
- 2 2

ed = 1 (mod (p,“-1)(py°-1) ) (14.6)
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4. Choose an arbitrary element @ in 2/mZ.

The encryption procedure then consists of transforming the

message x € Zz/mzZ using 9, (% a} and the decryption procedure recovers
the message using Fgh aw). The public key is therefore given by
{@,m,9.(%,a)sq)and the secret key consists of (d,m, 94(%9 03,0). The
security of this system again lies in the difficulty of factoring the

modulus m to its prime factors to be able to calculate d using (14.6).

Thus Dickson polynomials can be used to design secure public

key systems like the RSA system. It has been simulated on the Prime

Computer system using the program DFOLY.F77 given in Appendix 26. An

 
example showing the various parameters is given below.

Example

Let P) = > P, = 7 and m= pp, = 35- Leta =1
Cheosing the coding exponents e and d such that

ed=1 (mod (5°-1)(7-L))
ed=1 (mod 1152)

Therefore e = 11 and d = 419 are suitable.

Thus the encryption Dickson polynomial function isgiven by Gy(%1)2
polynomial degree = 11

polynomial coefficients =

xh we)

(1 © 24 09 0 2 0 20 0 24 0 )

The decryption Dickson polynomial function is given by I4i9( X+1):
polynomial degree = 419

polynomial coefficients =
49

(1 Oo 1 0 2 90 Oo la oO

28 O 13 O 26 O o 31 #O

25 0 0 0 9 015 Qa 0 0

o 0 0 9 0 Oo O14 O

21 O21 07 00 0 0 #0

o Oo o 20 015 015 9

2 0 5 0 60 0 0 0 30 O

20 9 20 0 5 030 060 0 06

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 O

21 O21 0 7 0 0 0 0 0

21 O21 0 7 0 0 060 14 O

23 =O 28 O 21 0 G O 21 =O

o9 0 © 0 0 0 9 GO 90 © __
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0

wn+38ongum¥£"oRegReooORMOSCSOREAORRRAOARATRaF
td5

= 10 (mod 35) = MessageDecryption

Discussion14.7

Some permutation polynomials for which the inverse permitations

The linear polynomialare easy to construct have been considered.

axtb and the Linear fractional substitution funetion (axtb)/(cxtd) are
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found to be insecure when used as public key systems. The Rédei

function and the Dickson polynomials seem to offer a similar level of

security as the prototype RSA system. In general, it is not easy to

find the inverse permutation for an arbitrary permutation polynomial.

One way of finding the inverse permitation of a polynomial g(x) in Z/pz

consists of raising the function g(x) successively to powers 2,3,4,...

and combining an appropriate set of them to give the inverse function.

Using this method, both the system designer and the cryptanalyst have

the same work factor. On the other hand, if a permutation polynomial

g(x) can be found whose inverses over 2/p;2 for LSlys-ey Y are easy to
calculate but whose inverse over Z/mZ where m = TTp. is difficult to
calculate: without knowing the prime factors Py» then one can design a
public key system based on the factorization trapdoor as follows:  
1. Choose large primes Pyeeees Py and let m = TT Pi.
2. The permutation polynomial g(x) is made public along with nm.

3. The encryption procedure consists of transforming a message

% & z/mz > 9(%)) € z/mz. 1
4. The decrypticn procedure finds g™ (%) in Z/p,Z for i=l,...r

and then uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem to recover the

MESSage Xp in Z/mZ.
Note that the decryption procedure should require the knowledge of prime

factors of m to be able to provide security.

Public key systems can also be designed using permuitation
polynomials based on the law of composition. One. can combine the

permitation polynomials, for which inverses can be found if some 'extrat

information is known, under the law of composition to construct public

key systems which can be more secure than the individual polynomial

based systems. Consider for instance, the encryption procedure given

by the composite permutation function g where

9=y¥, Ov, Ov, 0 --- OY,
and

Yur 1gign, are permutation functions.
(O - denotes composition)

The decryption procedure is then obtained by the composition of the

inverses of the composition factors of g in the opposite order given by
-1 1 -1

h=y, O yi7) O eee OV,
Hence gO h= hOg = Identity, I.

The system designer can easily obtain the inverse composite permutation

function h as he knows the factors of g. But the opponent ‘only knows g
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and its inverse is very difficult to calculate since it is very

difficult to find the decomposition of g with respect to composition.
As an illustration of this scheme, consider the following

simple example given below:

Let y, x1 (mod m) where m = P\P5 and e,d, 1 (mod ¢(m))
1 and b, e¢ 2/mzLet Y5 = ay,tb, (mod m) where gced(a, »m) 1

ed, = 1 (mod A@(m))
a5¥57D, (modm) where gcd(a,sm) = land b, « Z/mzZ

Let y, = Yo2 (mod m) where
Let Ya

Then the composite -permitation g is given by
_ e e

a(x) = a,(a,x 1+ b,) 2+ b,

Letting = 3 and e, = S, gives
15 .

a{x) = 5_ c.x- (mod m) where c. © Z/mZ.
f> i i

The system designer would make the function g(x) and m public and keep

the prime factors Py and Py and the factors ¥y9Vo2¥3 and Yq of the
composition secret. If someone only knows g(x) and m, then it is very

difficult to find the inverse permutation. As seen earlier, one way

is to try g, °°, ees until the inverse permutation can be constructed
by trial and errer procedure. On the other hand, the legal receiver

1
can find the inverse permutation very easily by calculating va. ;
followed by vs9 followed by Vos followed by v7 to recover the
message.

The complexity of the composite system can be dramatically

increased using such an approach and there are numerous ways of

constructing such composite systems. For instance, one could combine

the RSA system and the knapsack system. The message can be encrypted

using the RSA-.system or one of its extensions and the encrypted

message can be interpreted as a string of numbers in say the binary

system, which can be encrypted using knapsack system. This gives rise
to a number of possibilities to increase the security.
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CHAPTER 15

CHAINING TECHNIQUES AND BROADCASTING WITH PUBLIC KEY SYSTEMS

15-1 General

In the following section, some of the chaining techniques

are applied to the generalized RSA matrix system discussed in Section

 
10.4. It may be recalled that some of these techniques have been used

with the symmetric DES system {see Chapter 5). Such techniques can

also be applied to the RSA polynomial system described in Section 10.5.

By these techniques, the undesirable effects of redundancy and structure
present in the plaintext data are, eliminated.

Finally, a precaution which should be taken when using the

. RSA system or any one of its extensions in a broadcasting situation is

mentioned, where a single message is encrypted under several public keys

to be sent to several users.

15.2 Chaining Techniques

Let E and D denote the encryption and decryption of a message

M under the generalized RSA system. Initially, consider the inter-—

symbol dependence in an individual block using the RSA matrix system.

First consider the messages to be non-singular matrices over
Z/mZ, where m = jah Piis under the normal encryption mode C€ = me
(mod m). If there is a single error in cipher matrix C then the

recovered plain matrix will be completely in error. An example

illustrating this is shown in Figure 15.1. This indicates that there:

is a strong intersymbol dependence within an individual ciphertext block.

On the other hand, with upper triangular matrix messages

(including the diagonal elements), this is not the case. Consider a

message M, a 3x3 matrix over Z/mZ,given by

91. 7120713

M= oO a5 a5 where ged(a;;»m) =il1, 1¢is3
oO 0 453

and the corresponding cipher matrix C

C= M(mod m)
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Let m = 5.3 = 45

Let e = d = 5

m. 8 13
" 2 _ (mod 45)

M= =

m3 mn, 3 4

¢ c 29 7

cz mw 2/1? ?)2 (mod 45)

C3 cy 12 #13

An error in Cc) affects decryption of all elements Mm, +m, 2m, and me

Denoting this as

(¢-—»e,*) —_ (m,*s m1," m,*» m,*)

(29—» 30) ——> (3% 403019 )

Similarly,

(c,— c,*) _ (m,*; m,*» m3" > m,*)

(7 —» 8) ——> (11, 5, 30, 1)

(c,—>c,*) ——» (m,*, m*, m,*, m,*)

qa2— 13) —— (11, 10, 25, 1}

(c,— c,*) —_? (m,*+ m*» m*, m,*)
(13 — 14) —> (29, 2, 42, 44)

Fig 15.1 — Intersymbol Dependence in Non-singular

Matrix Message: Space.
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11 “12 «13

c® ° fo9 «S23

0 0 Ca3

If there is an error in Cy? denoted by cl) » then after decryption it
is found that

* 2s 7. =
“1 (1213 “11 7120 93

° fon pg|PY | Foo 893|os MF

QO Oo &33 Oo oO 433

It is seen that only the elements B11” FL. and a3 are affected due to
an error inc That is, there is not a strong intersymbol dependence11°

between the elements as in the case of the non-singular matrix messages.

More generally, it is possible to work out which elements are being

affected by errors. Considering again 3x3 matrices, let the

message be

‘Toa oboe

M= Oo de

oO. 6°8[dlC6Uf

Then nel
a db c

wrth = oO qd ie
Oo 0 f

= a b c a bn n n

.O d e oO dn n

oO 9 f Qo Oo fn

Thus

aa = antl (15.1)
= +1

ae one (15.2)
ntl = (15.3)

and

by = ab tb a’
+1 = ad e +e &
nel = a cq +b a, +e f"
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Hence

banB ~ aad (a - a")

-eo = a (a - f")
_ be (a" - dy c - be at et

“1 7 a (ad) * df a-f

Now if there is an error in 'a', that is, a*, this results in error in

a, bande. Denoting this as,n’ -n n

a* a # b * c *
> "yn 2 on’? “nn

bt ——>
- * *

then bite cL
cr C4

dq? ——-» d*s b#, e#, c *

_e& —_—_— eC , c *

f——" f*,e*,c*n n n

Thus from the point of view of intersymbol dependence within a block,

it is preferrable to use the set of non-singular matrices as messages.

Now consider some chaining techniques using this RSA matrix

system, Suppose anuser A wishes to comminicate to anuser B a total of

r messages Ms ene Me Let the corresponding ciphers be > oees Cl.
One way of chaining would be to modify the first cipher C1

using some function fy before transmitting to user B. The function f
can be commmicated to user B under some secure means. For the

subsequent ciphers Co» consis both users can derive the functions fo5
eve, ft. using some publiclyknown function g,

f; = 9(f;_)> eees fi» Me_yesees M > Cilps eee, Cy), i?

Cne could also transmit the function fy
key distribution system such as the extended matrix version of the

to begin with using a public

Diffie-Hellman public key distribution system discussed in Chapter 13.

Now consider the case where the function f, is transmitted
to the user B via the first message M-
looked at.

Two such possible methods are

15.2.1 Method 1

The operation of this method follows the pattern given

below:
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User A User B

Mo ee SSE D fe

M,tCy —_——_—_—_» C, cS ——_ M+C, M,
E D ™

M+C,, ————> C3 C3 5 Mt, M,

In this method, the previous cipher matrix is simply added with the

next message matrix before encryption. Here a simple modulo m addition

has been suggested. More g@merally, one could use a publicly known

function g to form o(M. Cia) With this method, an error in Cc; will
cause an error in the decryption of M; and Mey and then the system will1

synchronize, That is,

E D #* ialM, + . Cc. .* ——> M,* + . M_**A +c, ec cy . oS
E DB i+. (=

Mset + C; __ Cia C4 Mi Cc; ___ Mel

This system has the same error characteristic as the stream cipher
feedback (CFB) or the cipher block chaining (CBC) modes of DES. Note tat

Us metiod dove nok provide autienbeabion ay anyone Can enevypt a message -
15.2.2 Method 2

The operation of this method follows the pattern given
below:

User A User B

E c Cc D
4, — 34 1 ec,E D 7: ——>
M+,+M, — cy Cc, —_——}» Mi+c,4M, M,

In this method, the previous cipher matrix as well as the previous

message matrix are added modulo m to the next message matrix prior to
encryption. More generally, again a publicly known function g can be

used ‘instead of modulo m addition where the arguments of g are Ms»
M, and Cioi-1 1°

the decryption of all subsequent message matrices.

With this method, an error in Cys will cause error in
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User A User 8B

 

=-C |

M. 4c, .#M, —Esc. c.* —Osm.eem.#. 4¢,* Ack de yee
ie-l “i-l i 1 i i i-L1 i=l i

-—c-* .* 7”E D 1 My .*M Mo. >MACs C5 “itl

This system has the same error characteristic as the CBCP or the CFBV

modes cf DES discussed in Chapter 5. It possesses the error

propagation property.

Note that in both these methods, the first message—cipher pair

(My) is essentially used to set up some form of ‘initialization
vector' (Section 2.3.2) and it is a direct block encryption.

15.3 Broadcasting of Messages

In many applications, it is necessary to transmit the -same

set of messages to a group of users in the network, Simmons has

shown that [83]Jin such broadcasting situations,special precautions

should be taken to avoid the message being recovered by a cryptanalyst

without having to 'break' the underlying cryptosystem. His argument

given below applies to the prototype RSA system (over Z) or any of its

extensions proposed earlier. Thus the messages M and ciphers C in the

argument can be rational integers, polynomials, matrices or algebraic

integers.

Let the modulus of the system be m (=P,P5) and two public
encryption exponents be e, and e5° Let a message M be encrypted with
each of these exponents to form C, and Coe That is,

M°1 (mod m)%

“2
e where M, Cy, C, € Z/mz

M2 (mod m)

Now if it is assumed that ged(e, +e.) = 1, then there exists a and b
such that

ae, + be, = il

The values of a and b can be found using the Euclid's algorithm. One

of the coefficients is positive and the other is negative. If a is
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acres

negative, then using Euclid's algorithm, the miltiplicative inverse of

cy (mod m) is given by
1

4

If gcd(C, »m) = 1, then 7 exists and
1(mod m)

cPlA | (m2)?

wee,Me, {mod m)

: -l, la b(C, ylal (C,)

M (mod m)

 
Thus the message can be recovered even without factoring m into P, and
Po: The only information needed are the integer values of m, e)2 ey?
c,and Gq all of which are assumed to be publicly.available. Thus

2

precautions must be taken to avoid such situations.

An example illustrating such a situation is given below:
Let m = 13.23 = 299

Let ey = 5 q = 53
ey a7 d, = 151

Let the message M= 4. Then,

Let

5

C,=(4)?=127 (mod 299)
7

c, = (4) 238 (mod 299)

Now using Eueclid's algorithm

5a + 7bo=1

=> az 3, b= -2

As b is negative, we form

1 -

coc, = 1 (mod 299)

(238 )¢,* = 1 (mod 299)

Using Euclid's algorithm cs = 49 (mod 299)

Hence ,
2 3

(49) (127)> = 4918167583

= 4 (mod 299)
= M
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CHAPTER 16

CONCLUSIONS

Some cryptographic techmiques for secure data communication

over an insecure channel have been investigated in this thesis. The

first part has been primarily concerned with conventional crypto—

systems, in particular, the Data Encryption Standard (DES) whereas

the second part focussed on public key cryptosystems.. The main

results and conclusions are summarized below [87-90].

Part 1

A software implementation of the DES algorithm has been

carried out using an Apple microcomputer which allowed a study of some

of the properties of the DES such as the complementary property and
the avalanche effect. It has been found however that such a software

implementation is too slow for many real time applications and since

it is necessary to store the secret key within the computer system,

there is a possibility of its recovery by an unauthorized user. These

problems can be overcome by a hardware LSI implementation of the DES

 
and this: has been used in the design and construction of a micro—

processor based data encryption interface unit.

The use of the interface in a point to point communication

system allowed secure data transfer between Apple microcomputers in

either plain or encrypted format. The interface has been satisfactorily

tested over the public switched telephone network with data rates up

to 1200 bits per second. If required, the security can be increased

by performing multiple encryption with independent keys or using

chaining techniques. Several chaining techniques have been investigated

using the developed system namely Cipher Block Chaining (CEC), Stream
Cipher Feedback (CFB), Cipher Block Chaining with Plaintext Feedback

(CBCP) and stream Cipher Feedback with Vector Feedback (CFBV). Each

of these schemes gave rise to a cryptographic system with different

error characteristics, speed of operation and level of security and

hence is suitable for different applications, The error propagation

property of CBCP and CFBV schemes made them -particularly suitable for

message authentication purposes but unsuitable for use in
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comminication links prone to noise. The self synchronizing property

of CFB and CBC made them more useful for links prone to small amounts

of noise. The four chaining modes are found to be less susceptible

to attacks of replay, insertion,deletion and code book analysis in

comparison to the standard Electronic Code Book (ECB) modeeChaining

also helped to eliminate the undesirable effects of data recundancy

and structure. A statistical analysis of the randomess of the output

sequences produced under these different chaining modes confirmed the

good pseudo-random generator property of the DES.

The use of the developed encryption interface has been

extended to provide off-line file security using the Apple disk system.

A self synchronizing mode is found to be more suitable for file

encryption as in this case, recovery from an error must be effected

with ciphertext alone If a ciphering procedure with error prop-

agation property is used for file security, subsequent inability to read

a portion of the ciphertext because of damage to the physical medium

or the recorded bits, may prevent all the following ciphertext being

deciphered. With communication security, it is possible to recover
from an error by retransmitting the original messace.

Further the developed system can be used on the Prestel

public network allowing storage and retrieval of completely and partly

encrypted frames of information on the Prestel database. A 6—-bit

cipher feedback technique has been found to be suitable for such_an

application. This technique prevented the occurrence of control

characters in the ciphertext which are not acceptable to the Prestel

control unit.

The use of such a DES based encryption system in a

comminication network requires the keys be distributed to the users

over a separate secure channel. Several methods of key distribution

using Key Centres and public key systems have been discussed.

Part 2

A generalization of the RSA system in the ring of matrices

over Z/mZ, where m is a composite integer, is proposed. It is shown
that a factorization of the modulus m is needed to compute the

exponent of the group formed by either non-singular matrix messages or
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upper triangular matrices with invertible diagonal elements over Z/mZ,
thus offering a similar level of security as the prototype RSA system.

This system allows the use of a non=-square free modulus which is not

possible with the RSA system over the integers. This scheme is as

suitable for both privacy and authentication as its predecessor. The

use of chaining techniques in this generalized system to overcome the

difficulties of data redundancy has also been demonstrated.

An extension of the RSA system to polynomial rings has been

considered. It is found that the difficulty of factorization of a

polynomial into its irreducible factors over a finite field does not

in itself provide a secure public key cryptosystem. However, if the

difficulty of factorizing an integer is compounded with the difficulty

of factorizing a polynomial, then a secure RSA type system in the ring

 
of polynomials is seen to be possible. For cryptographic application,

beth the modulus polynomial and the modulus integer need to be square
free to enable proper decryption.

The design of public key systems in some quadratic algebraic

number fields using the factorization trapdoor concept has been

presented. The security of such systems is found to be dependent on
the difficulty of factorizing the norm of the modulus. Thus a similar

level of security as the prototype RSA system can be achieved if the

norm is made to be sufficiently large. One method of message

representation in such systems involves the use of the elementary

divisor theory to choose a standard set of representatives.

The investigation of such extensions indicate that rings

other than the ring of rational integers,can be used to construct public

key systems with the factorization trapdoor property. From a practical

point of view, it seems that the complexity of such systems may

favour the implementation of the factorization trapdoor in the ring of

rational integers.

The Diffie-Hellman public key distribution has been

implemented in the Galois extension field GF(2") with n = 127,where
the computations required for exponentiation can be easily performed

using digital logic. To withstand the most recently published

Adleman's subexponential algorithm to compute logarithms, it is

necessary to work in a higher extension field of GF(2°7?) to maintain
a work factor equivalent to that of DES key exhaustion.
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Short cycling attacks consisting of repeated encipherings

have been carried out against the exponentiation system in GF(2") with
n= 3 and 7. It is found that if the primitive element is chosen at
random, then the expected cycle length of an arbitrary cycle is very
close to half the number cf non-zero elements in the field. Thus this

type of attack appears to be very much analogous to a random search

procedure.

The exponentiation system in cr(2!?7 ) has been used in
conjunction with the DES encryption to form a hybrid system which

combines the protection provided by the conventional cryptosystem with

the user authentication attributes of a public key system. Such a

hybrid arrangement is found to be feasible in practice.

A dedicated hardware exponentiation system in GF(2’) has
been designed and constructed. The use of normal basis representation

in the design allows a modular construction which is very useful in

large scale integrated circuit design.

An extension of the Diffie-Hellman public key distribution

system to matrix rings is proposed. Using rings of non-singular

matrices over Z/pZ (p prime) and upper triangular matrices with

invertible elements along the diagonal over 2/pZ, it is shown that the

number of possible secret keys is much greater for a given prime p

compared to the original system.

The role of permitation polynomials in the design of public

key systems has been investigated and it is shown that the class of

Dickson permitation polynomials and certain Rédei rational functions

can be used to construct public systems with a similar level of

security as the prototype RSA system. Further,a method of designing

public key systems using permutation polynomials under the law of

composition has been presented. The complexity of such composite

systems can be dramatically increased to provide high security.
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